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Within You Without You 
Information: Sung and written by George Harrison (Was a very good singer and writer in his own right). This is his only song on Sgt Peppers 
    Very much inspired by Indian music and culture. 
    Ravi Shankar played a big role in George Harrison’s interest (He taught him how to play Sitar) 
    George is on the only Beatle to perform on this song (Indian musician and String players other parts) 


Indian Instruments Used 
Tambura – Guitar shaped instrument played 
like a guitar 
Adds a drone to the music 
 
Dilruba – Stringed instrument played with a 
bow 
Has a “wind”/soft timbre 
Plays a decorated melody in the music 
 
Swarmandal – Stringed instrumental 
Looks like a small harp (Can be carried) 
Very ‘tingy’ timbre due to steel strings 
Plays Glissando in the music (Run your hand up 
the strings in one go) 
 
Tabla – Drum like instrument 
Plays a Tala rhythm in the music 
Adds pulse and beat to the music 
 
Sitar – Stringed/Guitar like instrument 
Play parts of the melody in the song 
Has a distinct timbre that is recognisable 
Can add a drone quality to music 
Can also use pitch bends for effects. 
 


Melody 
More of Disjunct melody with a larger range. 
 
Dilruba doubles vocal parts with some 
decoration 
 
Melody in verse made up of 2 x 6 bar phrasea 
and one 9 bar 
 
Word painting in “They passed away” where 
‘way’ is held and descending melody 
 
 


Harmony 
Drone played throughout 
Tonic and Dominant (Db and Ab). This does 
change pitch 


Texture 
Some Anitphonal ideas in the B section. 
 
Mix of Indian Instrumental and 
Western instruments (Strings) 


Structure 
The song is an Overblown Ternary (ABA) 
Intro –  
Tabura plays drone, Dilruba plays melody 
No distinct beat/pulse 
A 
Verse – Tabla adds rhythm and a pulse 
Melody by vocals and Dilruba 
6 bar phrases x 2 and 9 bar (utypical of pop 
music) 
Repeated but strings add development 
Chorus – Mainly crotchet rhythm in vocals 
Violins play an antiphonal response to vocals 
6 Bar phrases 
 
B  
Instrumental section of the song 
Tempo increase and moves to 5/8 
Dilruba and Sitar carries the melody 
 
A  
Repeat of A section 
 


Rhythm and Metre 
No distinct pulse at the start of the piece. This 
adds a dreamy quality 
Tablas (Drums) adds Tala Rhythms. This does 
add a pulse to the music but the metre can 
change 
 
Increase tempo in B (instrumental) section and 
5/8 metre (very untypical in pop music) 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	 	









To want vouloir
I want Je veux
Do you want? Tu veux
he/she/one wants Il/elle/on veut
We want nous voulons
you (pl/pol) want vous voulez
They want ils/elles veulent


Y10 French Knowledge OrganiserPresent tense  verbs


Must Know Infinitives
vivre – to live
habiter - to live
partager – to share
déménager– to move
conduire– to drive
construire – to build
offrir – to offer
pouvoir – to be able to
aller– to go
s’amuser–- to enjoy self
trouver – to find
changer – to change
vouloir – to want
visiter – to visit
améliorer– to improve
louer – to rent
rester – to stay
se déplacer – to get around
se balader – to go for a walk
garer – to park (car)
se détendre - to relax
voir – to see
recommander – to recommend
partir – to leave
quitter – to leave


on pouvait
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One was able


il est dangereux de It is dangerous


J’ai voulu I wanted


J’aimerais I would like


On devrait One should


il est important de/d’ It is important


avant de before doing


le plus important c’est the most important
thing is


Le mieux c’est The best thing is


Le pire c’est the worst thing is


J’ai décidé de I decided


On vient de One has just


pour For


J’espère I hope


ce qui me plaît What pleases me


Key Structures


Prepositions
with - avec
thanks to – grâce à
without - sans


Theme 2 House, Town, Region


To live vivir
I  live Je vis
Do you live? Tu vis
he/she/one live Il/elle/on vit


We live nous vivons
you (pl/pol) live vous vivsez
They live ils/elles vivent


Useful phrases
On m’a dit que People have told me
c’est ce que je préfère it’s what I prefer
Je passe des heures à + inf I spend hours …ing
Je dirais que – I would say that
J’y habite depuis dix ans - I’ve been living here for 10 yrs
Quand je serai plus âgé(e) – When I am older**
Quand j’aurai trente ans When I’m 30 **


To offer offrir
I  offer J’offre
Do you offer? Tu offres
he/she/one offers Il/elle/on offre
We offer nous offrons
you (pl/pol) offer vous offrez
They offer ils/elles offrent


Having done …
Après avoir visité – after having visited
Après avoir habité - after having lived
Après avoir déménagé – after having moved
Après avoir vu – after having seen
Après être allé(e) – after having gone
Après être sorti(e) – after having gone out
Après être resté(e) – after having stayed


Adverbs of Time
toujours always
Souvent often
Chaque jour every day
D’habitude usually
Hier yesterday
Demain tomorrow
Le weekend at the w/end


Future Will
Je regarderai
I will watch


Je passerai
I will spend
J’irai I will go
J’aurai I will have
Il y aura There will be


To be able to pouvoir
I can Je peux
Can you? Tu peux
he/she/one can Il/elle/on peut
We can nous pouvons
you (pl/pol) can vous pouez
They can ils/elles peuvent


Perfect Tense 
j’ai fait I did
j’ai vu I saw
j’ai visité I visited
j’ai démenagé I moved (house)
je suis allé(e) I went Conditional – Would**


je vivrais I would live
J’habiterais I would live
Je partirais I would leave
Je resterais I would stay
J’aimerais I would like
Je voudrais I would like
Je changerais I would change
Je construirais I would build
Je ferais – I would do
J’irais – I would go


Prepositions
À côte de next to
derrière behind
devant in front of
En face de opposite
Au coin de on the corner of
sur on top of
Sous under
Au bout de at the end of
À gauche on the left
À droite on the right
loin de far from
près de near to


B.A.G.S (Before the noun)
Beau(x) / belle/ bel beautiful
Joli pretty
Vieux/vielle old
Jeune old
Nouveau / nouvelle / nouvel new
Bon/ne good
Meilleur best
Mauvais bad
Grand big
Petit small


Comparatives & 
Superlatives
plus…que more than
moins…que less than
aussi…que as … as
le/le plus … the most
le/la moins … the least


Imperfect Tense 
c’était – it was
il y avait there were
je faisais I used to do
j’habitáis I used to live
j’allais used to go
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Year 10 Science Mock Content 


You will have 3 x 1 hour papers, in Biology, Chemistry and Physics 


Your class teacher will supply you with knowledge organisers (revision summary booklets) 
for each exam and make it clear what you need to revise 


 


Trilogy Papers (Double Award) 


Biology 


• 1. Cell biology 
• 2. Organisation 
• 3. Infection and response 
• 4. Bioenergetics   


Chemistry  


• 1. Atomic structure and the periodic table 
• 2. Bonding, structure, and the properties of matter 
• 3. Quantitative chemistry 
• 4. Chemical changes 


Physics 


• 1. Energy 
• 3. Particle model of matter 
• 4. Atomic structure 


 


Separate Science (Triple Science) 


Biology 
 
All the Biology content above 
 
Chemistry  
 
All the Chemistry content above 
 
Physics 
 
All the above Physics content, plus 
 


• 2. Electricity 


 


 







Science Revision - Where to find resources: 


Make sure you look on the reference drive of the school network. Follow the link shown 
below. 


N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 


There are specimen question papers and mark 
schemes, and also individual summary sheets for 
topics and core practicals in the Biology, Chemistry 
and Physics folders. You will also find powerpoints for 
each topic to help you with revision. 


 


 


 


 


In the syllabus content folders you will find copies of what the exam board says you need to 
know for each topic. You need to study these carefully. The syllabus content (Biology) folder 
contains these, shown below.  


 


Any content in normal text is common to Foundation and Higher. 


Any content in bold is for Higher Tier only. 


In the separate science documents (that are labelled as BIOLOGY), the content in italics is the 
extra content that makes it up to a separate GCSE. Again, BOLD is Higher Tier only. 


Happy revising and good luck. 
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Knowledge Organiser Knowledge 
Organiser 
Number


Paper 1
Computational 
Thinking and 


Problem Solving


Paper 2
Computing 


Theory


Keywords, concepts and flowcharts 1 ✓
Programming Theory 1 2 ✓
Programming Theory 2 3 ✓
Programming Theory 3 4 ✓
Programming Theory 4 5 ✓
Pseudocode 6 ✓
Pseudocode continued… 7 ✓
Language and translators 8 ✓
Searching 9 ✓
Sorting 10 ✓
Boolean logic 11 ✓ ✓
Data representation 12 ✓ ✓
Representing images and sound 13 ✓ ✓
Data compression 14 ✓ ✓
Hardware and software 15 ✓ ✓
Systems architecture 16 ✓ ✓
Storage 17 ✓ ✓
Networks 18 ✓
Cyber security 19 ✓
Ethical, legal and environmental issues 20 ✓
Software development 21 ✓ ✓


Knowledge organiser matrix


GCSE
Computer 
Science







Know
everything!


My Knowledge checklist


Knowledge
Organiser
Reference


“Know a little” “Know a lot” “Know it all”


0. Keywords, Concepts and Flowcharts


1. Programming Theory 1


2. Programming Theory 2


3. Programming Theory 3


4. Pseudocode 1


5. Pseudocode 2


6. Data Structures and String Handling


7. Types of language


8. Searching


9. Sorting


10. Boolean logic


11. Data representation


12. Representing images and sound


13. Data compression


14. Hardware and software


15. Systems architecture


16. Storage


17. Networks


18. Cyber security


19. Ethical, legal and environmental issues


20. Software development


Tick (✓) as you go along throughout the year…


GCSE
Computer 
Science







flowcharts


Algorithm - An algorithm is a sequence of steps 
that can be followed to complete a task. Be 
aware that a computer program is an 
implementation of an algorithm and that an 
algorithm is not a computer program. 


Decomposition - Decomposition means 
breaking a problem into a number of sub-
problems, so that each sub- problem 
accomplishes an identifiable task, which might 
itself be further subdivided. 


Abstraction - The process of removing unnecessary detail from a 
problem. E.g. The London tube map  is a form of abstraction. 
The map tells you what line each station is on and which other 
lines are connected. Very useful for a person travelling. Not useful 
to an engineer who is planning where to dig tunnels for a new line.


Keywords and concepts


Remember, more than one algorithm can be used to solve a problem!


Start


Input 
password


Does 
password = 


“computing”
?


No


Output 
“Access 


denied!”


Yes


Output 
“Access 


Permitted”


LoggedIn = True


End


Where can you see 
selection in the 


flowchart?


Where can you see 
iteration taking 


place?


Sequence
In a sequence structure, 
an action or event leads 
to the next in a 
predetermined order.


qty = input()
total = qty * price
print(total)


Selection
A question is asked, 
depending on the answer 
the program takes one, two 
or more courses of action.
x = input()
if x > 5 then


print(“too big”)
else


print(“just right!”)
endif


Iteration
A process wherein a set of 
instructions or structures are 
repeated in a sequence a set 
number of times or until a 
condition is met.


for count = 1 to 10
print(“ROVERS!”)


next count
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Programming theory


Variable – Sometimes we need computers to 
remember the information we give it. A variable 
can be thought of as a box (memory location) 
that the computer can use to store a value. The 
value held in the box may change or vary. A 
program can use as many variables as it needs.


A variable is made up of three parts:
• A name (identifier)
• A type (data type – see below)
• A value (what you are storing)
name = “Mr rifai”
The variable is called name, its data type is a 
string, and its value is Mr Rifai


Remember if it’s in speech marks, it’s a STRING!


Data types


String Combination of characters 
that appear on the keyboard 
(alphanumeric)


Integer A whole number


Real A decimal/fractional number


Boolean True/False or Yes/No


Character/Char Used for single letters


Assignment - In order to change the data 
value stored in a variable, you use an operation 
called assignment. Different values may 
be assigned to a variable at different times 
during the execution of a program.


x = 5    #here we are assigning 5 to the variable x
name = input()   #here whatever the user types 


in will be assigned to the 
variable name.


Example:


Scope – The scope of a variable can be local or global.
• local variables only work in the procedure or 


loop they are created in.
• global variables can be accessed from any 


point in a program.


Declaration – Declaring a name for a variable is 
saying what the data type will be and where it 
will be stored in memory. 
E.g. Dim name as String


Constant – Similar to a variable, it is still a named memory location in the program BUT the value 
cannot be changed while the program is running E.g. If we wanted to store the VAT for a shop program 
we would set it as a constant at the start: VAT = 0.2 or in VB Const VAT As Real = 0.2


At some point, a program will have to ask a question 
because it has reached a step where one or more 
options are available. Depending on the answer 
given, the program will follow a certain step and 
ignore the others. E.g. If you have a queue jumping 
ticket go to the front else queue up!


These decisions lead to different paths through the 
program. Without selection it would not be possible 
to include different paths in programs. Think of the 
decisions involved in any game you have played….


Selection is implemented using IF statements.


Variables and constants


selection
What decision is being 


made here?
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Iteration 


Selection continued…
For selection in programming you can use if …else
age = int(input("How old are you?"))     
if age >= 70: 


print("You are aged to perfection!") 
else:


print("You are a spring chicken!")
End if


You can use else if to provide more choices.
age = int(input("How old are you?"))
if age >= 70 then:


print("You are aged to perfection!")
elseif age == 50 then:


print("Wow, you are half a century old!") 
else: 


print("You are a spring chicken!")


The third programming construct is iteration.
Means repetition, so iterative statements always 
involve performing a loop in the program to 
repeat a number of statements.


There are 2 types of iteration:
1. Indefinite – iteration continues until some 


specified condition is met.
e.g. WHILE…END WHILE and REPEAT…UNTIL


2. Definite – Iteration is carried out a set 
number of times and is decided in advance.
e.g. FOR….NEXT loops in programming.Indefinite = Condition-controlled loop


Definite = Counter-controlled loop


WHILE     …END WHILE loop
The condition is tested before
each iteration.
And the statements in the loop 
will be executed if  the condition
is true.
The statements in the loop may 
not be executed (if the condition 
is initially false) 


num = input()
WHILE num > 0


total = total + num
num = input()


END WHILE 
print total


WHILE Loops are used when the 
number of repetitions is NOT
known in advance 
WHILE Loops are known as 
condition-controlled, as the loop 
ends when a condition is met.


REPEAT     …UNTIL loop
Similar to the WHILE loop. 
Difference being that the 
Boolean expression is tested at 
the end of the loop!
This means the loop is always
performed at least once!


num = input()
REPEAT 


total = total + num
num = input()


UNTIL num = 0
print total


In the above code, when num = 
0, the loop will stop.
The condition is tested AT THE 
END of the loop – hence the 
instructions within the loop GET 
EXECUTED AT LEAST ONCE
Also condition-controlled and 
used when repetitions NOT 
known in advance.


FOR     …NEXT loop
Useful when you know in
advance the number of 
iterations you wish to 
perform.
Uses a counter variable.


FOR i = 1 to 5
print (”ROVERS”)


NEXT


The above code will iterate 
5 times and print ROVERS
five times. The counter 
variable i starts at 1 and 
ends at 5 and jumps out of 
the loop.
Counter-controlled as the 
Counter variable is used to 
stop the Loop.
Used when the number of 
repetitions are known in 
advance.
(Finite number of Loops)


The code for each of the programs above outputs the same thing, 1,2,3,4,5.


x = 1
WHILE x < 6


print x
x = x + 1


END WHILE


x = 1
REPEAT


print x
x = x + 1


UNTIL x > 5


FOR x = 1 TO 5
print x


NEXT
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subroutines


Nested selection/iteration
Nested selection is IF statements within IF 
statements. Indentation is important!
x = input(“Enter your age: “)
if x > 21 then:


if x > 100 then:
print(“You are too old, go away!”)


else:
print(“Welcome, you are of the right age!”)


end if
else:


print(“You are too young, go away!”)
end if


Nested iteration is a loop programmed within a 
loop. See the example below of a times table 
program.


for times_table = 1 to 12:
for count = 1 to 12:


product = times_table * count
print times_table, “x”, count, “=”, product


next
next


Nesting is made clear by indenting the code. Indenting makes the start and end of 
the if OR loop more clearer! Use TAB to indent!


A subroutine is a named block of code which performs a specific task in a program. It can be called using its name 
(identifier) in the main program. The two types of subroutine you need to know are procedures and functions.


Procedures don’t need to return values back to 
the main program. 
PROC displaymenu()


print(“Option 1: Display rules”)
print(“Option 2: Start new game”)
print(“Option 3: Quit”)
print(“Enter 1, 2, or 3: “)


END PROC


#main program
displaymenu()


When executed, main program runs first (Sub Main) in VB


A function MUST return a value back 
to the main program.
FUNCTION getchoice()


print(“Option 1: Display rules”)
print(“Option 2: Start new game”)
print(“Option 3: Quit”)
print(“Enter 1, 2, or 3: “)
choice = input()
return choice


END FUNCTION
#main program
option = getchoice()
print(“You have chosen “, option)


Parameters – Frequently, you need to pass values or variables to a subroutine from the main program.


Remember, Functions differ from procedures in that functions return values, unlike procedures 
which do not. However parameters can be passed to both procedures and functions.


This program
 runs the getchoice() 


function and stores the return
value 


in the variable option
in the m


ain 
program


.  


• Main program runs first (line 7)
• User enters value for radius and 


length of cylinder (Lines 8 & 10)
• The values of the parameters 


radius and length are passed to 
the subroutine where they are 
referred to using the identifiers r
and len (Line 1)


• Order of passing parameters is 
important e.g. radius gets passed 
to r & length gets passed to len.


• Names do not need to be the 
same e.g. length != len
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Data structures


String handling


A data structure is simply a way of 
representing the data held in a 
computer’s memory. There are many 
data structures available to 
programmers e.g. arrays, records, lists 
and more.


An array is one method of storing data in an organised 
structure. If we were making a game and we wanted to 
store player names and their scores we can store these 
inside two arrays.


First we must declare the arrays so the program knows 
what size array to create. The index starts at 0:


playerNames[4]     #declares an array with 5 spaces
gameScores[4]


You can then tell the program exactly what names and 
scores by writing the following:


gameScores = (124, 99, 121, 105, 132)
playerNames = ("Katie","Patrick","Tom","Rosie","Michael")


Arrays do not store mixed data types. The first array 
gameScores[]  can only store integers. The array 
playerNames[] can only hold strings.


Remember an array holds multiple values, whereas an ordinary variable holds a single value!


Two-dimensional array – a one-
dimensional array can be seen as data 
elements organised in a row. A two-
dimensional array is similar to a one-
dimensional array, but it can be 
visualised as a grid (or table) with 
rows and columns.


To declare a 10x10 grid (10 rows and 
10 columns) we could say:


gameGrid[9][9]


Each element in the array can be 
accessed using its index value. Think 
of them as co-ordinates. An index is 
used to point at a data element in an 
array. gameGrid[0][0] would be 
pointing to row number 1 and column 
number 1.


gameScores[] mentioned previously has five elements:
gameScores = (124, 99, 121, 105, 132)
gameScores[0] would return element 124
gameScores[0] = 95 would change what's being held at 
position 0 to 95.


The ability to manipulate alphanumeric data there are multiple functions we use in order to do this.


Function Meaning


All example code will be using the string “lovelace”. 
Index numbers will vary depending on language!


SUBSTRING(start, end, string) Extract a portion of a string from another. 
SUBSTRING(0,3,”lovelace”) would return 
“love”


POSITION(string, char) Returns index position of a character in a 
string. POSITION(”lovelace”,”v”) would 
return 3


LENGTH(string) Return the length of the string
LENGTH(“lovelace”) would return 8.


ASCII(character) Return the ASCII value of the character. 
ASCII(“A”) would return 65.


CHAR(ASCII Value) Return the Character corresponding to the 
Numeric ASCII Value.
CHAR(65) would return “A”


String concatenation –
concatenate means chain 
strings together to create new 
ones. 
E.g. print(“love” + “lace”) 
would print “lovelace”. Here 
we used the + to concatenate 
the two strings. 


Type conversion – Integers 
can be converted to strings 
and vice versa e.g.
int(“1”) would convert the 
character “1” to the integer 1.


str(123) converts the integer 
123 into a string “123”
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pseudocode
Variables – Variables are assigned using the = operator.
x = 3
name = “Bob”


A variable is declared the first time a value is assigned. 
Variables declared inside a function or procedure are 
local to that subroutine. Variables in the main program 
can be made global by the keyword global. A global 
variable is accessible to any subroutine.


Casting – Variables can be typecast using 
the int, str and float functions.


str(3) returns “3”
int(“3”) returns 3
Float(“3.14”) returns 3.14


Outputting to Screen
print(“hello”) or output(“hello”)


Iteration – Counter controlled – Definite
for i = 0 to 7


print(“Hello”)
next i


Will print hello 8 times (0-7 inclusive)


Iteration – Condition controlled – Indefinite
while answer != “computer”


answer = input(“What is the password?”)
end while


do 
answer = input(”What is the password?”)


until answer == “computer”


Remember MOD gives you the remainder and DIV gives you the integer rounded down!


Selection e.g. IF statements or Select Case
if choice = “a” then


print(“you selected a”)
elseif choice = “b” then


print(”you selected b”)
else 


print(“that wasn’t a choice!”)


Select Case
Case “a”


print(“you selected a”)
Case “b”


print(“you selected b”)
Case else


print(“that wasn’t a choice!”)


String Handling
To get the length of a string.
stringname.length or len(stringname)
To get a substring (string within a string):
Stringname.substring(startposition, numberof 
characters)


E.g.
sometext = “Computer Science”
print(sometext.length)
Print(sometext.substring(3,3))


Will display:
16
put
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Pseudocode continued…


Subroutines
Example 1
function triple(number)


return number*3
end function


sub main #main program
y = triple(7)        #calling the triple function      


passing 7 into the number
parameter.


Example 2
procedure greeting(name)


print(“hello” + name)
end procedure


sub main #main program
greeting(”Mr Rifai”)


Remember, functions must always return a value! Procedures don’t need to return anything.


Arrays
Arrays will be 0 based (index starts at 0)


array names[4].    #declares array with 5 spaces
names[0]=“Janine”
names[1]=“Emily”
names[2]=“Alison”
names[3]=“Ahmed”
names[4]=“Elijah”


print (names[3])
Would print “Ahmed”


Example of 2D Array
array board[7,7]     #declares array with 8 rows   
and 8 columns
board[0,0]=“Pawn”


Reading to a file
To open a file to read openRead is used and 
readLine to return a line of text from the file.
The following program makes x the first line of 
sample.txt


myFile = openRead(”sample.txt”)
x = myFile.readLine()
myFile.close()


Writing from a file
To open a file to write to, openWrite is used and 
writeLine to add a line of text to the file. In the 
program below hello world is made the contents 
of sample.txt (any previous contents is 
overwritten).


myFile = openWrite(“sample.txt”)
myFile.writeline(“Hello World”)
myFile.close()


Comments
Used so a programmer can annotate code so others can easily understand. Makes maintenance easier 
and to are used help find bugs. Denoted by a # or //
while x < 5:         //we will enter the while loop if the condition is true. The condition is if x > 5


print(“Hello)


Logical Operators in programming e.g. while x <=5 AND flag = false
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language and translators
1st Generation (1GL) 2nd Generation (2GL) 3rd Generation (3GL)


Machine code Assembly language High level code


LOW-LEVEL LANGUAGE (LLL) LOW-LEVEL LANGUAGE (LLL) HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE (HLL)


At the very lowest level of 
operation a computer follows 
binary instructions. Uses 1s 
and 0s. Processors (CPUs) use 
machine code and each 
processor has its own 
machine code instruction set.


In machine code the 
instructions are made up of 
two parts e.g. 01101011


✓ Closer to architecture (CPU)
✓No need to translate
✘ Difficult for humans to


understand
✘ Opcodes have to be


memorised


0110 1011


Opcode Operand


Assembly code is created by 
the developers of processors. 
Assembly languages are 
architecture dependent.
Uses mnemonics such as 
ADD or MOV to shorten 
instructions.


Often used to develop 
software for embedded 
systems and for controlling 
specific hardware 
components. 


✓ Memory efficient
✓ Greater control of


hardware features
✘ Needs to be translated by.  


an assembler so a CPU can
understand.


✘ Not fully portable due to
architecture dependence


Most computer programs are 
written in a high-level language 
e.g. Python, Visual Basic & Java.
This is code that humans use to 
program. Uses statements in 
English and mathematical 
symbols. E.g. if, function, MOD.


3 types of HLL:
1. Structure language
2. Procedural language
3. Object oriented language


✓ Easy to understand and write
✓ Easy to maintain and learn
✓ Portable
✘ Needs to be translated so a


CPU can understand.
✘Less memory-efficient
✘Slower than LLL programs.
✘Cannot communicate directly


with the hardware (CPU)


Remember, all code written in high-level or assembly language MUST be TRANSLATED into machine code!.


Converting from high level/assembly to machine code - Before a CPU can execute code, it must be 
converted to machine code. The application used to provide this conversion is called a translator. 


Assembler –
• An assembler 


translates assembly 
language into 
machine code.


• Assembly language 
has a 1:1 
correspondence 
with machine code. 


Compiler –
• Used when source code has 


been fully developed.
• Translates the whole code


in one go. 
• Reports errors at end
• Once translated, it is stored 


as an executable file. (.exe) 
• Because this is a standalone 


program, it can then be run 
on other compatible 
computers (with needing 
software).


Interpreter
• Translates code one line at 


a time.
• Debugging is easier. Each 


line of code is analysed 
and checked before being 
executed.


• Errors reported during
translation


• Uses less memory, source 
code only has to be 
present one line at a time 
in memory


IDE – Integrated Development 
Environment – An application 
used to create software for 
example Python’s IDLE.
Assists the programmer 
during development. An IDE 
may support many languages 
such as Visual Studio (VB, C#)


Features of an IDE – 1) Debugger – Used to identify, find errors. 2) 
Syntax highlighting, colour co-ordination. 3) Provides an 
Interpreter/Compiler. 4) Source code editor – Allows you to edit 
code. 5) Auto-complete. 6) Provides access to libraries e.g. import
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searching 8
Linear Search
Searching for a keyword or 
value is the foundation of 
many computer programs. 
The most basic kind of 
search is a linear search.
Method:
• Starts with the first item 


in the data set
• Compares item to search 


criteria
• If no match found, the 


next item is compared
• This continues until a 


match is found or until 
you reach the end of the 
data set


• Also known as a 
sequential search as it 
moves along each item 
sequentially.


Binary Search – A much more efficient 
method of searching a list for an item. This 
list though, has to be IN ORDER!
Method:
• Split the list in half and compare the 


midpoint to the item being searched
• If item is at the midpoint it has been 


found!
• If it isn’t is the item being search for 


higher or lower than the midpoint.
• If higher discard the first half of the list 


until the midpoint.
• If lower discard the second half of the 


list (midpoint to the end)
• Repeat the process again of finding the 


midpoint, examining the item, if higher 
or lower than item sought and 
discarding items.


• The item will either be found or will not 
be in the list


If we were looking for the value 9 in listOfNumbers[] below:


listOfNumbers =


Start


3 6 7 2 9 6 5 4 1


no no no no yes


Direction of search


Pseudocode
Function linearsearch(listOfNum, item)


index = -1
i = 0
found = False
while i < length(listOfNum) AND NOT found


if listOfNum[i] = item then
index = I
found = True


end if
i = i + 1


end while
return index


End Function


✓ Good for small
searches


✓ List does NOT 
NEED to be
sorted


✘ Very inefficient
and slow for 
large lists


If the item you are 
looking for is at the 
end it will take a 
LONG time!


When looking for the number 1 in listOfNumbers[]


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9


Find midpoint which is 5. 1 is less than 5 so we discard 
the second half of the list.


Find the midpoint of the new list which is 2 (using DIV 
which rounds down). 1 is less than 2 so discard second half.


Find midpoint of new list which is 1. Match against item we 
are searching for which is 1. ITEM FOUND!


Pseudocode
Function binarysearch(listOfNum, item)


index = -1    first = 0     found = False
last = len(listOfNum) – 1
while first <= last AND found = False


midpoint = ((first + last) DIV 2)
if listOfNum[midpoint] = item then


found = True,   index = midpoint
else


if listOfNum[midpoint] < item then
first = midpoint + 1


else
last = midpoint – 1


end if
end if


end while
return index #index = -1 if key not found


✓ Very efficient, faster than linear search
as it halves the data set at each step.


✓ Fewer comparisons needed


✘ Can’t be used on an unsorted list!
✘ More complicated to implement and is


inefficient on very small lists







sorting 9
Bubble sort - An example of a 
computer algorithm is bubble sort. This is a 
simple algorithm used for taking a list of jumbled 
up numbers and putting them into the correct 
order.  
Method:
1. Look at the first number in the list.
2. Compare the current number with the next number.
3. Is the next number smaller than the current 


number? If so, swap the two numbers around. If 
not, do not swap.


4. Move to the next number along in the list and make 
this the current number.


5. Repeat from step 2 until the last number in the list 
has been reached.


6. If any numbers were swapped, repeat again from 
step 1.


7. If the end of the list is reached without any swaps 
being made, then the list is ordered and the 
algorithm can stop.


Merge sort - The idea behind this method is the insight that it is quicker to sort two small lists then 
merge them together, rather sort one big list in the first place. Two stage sort.


When showing the bubble sort in action only re-write 
the list of numbers/data if you have made a swap!


6 1 8 2 4
working example on list of numbers (6, 1, 8, 2, 4):


6 and 1 needs swapping. Re-
write the list after the swap.


1 6 8 2 4


1 6 2 8 4


1 6 2 4 8


1 2 6 4 8


1 2 4 6 8


6 and 8 doesn’t need swapping.
8 and 3 does need swapping.


8 and 4 needs swapping. Been 
through list once. FIRST PASS!


After first pass we know last 
element in correct place. (8)


Make second pass. 6 and 2 
were swapped. 6 and 4 needs 
swapping.


List is now sorted!


The algorithm knows the list is in order when it goes through 


a pass without making any swaps!


Remember in a BUBBLE sort the computer knows the list is in order if it goes through a pass without making any swaps.


Method:
1. If the sub-list is 1 in length, then that sub-list has been fully sorted
2. If the list is more than 1 in length, then divide the unsorted list into roughly two parts. (An odd numbered 


length list can't be divided equally in two)
3. Keep dividing the sub-lists until each one is only 1 item in length.
4. Now merge the sub-lists back into a list twice their size, at the same time sorting each items into order
5. Keep merging the sub-lists until the full list is complete once again.
6. So the idea is to keep dividing the list and then merge the items back again.


Stage 1 – Dividing


Keep dividing the list into sub-lists until there is 
only 1 item in each sublist.


Stage 2 – Re-merging


Now merge the sub-lists back into a list twice their 
size, at the same time sorting each items into order.


✓ Easy to implement, more popular
✓ Elements are swapped in place without using 
additional temporary storage.


✘ Inefficient with large lists, time-consuming
✘ The more elements stored, the more processing 
is required


✓ Good for sorting slow-access data e.g. tapes
✓ Efficient for sorting data that is accessed


sequentially e.g. hard disk


✘ In many implementations if the list is long, then 
it needs more memory space to handle the sort 
and all the sub-lists.
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Systems architecture
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Haydn: Symphony No.101 in D ‘The Clock’ : 2nd movement 


 


     HAYDN 1732-1809 


The Orchestra The 2nd movt. is scored for: 


2 Flutes, 2 Oboes, 2 Clarinets in A, 2 Bassoons 


2 Horns in G, 2 Trumpets in C, Timpani (D&G) 


String section: Violins 1&2, Violas, Cellos, Basses 


The strings have the most prominent role, typical of much 
orchestral music of the period. The 1st violins have most of 
the melody line. The double basses tend to double the 
cellos but sounding an 8ve lower. Woodwind tend to be 
used to add colour and often ‘double’ a line already being 
played by some strings. But in this piece H does use the 
Oboe to play ‘inverted’ (high) pedal notes. The Clarinets 
and Horns are ‘transposing instruments’ – when the 
clarinet plays a C it will sound as an A (it’s name). When the 
Horn in G plays a C … yep.. you guessed … it actually sounds 
a G. So, the clarinet sounds a minor 3rd lower than the 
printed music and the horn sounds a 4th below. 


The Symphony:  Haydn is known as the ‘father of the symphony as he wrote 104 and 
was v important in the development of the form. Symphonies are large pieces for full 
orchestra. Haydn helped establish them as a 4-movement (section) form: 


1. Allegro – usually in Sonata Form. Sometimes with a slow introduction 
2. Slow Movement – contrast to outer movements. Used various forms incl ABA 
3. Minuet & Trio – A dance movement in ternary form ABA (usually with repeats) 
4. Finale – Usually faster tempo, in sonata form, rondo form, or sonata rondo form 


2nd Movement – Overall Structure: 


Bar 1-10 Main theme 


Bar 12-24 Main theme 1st episode (or th. pt 2) 


Bar 25-35 Main theme again 


Bar 36-63 Big Episode in G min (tonic minor) 


Bar 63-65 Link- Alternation of D to C# bringing .. 


Bar 65-74 Main theme (re-orchestration) 


Bar 75-98 Main theme episode again (th. pt 2) 


Bar 99 Silent bar 


Bar 100-112 Variation of main theme in Eb  


Bar 113-136 More var of main theme in tonic (6s) 


Bar 137 - 152 Coda & more var of theme in tonic G 


Key Features 


Pizzicato 


Arco 


Ostinato 


Phrasing 


Double & 


Triple Stop 


 


Grace Note 


Pluck the string 


Bow the string 


Repeating pattern (tick) 


H uses a 4 and then 5 bar phrase 


When string players  play 2 or 3 
notes at once (stopping) 


 


Acciaccatura – fast decorative 
note (see Vl bar 3) 


Inverted 
pedal 


 


Sforzando 


Antiphony 


Tonic minor 


Staccato 


Modulation 


Double dot 


A pedal is a held or repeated note 
while harmony changes. Inverted 
pedals are high. 


Strongly accented note (weight) 


2 groups take turns to play 


G min is tonic min of G major 


Light, short articulation 


A change in key (eg from G to D) 


Double dotted quaver = 7/8th beat 







      HAYDN 
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What do I need 


to know?  








Knowledge Organiser - KS4 Design Technology  Maths Proportion


The diagram below shows the 
movement of a lever which is part of a 
toy. 
The distance from point A to the pivot 
is 10mm. 
The distance from point B to the pivot 
is 40mm. 
If point A moves 10mm to the right, 
how far would point B move to the left? 


40mm
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60 mins (25% GCSE) – Two non-fiction texts – one from 19th Century & one from 20th/21st century.


QUESTION ONE
CHOOSE four true or false statements 
from a list of 8.  


 4 marks = 5 mins (4 boxes shaded)
Named lines
 AO1 – find & inference


BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
LOOK AT THE SUMMARY INFORMATION ABOUT BOTH TEXTS – THEY GIVE YOU CLUES.
ALSO FIGURE OUT THE PAT/PAF/PAL OF BOTH TEXTS – THEY ALSO GIVE YOU CLUES.


 Only look at lines named in question to in order to find answers. 
 Only shade 4 boxes (1 box = 1 mark) - this is not a trick question – it is easy. 
 Follow the instruction on the paper if you shade the wrong box. 


QUESTION TWO 
Write a SUMMARY of the DIFFERNCES 
between Source A and B


8 marks = 10mins  
 Two texts
AO1 – summarise differences


 Read and highlight key words in the question
 Start mini essay with an overview sentence  stating main difference then several examples of 


differences using short quotes and stating specific effects.  Don’t forget to use connectives of 
difference and also name the difference. 


 E.g. “Firstly, the differences between Eddie and Henry are vast as Henry’s experience of school 
is much harsher than Eddie’s; we can see this when Henry complains about not being able to 
write freely as Mr. Smith, ‘would flog me if he knew it.’ This is is contrast to…”


 Track through each text; space your quotes out throughout the whole text. 


QUESTION THREE
How does the writer use LANGUAGE 
to…” in one source only


 12 marks = 20 mins 
 One text
AO2 – Language (not structure)


 Read and highlight key words in the question 
 Read and highlight text
 Start mini essay with an overview sentence, then answer the question using short quotes , 


naming the device and stating specific effects. 
 E.g. “Henry uses lots of emotive language ... QUOTE..... in his letter to attempt to influence his 


father to remove him and his brother from Cotherstone Academy.”
 Analyse as many quotes as you can, analysing a technique used by the writer and discussing 


the multiple effects for the audience.
 Write a lot about a little - e.g. “The writer uses personification in this phrase, ‘Death stood at 


my bedside,’ to create an intense feeling of fear for the reader, suggesting the writer felt death 
was imminent; it was a threatening being, about to take his life.”


 Track through each text, space your quotes out throughout the whole text. 


QUESTION FOUR
Compare DIFFERENCES  in LANGUAGE 
in how the two writers
present/convey/convince/persuade… 
in Source A and B


16marks = 25mins 
 Two texts
AO3 – compare language (not 
structure)


 Read and highlight key words in the question
 Start mini essay with an overview sentence stating the main difference in the language.  E.g. 


The writer of Source A believes that education really is the job of parents and not schools, 
whereas the writer of Source B has sent both his boys off to a boarding school where he has 
little control and knows nothing about the conditions for his children, or the standard of 
education they are receiving.


 Then compare the differences in the writers’ viewpoints using short quotes and stating 
specific effects.  E.g. For example, the writer of Source A explains using expert opinion ... 
QUOTE.....to demonstrate that…, however, the writer of Source B uses statistics ...... 
QUOTE.....to back up their argument. The effect on the audience is similar as both add weight 
to the arguments the writers are putting forward and convince their audience of their 
standpoint.


 REFER TO BOTH WRITERS THROUGHOUT.
 YOU CAN REPEAT QUOTES & EFFECTS FROM EARLIER QUESTIONS.
 Go back and forth between the texts.  Use comparison words or phrases: Different to...,  


Unlike .....B, In contrast.......,However….., On the other hand…., Yet……., Meanwhile….etc. 


Mark Scheme


Bands
1-4


4 – DETAILED. PERCEPTIVE
3 - CLEAR, RELEVANT
2 - SOME,ATTEMPTS
1 – SIMPLE, LIMITED


Q2


• Perceptive inference and 
differences from both 
texts


• Well-judged quotations


Q3


• Analyses the effects of 
writer’s choices


• Well-judged quotations
• Sophisticated subject 


terminology


Q4


• Same as Q2/3 AND…
• Detailed understanding of 


different perspectives & 
ideas


I AM A 
FORESTER
(Q3+4)
Imperatives


Adjective/Adverb


Modal Verbs


Alliteration


Figurative language


Opinions


Repetition


Exaggeration/Expert 
opinion


Statistics


Triplets


Emotive Language


Rhetorical Question


READING NON-FICTION


Stretch yourself


Paradox/oxymoron


Irony


Onomatopoeia


Euphemism


Pun


Fronted adverbials or conjunctions


Simple/compound/complex
sentences


Relative or conditional clauses


Noun/verb phrases


Writing for purpose/audience/type 
of text


Anaphora/epistrophe


Tone/Register


Narrative perspective


AOs
AO1
• Identify and 


interpret explicit 
and implicit 
information and 
ideas.


• Select and 
synthesise 
evidence from 
different texts. 


AO2
• Explain, comment 


on and analyse how 
writers use language 
and structure to 
achieve effects and 
influence readers


• Use relevant subject 
terminology to 
support views.


AO3
• Compare writers’ 


ideas across two or 
more texts.
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The perfect tense


I have decided
He
Has
Ha      + past participle
Hemos 
Habéis 
Han
_____________________________
Past participle :


Visitar – visitado
He visitado = I have visited
Hemos visitado – we have visited
Decidir – decidido
Comer – comido
_____________________________
Irregular past participles


Abrir – abierto - opened
Decir – dicho- said
Escribir – escrito - written
Hacer – hecho - done Poner – puesto – put
Romper – roto - broken Ver – visto – seen
Volver – vuelto - returned


La tecnología


Opinion phrases
Me mola
Me chifla
Lo mejor es que
Lo que mós me gusta


Me fastidia
Me aburre
No soporto
No aguanto


Para + infinitive – in order to..
Uso Instagram para contactar
con mis amigos.
Uso Facebook para compartir fotos.
Uso mi móvil para mandar SMS.
Se puede + inf
Se puede comprar en línea. Se puede 
hacer los deberes.
Se puede navegar por internet.


Looking out for Markers – ie clues to indicate if an opinion is
P/N or both. Las ventajas – the advantages
Igual/ mismo – the same me parece – it seems
La mejor – the best el peor – the worst
Puedes – you can gratis - free
También – also demasiado – too (negative)
No me gusta tanto (I don’t like it as much)
Más – more lo bueno – the good thing
Menos - less lo malo – the bad thing
Tampoco – neither / either (negative) los inconvenientes/
Todavía – still las desventajas – the disadvantages


• Cons
• Contacto fácil con amigos 


Útil para los deberes 
Muchísima información


• Es barato hablar con el 
extranjero


• La información está siempre 
a mano


• Se puede hacer amigos
• Se puede aprender mucho 


Es bueno para el comercio 


Pros
Efecto negativo en 
los
estudios
Es peligroso hablar 
con desconocidos
Existe el acoso en 
línea Hay muchos 
riesgos/ anuncios/ 
correo basura. No se 
puede borrar una
foto. Es adictivo / 
inseguro Mi - my un/una - a


De - of en - in
El/la – the con - withLittle words


¿Tienes un móvil? – Sí tengo un Samsung, lo uso todos los días.
¿Cómo prefieres mantenerte en contacto? Prefiero usar el internet..
¿Qué piensas de Twitter/ Facebook? Creo que es fantástico porque….
¿Crees que los correos electrónicos son útiles? Sí, pero es más para los mayores
¿Pasas mucho tiempo en Skype? La verdad es que no uso Skype porque Instagram ..
¿Para qué usas el móvil? Uso mi móvil para varias cosas como para contactar con …..
¿Cuáles son las ventajas de los redes sociales? Pués, creo que son buenos porque..
¿Cuáles son los inconvenientes del internet? Para mí el internet es peligroso porque
¿Has usado la tecnología hoy? Sí hoy por la mañana ….
¿Podrías vivir sin el móvil? Sí, podría vivir sin el móvil pero no me gustaría porque


Verbs with prepositions(all followed by inf.) 
Empezar a – to begin to 
Ayudar a – to help to 
Tartar de – to try to
Dejar de – to stop doing 
Insistir en – to insist on 
Consistir en – to consist of 
Sonar con – to dream of


sala de chat
Una red social
Comunicar(se)
Mandar un mensaje
Colgar fotos
conexion
Un aparato
Los medios sociales
Enviar un SMS
Una tableta


vocabulary
related to


technology
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With A Little Help from My Friends 
Information: Sang by Ringo Starr (Written by Lennon and McCartney) 
    Ringo was insecure about vocals but they would always write a song for him to sing (George, John and Paul very good singers) 
    2nd Song on album (After the Overture) but was the very last to be recorded. Recording went very late due to Ringos vocals 
    Segues from the overture with no pause by a three note progression ( C – D – E) and the lyrics “Billy Shears” (Ringos alter-ego) 


Melody 
 


Very simple in melody (Due to Ringos 
insecurity of vocals) 
 
Moves mainly in a conjunct/stepwise motion 
Has a short range of notes which is 
comfortable for Ringos baritone voice (E-B) 
All of this makes it easier to sing 
 
Harmonies provided by John, Paul and 
George. Adds development and embellishes 
the song  


 


Structure 


Verse 1 – Ringo singing Solo 


Chorus 1 – Ringo singing solo. John and Paul 
harmonise on the 3rd time. 
Only 6 Bars long (untypical of a Pop Song) 


Verse 2 – Call and Response between Solo 
Ring and Harmonies of John and Paul 
Ringo: What do I do when my love is away? 
Band: Does it worry you to be alone etc… 


Chorus 2 – Same as Chorus 1 but with 
harmonies of John and Paul  


Bridge 1 – John and Paul now Call and Ringo 
Responds 
Band: Do you need anybody? 
Ringo: I need somebody to Love etc… 


Verse 3 and Chorus 3 – Same as previous 


Bridge – Same as Bridge 1 


Chorus – 8 bars in length (More typical) 


Outro – Ringo hits his highest note 


Rhythm and Metre 


Time signature is 4/4 throughout (Not 
untypical for a pop/rock song) 


Accompaniment – Simple Crotchet movement 


Melody – Shuffle and syncopated rhythms 
compliments simple melody 


Texture 


Melody and Accompaniment throughout 


Harmony 
Chords used in the song 
Key – E major 
Verse – E(I) - F#m(ii) – B(V) 


Chorus – D(bVII) – A (IV) – E(I) x 2 
     A(IV) – E (I) – B(V)  
   Imperfect cadence 


(B sets up a perfect cadence back to the verse) 
 


Bridge- C# - F# (Highlights a modulation to B) 


     E – D – A (Looses modulation) 


 
Bassline info – Does not always use Root 
notes so adds inversions to chords. Very 
melodic 


 








Y10 GCSE Music  
 


End of Year 10 Exam requirements: 


 


Solo Performance Perform a 2-3 minute piece on your solo instrument.  
This must be with a backing track or accompaniment if the 
piece is meant to have one. 


Ensemble 
Performance 


Perform a 2-3 minute piece as part of a group. 
This can be a duet, trio, part of a rock band etc. 


Composition Hand in a lengthy composition extract (your work on Tango) 
– so this unit is coursework (classwork / homework) 


Listening & Theory 
 


A 75min listening exam. 
Content: 
The Beatles 
Haydn ‘Clock’ Symphony 
Music theory (treble & bass clef, chords, key signatures) 
General Listening skills (identifying features in a variety of 
styles – eg. dynamic, rhythm, tempo, tonality, texture, 
melody, articulation etc) 


 


Resources -  You will need to use you own notes plus …. 


‘Mr P’s Giant Terminology Booklet’ – essential terminology for the course 


Zig-Zag - GCSE Listening Homeworks Booklet – use to practice listening Qs 


CGP Complete Revision & Practice Text Book – theory info for the whole course 


CGP Exam Practice Book - use to practice listening Qs 


www.quizlet.com  - the Turton GCSE music area (dozens of revision notes and quizzes) 


Pupils need to prepare their performance pieces carefully. If you throw 
something together the week before the exam you will not score well.  


It’s not just about right notes – interpretation and musicality count for over half 
the marks. 


To be successful in listening exams you must be practising Qs at home and you 
have to use appropriate terminology. The paper has few long answers. 


 








Within You Without You 
Information: Sung and written by George Harrison (Was a very good singer and writer in his own right). This is his only song on Sgt Peppers 
    Very much inspired by Indian music and culture. 
    Ravi Shankar played a big role in George Harrison’s interest (He taught him how to play Sitar) 
    George is on the only Beatle to perform on this song (Indian musician and String players other parts) 


Indian Instruments Used 
Tambura – Guitar shaped instrument played 
like a guitar 
Adds a drone to the music 
 
Dilruba – Stringed instrument played with a 
bow 
Has a “wind”/soft timbre 
Plays a decorated melody in the music 
 
Swarmandal – Stringed instrumental 
Looks like a small harp (Can be carried) 
Very ‘tingy’ timbre due to steel strings 
Plays Glissando in the music (Run your hand up 
the strings in one go) 
 
Tabla – Drum like instrument 
Plays a Tala rhythm in the music 
Adds pulse and beat to the music 
 
Sitar – Stringed/Guitar like instrument 
Play parts of the melody in the song 
Has a distinct timbre that is recognisable 
Can add a drone quality to music 
Can also use pitch bends for effects. 
 


Melody 
More of Disjunct melody with a larger range. 
 
Dilruba doubles vocal parts with some 
decoration 
 
Melody in verse made up of 2 x 6 bar phrasea 
and one 9 bar 
 
Word painting in “They passed away” where 
‘way’ is held and descending melody 
 
 


Harmony 
Drone played throughout 
Tonic and Dominant (Db and Ab). This does 
change pitch 


Texture 
Some Anitphonal ideas in the B section. 
 
Mix of Indian Instrumental and 
Western instruments (Strings) 


Structure 
The song is an Overblown Ternary (ABA) 
Intro –  
Tabura plays drone, Dilruba plays melody 
No distinct beat/pulse 
A 
Verse – Tabla adds rhythm and a pulse 
Melody by vocals and Dilruba 
6 bar phrases x 2 and 9 bar (utypical of pop 
music) 
Repeated but strings add development 
Chorus – Mainly crotchet rhythm in vocals 
Violins play an antiphonal response to vocals 
6 Bar phrases 
 
B  
Instrumental section of the song 
Tempo increase and moves to 5/8 
Dilruba and Sitar carries the melody 
 
A  
Repeat of A section 
 


Rhythm and Metre 
No distinct pulse at the start of the piece. This 
adds a dreamy quality 
Tablas (Drums) adds Tala Rhythms. This does 
add a pulse to the music but the metre can 
change 
 
Increase tempo in B (instrumental) section and 
5/8 metre (very untypical in pop music) 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	 	








Media Revision Guide 


 


Case Studies : 


 


Zoella website (www.zoella.co.uk) Youtube channel 


(www.youtube.co.uk/user/zoella280390) Twitter (https://twitter.com/zoella) Instagram 
(www.instagram.com/zoella) 
 
Media Language - what are the codes and conventions on each website and how do they 
create meaning to the audience? Analyse all 4 of them, as we have in class. 
 
Media Representations - How does Zoella reinforce gender stereotyping? Does she mock 
female gender identity? What sort of critical reception has Zoella had? How fair are the 
criticisms and positive endorsements? 
 
Media Audiences - What are the psychographics and demographics of Zoella's target 
audience? 
How does she appeal to her audience? 
How can audiences participate with Zoella across her online products (websites)? 
 
Media industries - How is Zoella a commercial brand? Provide examples to show that she is 
a brand and a business as opposed to an unknown Youtube. 
What lifestyle values does she present? 
 
Historical, social and cultural contexts  
How has she become an online celebrity sensation? (Discuss the use and rise of new 
technology within new media) 
Does Zoella promote a certain lifestyle and set of values? 
 
 
 


Kim Kardsahsian game, Website (www.kimkardashianwest.com) Facebook page 


(www.facebook.com/kimkardashian) Twitter page 
(https://twitter.com/kimkardashian?lang) 
 
Areas of study :  
Media Language (as per the knowledge organiser created for homework project) 
What is the visual appeal of the game? 
How does the narrative have an impact on the player? 
What type of characters do we meet and what are they doing? 
 
Media representations  
Media Representations: femininity and masculinity. What stereotypes appeal in the game 
and how do they appeal to the target audience? Are there any social groups who aren't 



http://www.zoella.co.uk/

http://www.youtube.co.uk/user/zoella280390

https://twitter.com/zoella

http://www.instagram.com/zoella

http://www.kimkardashianwest.com/

http://www.facebook.com/kimkardashian

https://twitter.com/kimkardashian?lang





represented?What would the feminist approach be to the game and her social media 
activity? 
 
Media Audiences 
What are the demographics and psychographics, how have they shifted from usual male 
game players?How can you apply Uses and gratifications to the game? How can this game 
have a negative effect on the user? 
How is the game advertised and how does this appeal to the target audience?  
How does she engage the audience through social media? 
 
Media Industries 
What effect has the institution had on the KKH game? 
What is convergence and how is Kim Kardashian's online presence an example of this? 
How are video games regulated and rated? Why is this important? 
Has KK been commercially successful? 
As a result in the popularity of KKH, what does this tell us about the way the game industry 
is changing and developing? 
 
 
Historical, social and cultural contexts  
What are the similarities between KK and Lara Croft and Zoella, in terms of their own 
messages and the similarities of their followers? 
By having a game with this narrative what does it tell you about today's society and culture? 
How is KK a cultural influencer? 
What are the messages conveyed by KK throughout her products? 
 
 


Lara Croft - Lara Croft Go (2015) Video game  - TO BE 
TAUGHT! 


 
Media Language - What are the narrative ingredients of Lara Croft Go? You will need to 
explore features of storytelling and consider the importance of characters, setting, conflicts 
and resolutions. 
 
Media Representations -  
To what extent does she conform or subvert the stereotype of the female role and identity? 
What is her appearance like, what does she wear and how does she behave? 
What types of audience does she appeal to?  
How are good and evil, time and place represented? Provide examples. 
 
Media Audiences -  
Who was the target audience for this game? And why do they use it? (uses and 
gratifications theory) 
How does it fulfil audience needs and desires? 
How could it influence audiences? 
 







Media Industries -  
Who was responsible for developing and publishing the game? The game is part of a 
franchise what does this mean?what are the advantages of it being part of a franchise? How 
successful has this game been in terms of commercial success? Where is it available (which 
platforms/devices) and how has this made it a success?  
 
 
Historical, social and cultural context  
In terms of gender representation, do you see Lara Croft as an exception or an example of a 
wider problem within the video game industry? 
How does the commercial success of LC compare with KKH? 
How does LC influence culture; female gender identity and power: can you compare this to 
KKH and Zoella? 
 
 


Learn the key concepts and media terminology learnt 
within the theoretical framework:  
Media language (your knowledge organiser as per the homework project) 
Representation 
Audience 
Industries 
 








A CHRISTMAS CAROL 
Plot
Stave 1
Marley’
s Ghost


Ebenezer Scrooge is at work in his counting house. Scrooge's turns 
down his nephew, Fred’s, invitation to his Christmas party & the 
request of two men who want money for charity. Scrooge is visited by 
the ghost of his dead partner, Jacob Marley, who tells Scrooge that, 
due to his own greedy life, he has to wander the  Earth wearing heavy 
chains. Marley tries to stop Scrooge from doing the same. He tells 
Scrooge that three spirits will visit him during the next three nights. 
Scrooge falls asleep.


Stave 2 
The 
First of 
the 
Three 
Spirits


He wakes and the Ghost of Christmas Past soon appears to him - they 
embark on a journey into Scrooge’s past. Invisible to those he watches, 
Scrooge revisits his childhood school days; his apprenticeship with a 
jolly merchant named Fezziwig, & his engagement to Belle, who leaves 
Scrooge as he loves money too much to love another human being. 
Scrooge sheds tears of regret before returning to his bed.


Stave 3 
The 
Second 
of The 
Three 
Spirits


Scrooge anticipates the second ghost, sitting up in bed waiting. He is 
surprised when no spirit arrives. Instead, he follows a light & finds 
himself in a transformed version of his own room. The Ghost of 
Christmas Present shows Scrooge Christmas as it happens that year.  
Scrooge sees the Cratchit family eat a tiny meal in their little home
;Bob Cratchit's crippled son, Tiny Tim, whose kindness & humility warm 
Scrooge's heart and Fred’s Christmas party. Toward the end of the day 
the ghost shows Scrooge two starved child-like figures; Ignorance & 
Want. He vanishes as Scrooge notices a dark, hooded figure coming.


Stave 4 
The 
Last of 
the 
Spirits


The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come takes Scrooge through a sequence 
of scenes linked to an unnamed man's death. Scrooge is keen to learn 
the lesson. He begs to know the name of the dead man. He finds 
himself in a churchyard with the spirit pointing to a grave. Scrooge 
looks at the headstone & is shocked to read his own name. He is 
desperate to change his fate & promises to change his ways. He 
suddenly finds himself safely tucked in his bed.


Stave 5 
The End 
of It


Scrooge rushes out onto the street hoping to share his newfound 
Christmas spirit. He sends a turkey to the Cratchit house & goes to 
Fred's party. As the years go by, he continues to celebrate Christmas 
with all his heart. He treats Tiny Tim as if he were his own child, gives 
gifts for the poor & is kind, generous & warm.


Character
Ebenezer
Scrooge


Selfish business man who transforms into a charitable 
philanthropist


Fred Scrooge’s nephew, complete contrast to Scrooge. 
Represents Christmas spirit in human form; warm, 
good-natured.


Jacob Marley Scrooge’s dead business partner who returns as a ghost 
to warn Scrooge to change his ways


Bob Cratchit Scrooge’s clerk who has little money. Loves his family & 
is shown to be happy &morally upright.


Tiny Tim Bob’s poorly son whose story plays a part in inspiring 
Scrooge’s transformation.


Mrs Cratchit Bob’s wife – ideal wife & mother.


Ghost of 
Xmas Past


A thing of contradictions; a combination of young &old, 
winter & summer, white haired &unwrinkled. The light 
shining from its head is symbolic; memory, 
enlightenment, guidance


Ghost of Xmas 
Present


‘A Jolly giant who bore glowing torch’ – personifies 
everything that is generous & giving about Christmas 


Ghost of 
Xmas Yet to 
Come


The most ‘traditional’ spook; robed & hooded-
resembles the Grim Reaper. Accompanies Scrooge in
darkest part of story. 


Fezziwig Scrooge’s ex-employer. A role model for how 
employers should behave.


Belle A woman Scrooge was in love with who left him 
because of his greedy nature.


Fan Scrooge’s sister whom he has great affection for when 
visiting his past.


Vocabulary


Asyndetic/syndetic
lists


Allegory


Ambiguity


Antithesis


Contrast


Dickensian


Gothic


Grotesque


Morality Tale


Malthusian


Metaphor


Non-Chronological


Omniscient


Parable


Pathetic fallacy


Personification


Poverty


Philanthropist


Protagonist


Simile


Symbolism


Social Commentary


Supernatural


Virtuous


Victorian


Themes
Greed & generosity/ Poverty & wealth/ Redemption/ Social responsibility/ 
Christmas/ Family/ Capitalism/ Class/ Guilt/ The supernatural/ Isolation/ 
Free will /Youth & age


Context


Dickens’ biography
* The second of 8 children
* 1824 - Father sent to prison for bad debt. 
*Charles sent to work in a shoe blacking factory, a 
terrible time for him. 
* He used his childhood experiences in his writing 
& his sympathy for children in poverty & their 
families is prevalent.
* Dickens travelled extensively in Europe & 
America & spoke out against the Slave Trade – he 
was a champion of what we would call ‘human 
rights’ & his works have a strong moral undertone.


Victorian London – Throughout most of Dickens’ 
adult life the monarch was Queen Victoria. The 
Victorian Era was a time of change in many ways, 
driven by the changing economy in which there 
was less of a reliance on agriculture & a move into 
the Industrial Revolution (when goods changed 
from being made by hand to being made by 
machines in factories). Britain became a super 
power & the population, particularly in London, 
grew rapidly.


Malthus (a respected academic & economist) –
Dickens shows his disgust with the Malthusian 
principle that population will always grow faster 
than food & should be controlled by diseases & 
starvation.


Class inequality – In general Victorian Society was 
divided into classes; upper, middle, working class. 
The upper class were the ruling class & were 
afforded luxuries & everything you need to 
succeed in life, namely a good education & access 
to health care.


Childhood - The result of the expansion of 
manufacturing processes & the need for coal was 
child labor. Children as young as for worked 12-14 
hours per day, many dying of disease or being 
killed or maimed in accidents. 


The 1834 poor Law Amendment Act & The Work 
House – Introduced to reduce the cost of looking 
after the poor. After this, if people in poverty 
wanted help they had to go to the workhouse to 
get it. The poor were terrified about the prospect 
of the workhouse as the conditions were appalling. 
Dickens describes them in ‘Oliver Twist’


Ragged Schools – set up by well-meaning people 
for the poor in cities, offering free education. For 
many children this was the only education they 
received. The need for proper education was a 
priority for Dickens. After he visited one of these 
schools he wrote that the pupils were ‘abandoned 
of all help; speeding downwards towards 
destruction’


The Exam
Example Question: Starting with this extract, how does Dickens present 
Scrooge as an outsider to society?


Information: 45 minutes.  No choice of question.  One extract followed by two 
bullet points, looking at first the extract, then the whole novella.  You must 
learn your key quotes as you will NOT have a copy of the novella in the exam


A01- Demonstrate an understanding of the question & text, use quotations 
to evidence understanding.  (12 Marks)


A02- Carefully analyse the language & comment on the intended effect on 
the reader. Ensure that you include subject terminology.  Comment where 
you can on structure/form. (12 Marks)


A03- Show understanding of  19th century contextual information (6 Marks)


Be original/ be 
critical/ apply 
context not just 
mention it/ be sure 
to comment on 
linked themes


Stretch 
yourself


Exam steps
1. Write out your short-hand quotes (1 letter/1 word per quote)
2. Read & highlight extract question.  
3. Read & highlight extract. 
4. Write extract essay. 
5. Read & highlight whole-novel question.
6. Plan quotes. 
7. Write whole-novel essay.  


POINT/MINI-PLOT/SHORT QUOTE/DEVICE/EFFECT/CONTEXT


For example - Dickens presents Scrooge as outside society in his contrasted 
description of other key characters./In the time of the Cratchit’s grief at Tiny Tim’s 
death/Bob Cratchit regularly describes his family as, “we”.  /The simple repeated 
plural pronoun/implies such closeness, even in their bereavement, in fact maybe 
because of it they turn to one-another./  The Vicorians’ unswerving belief in the 
power of the family is illustrated as succinctly as in the famous Christmas portrait 
depicting Victoria and Albert with their children around their tree. 
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Religion and Life  
Unit Content: 


1. Types of Truth - Scientific, Religious and Historical. 


2. Origins of The Universe – Big Bang Theory vs Genesis. 


3. Origins and Value of Human Life – Adam and Eve vs Evolution. 


4. Abortion – Pro-life vs Pro-choice. 


5. Euthanasia – 4 types, Arguments for and against, Religious views. 


6. Hospices – Aims of a Hospice, Palliative Care, Quality of Life vs Sanctity of Life. 


7. Animal Ethics – Animal Testing, Vegetarianism and Veganism.  


8. Environmental Ethics – Pollution, Sustainable Development, Earth Summits. 


9. Life After Death – Christian views and Muslim Views. 


_________________________________________________________________________________________ 


1. Types of Truth: 
• Scientific - Theory, hypothesis, repeated testing and observation. Scientific truth is an evolving truth because 


when new discoveries are made science must adapt and change.  
• Historical - Based on documents, witness reports, photographs and archaeology. 
• Religious - Holy books, religious experience and faith. This truth is supposed to be eternal and unchanging as it 


comes from God.  
 


2. Origins of the Universe: 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


EVIDENCE FOR THE BIG BANG: 


Red Light Shift – The furthest away stars in the 
night sky appear red. The colour red occurs when we 
perceive a stretched wave length. Therefore, in the 
time it taken for the light to travel from the star to our 
eyes the space in-between us has stretched! This 
means that the universe must be expanding!                      
Microwave Background Radiation – Scientist have 
discovered left over radiation from the initial 
explosion still present in space.  


 


 







3. Origins and Value of Human Life  
 


Adam and Eve - The story is found in Genesis (the first book of the Bible). Adam and Eve were the first two human beings on the 
planet and were given a paradise to live in known as the Garden of Eden. God’s only rule for the pair in the paradise was to not 
eat from the tree of knowledge (apple tree). Eve eats the apple and God, as a punishment, removes Adam and Eve from their 
paradise; casting them out into a world of sin. 


Liberal Christian View - The story is a metaphor for how Humans are responsible for sin. A liberal Christian may also look at this 
as poetry and not literally believe in that Adam and Eve were the first people; this view seems more compatible with the 
scientific approach.  


Literal Christian View – Also known as a creationist view. This is view that every word of genesis is the literal word of God and 
Adam and Eve were the first two humans to be created. This is typically incompatible with the scientific approach.  


The Theory of Evolution – Put forward by Charles Darwin in his book “On the Origin of Species” (1859) Evolution is the idea that 
we were not created by an all-powerful God in his image, but instead that we evolved from single celled organisms over millions 
of years eventually becoming what we are today; humans. This theory was met with widespread criticism but is now the most 
accepted scientific theory concerning the origin of human and indeed, all life. The concept of “survival of the fittest” is the idea 
that only the things sited to survive will be survive and this also helps to explain the seemingly perfect synchronisation of 
human, plant and animal life on our planet (potentially answering Paley’s Design Argument).  


Evidence for Evolution 


• Species tend to survive in the environment in which they live, regardless of  
living conditions. 


• Certain species have died out suggesting they were not suitable for survival. 
• Natural selection’ is the idea that mutations make life forms better suited to their environment.  
• DNA analysis suggests that all life on earth shares certain features. 
• Scientists have proven that humans have a common ancestry with apes. 
• Fossil records show animals with a simpler structure further back in time and more complex structures later. 


 


 


4. Abortion 


Abortion – the deliberate termination of a pregnancy and removal of a foetus.  
 
Pro –Life – The belief that an unborn baby has to right to live. This is not exclusively a religious belief. 


Pro Choice – This is the belief that a woman shouldhave the right to choose what she does with her own body; including the 
termination of a pregnancy.  


How non-conformist Christians  
respond to evolution. 


How conformist Christians  
respond to evolution. 


How Creationist Christians  
respond to evolution. 


Non-conformist Christians, for  
example Protestants, might say that the 
creation story in the Bible should not be 
taken literally, but symbolises God’s 
influence on creation. 


 They believe in evolution, but say that God 
started it off and gave life the ability to 
evolve and adapt. The days in the creation 
story show God was part of every stage of 
evolution, but it didn’t literally take 6 days. 


 The Special Agenda IV Diocesan Synod 
Church of England: “Divine design in the 
universe is achieved by God through the 
way in which the laws of the universe work 
and the process of evolution. Genesis offers 
a general account of creation rather than 
actual events.”  


Conformist Christians, for example Catholic 
Christians, believe that  
evolution is a part of God’s plan. They argue 
that God has used the process of evolution to 
create life. 


 God created humans “in his image” and 
gave them “dominion over earth” which 
means that God planned for humans to 
discover evolution.  


 Catholic Catechism: “Scientific  
studies about the origins of the world have 
splendidly enriched our knowledge of the 
development of life forms and the 
appearance of man. These discoveries invite 
us to even greater admiration of the 
greatness of the creator and we thank him 
for the understanding and wisdom he gives 
to researchers.” 


Creationist Christians believe that science 
has got it wrong. Evolution is just the latest 
scientific theory, but is not proven as a fact. 


 They argue that scientists and  
biologists cannot definitely prove how life 
began and that the Bible is just as good 
evidence the fossil  
record. 


 They believe that the creation story in the 
Bible should be taken literally and complex 
life-forms are proof of God’s omni-potence. 


 Human life is more valuable than that of 
animals and plants and God has given 
human a special mission in ruling over the 
earth.  







Adoption– The legal process where a person (child) is taken (adopted) into the family as a son or daughter. 


Embryo - Fertilised ovum at about 12– 14 days when implanted into the wall of the womb.  


Foetus-Fertilised ovum at about eleven weeks when the organs have developed. 


Conception – when sperm and egg meet 


Viable – the point at which a foetus could survive if it were to be born. 


Miracle of life: the idea that life is wonderful, amazing or special. 


Blessing: the idea that God has favoured a couple with a child. 


Fostering - The taking of a child from a different family into a family home and bringing them up with the rest of the new family. 
Can be short term or longer term. In Britain are paid by the Government. 


The Miracle of Life – Religious idea that life is a Miracle and therefore should be cherished.   


Quality of life– A measure of fulfilment. Life is worth living when it is of a particular standard.  


Application of Quality of life: Child should have a certain quality of life. If the child will suffer greatly may be better to have an 
abortion. If child will have a high quality of life should continue with the pregnancy. Mother should have a certain standard of 
life. If having a child would mean that her quality of life, through illness or other problems arising, would be unacceptable then 
perhaps she should have an abortion. 


Sanctity of Life- The belief that all life is Sacred, Precious and a Gift from God.  


Application of Sanctity of Life: Foetus’ life is sacred and therefore should not be taken. Mother’s life is sacred and so should not 
be destroyed. If she will die as a result of the pregnancy then her life should be saved by having an abortion. 


When does life begin? This is important because when a person is alive they have human rights. These include the right to live, 
which means that killing them is unlawful. The answer depends on what is meant by ‘life’. Does life begin at conception, when 
the spine has developed or at 22 weeks when the child could survive outside the womb? 


The rights of those involved: The law gives certain rights to mothers, the unborn child and the mothers existing children (their 
physical and mental health). However no rights are given to the father.  


Rights Considered when discussing abortion include:  


Some argue for the Right to life of the foetus, or a foetus’ right to protection from harm. 


Mother’s rights might include: right to choose, right to safety, right to equality of opportunity, right to make the final decision.  


Father has no rights but has legal responsibilities for their children.  


Alternatives to abortion: Keeping the child, adoption, fostering. Most religions follow the adoption laws of the country in which 
the believers live, so customs vary. Some religions restrict adoptions to children of the same religion. Muslims believe blood ties 
are important so probably would not officially adopt a child even if they brought them up as a member of the family. 


Abortion and UK Law -  In 1967 abortions became legal in the UK. 


Previous to 1967 women were not allowed to have an abortion. Dangerous backstreet abortions (illegal abortions carried out by 
untrained people) were often carried out. Under UK law, an abortion can usually only be carried out during the first 24 weeks of 
pregnancy as long as certain criteria are met (see below).  The Abortion Act 1967 covers England, Scotland and Wales but not 
Northern Ireland, and states: 


• abortions must be carried out in a hospital or a specialist licensed clinic 
• two doctors must agree that an abortion would cause less damage to a woman's physical or mental health than continuing 


with the pregnancy 
• There are also a number of rarer situations when the law states an abortion may be carried out after 24 weeks. These 


include: 
• if it's necessary to save the woman's life 
• to prevent grave permanent injury to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman 
• if there is substantial risk that the child would be born with serious physical or mental disabilities 
• Generally, an abortion should be carried out as early in the pregnancy as possible, usually before 12 weeks and ideally 


before 9 weeks where possible. 


Christianity Views on Abortion - Many Christians would feel that it is important to show compassion for the woman whatever 
her decision. This would mean showing that they cared for her and would support her whether or not they agreed with her actions. 
The Bible commands that we love one another and have compassion for the weak. God gives us free will therefore it is our choice 
whether we abort a child or keep it.  







Church of England View - The Church of England generally condemns abortion. However, unlike the Roman Catholic Church 
who admits to no exceptions, the Church of England does. Although never a good thing, abortions are said to be morally 
acceptable in situations where the mother's life is in danger due to the pregnancy. Abortions are also permitted at a late stage if, 
and only if, 'serious fetal handicap' will result in the child surviving only a short time after being born. The Church of England 
believes when an abortion is necessary, then it should be carried out as early as possible in the pregnancy.  


Roman Catholic View - The Catholic Church teaches that life begins at conception, so abortion is always wrong. It states that the 
natural law is that human life begins when an egg is fertilised. It is wrong to take life “thou shall not kill” (6th commandment) 
therefore abortion is wrong. They claim that every person has a natural ‘right to life’. A foetus is a person and abortion destroys 
that right to life. Abortion is never allowed for Catholics.  The only exceptions are ectopic pregnancy or if the mother develops 
cancer. Either of these can kill the mother if left untreated but kill the foetus if treated. Roman Catholics use the doctrine of 
double effect to say that the aim of the treatment is to save the mother not kill the foetus.  


Muslim View - The official Muslim view on abortion is clear: it is a crime against a living human being and is therefore 
forbidden. If, though, it is reliably established that a continuance of the pregnancy will result in the mother’s death then the 
abortion is allowable. In the Muslim faith, the Mother’s life takes precedence over the baby’s life. The reasons for this are clear. 
The Mother has many responsibilities and duties and, although regrettable, an abortion will be less disruptive to the family than 
the mother’s death. 


Useful Muslim Teachings on Abortion 


“Whosoever has spared the life of a soul, it is as though he has spared the life of all people. Whosoever has killed a soul, it is as 
though he has murdered all of mankind.” Qur'an 5:32 
“Kill not your offspring for fear of poverty; it is We who provide for them and for you. Surely, killing them is a great sin.” 
Qur'an 17:32 
“I believe that the value of life is the same whether this embryo is the result of fornication with relatives or non-relatives or valid 
marriage. In Sharia life has the same value in all cases.” Sheikh M. A. Al-Salami, Third Symposium on Medical 
Jurisprudence 
Useful Christian Teachings on Abortion  


“I confirm that the direct and voluntary killing of an innocent human being is always gravely immoral”. Pope John Paul II, 
Evangelium Vitae, 1995 


“For you created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother's womb.” Psalm 139:13 


Then God said, 'Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, 
over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground.' So God created man in his own 
image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he created them.Genesis 1:26-27 


 


5. Euthanasia 


Euthanasia - the painless killing of a patient suffering from an incurable and painful disease or in an irreversible coma. From the 
Greek meaning ‘a good death’ – mercy killing the deliberate ending of a life.  


Four Types of Euthanasia: 


Passive euthanasia – A form of euthanasia where no action is taken to postpone death.  


Active euthanasia – When steps are taken to bring death more quickly  


Involuntary euthanasia – A form of euthanasia where the patient cannot or does not give his/her consent.  


Voluntary Euthanasia - A form of euthanasia known as assisted suicide, where someone asks for help to bring death more 
quickly.  


Euthanasia and the Law - Assisted suicide. Assisted suicide is illegal under the terms of the Suicide Act (1961) and is 
punishable by up to 14 years' imprisonment. Trying to kill yourself is not a criminal act. Switzerland allows people to 
have voluntary active Euthanasia; this can be provided at Dignitas clinic in Switzerland.  


Arguments for Euthanasia - It is an act of love or charity to help someone in great pain to end his or her suffering. It 
is a cruel law that enforces people to suffer. In some cases the quality of a person’s life may be so poor that their right 
to life is no longer valid. They may have reached the stage that their lives have no real value. 


Arguments against -  Once euthanasia is legalised for terminally ill or senile people, will the next stage be to look to 
end the lives of the severely disabled, the mentally ill? Are we sure death is imminent? People who seem certain to die 
can make remarkable recoveries. Dr Christian Barnard tells of an occasion when he was about to give a lethal 
injection to a dying woman. At the last moment he decided not give it. The woman made a slow but full recovery 







Useful Christian Teachings on Euthanasia - Your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit. 1 Corinthians 6:19 You shall not murder. 
Exodus 20:13 


Useful Muslim Teachings on Euthanasia - Do not take life, which Allah made sacred, other than in the course of justice. 
Qur'an 17:33   Destroy not yourselves. Surely Allah is ever merciful to you. Qur'an 4:29  And no person can ever die except by 
Allah's leave and at an appointed term. Qur'an 3:145 


 
6. Hospices  


Hospice – A place for people who are terminally ill to die in peace and comfort 


Terminally Ill – A kind of illness that is incurable. 


Palliative Care – A kind of care that is given in a Hospice. The only aim of this care is to make the patient comfortable (pain 
relief) 


There are 3 main aims of hospice care: 


To relieve pain. Today it is thought it is not necessary for terminally ill patients to die in pain. Hospices specialize in pain control. 
Hospice staff believe all pain, however severe can be brought under control. (Palliative care) 


To help patients, friends and relatives face up to death. Although many hospices are Christian foundations, no attempt is made 
to persuade patients to become Christians. Opportunities are given to the patients and to family members to discuss death and 
dying. 


To care for the emotional needs of friends and family. Hospices help families cope with bereavement before, during and after 
the death of their relative. 


7. Animal Ethics 


Animal Experiments - Testing on animals, either for medical or cosmetic purposes, to ensure that the product is safe for use by 
humans 


Factory Farming - When animals are bred for meat or dairy products, and are kept indoors in very small spaces 


Free-range Farming - Farming that allows the animals to roam free and behave naturally 


Fur Trade - The business of farming or hunting wild animals for their fur to be made into clothing 


Genetic Modification - Plants and animals that have had their natural make up altered by scientists 


Hunting - The chasing of animals to kill them, which may be done for food, protection or human pleasure. 


Ivory Trade - The sale of ivory from elephants’ tusks, often illegally 


Stewardship -The idea that believers have a duty to look after the environment on behalf of God 


Vegetarianism - The belief held by people who do not eat meat 


Vegan – A person who will not use any animal product 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


8. Environmental Ethics 


Acid Rain - Rain made through acid by contamination through pollution in the atmosphere as the result of emissions from 
factories, vehicles, etc. 


Carbon Emissions - Release of greenhouse gases, such as carbon monoxide from vehicles, into the atmosphere. 


Climate Change - The idea that the climate is getting warmer. 


Conservation - Looking after the environment and protecting animals. 


Deforestation - The cutting down of large amounts of forest, usually because of business needs. 


Droughts - Long periods of abnormally low rainfall. 


Earth Summits - Informal name for the UN Conferences on Environment and Development. 


Famine - Starvation owing to drastic, far reaching food shortage 


Greenhouse Effect - The trapping of heat from the sun in the lower atmosphere due to an increase in carbon dioxide, methane 
and other pollution. 


Global Warming - The scientific concept that the world is getting warmer. 


Natural Habitats - The places where species of plants or animals live in the wild. 


Oil Spills - Leaking of oil into the environment, usually the sea. 


Pesticides - Substances used to destroy insects and pests that attack crops. 


Pollution - The contamination of something, especially the environment. 


Recycling - Reusing old products to make new ones. 


Responsibility - Duty; the idea that we are in charge of our own actions 


Sustainable Development - Development which takes into consideration the impact on the natural world for future generations. 


Types of Pollution  


Air Pollution – Caused mainly by factories and vehicles. Causes glovbal warming and has been linked to lung cancer. 
Land Pollution –Caused by ineffective disposal of waste. Water pollution – Caused by dumping waste into sea. E.g. 
Oil spills 







9. Life after Death 


After life: What Christians believe follows life on earth. 
Day of Judgement: A time when the world will end and every soul will be judged by God and rewarded or punished. Jesus taught 
that God’s love and mercy are unconditional, though many of the parables (stories) he told speak about God’s judgement after 
death.  Christianity teaches that there will be a Judgement Day at the end of time and all will be judged by Jesus according to how 
they behaved.  The Nicene Creed states that Jesus ‘will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead’.  Jesus will make 
and deliver the judgement.  
Day of Judgement: Roman Catholic Beliefs: The Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church states there are two judgments: The 
particular judgement occurs immediately after each individuals’ death and the general or final judgement takes place at the 
Second Coming (of Jesus) which is when many Christians believe that Jesus will return to the Earth in Glory. Jesus will judge 
those who are still alive and those who are dead and as a result of this judgement they will be sent to heaven or hell.  
Important parables about Judgement : The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16: 19-31) warns that ignoring the needs of others 
may have eternal consequences and The Parable of the Sheep and the Goats (Matthew 25:31-46) warns that on Judgement Day 
some will be rewarded in heaven for helping others - when they served others they were serving God.  The goats, those who did 
not help others are condemned because they did not. 
 
Resurrection of the Dead - that the dead will be restored to life. They have this hope because they believe that Jesus resurrected 
from the dead. It is also based on his teaching. Some Christians believe that it is a Spiritual resurrection, others that it is a 
physical resurrection. Sometimes the life cycle of the butterfly is used to illustrate this teaching about the resurrection life - there 
is a continuity of identity. Catholic and some Orthodox Churches – resurrection is a bodily one and that people will once again 
receive their old body but transformed into a glorified state in which suffering will not exist.  
Scripture/Sacred writings ‘I believe in… the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen.’ (Apostles) Creed. St Paul 
said belief in Jesus’ resurrection was central to Christian faith. ‘And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile…. If only for 
this life we have hope in Christ, we are to be pitied more than all men’ (1 Corinthians 15: 17, 19). ‘The body that is sown is 
perishable, it is raised imperishable…. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body’ (1 Corinthians 15:42, 44)  
Impact/Influence:  Christians have a hope that there is life after death.e.g. prayer at the funeral service ‘you promised eternal life 
to those who believe…’. If resurrection is a reality for people once they have died then life after death must be too. Gives hope in 
the face of death. Many Christians believe that the resurrection and the coming of the Holy Spirit means that they can feel God’s 
presence in their life, gives them confidence of God’s love the love.  
 
Heaven: Christianity teaches that heaven is a state of being, not a physical place. It is being with God outside time and space.  
Heaven is where they experience the presence of God forever – eternally.  
Scripture/Sacred Writings: “He [God] will wipe away every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or 
crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away (Revelation 21:4). Revelation 4 ‘a rainbow, resembling an emerald’ 
encircling the throne of God. From this throne comes ‘flashes of lightening, rumblings and pearls of thunder’. 
Impact/Influence:  Heaven encourages Christians to serve God and be obedient to Him. Heaven can be a comfort in times of 
suffering – this suffering will pass and they have hope for the future.  
Who goes to heaven?  4 different Christian views 


- “Only Christians go to heaven”. In John 14 (Jesus) “I am the way the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father 
except through me”. Belief in Jesus and following his teaching is also important.  


- All those who call themselves Christians act of being baptised into the faith is almost a guarantee of Heaven. 
- All who have lived good, principled lives and pleased God in doing so. 
- Universalism: ultimately everyone will respond to God’s love and this means that everyone will go to Heaven.  


 
Hell: The place of being without God or of eternal suffering. Many Christians reject those literal views of hell. Biblical 
descriptions of hell are symbolic – hell is eternal separation from God. This separation results from the deliberate rejection of 
any relationship with God so hell is not what God decides for people or what He wants but is a result of Free Will – free choice. 
Annihilation: this means to be completely destroyed so no longer exist. Hell is where the body and soul both cease to exist at the 
point of physical death. Catholic Church’s Catechism which states ‘God predestines NO ONE to go to hell; for this, a wilful 
TURNING AWAY FROM GOD… is necessary and persistence in it until the end’.  
 
Purgatory: Only Roman Catholics believe in purgatory. They think this is a middle place between Heaven and Hell. 
In purgatory you pay for your sins and when you have done this you can enter Heaven. 
This means that Roman Catholics will pray for dead people. They pray that their time in purgatory will be reduced. 
After death the soul goes to purgatory if it is destined for Heaven. Purgatory is a place of purification for the soul, so that it can 
become pure and holy enough to enter Heaven. It is not a physical place.  
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Top Ten Exam Tips 


1. Read the whole paper before answering any questions.  
2. Understand the command words: IDENTIFY, DESCRIBE, EXPLAIN, 


COMPARE. Only do what it asks you to do. Underline these key words. 
3. Make sure you answer about the correct constituent feature. Do not 


write about costume if it asks you about lighting. No marks given! 
4. Look for how many marks the question is worth and write that number 


of points e.g. 2 marks means 2 statements 
5. For the 6 mark questions: PEED (Point, example, explain, detail.) For top 


band marks always give extra detail about what the movement suggests. 
For the 12 mark question you must write about both works or 
constituent features. Give detailed descriptions of the constituent 
feature and explain the contributions and your interpretations in 
detail.  


6. When you have finished the paper, read each question carefully. Use all 
of your time to check the answer against the question. 


7. Know what the units are in the course. They may ask you to reflect on 
them… 
- Component 1: Solo Set Dances   
- Component 1: Performance in a duo/trio 
- Component 1: Choreography 


8. You can lie in an exam if it helps you answer your question – they do not 
know what you do in lessons or what 
your choreography/performance piece 
looks like! 


9.  Create a revision timetable using the 
RAG sheet at the back of this booklet 


10. Failing to prepare is preparing to fail. 
Make sure you revise at home, attend intervention and ask for help.  
 


 


 


 



http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiSq8ae_NzMAhVGqxoKHcJVDFEQjRwIBw&url=http://www.solutioncone.com/14-facts-about-success-in-life/&bvm=bv.122129774,d.d2s&psig=AFQjCNHZgJZhtc5POIzjYOCrE-rvel83Rg&ust=1463432251651146
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Sections in the Theory Paper – It’s Easy as ABC! 


 
 
Section A  
• Knowledge and 


understanding of 
choreographic processes 
and performance skills 


• 30 marks 
• Spend 30 minutes on this 


section 
 
 
 
 
Section B 
• Critical appreciation of own 


work 
• 18 marks 
• Spend 25 minutes on this 


section 
 
 
 
 
Section C  
• Critical appreciation of 


professional works 
• 32 marks 
• Spend 35 minutes on this section 
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Performance Skills 


There are four types of performance skills: 


Physical Skills • Prevent injury 
• Make dance look aesthetically pleasing 
• Allows more challenging movements – more 


complex lifts, higher jumps… 
Expressive Skills • Engage the audience 


• Communicate emotion/character/theme 
• Communicate choreographic intent 


Technical Skills • Communicate the choreographic intent 
• Provide variation and contrast 
• Engage and maintain interest of audience 


Mental Skills  • For accurate and successful demonstration of 
other performance skills  


• For safety (concentration) 
 


1. Physical Skills  


Physical Skill Definition How do we improve 
this skill (over time?) 


Alignment 


 


The correct placement 
of limbs – usually in a 
line 


Pliés in parallel and 
first, dropping 
shoulders, checking 
linearity in mirror. 
Strengthen joints 
(ankles in relevé) 


Balance 


 
 
 


Ability to hold a 
position with 
stillness/control 


Improve muscle 
strength – 
planks/sit ups/press 
ups etc and 
increase amount. 
Core strength and 
good focus 
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Control 


 


Ability to change 
direction/stop or start 
movement or hold a 
shape 


Improve core 
strength through sit 
ups and increase 
amount each time. 
Video performance 
to identify weaker 
areas 


Coordination 


 


Ability to move two or 
more body parts at the 
same time 


Breaking down 
movement phrases 
into different parts 
of the body. Layer 
phrases once 
confident with each 


Extension 


 


Fully lengthening 
limbs/muscles 


Improve strength 
and flexibility in 
limbs (name 
exercises) – video 
performance to 
identify weaker 
areas 


Flexibility 


 


The range of motion 
around a joint 


Stretching when 
warm – seated 
straddle, touching 
toes (pike), deep 
lunges. Increase the 
depth of stretch 
over time 


Isolation 


 


Moving a body part 
independently e.g 
chest isolation 
(picture) 


Improve strength 
and clarity in 
specific limbs/area 
of the body 
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Mobility 


 


The ability to move 
between actions with 
fluidity 


Improve core 
strength through sit 
ups and increase 
amount over time. 
Video performance 
to identify weaker 
areas 


Posture 


 


The body’s position Improve core 
strength through sit 
ups, planks and 
increase the 
amount each time. 
Lift up through top 
of the head 


Stamina 


 


The ability to exercise 
the body for  long 
period of time – the 
body’s endurance 


Improve 
cardiovascular 
fitness – running, 
jogging, circuit 
training. Increase 
duration each time 


Strength 


 


Muscular power Sit ups, press ups, 
plank, squats. 
Increase the 
amount/length of 
time they are 
performed 


 


 


 


 


 


Common Question: ‘Explain how you could improve the physical skill ………………………over time’ 
(2 marks) 


You get one mark for saying the exercise you would use and one mark for saying how this 
would improve over time. For example, if they asked about strength, your answer should be: ‘I 


would use exercises such as sits ups and press ups and increase the amount I do each day’ 


 NEVER JUST SAY PRACTICE OR REHEARSE!!! NO MARKS GIVEN!! 
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2. Expressive Skills 


Expressive Skill Definition Notes 
Facial Expressions 


 


Using the face to 
communicate 
character/ emotion 
and engage the 
audience 


Facial expressions 
are choreographed 
and will help you 
increase your 
projection 


Focus 


 


The dancer’s eye line Makes movements look 
bigger (following circle of 
arm) directs audience’s 
attention to certain areas 
of stage/body parts, 
shows character 
(confident character 
would look up and out) 


Musicality 


 


Showing sensitivity 
to the aural setting 
(accents/quality etc) 


Four music/movement 
relationships: 


1. Music 
visualisation 


2. Direct 
correlation 


3. Mutual co-
existence 


4. Juxtaposition 
Phrasing 


 
 


The distribution of 
energy within a 
phrase of movement 


Also called 
‘emphasis’ ie 
adding emphasis 
onto particular 
moments 


Projection Using energy to 
engage the audience  


Confidence will help 
develop your 
projection. Think 
about light radiating 
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out from your body 
and limbs to help you 
increase the energy 


Spatial Awareness 


 


Being conscious of 
the surrounding 
space (stage space, 
other dancers and 
audience) 


In terms of 
formations, 
proxemics, stage 
directions, 
pathways 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3. Technical Skills (The TRADS!) 
- Communicates the choreographic intent of the work 


 
 
 
 
 


Common Question: ‘Explain how you could improve your use of expressive skills’ (2 
marks) 


One mark for technique used, one mark for impact this has on the expressive skill. For 
example: ‘I would film myself performing and analyse my use of each skill. I would look 


for moments where my projection has dropped and ensure I use extra energy in 
rehearsal.’  


 


Common Question: ‘Why are expressive skills important for a dancer?  (2 marks) 


Question is worth two marks so two explanations are needed. For example ‘Expressive 
skills engage the audience and can communicate a certain type of emotion or theme 


for example I would use focus and look down to show sadness 


.  
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3. Technical Skills 
Action Content 6 basic actions: 


travel, turn, gesture, 
stillness, transfer of 
weight, elevation 


 
You may be questioned 
on how you used 
technical skills in your 
own choreography – 
give specific examples 
throughout and say 
what they 
communicated. “I used 
powerful, frantic 
dynamics to suggest….” 
“I used circular 
formations to 
communicate…” “The 
use of accumulation 
with dancers joining in 
with the gestural phrase 
allowed me to show…” 
 


 


 


Dynamic Content Time, weight and 
flow: rapid or slow, 
sudden or sustained, 
fluid or staccato, 
gentle or powerful, 
direct or indirect  


Spatial Content Levels, directions, 
spatial pathways, 
size of movement, 
proximity to 
audience, patterns, 
planes 


Relationship 
Content 


In a duet/group: 
Lead and follow, 
mirroring, action 
reaction, 
accumulation, 
complementary and 
contrast, 
counterpoint, 
contact, formations 


Timing Using the same 
counts to the aural 
setting or other 
dancers 


Rhythmic Content Patterns of 
movements that can 
be repeated 
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4. Mental Skills  
 


Movement 
Memory 


 


The ability to 
remember 
phrases/whole 
choreography (also 
called muscle 
memory) 


  
  


   During the process and 
preparation before a 


performance we should 
practise: 


 


• systematic repetition 


• mental rehearsal 


• rehearsal discipline 


• planning of rehearsal 


• response to feedback 


• capacity to improve 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


This could be a 6 mark 
question! 


Commitment 


 


Dedication to the 
rehearsal process 
and final 
performance 


Concentration 


 


Focussing all of your 
attention onto the 
performance 


Confidence 


 


The feeling of self- 
assurance and belief 
in the process and 
performance  
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Safe Practice 


 


‘Explain why it is important for a dancer to warm up before a dance class…’ 


• Reduce the risk of injury  
• Increase heart rate – oxygen supply to muscles 
• Improve muscle elasticity 
• Lubricate the joints 
• Mentally prepare and focus 
• Speed up nerve impulses from brain to muscles 


Warm Up exercises 


• Pulse raisers – jogging, star jumps, jumping 
• Alignment exercises – rolling down the spine, tendus, pliés 
• Joint mobility – circling ankles, rising on toes, wrist circles, swings 
• Gentle stretches – lunges, touching toes from standing 


‘Explain why it is important for a dancer to cool down after a dance class…’ 


• Return heart rate to normal 
• Prevent pooling of blood 
• Reduce muscle pain and joint stiffness 


Cool down exercises 


• Stretching – lunges, cobra stretch, yoga 
stretches 


• Deep breathing whilst circling arms above head 


 


Other safe practice considerations: 


• Staying hydrated and drinking enough water 
• Eating a balanced diet – plenty of carbohydrates for energy 
• Getting enough sleep – alert for physical activity 


 


 



http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi8r8mJ9tzMAhVM2xoKHYE5B2wQjRwIBw&url=http://www.womenshealthmag.com/fitness/first-trimester-warmup-exercises&bvm=bv.122129774,d.d2s&psig=AFQjCNHwf_qOEnX-Fuo6Fejr-S5u0vaVwQ&ust=1463430604437263
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Health and Nutrition 


Carbohydrates: slow releasing energy (bread, pasta, potatoes – the brown 
foods!) 


Protein: for growth and repair of cells, in particular muscles (meat, fish, dairy, 
nuts) 


Fats: quick releasing energy and 
insulation (need a small amount 
for energy only) (chocolate, 
butter, oil, friend foods) 


Vitamins and minerals: For 
healthy skin, joints, eyes, strong 
bones (Vitamin C – citrus fruits, 
Vitamin D – dairy, iron – leafy 
greens, calcium – dairy) 


Fibre: important for digestive system (cereals, bread, fruit and vegetables) 


Water: increase energy and alertness, staying hydrated, replenishing lost sweat 


 


Studio Safety 


• Correct temperature – not too cold (bad for your muscles) 
• No obstacles in the space (trip hazards) 
• No spillages (slip hazards) 
• Flat floor (trip hazards) 
• Enough space between dancers (collision hazard) 
• Correct dance uniform – no shoes or socks, flexible clothing (non-


restrictive and ensures no slipping) 
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Safe practice in movements – TALK ABOUT REDUCING STRESS ON JOINTS! 


• Make sure your alignment is correct– when bending your knees, the 
knees should go over the toes –reduces stress on the joints 


• When lunging, make sure your knee does not go further than your toes – 
no hyperextension to stress the joints 


• When lifting others, make sure you are in the correct position (stable 
base) and bend your knees to protect your spine and back muscles 


• Bend your knees when landing jumps to transfer weight safely into the 
floor and reduce shock in the joints 


• Articulate the feet properly when landing jumps – use 
toes to ball to heel to land safely and reduce shock 
travelling up the leg 


• Not knocking knees on the floor during floor work/rolls 
• When transferring weight into the floor, use hands and 


make contact with muscular parts of the body 
• Correct posture throughout to reduce stress on the 


spine  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Common Question: Explain how you demonstrated safe practice in the Performance in 
a duo/trio?  (2 marks) 


I hopped off the right leg and went straight into a roll. I showed safe practice by using 
my hands to help take my weight into the floor and bending my knees as I landed.’  


 


Common Question: Explain how you demonstrated safe practice in the set phrase Flux?  
(2 marks) 


‘In Flux, I performed a controlled handstand. I ensure that my weight was spread 
throughout my palms and not my fingers to ensure balance and control and I kept my 


legs in alignment with my torso to reduce stress and tension in my joints and limbs’  


 


Use the words: STRESS, SHOCK AND STRAIN! Use the words: STRESS, SHOCK AND STRAIN! EURGH! ALIGNMENT!! 
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Improving the Rehearsal Process 


 


If you are asked about how to improve your work, never just say practice or 
rehearse! 


 


 
 


To improve the rehearsal process: 


• Video recording and self-assessment 
• Peer/teacher feedback 
• Working with/without the accompaniment 


 


 


 


Always state the impact that this has had, for example: ‘Recording 
my work and watching it back highlighted moments where my focus 
dropped/my alignment was incorrect…’ 


 


 


 


‘To improve my technique I 
would practice every day.’ 


 


‘To improve my safe practice I 
would rehearse every day…’ 
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The Choreographic Process 


 


You may be asked to explain the choreographic process. This is the journey 
from finding a stimulus to final performance. Think about how you developed a 
full dance from your stimulus in the choreography task… 


Find and research appropriate stimulus 


  


  


Improvise movement material and create 3 clear motifs 


  


  


Develop motifs through ASD and link together. Select and discard material 


  


  


Structure choreography and include choreographic devices 


  


  


Ask for feedback and refine  


  


  


Perform final choreography 
  


 


 


 


 


 


Common Question: Explain why we use choreographic devices?  (2 marks) 


‘To enhance communication of a theme or stimulus and to create interest in the dance. For 
example, you could use canon to communicate how waves ripple in the ocean.’   
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Key Choreography Vocabulary 


Learn these key words and use them when describing technical skills in 
choreography.  


ACTIONS: jump, turn, travel, balance, 
gesture, flick, swipe, dart, kick, 
chassé, twist, ripple, roll, shunt, 
extend, bend, leap, curve, circle 


DYNAMICS: sharp, sustained, fast, 
gentle, robotic, powerful, light, lively, 
bouncy, fluid, tense, slow, energetic, 
heavy, mechanical 


SPACE: circular/linear/zig zag 
pathways, high/medium/low levels/ 
open/intricate movements, 
directions, formations, proximity of 
dancers to each other and audience 


RELATIONSHIPS: lead and follow, 
mirroring, action reaction, 
accumulation, complementary and 
contrast, counterpoint, contact, 
formations 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Highlights: create moments of 
interest which grab the audience’s 


attention e.g. a lift, change in 
action/dynamic/spatial content, 


elevation. 


They should enhance the 
theme/choreographic intent 


Climax: the high point in the dance 
which usually occurs near the end 
(before the resolution.) Effective 


ways to create a climax is through 
elevation (jumping,) travelling, fast 
dynamics. It should emphasise the 


theme of the dance 


 


 


Choreographic Devices 


Highlights 


Climax 


Accumulation 


Repetition 


Motif and Development 


Contrast 


Manipulation of number 


Unison 


Canon 


Form and Structure 


Binary 


Ternary 


Rondo (chorus) 


Narrative (story telling) 


Episodic (sections linked by a 
theme) 


Cyclical (same beginning and 
end) 


Beginning/middle/end 


 


Formations 


Circular 


Linear 


Diagonal 


V shaped 


Symmetrical/asymmetrical 


 


What do these communicate to 
your audience about the theme 


or characters?  
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Using Stimuli 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Motif Writing 


• The examiner must be able to visualise/dance your motif 
• You must include reference to action, space and dynamics 
• Start with space (where you are facing, level etc)  
• It must be at least 3 actions long 


 


 


 


 


 


 


If you are writing about how 
you will use the stimulus to 
inform choreography make 
sure you are specific. Say 
WHAT you are using in the 
stimulus and HOW you are 
using it… 


Common Question: Explain how you would use the above stimulus to create choreography for 
a group dance?  (3 marks) 


3 marks so 3 separate statements needed. It also refers to a group dance so include this idea in 
your answer. ‘I would represent the large circle in the top corner by using a large circular 


formation. I would use angular straight arm gestures bent at 90 degrees to show the straight 
lines crossing over. I would use curved pathways of all dancers to represent the wiggling line’  


 


Common Question: Describe a motif you would choreograph based on this picture. You must 
reference action, space and dynamics (3 marks) 


‘Starting facing stage right, tilt body to the left whilst quickly circling left hand over head and 
return to neutral. Sharply slice right arm to the side in line with the shoulder and then step 


forward urgently with the left leg leading and circle the head anti clockwise slowly.’ 
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Motif Importance 


What is a motif? 


“A short phrase of dance which communicates the theme and is often 
repeated and developed” 


 


What should you consider when choreographing motifs? 


• Should be at least three actions long 
• Include a range of dynamics and spatial 


features 
• Actions communicate your stimulus/theme 


Clear motifs are important in choreography because: 


• They communicate your stimulus/theme 
• They can be developed to add interest and engagement for audience 
• They help structure your dance through repetition 


 


There are three types of motif development: 


 


Action Developments Dynamic Developments Spatial Developments 
Addition 
(Embellishment) 
Subtraction of actions 
Instrumentation 
Retrograde 
Fragmentation 
Inversion 


Changing dynamics – 
sharp, soft, sustained, 
staccato, powerful, 
light, gentle, urgent… 


Level 
Size of action 
Direction 
Pathways 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


Common Question: Describe how you would develop a motif using action developments (3 
marks) 


The question asks for ACTION developments, so only state action developments. No marks 
awarded for other developments. 3 marks awarded so 3 developments needed… ‘I would use 
instrumentation and change the arm gesture to a leg gesture. I would retrograde the motif by 


performing it backwards. I would add an action into the motif such as a roll.’ 


 



http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj-6KT8qOTMAhUPOsAKHTXECm0QjRwIBw&url=http://www.westkowloon.hk/FreespaceFest2014/dance&psig=AFQjCNEQQxxD64UEXvuLi_Ff8lw-fPd6uQ&ust=1463684771643209
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Choreographic Devices 


 


Why are choreographic devices important? 


• Make dance more interesting and engaging 
• Enhance the stimulus/theme 
• Add variety and contrast within the choreography  


Choreographic Device Definition 
Unison Same action at the same time 
Canon Performing an action one after the other 
Mirroring Creating a symmetrical image with body 


shape 
Accumulation/Accumulative 
Canon 


Dancers join in on a phrase giving a sense 
of growing/building up 


Question and Answer/Call and 
response 


One dancer performs a phrase and other 
dancer(s) repeat or create their own phrase 
in response 


Action Reaction When one dancer performs an action 
which initiates a response from another for 
example, one dancer push into space, 
other dancer falls back 


Counterpoint When dancers perform different phrases of 
movement at the same time 


Repetition Performing an action/phrase more than 
once 


Highlights Moments which stand out to the audience 
Climax The most intense part of the choreography, 


towards the end 
Motif Development Changing the motif through action, space 


or dynamics 
 


 


These are also structural devices: tools which help structure the dance 
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Form and Structure 


 
Form Image Definition 
Binary     Two contrasting sections


Ternary       Three sections with 
second section providing 
contrast


Rondo                   Different sections with a 
repeated chorus


Episodic                 
 


Different sections linked 
by the same theme 


Cyclical Beginning and ending 
phrases/sections are the 
same  


Narrative  Choreography tells a 
story – usually 
characters involved 


Abstract No story or characters 
e.g. a dance about black 
holes 


 
 


Common Question: Explain how you would use a particular choreographic device in a 
dance titled ‘Conversations.’ (3 marks) 


1 mark for naming a correct choreographic device (question and answer) 1 mark for 
saying how you would use it (one dance would lean towards the other whilst swiping 


her arm forward. The second dancer would respond by repeating the action forwards.) 
1 mark for saying what this would show (this would show one dancer starting a 


conversation by directing her arm gesture towards the other…) 
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A Linha Curva 


 


 


 


 


Choreographer:  
Itzik Galili 


Company: 
Rambert 


Date Premiered: 
2009 
Dance Styles: 
Samba, Capoeira, Contemporary 


Choreographic Approach: 
Collaborative – dancers made own solos 


Stimuli: 
Curved Line, Brazilian culture, celebration 


Number of Dancers: 
28 
Structure: 
Curved line, ensemble and narrative sections 
Performance Environment:  
End stage 


Choreographic Intent: 


• Have fun – celebration of Brazilian culture 
• Samba parades 
• Men showing off and competing for women 
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Movement Analysis: A Linha Curva 
Actions 


• Swinging, curved and straight arms 
• Low second positions 
• Capoeria swinging kicks 
• Samba footwork and ripples 
• Samba hip rotations 
• Contemporary parallel 


 


Dynamics 
• Energetic, bouncy, rapid 
• Adage Septet – slow, fluid sustained 


(compliments mysterious 
atmosphere) 


Space 
• Clear changing formations – linear 


from side directions, DS to US, cross 
formation, diagonal lines, scattered 


• Range of levels – floor work, jumps 
and lifts 


• Range of sizes of actions 
 


Relationships 
• Mirroring 
• Accumulation 
• Counterpoint 
• Contact 
• Formations 
• Complementary 


- All add interest to the work and 
show the ensemble to be 
working together 


Motifs 
• Robson (swinging arms) 
• Liris (shoulder roll) 
• Showing off travelling motif 


 
Motif Development and Variation 


 
• Robson varies through direction – facing to and from the audience, to 


stage left 
• Embellishment – actions such as lunges are added to torso rotations 
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Movement Analysis: A Linha Curva 


 


Choreographic Devices:  


• Unison (opening Robson motif) – shows group ensemble, powerful 
• Canon (dancers entering from SR) – adding contrast to unison sections 
• Motif development/variation – direction, embellishment, enhances theme of fun 
• Accumulation – adds interest, builds to climax 
• Simultaneous canon – provides contrast 


Relationship to Aural Setting: 


• Direct correlation throughout – particularly Adage Septet, slow, sustained, 
mysterious 


• Music visualisation – ‘ting’ in percussion music echoes chin hitting forehead 
• Vocals-chants created by dancers as they jump in showing off section 
• Complimentary style – percussion instruments compliment samba and capoeira 


styles of dance 


How choreographic intent is realised in movement:  


• Having fun/celebration: big, bold actions with lively, 
energetic dynamics. Linear pathways show carnival parades 
ie celebrating together 


• Men perusing women: travelling towards woman in diagonal 
formation using big actions and dynamics to impress. Chants 
calling out to attract attention of woman 


• Showing off – big actions and lively dynamics together with 
characterisation 
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Constituent Features/Aspects of Production 


Description and Interpretation  


Costume Analysis 
• Black, mesh sleeveless vest allows for dancers to come into and out of 


the lighting 
• Brightly coloured wet-look lycra shorts with matching coloured zip on 


the vest enhances the feeling of fun an celebrating Brazilian culture – 
bright colours are used in Samba parades in carnivals 


• Similar costumes give feeling of unity and dancing as part of an 
ensemble 


• Slight differences in colour and hairstyle show individuality 
• Open top for men, open back for women show gender differences 
• Reflective discs create special effect with lighting and grab audience’s 


attention 
• Tight fitting/short – enhances lines and makes it non restricting 


Staging and Setting Analysis 
• Musicians on raised platform upstage to allow them to be part of the 


performance – supports celebration of Brazilian culture as music and 
dance are of equal importance 


• Empty black box stage allows for safety for a large ensemble with 
numerous changing formations 


• Black floor allows lighting to be seen clearly and the colours to stand 
out and display a sense of vibrancy. This is also seen clearly by the 
dancers and allows them to stand in the correct square during 
formation changes 


• 5 skateboards are used by the dancers to glide across the stage from 
stage left to stage right during Adage Septet section – dancers lie on 
their backs and slowly wave their arms and legs upwards 
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Description and Interpretation 


Lighting Analysis 
• 49 overhead lights pointing directly downwards which compliments the 


movement and the accompaniment throughout – illuminates changes of 
formations and enhances structure of the music 


• Formations of light (moving lines and chequerboard patterns) work with 
formations of choreography – linear, coloured patterns enhance linear formations  


• Two large white washes of light enhance positioned up stage left shine 
horizontally which enhances the travelling showing off section 


• 7 x 7 columns allow for darkness around solos and for dancers to disappear into 
and out of the light 


• Vibrant colours and changing patterns add to the exciting fun atmosphere of the 
dance and the choreographic intent of having fun and celebrating the vibrant 
Brazilian culture 


• Warm, orange side lighting to enhance male battle section 
• Lighting changes with different sections of the dance enhancing the structure  
• Compliments the costume and white light is reflected off of metallic disks in 


opening section creating an engaging special effect for the audience 


Aural Setting Analysis 
• Over 50 instruments: Drums, percussion, boom whackers, bongos, congas etc 


enhance the Brazilian influences and culture 
• Loud vocals in opening section chanting ‘Tum Tarraka Tum’ quickly engage the 


audience and create rhythm and energy 
• Rhythms are predominantly samba based which compliments the dance style and 


Brazilian culture 
• Live musicians visible on raised platform to show equality between musicians and 


dancers similar to a samba parade or carnival 
• Structure of the music communicates the title and stimulus ‘The Curved Line’ as it 


starts off on a fast tempo, high energy and loud with lots of instruments, then 
drops to a slower, more minimal section called Adage Septet before increasing the 
energy at the ending again 


• The quick rhythms create a lively, exciting atmosphere which communicates the 
choreographic intent of having fun and celebration 
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Within Her Eyes 
 


 


 


 


Choreographer:  
James Cousins 


Company: 
James Cousins Dance Company 


Date Premiered: 
2016 
Dance Style: 
Contemporary contact 


Choreographic Approach: 
Improvisations were filmed where female didn’t 
touch the floor with different rules applied – not 
looking, pulling away, intimacy  
Stimuli: 
Love story with a twist – loss, love, dependency, 
loyalty, longing, memory 
Number of Dancers: 
2 
Structure: 
A prologue with 6 continuous sections in one 
seamless journey 
Performance Environment:  
Site-sensitive. Dance for camera. 


Choreographic Intent: 
• High emotional intensity 
• Abstract love story 
• Female leads all of the movement 
• Total contact throughout – female never touches the floor 
• Narrative of the female’s pull to her late lover and trying to 


allow herself to move on with a man who cares so much for 
her – opening and closing movement 
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Movement Analysis: Within Her Eyes 
Actions 


• Simple pedestrian – hair behind ear, 
wrapping around body 


• Female reaching away 
• Opening and closing actions 
• Poignant use of eye contact 
• Contact – lifts, counterbalances, 


circling around male 
• Female leading until final section 


where male leads 
 


Dynamics 
• Slow, controlled (beginning) 
• Fluid and flowing 
• Quicker and more urgent in Flow 


One (forest) 
• Calm, delicate wrapping in Kneeling 
• Fast, free flowing showing a sense 


of struggle 
• Slow, heavy passive female at the 


end – giving up 


Space 
• Close proximity throughout showing 


intimate and complicated 
relationship 
Female’s direction towards the sky 
and away from male shows her 
grieving and longing for past lover 


• Female lifted away from floor 
throughout on mid/high level – 
showing the support of male dancer 


• Low level in Kneeling showing 
intimacy in relationship 


Relationships 
• Contact – used throughout to show 


intertwined nature of the 
characters, female never touches 
the floor. Get closer to show 
developing relationship 


• Lead and follow – female leads until 
the end struggle. She wraps his 
arms around her ready to support 
lifts – contrast to most social dances 


• Action reaction – male responds to 
all of females actions – showing 
uncertainty in his character 


• Complementary – shows dancers’ 
shared feeling and affection – e.g. 
both arching backwards 


Motifs 
• Reaching away – balancing on male, female extends right leg in front away from 


male 
• Wrapping – female lead movement by using her hand to wrap male dancer’s arm 


around her to support into a lift 
• Lifting – male lifts female at the hip joints high above, female’s hands on shoulders 


creating a 90 degree angle at the hip – legs in a pike position downwards 
Motif Development 


• Reaching away through instrumentation – reaching away with one leg, arm 
gestures, top of head 


• Wrapping in various directions and around different places on the male body 
• Lifting – legs open in second position, instead of pike, opening slowly. Lifted 


backwards so that chest faces the sky and back in arched. Also performed with 
male on low level 
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Movement Analysis: Within Her Eyes 


 


Choreographic Devices:  


• Repetition: slowly walking suggesting a long period of time. Reaching gestures 
suggest her grief and longing. Opening and losing – inner turmoil 


• Highlights: sudden falling and catching adds to suspense – will he catch her? 
What happens if he doesn’t? Looking at each other – change in relationship 


• Contrast: Flowing movements change to urgent, quicker movements – adds 
interest and shows change in the relationship – female becoming more distressed 


• Climax (2): Quick spirals around and urgent dynamics build the tension before a 
moment of calm and looking at each other for the first time.  Pace, energy and 
urgency builds at the end showing her final struggle 


Relationship to Aural Setting: 


• Direct correlation – two clear halves reflect the structure of the choreography, 
narrative and two clear climaxes. Same phrasing in the movement throughout 


• Strings and piano are very emotive and compliment the fragile and tentative 
quality of the choreography 


• Dancers to do not count the music but respond to the phrasing and feel of the 
accompaniment 


• Music visualisation – pause in music and silence for poignant moment when 
dancers look at each other for the first time – this adds to the sense of intimacy 
and makes this moment a clear highlight 


How choreographic intent is realised:  


• Abstract love story – non-traditional with female leading movement (unlike social 
dances) and an unhappy ending open for interpretation. Clear loving relationship 
between the two characters communicated by: 


- Female never touching the floor – shows care and support from the male 
character 


- Opening and closing movements – show affection and intimacy towards male 
character and pulling towards late lover 


• High emotional intensity and physicality – shown throughout daring 
choreography and emotive characters which provoke a response from the 
audience  
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Constituent Features/Aspects of Production 


Description and Interpretation  


Costume Analysis 
• Short skirt ensures legs are not restricted in high leg extensions and lifts 
• Light beige coloured blouse and skirt contrasts with the male costume and links 


her to the heavens, therefore linking her to her late lover. Dark coloured male 
costume, together with thicker knitted textures communicates control, stability 
and links him to the Earth. This also compliments the setting as the colours are 
reflected on the cliff top and skies behind the dancers. 


• Beige knitted cardigan in prologue shows the climate as cold and enhances the 
feeling of loneliness and isolation 


• Delicate blouse with long sleeves and top button done up in beginning section 
shows her fragile but conservative character. The button becomes undone as the 
dance progresses showing her distress and increased emotional struggles, 
together with her hair becoming more untidy 


• Tight fitting jumper and trousers of male costume enhances the lines of the body 
and is non restricting 


Staging and Setting Analysis 
• Site sensitive – dance film by Scratch 
• 6 different locations including graveyard, field, cliff top, forest, quarry which 


suggests the passing of time 
• Locations become more enclosed which compliments the dimming of lighting 


gradually moving from daytime to night time  
• Female walks through isolated graveyard setting the sombre mood for the piece 


and showing the narrative that she has lost someone 
• Intimate forest location suggests the relationship is becoming stronger as he 


continues to support her 
• Vast open landscapes enhance a sense of loneliness and the harsh quarry reflects 


tension in the relationship and perhaps danger 
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Description and Interpretation  


Lighting Analysis 
• All filmed in natural light with changes in weather helping to create sombre moods 
• Natural lighting compliments the natural setting of the film 
• Grey and gloomy light in Prologue adds to the sense of loneliness and isolation 


and compliments the deserted streets 
• Overcast but lighter sky in The Beginning suggests an early time of day and 


therefore an early stage in their relationship 
• Darker lighting in the forest setting enhances he sense that they are becoming 


more intimate. The small shafts of light shining through the dense forest could be 
interpreted as glimmers of hope for the female character 


• The progression from light to dark throughout the film suggests the passing of 
time and therefor illustrating that their relationship is developing over a longer 
period of time  


• In final Floor section the lighting is much darker (filmed in the evening) which 
contrasts to the earlier sections, suggesting night time and the possible end of the 
relationship. Here the lighting also compliments the male dancer’s dark costume 
as it seems to make him blend into the darkness. Her lighter costume can be seen 
more clearly which emphasis it’s light and fragile texture which reflects her 
vulnerable character 


• A darker undertone was added in postproduction to contribute to the dark mood  
Aural Setting Analysis 


• Pre-recorded fusion of classical and electronic sounds (piano, strings, wind) 
creates contrast between sections through differences in instrumentation, texture 
and dynamics 


• Soft, quiet piano notes in The Beginning section suggests the fragility of the 
relationship 


• Win sounds enhance the location of the vast, open landscape, complementing the 
setting and suggesting they are in a world of their own 


• Denser, more frequent string notes build tension in the forest section which 
directly correlates with the faster paced choreography 


• The return of the minimalistic piano in kneeling section creates intimacy – where 
they look at each other for the first time 


• Flow 2 includes dramatic string chords and heavy piano notes over an ominous 
drone which helps to build the climax in the narrative and choreography 


• Final heavy piano notes heard as she lowers towards the floor give a foreboding 
and ominous end to the film.  


• Electronic, low pitch rumbles at the end of the film create an uncomfortable 
atmosphere leaving the audience uncertain about what is happening to her  
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Artificial Things 
 


 


Choreographer:  
Lucy Bennett 


Company: 
Stopgap 


Date Premiered: 
2014 
Dance Style: 
Inclusive contemporary dance 


Choreographic Approach: 
Collaborative – material developed from Jones’ 
movement in wheelchair 
Stimuli: 
Image of isolated figure perched on collapsed 
wheelchair as if in snowglobe. Paintings by Serbian 
artist Goran Djurovic. Dancer’s personal 
experiences 
Number of Dancers: 
4 
Structure: 
S1: underlying tension, S2: seeking liberation S3: 
aftermath of tragedy where dancers are pensive  
Performance Environment:  
Proscenium Arch 


Choreographic Intent: 
• Coming to terms with life’s limitations and living in certain 


confinements 
• Finding resolution by coming together 
• Surrendering to the fact that we are all living with individual 


regrets  
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Movement Analysis: Artificial Things  


(Dave and Laura’s Opening Duet) 


Actions 
• Sit 
• Reach 
• Pull 
• Stare 
• Embrace 
• Drop 


Dynamics 
 


• Delicate 
• Slow 
• Tender 
• Gentle 
 


Space 
 


• Low level 
• Towards audience 
• Dave travels from USL to DSR to 


meet Laura DSR 
• Close proximity 


Relationships 
 


• Contact, manipulation 
• Lead and follow 
• Complementary  


Meaning: characters are pensive and reflective. Emotions of loss and 
isolation as Laura begins on her own, alienated from the group. Connection 
between the two characters is felt, supportive over the dismantled 
wheelchair. Pauses and stares create a filmic atmosphere 
 


Motifs (all of scene 3)  
• Opening duet 
• Dave’s solo – hands rubbing against each other – memories of 


shuffling cards 
• Unison of textures – high attitude legs, sharp circles, dropping and 


rippling 
 


Motif Development 
• Arm circles created by Laura are enlarged by Amy and David 


and created on a mid-high level.  
• Embellishment of leg attitudes and rolls by the able bodied 


dances echoes the patterns and actions of Laura 
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Movement Analysis: Artificial Things 


 


 


Choreographic Devices: 


• Mirroring: significant moments of mirroring show a connection between the 
dancers – Amy and Laura sitting 


• Contact: counterbalances, weight bearing, holding and supporting show 
connection and support between characters 


• Contrast: Amy created contrasting shapes and dynamics from Laura in Gliding 
section – tilting with R leg raised, 90 degrees at knee. Laura is turning in her 
wheelchair 


• Unison: used to show equality between the dancers, all coping with their own 
limitations 


• Counterpoint: used to create contrast in level and direction throughout – 
perhaps reflecting on their own personal experiences 


Relationship to Aural Setting: 


• Direct correlation: slow, minimal notes made on piano compliment 
the slow, minimal gestures performed by Laura and Dave in the 
opening. Dave’s solo – mouthing the words to the song ‘Sunshine of 
your Smile’ 


 


How choreographic intent is realised:  


Coming to terms with limitations: in opening dancers move slowly, 
tenderly, as if pensive and reflective 


Finding resolution: dancers come together in a unified series of tableaux 
which also communicates the idea of someone gazing in on them or stuck in 
one of GD paintings 
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Constituent Features/Aspects of Production 


Description and Interpretation  


Costume Analysis 
• Colours include mainly pale blues, greens and beige which enhance the cold 


ambient mood. The faded colours may suggest that the dancers are unhappy with 
coming to terms with their personal limitations 


• The colours and dripping effect were inspired by the paintings by Durovic (one of 
the stimuli) and complement both the set design (backdrop) and the blue wash of 
the lighting.  


• The dripping of paint also communicates the idea of time passing as if they have 
been dripping down over time 


• Everyday clothes are worn to link to the choreographic intent that the piece is 
based on each dancer’s own life experience. The designs reflect each dancer’s 
individuality 


• Laura Jones’ short sleeves allows her arms to be seen clearly which is particularly 
important as her legs are confined to the wheelchair within the piece.  


• Suit used for Dave’s solo to enhance the narrative as his Father may have worn 
suits and this solo is reminiscent of his relationship with his Father 


Staging and Setting Analysis 
• Floor is pale grey with a wooden edge around the sides to reflect the shape and 


restriction of the vitrine. This links to the idea of the audience looking into the 
snow globe that the dancers are in, living within their own personal limitations 


• Vitrine placed USL laying on its side, filled with snow – suggests stimulus of the 
snowglobe 


• Headless suit perched on mannequin which is used by Toole in his solo which he 
puts on – perhaps reminiscent of his Father? 


• Backdrop with vertical streaks of paint (blue, green, brown) which links with the 
stimulus of Goran Djurovic paintings called Unknown Secrets. This also 
compliments the costumes which also use this dripping paint effect 


• Linear pathways of paper snow trailing from DSR to USL enhancing the cold 
atmosphere and creates an effect when the dancers move through it 


• A wheelchair on placed on its side is positioned DSR at the opening of the scene 
which shows the idea behind Lucy Bennett – a figure perched on top of a 
wheelchair. This is then used by the dancers as movement material is generated 
from the disabled dancer’s movements within the wheelchair 
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Description and Interpretation  


Lighting Analysis 
• Blue and white washes enhance the cold, ambient atmosphere that Bennet 


intended 
• Use of spotlight allows audience to see Toole’s facial expressions during his solo 


which allows the audience to connect to the emotional content of this section 
• Two overhead white spotlights on duet at mid intensity DSR and CS restrict the 


dancers’ space and support the idea of a snowglobe 
• The spotlights brings personal limitations and disabilities into focus which 


enhances the stimulus of coming to terms with their own limitations 
• Spotlights also support the choreographic intention of being subject to the gaze of 


one another 
• Amber side lights add a warm atmosphere to the duets and give a feeling of 


hopefulness  
• Changing lighting throughout section 3 enhances the structure of the piece 
• Focused lighting on USL highlights the striking tableaux in the final section giving 


the impression that the figures are tarped in a snowglobe looking out at the world 


Aural Setting Analysis 
• Clock ticking at the beginning and piano chords chiming at the end suggest the passing of 


time and represents the dancer’s personal journeys in time which fits in with the 
choreographic intent of loss at the start and resolution at the end 


• Sound effects of wind, distant thunder and industrial ambient sounds give the urban, 
metallic landscape that L.B wanted to create. Sounds of footsteps in the snow compliment 
the setting (paper snow on the stage) and support the stimulus of being inside a 
snowglobe 


• Strings plucked inside the piano create an eerie atmosphere 
• Percussion instruments – glockenspiel and subtle sounds of scrunching bubble wrap add 


to unusual accompaniment for the piece 
• The Sunshine of Your Smile is distorted and fragmented throughout the piece and then 


played in full at the end – reminiscent of his personal memory of his Father singing to him 
• Direct Correlation – Dave balances on David when firm, low notes on the piano are heard 


also providing a contrast  
• Musical changing throughout enhances the structure of the piece  
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Infra 


 


 


 


Choreographer:  
WaynecGregor 


 Company: 
Royal Ballet 


Date Premiered: 
2008 
Dance Style: 
Contemporary Ballet 


Choreographic Approach: 
SHOW, MAKE, TASK 


Stimuli: 
Infra ‘below’ - life below the surface of the city. 
Behaviour of people during London bombings 
Number of Dancers: 
12 
Structure: 
Episodic made up of solos, duets, ensembles 
Performance Environment:  
Proscenium arch/theatrical 


Choreographic Intent: 


• Seeing below the surface of things 
• Inferences – inferring particular types of 


relationships in everyday life 
• Let audience make their own interpretation  
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Movement Analysis: Infra (Tender duet – white 
crop top, black skirt female) 


Actions 
• Pedestrian – kissing, holding hands, 


leaning heads, holding waist 
• Peering (female) – perhaps she has 


lost her way/looking for answers? 
• Resting head (female) 
• Balances supported by male with 


high leg extension 
• Arching/dropping to floor (female) 
• Nuzzling head 
• Wrapping 
• Rippling 
• Gallop 
• Arabesque 


 


Dynamics 
• Fluid 
• Tender 
• Tense 
• Gentle 


Space 
• centre stage 
• close proximity 


 
 


 


Relationships 
• contact 
• pas de deux 
• a moment of unison 
• complementary – actions and 


dynamics 


Frequently used actions in this section 
• Contraction with arms in first position – strong emotional feeling, 


Graham contractions show emotional anguish, shows her vulnerability 
with the male dancer supporting her. 


• Pushing head forward as if peering into the space 
 


Motif Development 
• Contraction: levels (mid and low,) embellishment (head nuzzling and 


leaning) direction and travelling in the space 
• Peering: different directions, underneath his arm, in different 


positions such as arabesque, contractions, change of dynamics 
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Movement Analysis: Infra 


 


 


Choreographic Devices:  


• Climax – whole work comes to climax in crowd section – large numbers of people 
walking across the stage. Female dancer painfully crying in the centre 


• Counterpoint – three male solos at the beginning – separate conversations? 
• Mirroring – two females in section 7. Are they connected in similar situations? 
• Contrast – movement material and dynamics in different sections create contrast 


Relationship to Aural Setting: 


• Mutual Co existence: section 1 music is slow and ambient, contrasting to rapid, 
urgent movement 


• Direct Correlation – smooth cello and string phrases compliment the fluid, 
controlled dynamics 


•  Sections of movement and new dancers work with the structure of the music – 
new phrases and sound effects are heard in different sections 


• Number of dancers relate to the number and layering of instruments used. More 
dancers on stage as layering of instruments occurs and build up in pitch and 
volume (just after supportive duet and before crowd section) 


How choreographic intent is realised:  


Below the surface: minimal, pedestrian gestures with hints of narrative and 
relationships communicate that we do not always see the full picture and therefore are 
unaware of what is happening below the surface 


Inferences of relationships: we observe glimpses of 
relationships/conversations/life in changing duets throughout 


London Bombings: crowded people surrounding someone in emotional pain – loss 
during bombings/panic and sadness in crowds/helping one another 
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Constituent Features/Aspects of Production 


Description and Interpretation  


Costume Analysis 
• Monochrome colours used – black, grey, white enhances the sometimes sombre 


mood and compliments the black and white LED screen above them 
• Short sleeves and shorts and tight fitting tops allows the physically demanding 


balletic and contemporary actions to be seen clearly and fully appreciated such as 
ripples and high leg extensions 


• Flexible, stretchy fabric allows the dancers to perform the physically demanding 
movement material 


• Simple clothes are worn for the crowded section which adds a sense of reality and 
brings contrast 


• Simple costumes do not detract from the intricate movements 


 
Staging and Setting Analysis 


• 18m LED screen is placed high above the backdrop. It is the full width of the stage and has 
a continuous flow of electronic walking figure across. The positioning communicates the 
stimulus and title of the dance meaning ‘below the surface’ as the dancers literally 
perform below the screen. It also communicates The Wasteland poem also reads ‘a 
crowed flowed over London.’ The screen compliments the number of dancers on stage as 
numbers walking increase as more dancers appear 


• Black and white, monochrome colours of the screen compliment the costume of the 
dancers – black, white and grey garments. Briefcases carried by figures give the idea of 
everyday people 


• Dark and empty stage creates an eerier atmosphere a makes the dancers appear alone in 
their own relationships. This also links to ‘below the surface’ as the audience sees 
intense, dark emotions that are not always apparent, heightening the choreographic 
intention 


• Large empty stage enables large groups to dance freely and safely throughout the space 
and provides clear entrances and exits 


• Large number of people on LED screen helps section build to a climax where a woman is 
crying alone – communicating the idea of in the busiest of cities, you can still feel very 
alone 
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Description and Interpretation 


Lighting Analysis 
• Dark, shadowy lighting allows quick entrances and exits to occur and allows 


dancers to appear and disappear into the darkness adding a sense of mystery and 
what happens ‘below the surface’ which can’t be seen 


• Coloured lighting – orange, blues, greens add to the either warm or cold 
atmosphere and illuminates the dancers to show off their intricate movements 


• Soft edges are used throughout (apart from rectangles) to show the stimulus of 
the fog in the poem The Wasteland 


• 6 rectangles create pathways (vertical offstage dragging) and define the space that 
the dancers perform in. It links to the choreographic intention of each pair being 
unaware of each other’s personal stories although they are being performed next 
to each other. The rectangles could also represent windows in a skyline – 
suggesting the city location and that we are peering into snippets of people’s lives 


• Spotlight focuses the attention onto duets and makes the dancers appear more 
intimate and enclosed in their own story. Low intensity white spot in final section 


• Amber lighting could represent the hot atmosphere of the underground 
• Changing lighting throughout the piece enhances the structure and clearly defines 


each section and each relationship happening ‘below the surface’ 


Aural Setting Analysis 
• Sound effects like morse code beeps and distorted speech give the idea of 


communication perhaps showing snippets of complex relationships, not giving the 
full picture. This also contributes to the stimulus of ‘below the surface’ and not 
understanding what goes on behind closed doors. The sound of the steam train 
would be above the surface also contributing to the stimulus 


• Major and minor keys used to create a mood of uncertainty. Fluid, haunting violins 
creating an uncomfortable atmosphere perhaps symbolising the tense relationship 
between the dancers 


• Direct correlation used in section 3 – urgent yet gentle piano melody compliments 
movement of continuous flow with urgent dynamics 


• In section 4, brisk melody on cello with a solo violin gives a sorrowful emotion and 
contrasts with the disconnected LED figures walking above the dancers 


• In section 7, heart rendering strings and piano melodies playing poignant, slow 
chords symbolising grief and supports the climax of the crowd building up 


• In section 8 tender, calm violin and cello melodies communicate total harmony, 
hope, love and perhaps peace which supports the stimulus of The Wasteland 


• Changes in music ie instruments and dynamics support the structure of the piece 
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Emancipation of Expressionism 
 


 


Choreographer:  
Kenrick H20 Sandy 


Company: 
Boy Blue Entertainment 


Date Premiered: 
2013 
Dance Style: 
Hip Hop: krumping, popping, locking, waacking, 
animation, breaking 
Choreographic Approach: 
Abstracting Hop Hop m/m, working close with 
music, using signature m/s (ninja’s) 
Stimuli: 
Music (Til Enda.) Being free to express yourself as 
individuals and as a group  
Number of Dancers: 
17 
Structure: 
Genesis, Growth and Struggle, Connection and 
Flow, Empowerment 
Performance Environment: 
Proscenium Arch  


Choreographic Intent: 


• Sharing emotional journey through Hip Hop 
dance 


• Life cycle – moments in life. Whole work is the 
journey through life  


• Order and chaos 
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Movement Analysis: E of E 


Actions 
• Locking, popping, krumping, 


animation (style) 
• Pointing 
• Isolations 
• Angular arm gestures 
• Pencil jumps 
• Punching 
• Shunt 
• Ripples 
• Barrel rolls 


Dynamics 
• Staccato 
• Aggressive 
• Powerful 
• Fluid 


 


Space 
• Opening – circle with female in 


middle (growth? Embryonic stage?) 
• Scrum formation facing SR (one 


struggling) 
• Clumped formations with dancers 


breaking out 
(emancipation/freedom) 


• Constant direction changes 
• Square/box formation 
• All levels  
• 2 clumps – one upstage, one 


downstage  


Relationships 
• Contact (scrum and final section) 
• Unison 
• Canon  
• Contrast  
• Accumulation  
• Counterpoint  


Motifs 
• Ninja Static 
• Ninja Walk 
• Ninja Glide 
• Chariots of Fire  


 
Motif Development 


 
• Direction – static, walk and glide face different directions throughout  
• Instrumentation - Pointing gestures performed with one or both arms 


or to different places in the space 
 


 


Company’s signature motifs – could 
show group empowerment, sense of 
connection with each other  
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Movement Analysis: E of E 


Choreographic Devices:  


• Motif – represent style and signature actions of the company – leading to a sense 
of empowerment and connection with each other 


• Repetition – repetition of motifs throughout the piece 
• Contrast – in dynamics – section 2, dynamic variation from both formations. In 


scrum position – person in the middle displaying frantic dynamics as if struggling, 
scrum dancers are still and in control – order and chaos? 


• Unison and Canon – changing throughout – unison in the motifs and canon in 
animation section. Unison = order. Canon = chaos 


• Climax – final end empowerment section – fast dynamics, full ensemble, build in 
aural setting 


Relationship to Aural Setting: 


Direct Correlation: Close relationship to tempo and intensity of the aural 
setting throughout. Powerful dynamics in locking and popping actions echo 
the bass and beats of the hip hop sounding music 


Music visualisation: staccato strings in the animation section emphasise the 
staccato dynamics in the intricate, sharp actions as if moving in a film. 
Quick, oscillating notes of the strings are reflected by the quick isolations by 
the body in the action/reaction section 


 How choreographic intent is realised:  


• Sharing emotional journey through hip hop: Group ensemble and 
unison sections show the unity in sharing a journey. Fusion of hip hop styles 
showing the development of hip hop styles 


• Life cycle: Contrast in sections showing the contrast and progression in the 
life cycle. Beginning formation could be interpreted as growth within the womb 


• Order and chaos: Order=unison sections, clear square formations, precise 
intricate actions, complementary actions and/or dynamics Chaos: canon, 
counterpoint, accumulation, scrum section with solo dancer struggling, frantic, 
rapid dynamics, clear formations with some dancers moving out of or performing 
contrasting actions 
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Constituent Features/Aspects of Production 


Description and Interpretation  


Costume Analysis 
• Blue clothing represents the signature colour and name of the company – Boy 


Blue Entertainment. Also compliments the blue wash overhead lighting 
• Blue short sleeved T shirts, blue denim jeans and grey trainers with white soles 


were used to enhance the ‘street’ style of the work complimenting the locking, 
popping street actions 


• The tight fitting costumes allowed for a clean, clinical look whilst keeping casual – 
an intention of Kenrick. The short sleeves and tight fit allowed the intricate arm 
and torso actions to be seen clearly by the audience 


• Some dancers wear their own jewellery to show their own individuality in the 
piece 


• The dancers wore the same non – gender specific costumes to give a sense of 
equality and unity and therefore ‘empowerment’ which is a theme of the piece 


• Hair was away from the face so that facial expressions could be seen clearly and 
enhance the clean appearance 


• Non –restricting material used, particularly in the jeans allowed for movements to 
be performed such as flips, high leg kicks etc 


Staging and Setting Analysis 
• No set design or props other than a purple backdrop which allows the 


dancers to produce clear formations and make quick entrances and 
exits in the space 


• It was a choreographic intention – Kenrick wants the audience to 
focus on the pattern changes by the changing formations  
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Description and Interpretation  


Lighting Analysis 
• Blue wash compliments the blue colours of the costume and helps reinforce the 


signature colour and name of the company – Boy Blue Entertainment 
• Intense and striking effects enhances the stage smoke creating the dramatic mood 
• White lighting from CSR enhances the scrum formation and the struggle of the 


solo dancer in the middle. Two sidelights are also used to highlight smaller groups 
of dancers in different formations 


• Central lighting defines the space and highlights the formation used centre stage 
•  Blue light could signify harmony/tranquillity to echo the beautiful music of Max 


Richter 
• Lighting changes with each section (4) enhancing the structure of the piece and 


symbolising the different stages of life which was a choreographic intention of 
Kenrick 


Aural Setting Analysis 
• Sudden stop of loud, rhythmic drum beat makes the atmospheric sound more 


prominent which helps build atmosphere 
• Connection and flow-melodic phrases on the violin cascading up and down 


compliment the movement in direct correlation. The staccato violin notes in the 
animation section enhance the robotic like gestures in this unison section 


• Different accompaniment in each section of the piece enhances the structure of 
the work 


• Heavy beats in the music by Olafur Arnalds – Til Enda help communicate the style 
of dance as Hip Hop  


• Empowerment section builds in number of instruments including loud drumming 
with a full orchestra to create an effective climax 


• Music continues and layers throughout the piece without pauses which helps 
communicate the idea of a journey 
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Shadows 


 


 


 


 


 


Choreographer:  
Christopher Bruce 


Company: 
Pheonix Dance Theatre 


Date Premiered: 
2014 
Dance Style: 
Classical and contemporary ‘neo-classical’ 


Choreographic Approach: 
Collaborative – centred around family table – 
furniture intrinsic part. Music influenced m/m 
Stimuli: 
Arvo Part’s Fratnes – evoked images of European 
History and tradition – 1000’s years of suffering. 
Relationships between family dealing with outside 
force 
Number of Dancers: 
4 
Structure: 
Semi-narrative – solo, duet, trio, quartet 
Performance Environment:  
End Stage 


Choreographic Intent: 


• Politics affecting human life 
• Family in deprivation and poverty 
• What lies outside the family home  
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Movement Analysis: Shadows 
Actions (son solo) 


• Running 
• Lifting props 
• Clenched fists, pounding floor 
• Swinging arms 
• Kicks with flexed feet 
• Rolling 
• Dropping 
• Hiding 
• Gazing (towards corner) 


 


Dynamics 
Son: powerful, sharp, aggressive, forceful 
(angry, distressed) 
 
Daughter: frantic, urgent, rapid (fearful, 
panic) 
 
Mother: soft, gentle, fluid (maternal, 
supportive) 
 
Father: controlled, calm, consistent 
(supportive and guides family) 


Space 
Son: 


• Travelling USL  DSR (towards 
corner from table) 


• Floor work (low level temper) 
• Large pathways (frustrated) 


 
All: 


• Return to USL table throughout 
(centre of family unit) 


• Travel towards DSR (danger)  
 


Relationships (son) 
• Contact – supporting and lifting 


daughter 
• Lead and follow – following the 


actions of the father (taking 
guidance, needing reassurance 


• Complementary – actions and 
dynamics in final quartet – sense of 
unity and support for each other  


• Unison – moments with father, 
united/family bond 


Motifs 
• Head/body turn to DSR Diagonal (performed by all dancers) 
• Leaning on another in alignment (performed by Mother, Son, Daughter on Father) 
• Tucking hair behind ear (performed by Mother)  
• Pounding fists (performed by Son) 


 
Motif Development 


• Head turn: change in dynamics – slow and apprehensive to quick and sudden 
• Hair tucking: first performed in plank, secondly on a higher level in ballroom hold 
• Lean: direction (towards and away from audience,) level (mid-level standing to 


sitting,) instrumentation (from shoulder on shoulder lean to shoulder on chest 
lean) 


• Pounding fists: direction (lying on front then lying on back,) level (lying on floor to 
sitting upright with fists to the side of the body) 
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Movement Analysis: Shadows 


Choreographic Devices:  


Motif and development: used to show individual characters and/or their 
emotions 


Repetition: enhances key actions such as pounding fists, leaning for 
support, travelling to and from DSR 


Climax: son’s solo builds up to the climax as provides contrast from section 
before. Increase in pace, power and build up in aural setting  


Unison and mirroring?? 


Relationship to Aural Setting: 


Direct Correlation: 


- Music and sections of choreography complement each other and 
introduce new characters 


- Frantic strings together with fast footwork showing fear of daughter 
whilst soft and slow music for the Mother’s more gentle dynamics. 


- Double stopping of the violin correlates with the distressed climatic 
choreography of the son  


 


 
How choreographic intent is realised:  


Politics affecting human life: varying dynamics and choreography for each character 
show how humans respond differently to certain situations. Ambiguity of what is outside 
means the audience is open to interpret the narrative for any political circumstance, 
historical or present day 


Family in deprivation and poverty: distressed dynamics and supportive actions for each 
other demonstrate the difficult times they are going through 


What lies outside family home: characters repeatedly travel towards and away from 
DSR (exit of home) and son uses props to hide from this corner. Closing actions of 
putting on outer garments and walking forwards lead audience to believe they are 
stepping outside family home and make them wonder what will become of this family 
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Constituent Features/Aspects of Production 


Description and Interpretation  


Costume Analysis 
• 1930s/40s style represent the ear in which the dance is set although Bruce states 


that this piece could be interpreted for modern day war scenarios 
• Shirts, trousers, skirts, blouses and dress suggest gender with longer material for 


mother reflecting her older age. Daughter wears a more school uniform style to 
suggest her younger age 


• Colours used are faded and worn which suggests deprivation and the family’s low 
status 


• Oversized coats worn at the end of the piece suggest hand-me-downs symbolising 
they are living in poverty and reflecting the difficult time they are going through 


• Different garments are worn to help the audience identify with each character 
• Everyday clothing worn to reflect everyday people and help the audience connect 


with each character 
• Tight fitting and non-restrictive allow the audience to see movements clearly and 


show off the lines of the body 
• Hair is tied up to help the audience connect with the narrative and emotions by 


seeing their facial expressions 


Staging and Setting Analysis 
• Black box setting – minimal set with bare walls and floor theatre space. Emptiness 


suggests poverty and low status as they have few belongings 
• Table, benches, two stools (USL) suggests the location is in a family home centred 


around the dining table. Worn out clothes are places on a coat stand. This allows 
the audience to enter the heart of the kitchen and reinforces the notion of 
hardship. The family home is where the narrative and relationships unfold 


• Tables and stools are used by the son – thrown and used as a barrier which helps 
the audience connect with his fear and create the sad, fearful mood 


• Use of props is paramount to the piece and is used consistently with seamless 
transitions as the family keep returning to their place at the dining table and end 
with the putting on of clothes 
At the end of the piece, the dancers put on overcoats and carry suitcases and bags 
to communicate to the audience that they are about to embark on a journey and 
will not be returning home for some time 
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Description and Interpretation 


Lighting Analysis 
• Dim lighting suggests that families had to ration their electricity during the war 


showing the historical context 
• Shadows are creative which Bruce wanted to be a metaphorical shadow or literally 


a shadow passing at the window which the family were afraid of. Bruce wanted 
this to be interpreted in any time frame – historical or present day. The lighting 
also reflects the Shadows title of the piece 


• Lighting is focussed USL at the family table where the piece starts and the dancers 
return to throughout the piece. This draws the attention of the audience to where 
the family unit is centred around. Subtle change in lighting here makes it seems 
like a shadow has been cast over them – something fearful walking past the 
window 


• Bright lighting is used in the son’s solo which enhances his emotional distress 
therefore communicating the narrative 


• Dark lighting with 23 subtle changes create a fearful atmosphere 
• Sidelights light the stage during solos/duets/trios where the dancers leave the 


table and come into the space. This highlights the movement and makes it easier 
to see throughout the piece 


• Localised lighting creates an intimate space which suggests the feeling of a room 
within a house which enhances the theme of what is outside the family home 


• Lighting changes during each solo/duet/ trio etc enhance the overall structure of 
the piece. Overhead lamp used at the ending which is paramount as they make 
their way into the light 


Aural Setting Analysis 
• Pre-recorded version of Arvo Part’s for piano and violin has an Eastern European 


feel which sets the location 
• Minor key throughout adds to the dark and solemn atmosphere 
• Structure of the music enhances the structure of the choreography with each 


section relating to a character 
• Frantic strings using hemi-demi-semi quavers show the anxious emotions of the 


daughter 
• Softer tones of piano and violin are used to show the family’s support for each 


other and tender relationship between them 
• Sudden changes to chord like sounds with the violin build to the climax echoing 


the emotions of the distressed son 
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Camera Analysis 
A Linha Curva 


• Use of wide camera angle 
throughout to capture all changes in 
formation and lighting states  


• Very little variation in camera 
direction/angle or effect to allow 
audience to focus on movement and 
lighting 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Within Her Eyes 
• Close up during poignant moments 


– first time they look at each other 
to ensure audience understand the 
importance 


• Wide lens used to ensure audience 
see vast open landscape enhancing 
the idea that they are isolated 


• Quick camera angle changes in 
forest section compliment the music 
and add to the tension and fast 
dynamics 


• Camera on tracks provide a smooth 
finish and allow audience to focus 
on movement 


• Handheld camera for the ending 
brings the audience closer to the 
action and tilts downwards towards 
her feet to enhance the idea of her 
finally touching the floor 


Artificial Things 
• Opening uses a close up to give a 


filmic atmosphere 
• Long shots allow full length tableaux 


to be viewed which make them 
appear as one of GD paintings 


• Camera pans to follow actions as if 
gliding with the movement and 
travelling sections 


 
 


Infra 
• Close up of female dancer crying to 


highlight emotional distress  
• Wide shot to show group ensemble 


on stage in crowded section – 
allows audience to see full crowd 
together with LED screen 


• Mid shots allow for audience to 
clearly see shapes of the body and 
intricate gestures ie in duets where 
male performs choking gestures on 
female 


E of E 
• Mid shots used to focus in on more 


intricate isolations – action reaction 
section 


• Long shots to view the large 
formations – final section 


• Mid shot in opening to view facial 
expression of dancer in the middle 


 
 


Shadows 
• Mid shots to view the distressed 


facial expression of son – positioned 
DSR. Allows audience to connect 
with narrative 


• Long shots to view travelling 
pathways to DSR corner from table 


• Mid shot to enhance the poignancy 
of dancers walking into light – what 
will await them outside the home?  
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Examples of Highlights and Climaxes 


 


 


Highlights: high energy, engaging opening with chants. 
Contrasting, slower, mysterious Adage Septet section. 
 
Climax: Section 7 uses Liris in accumulation to enhance 
sense of building and growing to a climax. End group 
ensemble – all dancers together for final high energy 
section after slow Adage Septet. Fast dynamics, 
repetitions, quick formation changes.  
 


 


Highlight: Each time female is suddenly dropped to the 
floor and caught provides contrast and sense of shock. 
Dancers look at each other for the first time - music 
pauses and close up achieves these poignant highlight.  
 
Climax: First seen in forest section – fast dynamics of 
circling around the head and wrapping gestures together 
with more urgent dynamics and quick camera angle 
changes builds up to this climax. Second in final section 
when female is seen to give up and male leads the fast 
movement followed by the suspense of will she touch 
the floor?  


 


Highlight: contrast in formation and energy in scrum 
section. Solo dancer uses frantic, rapid dynamics to show 
struggle whilst ensemble hold in position in stillness. 
Interesting formation and concept for the end of this 
section. 
 
Climax: Final section includes full ensemble in unison 
with powerful dynamics and musicality. Includes large 
actions such as lifts, dragging across the space and 
expansive arm gestures. Feeling of empowerment in 
climax.  
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Examples of Highlights and Climaxes 


 


 


Highlights: each new section provides highlights as 
different to section before. Male solo – very different, 
masculine rippling material provides contrast 
 
Climax: section 4 (6 rectangular boxed lighting with 6 
duets) large number of dancers on stage with changing 
devices – counterpoint, unison, canon etc. Frantic, 
intricate movement. 2nd climax in section 6 with crowd 
walking past and woman crying in centre. Full 
ensemble on stage and large number of LED figures 
above whilst emotional solo.  


 


Highlights: Lifts and memorable supporting moments – 
leaning on each other, use of table provide contrast 
throughout 
 
Climax: son’s solo is major climax of piece and provides 
contrast from mother’s softer solo before. Distressed, 
powerful dynamics with slamming and throwing 
actions whilst quickly travelling in the space builds with 
loud, high pitched chords of aural setting. Use of set – 
throwing, hiding behind also provides contrast and 
builds intensity.   


 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Highlights: moments of stillness in the tableaux provide 
contrast and a moment of reflection within the piece. 
Highlights provided by contact between able and 
disabled bodied dancers and manipulation of 
wheelchair 
 
Climax: unison of textures section with quick 
complementary actions which travel throughout the 
space. Larger number of dancers and expansive 
movements create climax and contrast. Resolution is 
with calmer solo from Toole.  
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Anthology Dance Styles and Their Features 


Contemporary


 


WHE/Artificial Things/Infra/Shadows/ALC 
• Parallel foot positions 
• Contractions of spine 
• Floor work 
• Flexed feet 


Ballet


 


Infra/Shadows (classical) 
• Recognisable foot and arm positions – first, 


second, third 
• Partner work – lifts and supports 
• Arabesque, attitudes 
• Upright spine and tall posture 
• Male supporting female role 
• Mid/high centre of gravity 


Samba 
 


A Linha Curva 
• Rotations of hip and spine 
• Fast dynamics 
• Low centre of gravity 
• Fast foot work 
• Shimmy of shoulders 


Capoeira 


 


A Linha Curva 
• Jinga step 
• Kicking over partner 
• Low centre of gravity 
• Jumping over partner’s legs 
• Acrobatic actions – cartwheels etc 
• Brazilian martial arts  


Hip Hop  


 


Emancipation of Expressionism 
• Isolations of limbs 
• Top rock/six step/flexed feet 
• Breaks or freezes 
• Angular arm gestures 
• Pointing and chest isolations 
• Locking of limbs 
• Low centre of gravity 
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Examples of Physical and Expressive Skills  


 


 


 


 


Strength: height achieved during pike jumps 


Flexibility: high leg extensions in Capeoira kicks, 
deep lunges in Adage Septet section 


Alignment: knees turned out in low 2nd positions 


Musicality: timing and energy with Samba rhythms 


Focus: head turning with torso rotations 


 


 Strength: male dancer constantly lifts and 
supports female 


Flexibility: Female performs high leg extensions 
away from male  


Posture: Male demonstrates upright spine during 
lifts 


Projection: female projects energy towards sky 
(past lover)  


 
Isolation: intricate isolations in action reaction section 


Strength: lifting female dancer over another 


Mobility: quick changes of direction performing ninja 
walk 


Focus: used to enhance isolations – looking at body  


Musicality: music visualisation in animation section 


Projection: High energy throughout  


Technical Skills:  


• If questioned, think about specific actions, dynamics, space and 
relationship features used in the dance 


• Give clear examples using correct terminology and detailed analysis 
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Examples of Physical and Expressive Skills  


 


 


 


Flexibility: Grand battements and split positions 


Strength: strength to hold positions and lift females 


Posture: balletic posture demonstrated with an 
upright spine 


Alignment: turn out of ankles and knees in first, 
second positions 


Facial Expression: crying woman showing pain and 
anguish 


Strength: Toole demonstrating upper body strength, 
turning and supporting on arms 


Coordination: Butler moving different limbs at the 
same time – circular fluid arms and quick galloping 
steps in Gliding section 


Focus: Toole looking up and out at audience during 
solo section to engage and connect 


Mobility: daughter performing fast, frantic actions 
with fluid transitions 


Balance: mother balancing in arabesque position 


Extension: full extension of legs and toes in arabesque 


Facial expressions: son uses distressed face to convey 
narrative 


Musicality: daughter’s frantic dynamics echo quick 
string notes 


 


Mental Skills:  


• If questioned, give specific examples of how muscle memory, 
concentration, commitment and confidence is shown throughout  


• Give detail on a particular moment of the dance that demonstrates 
these skills 
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The 6 Mark Movement Questions 


There are two types of 6 mark question: 


1. Own work: Relates to your own choreography or performance – you can lie in this 
one – they do not know what your choreography or performance piece look like! 
 


2. Professional work: Relates to a professional work – they do know these – make sure 
you can give specific movement examples and explain what they mean 


 


Own Work 6 Marker Example - Space 


“Explain how your use of space contributed to the overall effectiveness of your 
choreography” 6 marks 


 


  


 
 


  


THE RULES FOR SUCCESS: 


1. Follow the structure of point, example, explain, 
detail (PEED) 


2. Give 3/4 detailed examples 
3. Give extra evaluative detail (The D in PEED) after each 


one for top band marks 
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Step 1: Think of four different components of space ie levels, directions, 
pathways, size of action that you used in your choreography (if you can’t 
think of any that you used – lie!) 


Step 2: Follow the structure: point, example, explain, extra detail 


 


Answer Example – 6 Marks (Concept: gravitational orbits) 


I used a lot of low level floor work including expansive shapes lying on my 
back or low level lunges. This communicated the concept of being pulled to 
the centre of the Earth by the inevitable force of gravity. Lying on my back 
showed how my core was connecting to the core of the Earth.  


The size of my actions were also large and expansive including large 
cirular sweeps of the arms whilst standing on tip toe and large circular leg 
extensions. This suggested the gigantic size of the force of gravity and also 
how gravity has a hold over everything in the universe. 


I used circular pathways throughout my choreography, for example I 
started DSL moving in a curved pathway aroun the space and then finished 
DSL. This represented the circular shape of orbits for example, the orbits of 
satellites, planets etc. I also used circular pathways of my arms and legs in 
the space to enhance this idea. 


I used included every possible direction in my dance including towards and 
away from the audience and to each diagonal. This again reinforced the 
curcular patterns of orbits. It communicated that I also orbited in a circular 
motion, as if a satellite myself.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 4 spatial features discussed – level, size, pathway, direction 
 Clear examples given – able to visualise movements 
 Clear explanations of how related to choreographic intent 
 Extra detail given to reinforce ideas 
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Professional Work 6 Marker Example 


“Explain how technical skills have been used in A Linha Curva to enhance the 
idea of celebration of Brazilian culture and having fun” 6 marks 


Step 1: Think of four technical skills to talk about – action, dynamics, space, 
relationships. Think of specific examples of each 


Step 2: Follow the structure: point, example, explain, extra detail 


Answer Example – 6 Marks 


In A Linha Curva, typical Samba Brazilian actions are used such as rotating hips 
with a low centre of gravity. This can be seen in the figure of 8 hips position in 
the Robson motif. This style gives the feeling of Brazilian influence and the free 
flowing action gives a celebratory feel. This is also repeated throughout the 
dance to reinforce this feeling of having fun. 


Lively, upbeat, energetic dynamics are used in the first section whilst 
performing Robson and Liris motifs. These dynamics encapsulate the high 
energy atmosphere and party vibes of a Brazilian carnival. These can be seen in 
the famous Rio De Janeiro Carnival where dancers perform vibrant, energetic 
dance displays and parades. 


Changing linear formations are created, for example, 7 dancers are in a line 
positioned SR facing SL and travel forwards in canon. This also enhances the 
idea of a carnival parade and therefore creates a fun and positive celebratory 
vibe. 


The dancers perform various motifs and phrases in unison (relationships.) For 
example, the opening and closing sections of the dance use strong moments of 
unison with large numbers of dancers to create a feeling of a unified party 
atmosphere and large groups of people together celebrating. Just like in 
Brazilian carnivals, large ensembles would move together united in the streets 
of Rio.  


 


 


 


 


 


 4 technical skills discussed – actions, dynamics, space, relationship 
 Clear examples given – able to visualise movements and moments 


 in dance 
 Clear explanations of how related to Brazilian culture/having fun 
 Extra detail given to reinforce ideas 
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The Two 12 Mark Questions 


 


 


Top Tip: Make little plans on the side of your questions like below:  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


First 12 Marker 


One professional work e.g. Infra 


Two Constituent Features e.g. 
costume and lighting 


Second 12 Marker - Compare 


Two works e.g. Infra and Shadows 


One Constituent Feature e.g. 
lighting 


DIC – Describe, interpret, 
compare 


Costume Lighting Infra Shadows 


Sculpts body 


Compliments 
set 


Style 


 


Divides the 
stage 


Mood 


Entrance/exit 


Mood 


Narrative 


Divides stage 


Highlights m/m 


Mood 


Era 


Audience focus 


Highlights m/m 


In Both 12 Mark Questions: 


• Use as much detail in descriptions as possible 
• Explain contributions and give full interpretations and 


evaluations 
• State the choreographic intent (say the choreographer’s 


name and what they intended)  
• Follow the simple structure throughout and use as much 


dance terminology as possible 
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First 12 Mark Question  


 The One With The Two Constituent Features! 


 
 


Example Question and Level 4 Answer: 


“Discuss how the staging/set and lighting in Infra contribute to the 
mood of the work” 12 marks 


  


Step 1: create table plan of constituent features 


Step 2: remember to only talk about the mood/atmosphere created 


Step 3: show off your knowledge!  
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Example Level 4 answer: 


 


 


The overhead lighting changes with a variety of coloured washes. The green, 
mid- intensity wash adds to the uneasy mood of the duet which uses choking 
gestures creating an uncomfortable and threatening mood. The wash of amber 
gold during the male solo gives a more warm feeling and could represent the 
hot, stuffy atmosphere of the underground.  


Deep blue beams of light from downstage left and downstage right together 
with white sidelights give a colder feeling contrasting to the previous amber 
state. This colour leads into stark lighting with only bright white sidelights 
shining from stage left into the faces of the crowd. This adds to the lonely 
feeling and the painful mood of the emotional woman in the crowd.  


The shadowy outskirts of the stage together with the emptiness of the setting 
add to the mysterious mood and the idea that we do not see below the 
surface.  


The monochrome, LED screen with figures walking from each side of the stage 
is placed high above the dancers, out of reach, adding to the atmosphere of 
loneliness below and that the relationships are isolated in their own worlds. 
The emotionless, white figures adds a cold, clinical feel to the work – a contrast 
to the very real and relatable relationships viewed below. The soft edges of the 
washes and pools and light creates an air of mystery as they seamlessly allow 
the light to blend into the darkness.  


In the final section, the low intensity white follow spot with soft edges 
together with the empty, isolated set creates an atmosphere of intimacy as it 
highlights the couple as they move. 


 


 


 


 


 


 Detailed descriptions – type of lighting, colour, intensity, position, edges 
 A variety of moods/atmospheres analysed and explained 
 Extra detail mentioned on solos/sections/action content 
 Correct terminology used throughout 
 Convincing and well structured  


 


Detailed description (accurate subject terminology) 


Analysis of mood  
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Second 12 Mark Question 


The One With The Two Professional Works! 


 
 


Example Question and Level 4 Answer: 


“Using your knowledge of the similarities and differences in the 
costumes used in A Linha Curva and Infra, discuss how costume is 
used to enhance our appreciation of these two works” 12 marks 


  


Step 1: create table plan of two professional works and all 
contributions 


Step 2: remember to only talk about costume but as many 
contributions as possible 


Step 3: show off your knowledge using DIC!  
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Example Level 4 answer: 


 


 


The male and female dancers in A Linha Curva wear brightly coloured, wet-look lycra, mini 
shorts including red, blue, green, yellow etc. The vibrant colours (as well as the short length 
revealing the arms and legs) enhances Itzik Galili’s choreographic intent of having fun and 
celebrating Brazilian culture. The colours and fit suggest the vibrancy of a carnival parade 
where the performers would wear revealing, colourful costumes.  


In contrast, the costumes worn in Infra are monochrome – greys, blacks, whites and nude. 
These do not enhance a particular mood but instead compliment the monochrome, 
simplistic set. Similarly to A Linha Curva, the costumes in Infra are also revealing – skin tight 
shorts, mini skirts, strapless tops, however this is to enhance the intricate Balletic 
movements and allow the audience to see Mc Gregor’s complex, undulating choreography 
and clean lines of the body.  


In both dances, the costumes are non-restricting and made from stretchy, light weight 
fabrics to allow the physically demanding choreography to be performed accurately for 
example, the high pike jumps in A Linha Curva and the numerous grande battements in 
Infra.  


Bare feet are used in A Linha Curva depicting the contemporary and capoeira styles of 
dance. This is similar to Infra as pointe shoes are worn for the balletic style and beautiful 
pointe work. 


The black mesh vests, worn with an open front for males and open back for females 
reinforce gender whilst similarly the women in Infra wear skirts and strap tops with some 
men in trousers and topless. In both works, the costumes are similar to show uniformity, 
however differences in hairstyle add a sense of individuality.  


Simple, minimalistic costumes in Infra do not detract from the movement or meaning 
whereas the coloured zips adds to the sense of fun. The silver, reflective, circular discs worn 
around the neck by the male dancers create an engaging and memorable opening for the 
audience. In contrast, no particular special effects are made by the costume to create 
striking, highlights.  


 


 


 


 


 


Detailed description (accurate subject terminology) 


Interpretation/evaluation 


Comparison 


 


 Detailed descriptions – colour, fit, hairstyle, material 
 A variety of contributions analysed and explained 
 Extra detail mentioned on solos/action content 
 Choreographer and intent mentioned 
 Convincing and well structured, correct terminology   
 Similarities and differences throughout  
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Top Tips for Achieving Level 4 Answer 


TIP 1: Try not to repeat contributions – give as much variety as you 
can to show off how much you know and can interpret 


TIP 7: Use as much detailed description as possible 


TIP 6: You must talk about both professional works/constituent 
features 


TIP 2: Use correct dance terminology, show off your language and 
vocabulary skills 


 


TIP 4: STATE THE SCENE/SECTION YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT. This 
will help the examiner give you the mark easily.  


 
TIP 5: Refer and link to the choreographic intentions 


 


TIP 3: Use phrases like: “This suggests that…” “This communicates…” “This 
demonstrates…” “This suggests…” “This would show…” “This could be 
interpreted as…” “This is effective because…” 


 


TIP 8: “Constituent Features” and “Aspects of Production” are the 
same thing: Aural setting, costume, lighting, set design/physical 
setting 
 


TIP 9: Start by making a plan (mini table) and even if you can’t 
think of any more, get writing! More will come back to you! 


TIP 10: Be convincing – make it sound like you really know your 
stuff (which you do!) 
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Wow Words – Impress with your Vocabulary! 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Costume 


Fabric 


Design 


Pattern 


Texture 


Length 


Minimalistic/patterned 


Uniformity/individuality  
 


 


Lighting 


Pools 


Wash 


Intensity 


Overhead 


Sidelights 


Follow spot 


Positioning 
 


Aural Setting 


Tone 


Pitch 


Melody 


Semi/demi quavers 


Volume 


Dynamic 


Drone 


Major/minor key 


Tempo 


Setting/Staging 


Backdrop 


Props 


Stage directions  


Cyclorama  


Black box set 


Wings  
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Personal Learning Checklist – Component 2 RED AMB GRN 


Performance Skills and Safe Working Practices      
I can identify all of the performance skills: technical, expressive, physical and mental     
I can explain how you develop and improve each performance skill over time    
I can explain the importance and effect of each performance skills    
I can describe how I have used performance skills in my own dance practice and how I can improve the 
rehearsal process 


   


I can explain how to keep safe in the studio    
I can explain safe practise in terms of movement including in my PP and the set solos    
I can describe an appropriate warm up and explain the importance of warming up before a dance class    
I can describe an appropriate cool down and explain the importance of cooling down after a dance class    
I can identify the correct nutrition and hydration needed for a dancer    
I know how to explain the procedure for injury    
Choreography    
I understand what a motif is, it’s importance and how to describe motifs using action, dynamic and 
spatial references  


   


I am able to describe and explain different types of action, dynamic, space and relationship features    
I can identify and explain different types of structure in dance and structural devices    
I can identify a variety of choreographic devices and explain their effect and importance. I am able to 
apply appropriate choreographic devices to a variety of stimuli  


   


I understand the choreographic process and can reflect on the effectiveness of my own choreography 
and identify ways in which I can improve it 


   


I know a variety of methods of motif development through action, dynamic and space    
I can be given any stimulus and can write about how I would use it to create choreography    
Artificial Things    
I know all the key information: choreographer, date premiered, number of dancers, structure, dance 
style, staging, choreographic approach 


   


I can identify both the different stimuli and choreographic intent of the work and can explain how they 
have informed the dance work in terms of movement and constituent features 


   


I can describe the lighting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the lighting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the aural setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the aural setting giving 
full interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the costume in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the costume giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the setting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can identify different performance skills used in the work and explain how they are demonstrated    
I can explain a variety of choreographic devices used in the work including highlights and climaxes    
I can describe two motifs (preferably one solo and one group) and explain how they contribute to the 
understanding of the dance work 


   


I can identify and explain a variety of camera effects used within the work    
Infra    
I know all the key information: choreographer, date premiered, number of dancers, structure, dance 
style, staging, choreographic approach 


   


I can identify both the different stimuli and choreographic intent of the work and can explain how they 
have informed the dance work in terms of movement and constituent features 


   


I can describe the lighting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the lighting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 
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I can describe the aural setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the aural setting giving 
full interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the costume in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the costume giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the setting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can identify different performance skills used in the work and explain how they are demonstrated    
I can explain a variety of choreographic devices used in the work including highlights and climaxes    
I can describe two motifs (preferably one solo and one group) and explain how they contribute to the 
understanding of the dance work 


   


I can identify and explain a variety of camera effects used within the work    
A Linha Curva    
I know all the key information: choreographer, date premiered, number of dancers, structure, dance 
style, staging, choreographic approach 


   


I can identify both the different stimuli and choreographic intent of the work and can explain how they 
have informed the dance work in terms of movement and constituent features 


   


I can describe the lighting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the lighting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the aural setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the aural setting giving 
full interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the costume in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the costume giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the setting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can identify different performance skills used in the work and explain how they are demonstrated    
I can explain a variety of choreographic devices used in the work including highlights and climaxes    
I can describe two motifs (preferably one solo and one group) and explain how they contribute to the 
understanding of the dance work 


   


I can identify and explain a variety of camera effects used within the work    
Shadows    
I know all the key information: choreographer, date premiered, number of dancers, structure, dance 
style, staging, choreographic approach 


   


I can identify both the different stimuli and choreographic intent of the work and can explain how they 
have informed the dance work in terms of movement and constituent features 


   


I can describe the lighting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the lighting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the aural setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the aural setting giving 
full interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the costume in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the costume giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the setting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can identify different performance skills used in the work and explain how they are demonstrated    
I can explain a variety of choreographic devices used in the work including highlights and climaxes    
I can describe two motifs (preferably one solo and one group) and explain how they contribute to the 
understanding of the dance work 


   


I can identify and explain a variety of camera effects used within the work    
Within Her Eyes    
I know all the key information: choreographer, date premiered, number of dancers, structure, dance 
style, staging, choreographic approach 
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I can identify both the different stimuli and choreographic intent of the work and can explain how they 
have informed the dance work in terms of movement and constituent features 


   


I can describe the lighting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the lighting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the aural setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the aural setting giving 
full interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the costume in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the costume giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the setting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can identify different performance skills used in the work and explain how they are demonstrated    
I can explain a variety of choreographic devices used in the work including highlights and climaxes    
I can describe two motifs (preferably one solo and one group) and explain how they contribute to the 
understanding of the dance work 


   


I can identify and explain a variety of camera effects used within the work    
Emancipation of Expressionism    
I know all the key information: choreographer, date premiered, number of dancers, structure, dance 
style, staging, choreographic approach 


   


I can identify both the different stimuli and choreographic intent of the work and can explain how they 
have informed the dance work in terms of movement and constituent features 


   


I can describe the lighting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the lighting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the aural setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the aural setting giving 
full interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the costume in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the costume giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can describe the setting in detail and analyse at least 5 contributions of the setting giving full 
interpretations and evaluative comments 


   


I can identify different performance skills used in the work and explain how they are demonstrated    
I can explain a variety of choreographic devices used in the work including highlights and climaxes    
I can describe two motifs (preferably one solo and one group) and explain how they contribute to the 
understanding of the dance work 


   


I can identify and explain a variety of camera effects used within the work    
Type of Question    
I can write a top level answer for 6 mark movement question relating to my own practice    
I can write a top level answer for 6 mark movement question relating to professional works    
I can write a top level answer for the 12 mark question which discusses two constituent features    
I can write a top level answer for the 12 mark question which compares two professional works    
My areas of strength are: 
 


 
 
 
 
The areas I need to improve are:  
 


 
 
 
 


 








Turton Mathematics Department: Expected Knowledge Fact Sheet - Foundation Year group: 10
Angles in a Polygon:


Sum of Interior Angles = 𝑛𝑛 − 2 × 180°
Each Interior Angle (of a Regular Polygon)


= 
n−2 ×180°


n
Sum of Exterior Angles = 360 °
Each Exterior angle 
(of a Regular polygon) 


= 
360
𝑛𝑛


Direct Proportion 
If y is directly proportional to 
x  𝑦𝑦 ∝ 𝑥𝑥 as one value increase the other 
increases.
Also written as 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥
𝑘𝑘 is the constant of proportionality. 
Inverse Proportion 
When one value increases as the other decreases.
𝑦𝑦 ∝ 𝑘𝑘


𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦 ∝ 1


𝑥𝑥
y = 𝑘𝑘


𝑥𝑥


Similarity and Congruence 
For any pair of similar shapes corresponding sides are 
in the same ratio and corresponding angles are equal.
The two shapes need to be the same size to 
be congruent.


Geometry:
Trapezium: 
Area = 1


2
𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 ℎ


Circle: 
Area = 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2,
Circumference = 2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟


𝜋𝜋 = 3.14159265 …


Angles on parallel lines:


Corresponding
angles are 


equal


Alternate
angles are 


equal


Vertically 
opposite 


angles are 
equal


Co-interior
angles add to 


1800


Prime Factor Decomposition.
Prime factor decomposition
of a number means writing it 
as a product of prime factors. 
To factorise a number, divide it 
by the first possible prime
number.


a2 +  b2 = h2







Exact Trig Values


Turton Mathematics Department: Expected Knowledge Fact Sheet - Foundation Year group: 10


Construction 
Perpendicular: two lines drawn at right angles to each other
Perpendicular Bisector: line that intersects another to form a right angle (COMPASS)


Angle Bisector: 
Line drawn to cut another angle 
in half (COMPASS)


Perpendicular from a point to a line (COMPASS)


Locus 
The locus of a point moves so that it is always a set distance (x) from a fixed point (O)  


Index Laws


Solving equations:
To solve means to find 
the value of the 
unknown.


Trigonometry


To find side b:


Tan25 =   b
8


8 x Tan25 = b


b = 3.73 (2d.p.)
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Families and Relationships: 

Key terms: 

Commitment - This is an agreement with someone, a promise or pledge. 

Covenant - Agreement based on promises between two sides. Often linked to religion so includes an agreement before and with God. 

Responsibility - These are things we have to do as part of an agreement we have made.

Cohabitation - Living together as a couple and having a sexual relationship without being married to each other. Contract -  Binding agreement – marriage vows and certificate are evidence of this. 

Marriage - Legal union between a man and a women (some countries e.g. UK two people of the same sex) as partners in a relationship 

Vows - Promises made during a wedding ceremony.

Civil Marriage registration – married but not through a religious ceremony (registry office). Since March 2014, same sex couples have been able to marry. 

Civil Partnership - legal registration of a same sex couple. In law they are treated as if married and they have many of the legal protections which a married couple are entitled to. 

Age of consent: This is when you are old enough by law to choose to have sex. 16 for anyone. You can have sex before then – but not considered mature enough/responsible enough and it is against the law. 

Celibacy: If you are celibate then you have no sexual partner. 

Adultery: This is sex between two people where at least one of them is married to someone else. (affair). 

Chastity: idea of being sexually pure. In a relationship - faithful to your partner. Outside a relationship - not behaving sexually. Most religious groups - sex is only appropriate within marriage, so to be chaste is important. 

Sex before marriage: This is sex between two unmarried single people. 

Family- A group of people who are related by blood, marriage and adoption

Step family - A family that is formed - remarriage of a divorced or widowed person and that includes a child/ren. 

Nuclear Family - A couple and their children – regarded as a basic social unit.

Extended family - A family that extends beyond parents and children e.g. grandparents and other relatives as well.

Polygamy -The practice or custom of having more than one wife at a time.

Bigamy- The offence of marrying someone while already married to another person. 

Procreation- bringing babies into the world; producing offspring. 



Marriage: 

Why do people get married: Family expectations/Companionship/For sex/See as a religious duty/ legitimise a child/Share their lives with the person they love/Legal contract – brings security - protects the rights of each partner/Serious life-long - public commitment.

Who to marry: Religious people - taught to honour their family and their religion. Might expect them to marry someone who their family approved of, and who shared their religion. 

For Muslims marriage is: A faithful, lifelong partnership/ A social contract- has a big impact on the whole community/ Stable relationship and true sexual fulfilment/ Marriage intended by God for love and companionship/ Love will develop within the marriage, but not necessary before/ Husbands and wife keep their own rights as equals under God/ The Qur’an teaches that husbands and wives are ‘like garments for each other’ (Qur’an 2:187)/ Prevents sin/ May have an arranged marriage or a love marriage – some parents - find a suitable partner - know their children well/ According to Islamic teachings, no one is forced to marry. “If a man gives his daughter in marriage while she is averse to it, then such marriage is invalid’ (Hadith) /Marriage to be the foundation for family life -the Hadith teach that a man completes half of his religious responsibilities when he marries.

For Christians marriage is: For the couple’s mutual help and comfort - Genesis, the Bible describes Adam as being lonely so God’s solution was to make a woman – Eve. (Genesis 2: 18-22)/ Men and women are equal but complimentary beings/Become united, into one unit - become ‘one flesh’  “That is why a man leaves his father and mother and is united to his wife, and they become one flesh” Genesis 2:24 Place God intended for sex to take place- only place to have sex./The Bible makes it clear that in marriage, sex is a wonderful gift “The sexual act must take place exclusively within marriage. Outside of marriage it always constitutes a grave sin” Catechism 2390/ For Children to be raised –  stable family unit for children/ Marriage is a sacrament, a life-long union blessed by God - The couple should love each other ‘as Christ loved the church’ (Ephesians 5:25) 



Christian view Cohabitation – Many Anglican and Protestant Christians think that, although marriage is better, loving and faithful relationships are still good. Catholic view on cohabitation: Believe that it is wrong and a sin.  Outside of marriage it always constitutes a grave sin” Catechism 2390. Christians who are opposed to sex before marriage believe cohabitation is sinful. 

Muslims view cohabitation – Against it as sex should take place within marriage.  Believe a sexual relationship should only occur within marriage.



Christian view Same Sex Marriages: became legal in England in 2014.  Many Christians opposed this - did not agree with the way marriage was being defined – simply as a committed relationship. Many Christians believe that marriage is a unique relationship between a man and a woman which involves their ability to create new life. 

Muslim view Same Sex marriages: Islam forbids homosexual relationships, therefore may Muslims, like other religious people, were opposed to the changes in the law that made same-sex marriages legal 



Why do marriages fail: Any difficulties can put a strain on a marriage E.g. Money/Arguments/ Illness/ Affairs/ Job issues / Addiction – alcohol, drug, gambling/ People changing/ Inability to have children. 

Divorce: In England and Wales in 2012 an estimated 42% of all marriages ended in divorce.  Divorce is allowed after 1 year if the marriage cannot be saved. A legally recognised divorce must be obtained through a court. 

Christian churches try to prevent problems  - pre-marriage courses/ support couple/ pray for them/read holy book/ vicar will give counselling and prayer and sacraments/ encourage forgiveness and reconciliation/ might go to ‘relate’.



Christianity: Divorce and Remarriage: Traditionally Divorce not accepted. Catholic Church do not recognise as vows made before God cannot be broken between 2 baptised people/ sacrament/ life-long and permanent/ sanctity of marriage. Can separate only. ‘What God has joined together, let no man separate’. – Matthew 19:6 Annulment – difficult to get - marriage never valid e.g. one of the people was not able to consent to the marriage due to "mental incapacity” etc. or the marriage was never proper was not consummated e.g. no sexual relationship. No re-marriage as divorce not recognized. Can marry for the first time after annulment, 

Liberal Christians e.g. Methodists: divorce is the lesser of two evils – stop suffering. e.g. compassionate when domestic violence or affair/Forgiveness is important so given a second chance/Allow remarriage if vows taken seriously - Give an interview before hand. ‘For if you forgive other people when they sin against you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. (Matthew 6:14-15)

The Church of England (Anglicans) allows divorce, and divorced people are allowed to re-marry with permission from a Bishop and the Priest/ Some priests will only bless the marriage after a civil ceremony/ Some Priests won’t perform ceremony as vows sacred and made before God. 



The Nature of Families

In the UK: 25% (approx.) of children live in single parent families. Nuclear families are still most common in the West.  There are now more step-families and there are same sex couples.  



The role of parents: love/ care for/ raise to know right from wrong/ protection/ stability/ good education. 

Christian Teachings: ‘Love one another’ John 13:34 – relationships important to God. High value on family life- learn to love. Biblical times – extended family passed on religion customs and traditions. ‘Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is old he will not depart from it’. Proverbs 22:6. 

Christian parents: Raise and educate child in faith and nurture spiritual life as part of family routine (want the best for them so show how to practise it – worship/pray daily/ behave) – see it as an act of love / provide for children/ share values – generosity, compassion, loyalty/ discipline fairly/ teach to be tolerant and listen to others/Good role models/ teach moral values/May send – to church schools and groups at church. 

The role of Children: respect parents and obey them/ look after when older.  Christian Teachings:  Emphasise to respect parents ‘Honour your father and mother’ Exodus 20:12– particularly when parents are elderly and need support. “Children, obey your parents in everything, for this pleases the Lord.’ (Colossians 3:20)

Family: polygamy is illegal in Britain and bigamy is a crime. Christians believe that the ideal marriage is between a man and women - shown from creation – Adam and Eve. Paul writing to the Corinthians says each man should have his own wife and each woman her own husband to avoid sexual immorality (1 Corinthians 7:2)

Islam allows polygamy - the Prophet Muhammad had several wives – reasons for it were to protect women from poverty and such a practice (polygamy) is not really considered applicable to modern life. Treatment had to be equal and with the consent of the first wife. It is illegal in Britain. 



Christian view on same sex parents: Traditional view (Catholic and Church of England) The Bible teaches marriage between man and a woman- have different qualities which complement each other. Ideal is for children to grow up with a male and female role model as parents. Same sex couples cannot naturally produce children – one of the purposes of marriage. Liberal view: Quaker - far more important that a child grows up in a loving and secure home.

Muslim view on same sex parents: Do not approve - children to grow up with a male and female role model as parents. Since Muslims consider homosexual relationships and same-sex marriage to be morally wrong, same-sex parents would not set a good example to their children because the beliefs of Islam condemn their relationship. 



Purpose of the family.  Procreation. The Bible teaches that once married couples should be fruitful i.e. they should have children. ‘As for you, be fruitful and increase in number; multiply on the earth and increase upon it’. Genesis 9:7/ Teach Christian values to children – supports growth of the church – teach correct morals and values which supports society. Children are seen as wealth and blessing and a gift from God – priceless “Children are a heritage from the LORD, offspring a reward from him” (Psalm 127:3-4) Add goodness – see the world afresh through children’s eyes – to participate with God in making a new creation in His image/ Protection of Children/ learn to live as part of a community/ teach right from wrong/ Stability for children and parents. “The family remains the most important grouping human beings have ever developed.” Church of England/ Stability for society – teaches to be responsible compassionate members of society. God is Trinity – Relationship – family reflects this relationship.

Extended Family in Islam - For Muslims, the extended family - basis of Islamic society and part of God’s plan. Shapes moral values and character of children/ care for parents – with respect and kindness ‘Your Lord has commanded that you should worship none but Him, and that you be kind to your parents’ Quran 17: 23 – have parents living with them – honour them / older members pass on wisdom and experience. ‘It is one of the greatest sins that a man should curse his parents.’ Hadith



Gender Equality

Gender equality – the idea that people should be given the same rights and opportunities regardless of whether they are male or female. 

Gender prejudice – unfairly judging someone before the facts are known; holding biased opinions about an individual or group based on gender – this can lead to discrimination – call this Sexism.

Sexual stereotyping – having a fixed or general idea or image of how men and women will behave. 

Gender discrimination – to act against someone on the basis of their gender; discrimination is usually seen as wrong and may be against the law. Mainly towards women – unkind comment through to murder e.g. not the same chances at work/ stricter rules in the culture/ not being allowed an education beyond a certain age/ Newspapers and TV - give impression that women - usual victims of violent crime.  Makes women feel powerless- affects confidence and self-esteem

Sexual discrimination - happens when men and women are not treated equally in society. e.g. positions of power and rights.  Gender equality is achieved when women and men enjoy the same RIGHTS and OPPORTUNITIES across all sectors of SOCIETY. People who believe women should have equal rights and want to work for change are called feminists. The Sex Discrimination Act (1975) made gender discrimination illegal in the UK but still earn lower pay for same jobs, men hold a higher proportion of senior positions. 

Causes of gender prejudice: way brought up – parents/ Media/ Past experience/ Tradition

Traditional View: Roman Catholic Church (Catholic) – men and women created equal in the sight of God but with different roles. Under traditional roles, women were expected to: bring up children, run a Christian home, submit to their husbands – though husbands were also instructed to love their wives (Ephesians 5:22 – 24, 33), take no part in Church leadership. ‘A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a women to teach or to have authority over a man’ (1 Timothy 2:12) Does not allow women priests/ wrong to go against tradition/ Jesus - only male disciples/ 1994 – Pope – wrote an apostolic letter saying women could not be priests.  

Modern view: Church of England (Anglican) – Many disagree with Traditional view – women can be leaders/ All are equal and made in God’s image (Genesis 1: 27 The Bible) /Jesus was not sexist and taught women as well/ Mary was the first person to see Jesus after the resurrection/ important female leaders in the Early Church (Priscilla was a leader of the Church in Ephesus.)/Paul recommended Phoebe to the Church in Rome as a Deacon of the Church – Romans 16: 1 ‘Now I commend to you our sister Phoebe, a deacon in the church at Cenchrea’/ Galatians 3:28 St Paul writes ‘There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.’ - The first female bishops in the Anglican Church (Church of England) were appointed in 2015. Most Christians today see marriage as an equal partnership where the different gifts of each person, male and female, strengthen family life. 



Sexual Relationships

Sex before marriage became widely accepted in Britain in the 1960s, around the same time that women were first able to get hold of the Birth Control Pill. Before this, it had been a taboo – especially due to a higher risk of having a child outside of marriage.



Christians:  Both the Church of England (Anglicans) and the Roman Catholic Church (Catholics) teach that people should not have sex before marriage. Let marriage be held in honor among all, and let the marriage bed be undefiled, for God will judge the sexually immoral and adulterous’. (Hebrews 13:4) Sex gift from God - brings a couple closer/ expression of their love for one another/ it is for enjoyment/ for procreation- having children/ sex should be taken seriously - believe in abstinence – called sex before marriage a fornication - sin/ wrong to use people for sex/ irresponsible to spread sexually transmitted infections or risk pregnancy/ In the Bible Paul urged people to have sexual restraint and remain celibate.

Sex within marriage – part of a legal contract/special status/ balances joy of sex with responsibility/ commitment to spend rest of life/ part of religious and spiritual contract/  St Paul tells Christians that: “Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you……... So glorify God in your body.” 1 Corinthians 6:19-20 – treat the body well. Sex - important part of marriage/ special - ultimate expression of the love and trust. 

The Catholic Church: sex is for procreation of children and should be open to concieving children. 

Anglicans stress that marriage is the ideal context for sexual relationships (but argues that they MUST be within loving permanent relationships which would actually allow sex before marriage)

Quakers (a Christian denomination) sees marriage as the ideal context but accepts changing norms in society. It accepts that a couple can be faithful to each other in a loving, non-exploitative relationship outside marriage. ‘Above all, love each other deeply, because love covers over a multitude of sins’. (1 Peter 4:8)

Muslims: sex gift from God and marriage is the place where this strong instinct is to be treated carefully and managed. Muslims believe that casual sex is wrong and detracts from the dignity of those involved. Children have a right to be born into a loving family and to know their mother and father.  Muslims believe that casual sex can lead to promiscuity (having sex with different partners) and other evils such as rape and deception. The Qur’an specifically forbids sex before marriage. Under Islamic law (Shari’ah) sex before marriage is considered, like adultery and rape, to be ZINAH – a sexual offense.



What is contraception? People use contraception mainly to protect themselves against pregnancy. For some there is a need to protect themselves or their partner against disease (e.g. HIV) or against passing on hereditary illness. 

Artificial Methods: contraceptive devices which are made and then used. E.g condom, IUD coil, pill

Natural Methods: contraceptive practices aimed at limiting the chance of pregnancy. E.g. Rhythm method

Permanent methods: are operations to prevent either the production of egg or sperm permanently. These are the only ones which are guaranteed to prevent pregnancy. E.g. sterilisation 

Contemporary British Attitudes: Most people in Britain, accept the use of contraception for family planning - prevent unwanted pregnancies both from a personal point of view and also to help prevent over-population.  

Family planning: controlling how many children couples have and when they have them. 



Birth control and the Bible: no specific mention in the Bible of whether using contraception is wrong, simply because modern forms of contraception did not exist when it was written. The first commandment given to Adam and Eve was ‘Be fruitful and increase in number.’ (Genesis 1:28) Children are seen as a gift from God – something to be treasured Christians traditionally believed that it was God’s decision how many children a couple had, and that using contraception was interfering with his plan. 

Roman Catholic view contraception: Every sex act open to procreation as key purpose of sex is procreation. No artificial contraception – seen as sinful and against God/ goes against Natural moral law/ could encourage selfishness and infidelity/One of the purposes of marriage is procreation. ‘Every sexual act should have the possibility of creating new life’ Humanae Vitae (1968) Most Catholics will use natural methods of contraception to space their family but some will ignore the teaching saying it is unreliable/ Won’t use abortive methods (those that prevent the implantation of a fertilised egg)/ The population explosion and AIDS - presented new challenges to this teaching. 

Church of England (Anglican) view on contraception: responsible parenthood – those can bring up/ seen as a blessing when feel ready and able/ use both forms of contraception – to develop relationship before having children  - space out pregnancies and avoid harm to the mother’s health The Church of England approved the use of artificial contraception in 1930. Many Anglicans wouldn’t use a from that discards a fertilised egg – see it as an abortion.

Muslim view on contraception: Used within marriage/ children gift of Allah – can practice responsible parenthood and only have children they can care for – decide when to start but should be open to having children. Some would use natural methods others artificial if wife’s health is at risk, to space out pregnancies (not those methods that prevent implantation).  No direct teachings - ‘God wishes to lighten your burden; man was created weak.’ Qur’an 4:28. Some Muslims think using contraception is wrong, that it interferes with God’s plans – not an official teaching. 



Adultery: Having a sexual relationship with someone who is not your partner. Adultery is seen as wrong by Christians and by society in general. Christians place a high value on faithfulness in marriage. 

Seen as wrong because: It involves secrecy and lies/ betrayal of trust/ Breaking the marriage vows before God – to forsake all others and be faithful/ threatens the stable relationship for their children’s security/ Goes against the 10 commandments one of which says ‘You shall not commit adultery’ – Exodus 20:14/ Jesus taught that ‘lust’ which could lead to adultery is also wrong. ‘But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart’ Matthew 5:27-8. For Christians marriage is an unbreakable bond that demands total faithfulness. 



Homosexuality.

Homosexual: word used to refer to people who are sexually attracted to people of the same gender. 

Heterosexual: word used to describe people who are sexually attracted to people of the opposite gender.

Human sexuality: The word refers to the way people express themselves as sexual beings. People begin to have sexual feelings at puberty. This is a natural part of human biology. 

Contemporary British views: 50 years ago it was illegal to be gay and there was widespread persecution if homosexuals. Today it is much more accepted and most young people do not see it as an issue. In 1994 the age of consent has been reduced to the same age as heterosexual sex and 2013 same-sex marriages have been recognised in law. These changes in law broadly reflect the changes in attitudes in British society. 

Roman Catholic Viewpoint (Traditional) homosexual acts are wrong, but do not believe that gay people should be treated badly. Homosexual sex not open to procreation so does not fulfil one of the major purposes of sex/ Against Natural Moral Law – unnatural/ Sin/ “But from the beginning of creation, ‘God made them male and female.’ ‘Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.’ So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined together, let not man separate.” (Mark 10:6-9) – does not accept same-sex relationships. Should be celibate. Every sign of unjust discrimination in their regard should be avoided.Catechism of the Catholic Church 1992, paras 2358-9

Church of England (Moderate) The Church of England (Anglicans) welcomes homosexual Christians who live in faithful, committed relationship, but it does not allow them to marry in Church. 

Quaker Christians (Liberal) Some Christians believe that loving, faithful homosexual relationships to be just as holy as heterosexual relationships and argue that if all are made in the ‘image of God’  “So God created mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created them.” (Genesis 1:27) -  it is natural for that person to be gay Quakers in the UK fully accept homosexuals into their community and do not condemn those who have homosexual relationships. Quakers believe that the quality of the relationship is what is important –. The test is whether there is genuine, selfless (AGAPE) love between a couple. ’To reject people on the grounds of their sexual behaviour is a denial of God's creation. - Towards a Quaker View of Sex, 1963

Muslim View on Homosexuality Islam is against homosexuality and homosexual relationships/ forbidden/ most  Muslim countries homosexuality is against the law/ Against the natural law created by God. It is seen as a crime against Allah.  ‘Must you, unlike [other] people, lust after males and abandon the wives God has created for you? You are exceeding all bounds’ The prophet Lut spoke Allah’s words Qur’an 26:165-166. The punishment for engaging in homosexual acts is sometimes severe in Muslim majority countries – believe that they will be juged by God. In Britain there are some organisations run by Muslims such as the ‘Inclusive Mosque Initiative’, that believe that homosexuality should be accepted in Islam. While many British Muslims may not approve of homosexuality, they do accept it as part of British society
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Conflict and tension: the inter-war years, 1918-1939 
Part 3 – The origins and outbreak of the Second World War 


The development of tension Escalation of tension The outbreak of war 
Aims: In Mein Kampf Hitler said that he wanted to: Destroy the Treaty 
of Versailles, to unite all German-speaking people, to expand in the 
east (particularly Poland and Russia) to gain lebensraum and to destroy 
Communism.  


The Dollfuss Affair: The Austrian Chancellor, Dollfuss, tried to crack 
down on the Socialists and Nazis - political factions that he thought 
were tearing the country apart. Dollfuss banned the Nazi party. 


In 1934, Hitler ordered the Austrian Nazis to create havoc in Austria. 
This turned into an attempt to overthrow the government. Chancellor 
Dollfuss was murdered but the attempted coup failed because the 
Austrian military intervened to back up the government. 


In 1934, Italy had an agreement with Austria that it would protect 
Austria from outside aggression. The Italian dictator, Mussolini, 
honoured the agreement and moved Italian troops to the Austrian 
border to deter Hitler from invading. 


Saar plebiscite: In 1935, the historian HAL Fisher wrote that ‘a country 
which is determined to have a war can always have it. ’The Treaty of 
Versailles had put the Saar under the control of the League of Nations 
for 15 years. In 1935 the inhabitants of the Saar voted to return to 
Germany. The Saar plebiscite is cited by many historians as the first step 
to war.   


Re-armament: Hitler began to build up his armed forces. In 1935 he 
introduced conscription (calling up men to the army).  This broke the 
Treaty of Versailles, but Britain and France let him get away with it.  


 


 
 


Rhineland: Hitler invaded the Rhineland on 7 March 
1936. This broke the Treaty of Versailles. It was a bluff – 
the German army had only 22,000 soldiers and had 
orders to retreat if they met any resistance. But once 
again, Britain and France did nothing.  


Austria: In 1938, Hitler took over Austria. First, Hitler 
encouraged the Austrian Nazis to demand union with 
Germany. Then Hitler invaded Austria (11 March 
1938). This broke the Treaty of Versailles, but Britain and 
France did nothing.   


Munich: In 1938, Hitler tried to take over the 
Sudetenland.  First, Hitler encouraged the Sudeten Nazis 
to demand union with Germany.  Then, Hitler made plans 
to invade Czechoslovakia. 


Appeasement: Neville Chamberlain appeased Hitler. At 
Munich, on 29 September 1938, Britain and France gave 
Hitler the Sudetenland.  Nowadays, when we use the 
word 'appeasement', we take it to mean: 'giving in to a 
bully'. Some of the reasons Britain appease Hitler, 
however, were: Some British people approved of Hitler's 
policies. The British people hoped that a strong Germany 
would stop the growth of Communist Russia. Many 
people felt that events in Europe were not Britain's 
business. Many British people wanted peace. Many 
British people agreed with Hitler that the Treaty of 
Versailles was unfair. 


 


Czechoslovakia: On 15 March 1939, Hitler’s 
troops marched into the rest of 
Czechoslovakia. This, for most British people, was 
the time when they realised that the only thing 
that would stop Hitler was a war.  


Nazi-Soviet Pact: In summer 1939, Hitler began 
to unfold his plan to take over Poland. First, the 
Germans in Danzig demanded union with 
Germany.  Then, Hitler threatened war. 
Chamberlain promised the Poles that Britain 
would support them if Germany attacked Poland. 
In August 1939, Hitler made a secret treaty with 
Russia.  He thought this would stop Britain & 
France helping Poland. 


Poland: In April 1939, Chamberlain announced 
the 'Polish Guarantee' - a promise to defend 
Poland if Hitler invaded (this was the event which 
ended appeasement). On 1 September 1939, 
Hitler invaded Poland. On 3 September 
1939, Chamberlain declared war on Germany. 
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Religion, Peace and Conflict:  
 
Why do people go to war: To defend their beliefs, religion and way of life or to extend these to others. To remove 
leader or government. To defend ally or weaker countries that are unfairly attacked. To stop atrocities such as 
genocide. For revenge. 


Greed: To gain land, to gain wealth, power or important resources such as oil. Rich and powerful 
countries get richer potentially causing poverty in the defeated countries. Christianity warns against 
greed – Scripture/Sacred writings: ‘For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil’ (1 Timothy 6:10) 
Self-defence: when another country attacks yours– many think self-defence to be morally acceptable. 
Believe - right to defend values, beliefs and way of life. e.g. WWII from the Nazis.  
Retaliation: Against a country which is seen to have done something very wrong. E.g. Invasion of 
Afghanistan after Sept 11th 2001 attacks on the World Trade Centre. Christians do not agree with 
retaliation. Scripture/Sacred writings: Christianity -‘Do not repay anyone evil for evil.’ (Romans 12:17-19) 
Muslims taught God offers innumerable rewards for those who seek reconciliation not retaliation.   


Consequences of war: Positive: Freedom from an occupying power (a foreign country that has taken over the 
government), or the replacement of a corrupt government. Negative: Deaths and injuries of armed forces and 
civilians. Destruction of economy and infrastructure. Disease and famine. Fresh water supplies contaminated. 
Homelessness - refugees. In war, human rights abuses happen and the innocent are killed.  
 
Peace:  Absence of conflict leads to happiness and harmony. Aim and goal of all people. Many religions - a time to 
come where there is peace. E.g. Kingdom of Heaven/paradise - goal for all. Peace on earth is a step towards that. 
Islam and Peace: Muslims seek a just and peaceful world. The root of the word Islam means ‘Peace’ and Muslims 
say ‘Salaam’ (Peace be upon you) to greet each other. This religion promotes goodwill. The Qur’an teaches that 
peace and reconciliation are better than fighting. Muslims should not seek revenge as it is wrong to return evil 
with evil. Muslims should forgive others.  Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam -‘Paradise is for…those who curb their 
anger and forgive their fellow men.’ (Quran 3: 134) ‘None of you truly believe until he wishes for his brothers 
what He wishes for himself.’ (Prophet Muhammed pbuh) 
The Muslim Peace Fellowship: MPF – a gathering of peace and justice orientated Muslims -  devoted to Islamic 
non-violence. They work against injustice/ develop non-violent strategies. E.g. conferences and publications.  
Pacifism: Christian teaching against War:. Jesus taught his follows to be peaceful. Christian pacifists today follow 
the example of Jesus who did not resist arrest and allowed himself to be crucified for love of the human race. 
Quakers are strict pacifists and will not fight. Life is sacred and so should not be destroyed. Sacred 
writings/Scripture:  Christianity - Jesus said ‘Love your enemies’ (Bible - Matthew 5:44) One of the Ten 
Commandments teaches ‘Thou shalt not kill’ (Exodus 10:13). All humans are made in the ‘image of God’ (Bible – 
Genesis 1:27) deserving absolute respect. Jesus – ‘Blessed are the peace makers, for they shall be called the sons 
of God.’ (Bible Matthew 5:9). The Society of Friends (Quakers) are Pacifist and have a peace testimony.  ‘Turning 
the Tide’ (Quaker organisation) It aims to show how cycles can be broken through non-violent strategies. The 
Quaker office at the United Nations promotes peaceful prevention and resolution of armed conflict.  
The Anglican Pacifist Fellowship:  AFP is a Christian Pacifist group. Believe peace and justice should be brought 
about through non-violent means. Believe: Jesus’ teaching is incompatible with war, the Christian Church should 
never support or justify war and should oppose it. The AFP founded the Week of Prayer for World Peace in 1974. 
They produce regular newsletters, organise and contribute to special peace-related events and religious services.  
International Day of Peace:  observed around the world on 21st  September. UN declared this as a day devoted to 
strengthening the ideals of peace. 24 hour cease fire. 1 minutes silence local noon time. The United Nations now 
has 192 member states. Encourages countries to settle their differences without fighting. 
Mairead Corrigan: a Catholic from Northern Ireland, who helped form the ‘Peace People’ organisation. Organised 
peace marches in the UK about Northern Ireland. Mairead was awarded (alongside Betty Williams) the 1976 
Nobel Peace prize. After peace in NI, Corrigan became a tireless worker for peace and human rights.   
Conscientious objector: an individual who refuses to fight in a war because of their beliefs 
Pacifism: wrong to use violence. There is no situation in which the use of violence can be morally justified.  
Conflict: Before the actual fighting starts, there is conflict - disagreement; armed conflict the actual fighting.   
Sanctity of Life: The idea that all human life is God-given precious and should not be destroyed by humans. 







Protest: The right to protest - fundamental democratic freedom. UK law allows peaceful demonstration in public. 
Need police permission. No right to protest violently e.g. riots in Tottenham in 2011.  Peaceful protest seen in Civil 
Rights Movement, USA in the 1950’s/60’s. Martin Luther King Jr (Christian Pastor) organised peaceful rallies to 
protest about racial inequalities. No religion promotes violence in their teachings.   
Terrorism: Much more serious form of violent protest. Terrorism is the unlawful use of extreme violence, usually 
against innocent civilians, to achieve a political goal or a shared belief and to spread fear. Believe terrorism will 
raise awareness of their cause and will push the authorities into meeting demands. Terrorists who are motivated 
by religion believe God will reward them for doing his will. No religion promotes terrorism. Are e.g. of people who 
were classed as a terrorist but later seen as a legitimate leader e.g. Nelson Mandela in South Africa.  
7/7 bombings in London in 2005 were carried about by people who claimed to be Muslims but most Muslims 
including leaders condemned the attacks. Muslims do not agree with terrorism as it goes against the wishes of 
Allah. Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam - ‘Do not take life, which Allah has made sacred’ Quran 17:33) 
 
Justice: sense of fairness applied, making right a situation which has been unjust. Religion is meant to bring justice 
to the world, and to fight injustice. Many wars are about, or include the abuse of, justice, so many religious 
people feel duty – bound to fight against this. Sacred writings/Scripture: Christianity - Proverbs 31:8-9 “Speak up 
for the people who have no voice, for the rights of all the down-and-outers. Speak out for justice! Stand up for 
the poor and destitute!” Isaiah 58:6-9 “This is the kind of fast day I’m after: to break the chains of injustice,” 
Religious believer who tried to achieve justice: Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a Christian living in Germany during the 
rise of the Nazi party. He believed in pacifism and spoke out against the human rights abuses of the ruling Nazis. 
He defied Nazi rule by helping Jews escape the death camps and even though he opposed killing, was part of a 
group that planned to assassinate Hitler. He was eventually arrested and executed for treason by the Nazis.  
Forgiveness: This is the belief we need to move a relationship forward with someone who has done wrong to us, 
by accepting their apology and putting their wrong doings behind us. It is a central teaching of Christianity. 
Reconciliation: Most religious people will be involved in reconciliation after war. The Quakers are pacifists who 
try to bring sides together and help them resolve issues so that they can live peacefully.  
Example of forgiveness: Eric Lomax: Was a British soldier who was tortured by the Japanese whilst a prisoner on 
the Burma Railway during WW2, but was able to forgive one of the tormentors Nagase Takashki. Sacred 
writings/Scripture: Christianity - ‘For if you forgive other people when they sin against you, your heavenly Father 
will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive others their sins, your Father will not forgive your sins’ (Matthew 6: 
14-15) ‘And when you stand praying, if you hold anything against anyone, forgive them, so that your Father in 
heaven may forgive your sins’ (Mark 11:25) 
 
Christian teaching FOR War: The Bible teaches Christians to defend the weak and fight against evil. Jesus came in 
contact with soldiers but didn’t say they were wrong to do this job.  Jesus turned over the tables and benches in 
the Temple when he saw people misusing it. Some Christians - way of showing love, soldiers risk their lives for 
others. Just War needed to protect innocent lives and defend the sanctity of life. Restore Justice. 
Just War: a war which is morally right to fight. ‘Just’ war - seeks justice, fought with justice, and ending when 
justice is attained. St Thomas Aquinas – Just War: Started by the authority of the state. Just Cause - right intention 
(to remove evil). Last resort.  Only enough force must be used to achieve the goals. The good achieved must 
outweigh the evil which led to war. WWII - last resort, started by British Government, Hitler invaded other 
countries, peace now restored. However questionable whether bombing civilians was proportional or not.  Sacred 
writings/ Scripture: Christianity - Romans 13:1 “Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities, .... 
The authorities that exist have been appointed by God.” John 15:13 “Greater love has no one than this, that he 
lay down his life for his friends.” 
Muslim teachings FOR War: In Islam must only be waged according to the principles of Allah’s justice. This is 
Lesser Jihad. If break the rules of war - will face Allah’s justice on the Day of Judgement. Rules include: to keep 
suffering of innocent civilians to a minimum. Not to destroy crops and plants. Not to harm prisoners of war. War 
declared by religious leaders. Not to target places of worship. Sacred writings/Scripture: Islam - ‘Those who 
believe fight in the way of Allah, and those who disbelieve fight in the way of Shaitan’ (Qur’an 4:76) 
Jihad: means to ‘strive or struggle in the name of Allah’.  (Islam) 
Holy War: (Christian) a war fought in the name of God, for a religious purpose, with God on your side. Must be: 
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started by a religious leader, to spread the faith, to recover Holy places or can be for revenge for things done by 
another faith against believers. E.g. The Crusades - to recover the Holy Land for Christianity (sacred places where 
Jesus lived) which was under Muslim control. Pope said it was the ‘will of God’ - promised a huge spiritual reward. 
Historians are concerned about the war (money/land/trade). Scripture/ Sacred writings: Christianity -“Proclaim 
this among the nations: Prepare for war! Rouse the warriors!” Joel 3 v9 
 
Victims of War: War has many victims besides soldiers. Survivors can have long-lasting physical and mental 
injuries. Cities are destroyed, homes lost, families and friends separated and children orphaned. Refugees 
Christian Aid: Helps victims of war. Set up 1940’s. Aim to end poverty including that caused by war. Work with 
victims of war including refugees. Motto is ‘We believe in life before death’.  Work to gain basic human rights and 
fairness in society to help prevent poverty caused by war. Support local organisations as believe local people are 
best placed to solve problems. Fund raise in Christian Aid week, regular giving, and one off donations, get support 
from UK government and European Commission. Recent campaigns e.g. to raise awareness of refugees in and 
from Gaza, Afghanistan and Syria, in order to raise funds and offer practical support.  Scripture/Sacred writings: 
Christianity – ‘love your neighbour as yourself’ (Mark 12:31). Jesus told: Parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 
10:25-37) - teaches all are neighbours no matter race, age, religious or political beliefs. 
 
Weapons of Mass Destruction or WMD’s are weapons that can kill large amounts of people at once cause huge 
destruction and death. These include biological (living-disease-causing bacterium or viruses), chemical (non-living 
toxins) and nuclear weapons (atomic bombs – nuclear reaction). 
Nuclear Weapons: cause huge devastation. Afterwards, radioactive fallout kills more than the original explosion. 
The weapons today could, if used, destroy life on Earth.  For: Act as a deterrent. Against: pose an unacceptable 
risk to humanity. The proliferation of nuclear weapons makes the chances greater that an irresponsible 
government or terrorists might obtain them. The destruction they would cause cannot be justified for any reason. 
All religions oppose the use of nuclear weapons and support disarmament.  
CCND: The Christian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CCND) are Christians attached to the CND. The CCND 
campaign against the use and development of WMD and for peace. Organise conferences (local and National), 
acts of protest, letter writing, lobbying MP’s and educating others for peace and disarmament. 
  
 Do religions cause war? 


How religious teachings and beliefs are interpreted 
could lead to war (difficult to understand). E.g. 
Muslims taught:  fight for the name of Allah but 
also the greatest sin is to take another man’s life.  


Religions and religious teachings do not cause violence 
or war. Religious teachings are all about peace and 
understanding.  


Some think fighting for religion, claim that their 
religion is under attack. Some fundamentalist 
groups e.g. ISIL believe need an Islamic state  


For the people at the top perhaps their own power is 
the most important. Violence goes against the religion 
not TRUE religious believers e.g. ISIL 


Religion is involved in war e.g. Israel v Palestine 
(Jews vs Muslims). If religious divisions rise to the 
surface in a war, it is a root cause.  


Conflict is more about politics, power, land and self-
defence and religious divisions then rise to the surface 
because of the tension caused.  


Religious beliefs have divided people throughout 
history. Where splits have occurred violence has 
erupted. E.g. Bosnian crisis saw Christian ethnic 
cleansing of Muslims   


There are many similarities between religions and 
what they want for communities. There are many who 
work across religious divides to help others, save lives 
and solve conflicts e.g. Corrie Ten Boom WWII 


Religious leaders may call for the end of a war but 
that doesn’t mean it actually happens. The religious 
extremists often do not want to see an end to war.  


Religious leaders often call for the end of war. E.g. the 
Pope and Syria. Religions often work to maintain 
peace and prevent the outbreak of war. If people 
adhered to the teachings of their faith e.g. in 
Christianity love your enemy and do not kill then there 
would be peace. Religious groups are also regularly 
involved in peace-keeping in war torn areas in in 
negotiations to prevent wars happening.   
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Stack a maj 3rd then a min 3rd  


Stack a min3rd then a maj 3rd  


3 basic notes of a chord 1,3,5 


Chord with main note at bottom CEG 


Chord with 3rd or 5th at bottom 


The main chord in the key (C in Cmaj) 


The 5th chord of key (G in C maj) 


Note which doesn’t change with harm 


2 chords forming ending phrase  


V-I (chord 5 then chord I) (finished) 


I,II,IV or VI to V (sounds unfinished) 


 


Tonality 


Major 


Minor 


Modal 


Modulation 


Related key 


 


A key with a brighter sound 


A key with a darker sound 


A scale that is neither maj nor minor 


Changing key 


A key closely related to the tonic 


 


 


Year 10 Music Terminology 


Rhythm 


Syncopation 


Straight rhythm 


Dotted rhythm 


Swung / Swing 


Cross rhythm 


Simple time 


Compound time 


 


A rhythm with emphasis off the beat 


A rhythm sitting mainly on main beats 


Using dotted notes to give bounce 


Uneven rhythm, frequent in jazz 


2 v diff rhythms played together  


Rhythms in 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 


Rhythms in 6/8, 9/8, 12/8 


 


Performance Techniques 


Pizzicato 


Arco  


Picked 


Strum 


Tremolo 


Double Stop 


Mute 


Plucked on string instruments 


Play strings with the bow 


Play guitar with individual fingers 


Run hands across a number of strings 


Rapidly move bow back & forth 


Bow 2 notes at once 


Place object in bell of brass instr 


 
Form 


Binary 


Ternary 


Rondo 


Song form 


 


2 part structure (A B) 


3 part structure (A B A) 


A B A C A D A 


Intro, Verse, Chorus, Bridge, Outro etc 








 


Ethics Understanding Consumers Market Research   Marketing Mix - Price  


 
All marketing and advertising in the UK must be: 


• an accurate description of the product or service 
• legal 
• decent 
• truthful 
• honest 


 
The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) enforce marketing codes of practice 
that describe how businesses should advertise. 
Anyone who thinks advertising rules have been broken can complain to the ASA 
within 3 months of the advert appearing. 
 
Coca-Cola Example 
 


• Coca-Cola labelled one of its drinks nutritious. 
• They said it was nutritious because it contained 100% of the 


recommended daily allowance of vitamin C and other vitamins. 
• ASA said that they would not expect a nutritious drink to contain 5 tea 


spoons of sugar. 
• ASA banned the advert. 


 
Market Segmentation: is a part of the market which contains a group of buyers 
who are similar.  
 
Market Segmentation Methods 
 
Age - businesses often target certain age groups. E.g. Toothpaste (look at the 
variations of toothpaste products for children). 
 
Gender - male and females want different types of the same products. E.g. 
clothing, hairdressing and magazines. 
 
Income - many companies target rich consumers with luxury goods (e.g. Lexus and 
BMW). 
Others focus on appealing to low incomes consumers (E.g. Lidl and Aldi). 
 
Where they live - dividing the market based on geography. E.g. countries, regions, 
cities. 
 
Cultural and Ethnic backgrounds - different cultures/ethnicities want different 
products. E.g. Kosher food and Halal food. 
 
Mass Vs Niche Market 
 
Mass Market products targeted at all consumers as most people are interested in 
them. A high volume of sales can be made.   
Example – Baked Beans 
 
Niche Market different products that appeal to a small segment of consumers. 
They are often supplied by smaller businesses. 
Example – Gluten Free Food 
 


 
Market Research: is the way in which information and data is gathered about 
consumers, competitors and market trends. 
 
Primary (Field) Market Research: involves collecting original information for a specific 
purpose: this is often called field research.  
Examples: Surveys, Interviews, Consumer Panel, Focus Groups, Observation 


Advantages Disadvantages 
 Up to date 
 Specific 
 Original data 
 Data can be collected quickly 


 Can be difficult to 
collect 


 Expensive to collect 
 Can provide inaccurate 


results if sampling is 
small 


 
Secondary (Desk) Market Research: involves using information which already exists, this 
is often called desk research. 
Examples: Accounts (Internal), Internet, Newspaper, Census, Data 


Advantages Disadvantages 
   


 Information already available  
 Cheaper than primary research 
 Conducted regularly so can show 


trends 
 


 Can be outdated 
 Widely available so may 


not provide a 
competitive advantage 


 May be inaccurate 


 
Qualitative Data is descriptive information found by experiences or in textbooks or 
newspapers or reports. It can include opinions and cannot be quantified by numbers. 
Quantitative Data deals with measurements and figures perhaps shown in tables and 
graphs. It includes numerical data that can be given values and is easier to interpret and 
evaluate compared to qualitative data. 


 
Cost-Plus Pricing involves the business adding a sum of money (the profit per good) 
to the cost of producing goods to determine the selling price of the good or service. 
+ Easy to determine the price / - Price may be unsuitable 
 
Competitive Pricing involves the business offering goods for sale at a price at or 
below that set by competitors. 
+ Enables a business to compete / - Price may be unsustainable 
 
Loss Leaders are products put on sale, usually in supermarkets, at prices which make 
no profits and may even make losses in order to attract customers into the shop to 
buy other goods. 
+ Can increase market share / - Unsustainable as a loss is made 
 
Psychological Pricing involves offering goods at prices below whole number such as 
£5.99 or £499, or using words such as "only". It is hoped that the consumer will 
believe that the product is much cheaper than if the price had been £6 or £500. 
 
Penetration Pricing involves setting a low price for a new product to encourage sales. 
The price may be increased later with customer loyalty and growing market share. 
+ Build loyalty / - Higher price may put of customers 
 
Price Discrimination involves setting different prices to different market segments. 
+ Target different market segments / - May be seen as ‘unfair’ 
 
Price Skimming involves selling a product at a high price in order to earn high initial 
profits. Prices are then reduced at a later stage. 
+ Can recoup R&D costs / - Customers may delay purchases 
 
Factors affecting price: 


• Cost of production 
• Competitor activity 
• Consumer income 
• Supply and demand 


 
 


Marketing Mix - Product  Marketing Mix – Product (Product Life Cycle) Marketing Mix - Place Marketing Mix - Promotion 


 
Product is the good or service provided by a business. 
Product Design this is what the product looks like, the features it has and how it differs from 
the competition. 
Innovation is commonly described as 'the commercially successful exploitation of ideas'. 
 
Product Features: Reliability, Quality, Design, Flavour, Image, Packaging. 
 
 
Product Portfolio the collection/range of all the goods and services offered by a business. 
 


Wide product portfolio 
Benefits Drawbacks 


 Spread risk 
 Increased revenue 
 Appeal to different market 


segments  


 Drain marketing resources 
 Requires significant 


investment 
 Bad publicity of one product 


could affect others 
 


 
Product range businesses offer a range of products, this is called the product range. E.g. a shop 
may sell a range of soft drinks. 
  
Product mix the product mix is part of a company’s total product range. Many businesses 
produce or sell more than one type of product. E.g. A shop may sell a mix of different 
products. 
 
Product Differentiation this means making the product different from its competitors. It can 
be achieved through: 
◦ Distinctive design– e.g. Dyson; Apple iPod 
◦ Branding - e.g. Nike, Reebok 
◦ Performance - e.g. Mercedes, BMW 
 
Unique Selling Point what makes a product different from ones sold by competitors. It may 
involve the lowest price, the best quality or the first of its kind. 
 
A brand is a product with unique character, for instance in design or image. It is consistent and 
well recognised. 
 
Own Brand - A product which is sold under the brand name of a supermarket chain or other 
retailer, rather than under the name of the business which manufactures the product.  


Product Life Cycle shows the stages that products go through from being introduced to leaving 
the market. 
 
INTRODUCTION - Product is launched, supported by advertising campaign and promotion to 
increase product awareness (expensive). Sales will gradually increase during this stage. 
GROWTH - Sales and profits rise, the product is sold in more places now. Advertising continues 
to be focused on increasing product awareness. 
MATURITY - Sales reach their peak. All research, development and advertising costs have been 
paid. Marketing focuses on persuading repeat purchases.  
SATURATION - the point in the product life cycle where the market is full as competitors 
introduce similar products. 
DECLINE - Big fall in sales and sometimes the product is withdrawn. 


 
Extension strategies extend the life of the product before it goes into decline. Again 
businesses use marketing techniques to improve sales. Examples: 


• Advertising – try to gain a new audience or remind the current audience 
• Price reduction – more attractive to customers 
• Adding value – add new features to the current product, e.g. improving the 


specifications on a smartphone 
• Explore new markets – selling the product into new geographical areas or 


creating a version targeted at different segments 
• New packaging – brightening up old packaging or subtle changes 


 


Marketplace is the place where buyers and sellers come together and can exchange payment in 
return for goods and services. 
Distribution Channel involve the routes which 
goods follow between the manufacturer and the 
consumer. The route may be direct between the 
two but the interaction of middlemen is more 
likely. 


   
Manufacturers is the maker of products. Also 
known as producer. 
Wholesalers buy goods from the manufacturer 
and sells these goods in smaller quantities to 
retailers. 
Retailers sell goods to consumers. Small retailers 
buy their stock from wholesalers but large-scale 
retailers buy directly from manufacturers.  
Consumers are the final users of goods and 
services. They are at the end of the distribution 
channel. 
 
Multi-Channel Distribution involves a business using more than one channel to distribute its goods 
perhaps through traditional shops and catalogues and online. 
 
Benefits of multi-channel distribution: 


• Increase number of potential customers 
• Increase sales and profits 


 
Drawbacks of multi-channel distribution: 


• Increased costs 
• Could lose money if not successful 


 
Choosing the right channel(s) of distribution will depend on many things: 


• the type of product or service 
• the nature of the market 
• the type of customer 
• the size of the business 


 
E-Commerce involves the buying and selling of goods and service via the internet. 
M-Commerce involves buying goods and services through hand held mobile devices such as 
smartphones. 
 


Promotion involves information and techniques used by businesses to make consumers aware of 
products and to persuade them to buy those products now and in the future. 
 
Promotion involves: 


• making the customer aware there is a product for sale 
• explaining to them what the product is 
• making the customers aware of how the product will satisfy their needs 
• persuading them to buy it 


 
Promotion Methods: 
Advertising Media are the various places where advertisements may be found. Examples - 
television, newspapers or the internet. 
Sales Promotion sale incentives that attempt to give a short-term boost to sales. Examples – 
BOGOFF, Loyalty Cards, Free Gifts. 
Direct Marketing describes a range of promotional activities that are aimed directly at the 
customer, so bringing the promotional message straight to the target audience. Examples – 
telemarketing, direct mail. 
 
Growth of Direct Marketing: 


• Personalised message for specific customers 
• Cost effective 
• Success if easy to measure – through response rate and sales 


 
Advertising Media Examples: Local Newspaper, National Newspaper, Websites, Radio, TV, Cinema, 
Point of Sale, Leaflets, and Directory Listings. 
 
The type of media used will depend on: 


• The target audience – it is important to use the media that customers and potential 
customers use 


• The size of the market – local and small businesses will use different media to large 
and global businesses 


• The size of the advertising budget – advertising is expensive and a business must use 
media that it can afford 
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Conflict and Tension: 1918 - 1939 
Part 2: The League of Nations 


LON Structure  
The league was organised using the following structure:  


• The ASSEMBLY- met once a year, each member country 
had one vote- unanimous.  


• The COUNCIL- a smaller group than the assembly and 
could meet quickly in a crisis- 4 permanent members-  
Britain, France, Italy and Japan & 4 non-permanent 
members, elected by the assembly once every three 
years.  


• COMMISSIONS were set up to do most of the work. 
Each had a special focus such as the disarmament 
commission which worked to get member countries to 
reduce the amount of weapons they had.  


• COMMITTEES looked into BIG world problems, e.g. 
disease, poverty etc.  


• The League itself had no army… relied on individual 
countries and permanent members.  


 
The League could take action in the form of sanctions:  
 
MORAL sanction: persuading the aggressor that they were in the 
wrong and needed to stop.  
ECONOMIC sanction: by stopping trading with a country to put 
pressure on it to stop its actions 
MILITARY sanction: by sending in armed troops- these had to 
come from the Armies of Britain and France as the League did 
not have an army of its own. 


 
 
  


Successes of LON Failures of LON 
• The League attacked 


slave traders in Africa 
and Burma and freed 
200,000 slaves.   


• The League closed 
down four big Swiss 
companies which 
were selling drugs. 


• The League set up 
camps and fed 
Turkish refugees.   


• The League took 
home half a million 
World War One 
prisoners of war.   


 


• Disarmament 
Commission (1926) 
failed because 
Germany demanded 
equality of 
armaments with 
everybody else.  


• Commission on 
Armaments (1921), 
Failed to get 
agreement on 
disarmament 
because Britain 
objected. 


• Kellogg-Briand Pact 
(1928), Sixty-five 
countries signed the 
treaty to end war – 
but then they just 
ignored it.   
 


Locarno Treaty- October 1925  
• This enabled Germany to be admitted to the League of 


Nations.  
• Germany accepted the borders with France and Belgium 


that were decided in the Treaty of Versailles  
• France and Germany agreed to settle any disputes 


through the League 
• France felt it was at last secure of its borders and 


Germany had shown more goodwill to France than ever 
before. USSR only major European power  that was not 
in the League was the USSR 


Manchuria 1931 
What happened- Japan owned the South Manchurian 
Railway (in China) In September 1931, an explosion 
blew up part of the railway.  Japan claimed this was 
done by the Chinese and used it as an excuse to 
invade China using force and implemented a Puppet 
Government.  
Why is this a problem? – Japan was a permanent 
member of the LON and should not be invading 
another country.  
China’s reaction? China asked the LON for help.  
LON’s reaction?  Only MORAL sanction, told Japan to 
withdraw its troops from Manchuria but Japan just 
took over more. The economic sanction was not 
something anyone wanted to use due to Great 
Depression and British interests in Asia, e.g. Hong 
Kong and Singapore.   Lytton Report- favoured China 
but cane too late.  
Result- LON looked weak, Japan left the LON, 
economic sanctions would not have worked because 
Japan could have still traded with USA outlines of the 
League’s influence.  


Abyssinia 1934 
Mussolini wanted to create Italian East Africa 
(empire).  Invaded Abyssinia using Italy’s superior 
military strength. Haile Selassie turned to the League 
of Nations for help. A MORAL sanction was 
immediately put in place and they also ordered all 
members to impose an ECONOMIC sanction against 
Italy. 1st time League had used economic sanctions-it 
did not work because oil was not included and Britain 
did not close the Suez Canal. Britain and France 
plotted the HOARE-LAVAL plan but it did not go 
through.  Made the LON look corrupt. October 1936 
Hitler and Mussolini signed Rome- Berlin Axis- LON no 
longer took seriously and took no further action- 
disbanded in 1946. 


No USA- dislike of 
Treaty of Versailles, 
dislike of old empires, 
policy of isolationism, 
cost involved.   
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Y11 French Knowledge OrganiserImperfect Tense


Must Know Infinitives
Conseiller – to advise
Se coucher - to go to sleep
S’enivrer - to get drunk
éliminer - to get rid of
S’inscrire - to join
Épuiser - to exhaust
Raffermir - to strengthen
monter - to give up
Améliorer - to improve
Désintoxiquer - to detoxify
Se droguer – to take drugs
Se sentir - to feel
Se détendre – to relax
Lancer - to start (up)
Dormir - to sleep
Devenir  - to become
Rester to stay
S’entraîner - to train
Avertir - to warn
Mener - to lead
grossir - to put on weight
maigre – to lose weight
avertir – to warn
renoncer - to give up
tenter - to attempt\
tousser to cough


Je peux / on peut


+
In


fi
n


it
ve


fo
rm


of
 t


h
e


ve
rb


I can / One can


il est dangereux de It is dangerous
to


il faut faire attention à You have to pay
attention to


il est important de/d’ It is important


je devrais / on devrait I sgould/ One
should


Le mieux c’est de The best thing is


Le pire c’est de the worst thing
is


J’ai décidé de I decided


Je viens de I have just


il faudrait It should


J’ai l’intention de I intend to


Il faut You have to


Il vaut mieux It is best to


Il vaudrait mieux It would be 
better to


Key Structures


Remember
Change ‘se’ to me 
when talking 
about yourself


Subjunctive / Complex Language
Il est possible que + It is possible that
Il est probable que + It is probable that
il est rare que  +  it is rare that
il faut que + It is necessary that


Health/Lifestyle


Quand j’avais douze ans – when I was 12
+ imperfect


To do faire
I  used to do je faisais
You used to do Tu faisais


he/she/ it /one
used to do


Il/elle/on faisait


We used to do Nous faisions


Subjunctive verbs
I /one do je fasse
I /one can/ may je puisse
I am je sois
I have j’aie
One is on soit
One has on ait


Vocabulary
en forme –in shape
en bonne santé –healthy
sainement –healthily
Mon mode de vie – my lifestyle
Une remise en forme - fitness
Ça me donne de l’énergie – it gives me energy
L’alcool – alcohol
Les drogues – drugs
La tabagisime – smoking
À l’aise – at ease
Accro - addicted
Un/e toxicomane - drug addict
Alcoolique - alcoholic
Le sommeil - sleep
Avoir le sommeil - to be tired
Faire plus adulte – to make you more grown up
(faire) un regime - (be on) a diet
Bon pour la santé - healthy
Une alimentation saine - a healthy food
Paresseux/paresseuse – lazy
Nocif /nocive - harmful
Les matières grasses - fatty foods
Les sucreries - sweet food
Les casse-croutes - snacks
Dégoûtant - disgusting
La nourriture bio - organic food
Hors d’haleine – breathless
Les crises cardiaques - heart attacks
Le souffle - breathing
La mort - death
Un cancer du poumon / foie – lung/liver cancer
Le peau - skin
Avoir peur de - to be scared of
Des maladies - illnesses / diseases


To have avoir


I  used to have j’avais
Did you used to 
have?


Tu avais


he/she/ it /one
used to have


Il/elle/on
avait


We used to 
have


Nous avions


Adverbs of Time
toujours always


Souvent often
Chaque jour every day
D’habitude usually
Hier yesterday
Demain tomorrow
Le weekend at the w/end


Conditional
Would


Je jouerais
I would play


Je passerais
I would spend
J’irais I would go
Je ferais I would do
je boirais - I would eat


To be être


I  used to be/I was j’étais
Did you used to be? 
/were you?


Tu étais


he/she/ it /one
used to be/were


Il/elle/on
était


We used to 
be/were


Nous
étions


Take the nous form present tense – stem 
(knock off ons) and add ais for je
Je buvais / je mangeais / j’allais


Useful Phrases
En un rien de temps - in no time at all
Si j’avais moins de travail - if I had less work
Si j’avais plus de temps – if I had more time
si je travaillerais moins – if I worked less
le meilleur conseil que je puisse vous donner  the est advice I can give you
il vaut mieux ne jamais se droguer – it is best to never take drugs


Negatives
ne…pas not
ne… plus no longer/any more
ne… jamais never
ne .. que only
ne …personne nobody
They go around the verb but 
before an infinitive
on doit ne pas manger – you 
must not eat


Little words
plusieurs several
quelques some
pas mal de quite a few
beaucoup de a lot of
tant de so many
trop de too many/much
assez de enough of
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Resistant material –Yr10 mock exam 


 


For your end of year exam you need to revise 


•  Percentages 
• Area 
• Angles 


That you have learnt in core maths 


• Forces 
• Materials/Wood/Metal/Plastics 
• Production methods 
• Smart Materials 
• Polymers 
• Fibres 
• Board 
• Energy sources 
• Fair Trade/Environmental issue 
• Ergonomics/Anthropometrics 
• Target Market 
• Design Specification 
• Orthographic drawing 


  


You need to use the text book/ your notes made in theory lessons/revision class books and your 
knowledge organisers 








 


Technology Ethical Influences Environmental Influences Economic Influences 


 
Types of technology used by businesses: 


• Databases 
• Spreadsheets 
• Word Processing 
• Desktop Publishing  


 
Businesses can use technology for: 


• Administration 
• Stock Control 
• Communication 
• Recruitment 


 
CAD (Computer Aided Design): When a business uses ICT in the design process. 
These are then fed into a computer for the CAM process to begin. 
CAM (Computer Aided Manufacture): When a business uses CAD to automatically 
produce products using automation. 
 
Automation – the use of technology in place of humans by business, when 
producing goods and services. 
 
Buying and selling on the internet: 
E-Commerce: The buying and selling of good, electronically, using the Internet 
M-Commerce: The buying and selling of good, electronically, using Mobile Phones 
 


Buying and selling on the internet 
Benefits Drawbacks 


 Advertising 
 Loyalty  
 Targeted adverts 
 Social media 


 


 Jobs 
 Shops 
 Cost 
 Security 


 


 
Ethics: Distinguishing between what society believes to be right and wrong. 
 
How can a business behave ethically? 
 
Supplier – ethical ‘supply chain’. Example ‘Fairtrade’. 
Workers rights – above minimum wage, use of child labour, safe factories etc. 
Environmentally – dumping of waste, emissions, carbon footprint etc. 
Taxes – Don’t avoid taxes! 
Food labelling – label food correctly and offer lots of information 
Human Rights – promote human rights 
Health – To promote good health in society 
 


All these go beyond the legal requirements of businesses. 
 
Reasons for acting ethically: 
 


• Brand image 
• Attract better employees 
• Reduced change of legal issues – cost! 
• Attract investors 
• ‘Future Proof’ 
• Be good! 


 
Reasons for not acting ethically: 
 


• Increased cost of raw materials 
• Constantly under scrutiny – if the business does something ‘bad’ it is 


highlighted! 
• Consumers may not care! 
• May be difficult to advertise and communicate 
• Profits may be affected 


 
Pressure Group: An organisation that pressurises businesses to act in an ethical 
manner. Example - Greenpeace 


 
Sustainability: Ensuring the Earth’s resources are indefinitely (forever) productive and 
will not be depleted (run out). 
 
Impact on the environment: 
 


• Noise Pollution 
• Light Pollution  
• Water Pollution 
• Air Pollution 
• Climate change 
• Congestion 
• Depletion of resources 
• Dumping of waste 
• Overuse of water 


 
What can businesses do: 
 


• Fairtrade 
• Water Efficiency 
• Reduced the amount of packaging on products (e.g. Easter eggs). 
• Using alternative sources of energy (e.g. solar panels). 
• Reducing their carbon footprint (e.g. through the miles products travel). 


 
 


 
Disposable Income: is the amount of money that households have available for spending and saving after income 
taxes and other mandatory costs have been deducted. 
Income Tax: is a tax on a person’s income, this form of tax is a statutory (this must be paid) deduction from an 
employee’s wages.  
National Insurance: Individuals have to pay National Insurance contributions in order to pay for state benefits 
(NHS, welfare, unemployment, pension, disability benefit). 
VAT: VAT is a tax on the purchase of goods and services (20%). VAT is charged on most goods and services. 
Corporation Tax: is a tax on company profits, it is paid before shareholders are paid their dividend. UK 
corporation tax is 20%. 
Business Rates: are a tax paid by businesses which is based on the property where the business takes place. 
 
Indirect Taxation: tax on spending – examples include VAT and business rates. 
Direct Taxation: tax on income – examples include national insurance, income tax and corporation tax. 
 
Unemployment people looking for work but for some reason they are unable to get a job. 
 
Impact of Unemployment: 


• Consumers – reduction in income if they become unemployed 
• Businesses – fall in sales 
• Government – a fall in revenue from Income Tax, VAT and Corporation Tax and an increase in 


welfare payments 
 
The interest rate is the price of borrowing or saving money from a bank, building society or other lender. 
Examples: Cars, Mortgages, Overdrafts, Loans 
 


Impact of interest rates on businesses 
Interest rates increase Interest rates decrease 


• Cost of borrowing increases 
• Consumer demand falls (pay more for 


their mortgages) 
• Businesses borrow less for 


investment 


• Cost of borrowing decreases 
• Consumer demand increases (pay 


less for their mortgages) 
• Businesses borrow more for 


investment 
 
Inflation is the rate at which the general level of prices is rising. It is measured through the ‘basket of goods’ 
which reflects the spending habits of consumers. UK target – 2% 
 
 


Economic Influences – The Business Cycle Legislation Globalisation EU 


 
Business Cycle: This is the cyclical change of ‘good times’ and ‘bad times’ that businesses 
experience – it is something that happens nationally, sometimes globally, and is out of their 
control. The measure of the business cycle is GDP. 
GDP: Gross Domestic Product – the total value of all goods and services traded. 


 
1. BOOM: When the business cycle is at a peak. Lots of goods and services are being produced 
employment is high. 
2. RECESSION: Two consecutive months of falling output, consumption and employment. 
3. SLUMP: When the business cycle is in a trough. Less goods and services are being produced. 
4. GROWTH: When inflation begins to increase – demand increases and in turn, the price of 
goods increases. 
 


Impact of an economic boom 
 


Impact of an economic recession 


• Decreased unemployment 
• Rising wages 
• Increased demand for 


goods/services 
• Higher profits 
• High interest rates 
• Prices are rising = inflation 


 


• Increased unemployment 
• Falling wages 
• Falling demand for goods and 


services 
• Lower profits 
• Low interest rates 
• Low inflation – prices are 


stable 
 
 
 


Legislation: laws set by the UK government that businesses must follow. 
Employment Law: regulate the relationship between employers and employees. 
Consumer Law: This is aimed at making sure that businesses act fairly towards their consumers 
– especially since consumers are sometimes in a much weaker financial position. 
Intellectual property refers to creative work such as inventions, literary and artistic works and 
designs, symbols, names and images used in business. 


Types of Employment Law 
Health and Safety 


Law 
Employers have a legal responsibility to ensure that working 
environments are safe and that employees are able to understand 
and are trained to deal with the risks involved in their jobs. 


Employment 
Rights 


Employees have to be provided with a written statement of 
employment within two months of starting employment. Employees 
are also protected against unfair dismissal. 


The National 
Minimum Wage 


The National Minimum Wage is the minimum wage per hour a 
worker is entitled to in the United Kingdom. When first introduced 
in April 1999, the National Minimum Wage intended to boost the 
pay of very low-paid workers. 


Types of Consumer Law 
Consumer Rights 


Act 2015 
All goods must be of satisfactory quality, fit for the purpose for 
which they were bought and must correspond with any description 
given. 


Consumer 
Protection from 
Unfair Trading 


Regulations 2008 


Businesses can be prosecuted and fined for engaging in these 
practices, such as making untrue statements about a product or 
service, using aggressive sales techniques such as harassment or 
misleading consumers about the price of a product or service. 


Consumer Credit 
Acts 1974 and 


2006 


This controls the way that businesses lending money operate. These 
laws require the creditor (lender) to give certain key information to 
the debtor (borrower) before the contract is made 


Types of Intellectual Property Law 
Copyright Protect people who have created original pieces of work, and give 


them rights to control how their work is used by others. 
Trademarks A right granted to the owner of an invention that prevents others 


from making, using, importing or selling the invention without their 
permission. 


Patents A trademark is a distinctive design, graphic, logo, symbol, figure, 
letter words or phrase that uniquely identifies a business and/or its 
goods or services. 


 
 
 
 
 


 
International trade is the buying and selling of exports and imports between countries. 
Imports are goods/services bought from other countries 
Exports are goods/services sold to other countries 
 
Why does international trade take place? 


• Some products we can’t produce ourselves 
• Other countries can product products cheaper than us 
• Consumers receive a wider choice of products 


 
Advantages of international trade Disadvantages of international trade 
 Access to new markets 
 Increased sales and profits 
 Spread risk 
 Benefit from economies of scale 


 Language barriers 
 Issue with suppliers 
 Currency issues 


 
 
Exchange rates are simply the cost of switching from one currency to another. 
 


SPICED WPIDEC 
S Strong W Weak 
P Pound P Pound 
I Imports I Imports 
C Cheap D Dear 
E Exports E Exports 
D Dear C Cheap 


 
Globalisation involves the increased interdependency of people around the world as a result of 
increased trade and cultural exchange. It has led to an increased worldwide production of goods and 
services.  
Multinational Corporations (MNCs): businesses that have their headquarters in one country but 
operate in many countries, this means that they may have offices and factories around the world. 


Impact of MNCs on the UK  
Positive Negative 


 Provide employment 
 Pay taxes to UK government 
 Increased customer choice 
 Help the UK economy grow 


 British businesses may shut 
 Jobs could be low paid 
 Profits won’t stay in the UK (will 


go back to the MNC home 
country). 


 


 
European Union (EU):  
 


• An economic and political union 
• 28 member states (2013) 
• Established in 1993 
• Operates as a single market 


o Free movement of people, goods, services & capital 
• Euro was introduced in 1999 
• 19 countries use the Euro  
• Approx. 7.3% of world population 


 
 


Impact of EU on customers 
 


Benefits Drawbacks 
 Increased choice 
 Lower prices 
 More employment 


opportunities in EU countries 


 UK spends money to be in the 
EU  


 Less independent/local 
businesses 


 
Impact of EU on businesses 


 
Benefits Drawbacks 


 Increased demand 
 Lower costs – economies of 


scale 
 Lower costs – cheaper raw 


materials 
 Larger amount of potential 


employees 


 Smaller businesses can lose out 
to large European businesses 


 EU has set employment law and 
consumer law 
 


 








Revision list - Food nutrition & preparation 
 
A revision list for your end of year exam in food 
  


• Micro and Macro Nutrients 
• Food safety/Storage 
• Bacteria 
• Gluten 
• Functions of ingredients 
• Raising  
• Information on Packaging/ food labels 
• Dietary choices/diseases 
• Nutritional needs for different ages 
• Heat Transfer 
• Food waste 
• Local and seasonal produced foods 


  
You will need to you your notes made in lessons, the on line text book and the knowledge organisers 
to help you with revision. 
 








 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Decorative technique:  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Knowledge Organiser – Textiles KS4       Fibres & fabrics 


 


Man-made/synthetic 







CAM 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Knowledge Organiser – Textiles KS4      Manufacturing 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Knowledge Organiser – Textiles KS4       Fabrics and Decorative techniques 


 







 


 


 


Knowledge Organiser – Textiles KS4    Consumers, maintenance & safety 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 








Muslim Beliefs and Teachings Revision Guide: 


The Oneness of God and the supremacy of God’s will 
Tawhid: At the centre of all Islamic belief is the belief in one God—Allah. There is no other God but 
Allah and there is no one comparable to Him. We will never understand Allah as His nature supersedes 
our limited minds. We are made by Him but He is not Himself made. Begotten not made. He is eternal. 
(Without beginning or end/ not limited by time and space). “He is God the One, God the eternal. He be-
got no one nor was He Begotten. No one is comparable to Him.” Surah 112:1-4 
He is not made up of different aspects and therefore we talk of Allah as One.  
The Shahadah is the first pillar of Islam and is said several times a day—it reinforces the idea of Tawhid: 
‘There is no God but Allah and Prophet Muhammad is His messenger’. 
What impact does Tawhid have on Muslim belief and understanding? 
It reminds Muslims that it is a sin to compare anything to Allah, i.e. to attribute human characteristics to 
Allah or to attribute Godlike characteristics to anything other than God; (this sin is the most serious sin 
and is called shirk). Tawhid reminds Muslims that Allah cannot be limited by human understanding and 
human ideas and therefore there are no pictures that represent Him. There must also be no pictures of the 
prophets as this may lead to idol worshipping (i.e. worshipping the statue/ picture/ prophet and not Allah). 
Mosques and Muslims homes do not therefore contain pictures of Allah or the prophets. Tawhid is rein-


forced in the Shahadah and reminds Muslims constantly of the oneness of Allah. Belief in tawhid explains 
Allah as our creator, it gives humans purpose and supports a belief that science and religion can work to-
gether as science helps us to gain understanding about God’s creation. Science also supports the idea that 
there is a begotten (not made), first cause of the universe. It also reminds Muslims that they should submit 
to Allah’s will as He will judge us on Judgement Day and that we should follow His law as He knows best. 
Tawhid states that Allah is limitless and therefore if we look at the problem of evil and suffering, Tawhid 
reassures Muslims that there is a purpose for evil and suffering. The oneness of God is also reflected in the 
Ummah (human (Muslim) brotherhood) which promotes equality and justice for all. 


The Nature of God 
“This is God, your Lord, there is no God but Him, the Creator of all things, so worship Him; He is in 
charge of everything. No vision can take Him in, but He takes in all vision. He is the All Subtle, The All 
Aware”. Surah 6:102-103 
Although Allah is beyond full human understanding God does reveal some aspects of His nature (through 
the Qur’an). Muslims believe therefore that Allah is both immanent and transcendent , that He is omnipo-
tent, beneficent, merciful, fair and just.  
Immanent: “And He is with you wherever you may be”. Surah 57:4 
Transcendent: “No vision can grasp Him… He is above all comprehension” Surah 63:103 
How can God be both immanent and Transcendent? For Muslims, God can be both because He is the 
creator of the universe, he is not limited by the universe that He created because He is beyond the limits of 
the physical world. God is eternal and therefore exists forever and this is not possible in the physical 
(contingent) world which is in a constant state of change (flux); and Allah being perfect is not subject to 
change or decay. God is able to create and control the universe because He is outside of it. Yet Allah is 
within the world through His creation and within all things and through His compassion towards people. 
He sees everything we do and He knows us and what our choices in life will be before we make them so 


He cannot be distant from us. Muslims believe Allah is in this world to guide us  and gives people purpose and direction (predestination). 
This shows God is active (involved in the world). God has unlimited power and knowledge and therefore can be both as He is not con-
strained by anything. 
God is Beneficent and the source of all goodness. We can see this through His gift of creation. God’s beneficence is linked to His Com-
passion and Mercy. In the Qur’an, Allah is referred to 57 times as the Beneficent and over 160 times as the Merciful. In daily prayer the 
names are recited 17 times and each prayer starts with ‘In the name of God, the Lord of Mercy, the Giver of Mercy.’ (This is known as 
Bismillah). 
Allah treats everyone with Fairness and Justice. He judges fairly and will give His judgement on Judgement Day but He also requires us 
to treat everyone with fairness and equally and act justly. Belied in God’s judgement is part of the five roots of Shia Islam signifying its 
importance within their Islamic belief system. 
Muslims also find it useful to understand Allah’s nature through the 99 names of Allah. The purpose of the 99 names is to firstly help us 
to understand our relationship to Him but also to remind us that there is a limit to our knowledge and we must always be aware of this 
hence why there are 99 names and not 100 or a 1000 etc. Some of the 99 names include: All-Compassionate, Forgiving. Pure One, Vic-
torious, Shaper of Beauty, Guardian, Preventer of Harm, Hearer of All, Guide, Sustainer, Maker of Order, Source of Peace. 


The supremacy of God’s will 
Muslims put their life in God’s hands. God is creator and nothing takes place without God allowing it to happen. God is supreme and his 
will is final. Muslims believe they should accept whatever happens in their life and trust that God knows best. Muslims use the term 
‘inshallah’ which means ‘God willing’ when they make plans. This idea of the supremacy of God’s will can be interpreted in two ways 
by Muslims 1. That God controls everything human beings do and that humans do not have free will. 2. Others think that God does not 
force people to act and gives us freedom how to choose; this response fits better with the idea of judgement, how can God judge us if he 
is responsible for our actions—this would mean that God is not just. 
Impact of God’s will: God is all powerful and supreme an therefore should be worshipped. God’s supremacy means that nothing must be 
put before God, this is a sin (shirk). Believing that everything happen for a reason can bring comfort to Muslims. “Misfortunes can only 
happen with God’s permission” Surah 64:11.  







Shi’a and Sunni Islam: 
Shi’a Muslims make up 12% of Muslims. Though this sounds like a small per-
centage, there are still well over 130 million Shi’a Muslims in the world, making 
it the fifth largest religious group in the world. 
Both Sunni and Shi’a Muslims hold many beliefs in common. They believe in 
God, prophethood of Muhammad and the guidance of the Qur’an and Sunnah.  
Sunni Muslims have six articles of faith that represent core what they hold to be 
core Islamic belief whilst Shia Muslims have the five roots of ‘Usul-ad-Din’.  
Sunni Muslims believe that when Prophet Muhammad died only the Qur’an and 
the Sunnah (Muhammad’s teachings and actions) had the authority to guide be-
liefs and behaviour. Religious scholars interpret the Qur’an and Sunnah and this 
guides Muslim life. Sunni Muslims get their name from following the Sunnah. 
Shi’a Muslims have their own interpretation of Islamic laws and only accept say-
ings of Muhammad that have been passed down through Ali (who they believe 
was Muhammad’s rightful successor. 


Risalah: means “messengers”. God’s message is carried, at different times, in 
one of three ways: via an angel, a prophet or a holy book. Angels bring the  word 
of God to the prophets or messengers of God, they can do this because they are 
pure and sinless. For Sunni Muslims the belief in angels is one of the six articles of faith. Angels are cre-
ated by God, made from light. Since Allah is so holy, and perfect, it is difficult for humans to communicate 
with Him.  Angels, the first creation of Allah, are thought to be sinless and can therefore stand to be in the 
presence of God.  They are not as holy as Allah, since though they can do nothing against God, they do not 
have free will.  This means that they are able to communicate with humans on behalf of Allah. In the Qur’an 
it tells us that angels are made from light; jinn are made from smokeless fire and humans are made from 
clay. “Indeed We created man from dried clay of black smooth mud.  And We created the Jinn before that 
from the smokeless flame of fire” (Surah 15:26-27). 


Angels are usually described as male and given male names (Surah 53v27), are thought to be sexless, have wings, two, three or four (Surah 
35v1) and must always do what Allah wants, (Surah 2v32). The Devil (Iblis or Shaytan for Muslims) was once an angel, who refused to 
bow down to Adam.  For this, he was thrown out of heaven, and set up a new base in hell. Iblis tempts humans to go against Allah until the 
Last Day (Surah 7v11-18). Angels are in constant contact with the world but have no physical form; unless they need to adopt one in order 
to communicate with chosen individuals however these physical bodies ‘dazzle’ and are still set apart from humans. For Muslims, angels 
are involved in our lives from conception recording our deeds and guiding us. During prayer Muslims will acknowledge the angels on their 
right and left shoulders. “Each person has angels before him and behind, watching over him by God’s command” Surah 13:11. 
Jibril: Messenger: Delivers messages to the prophets; in particular delivered the Qur ’an to Muhammad. He is the most famous angel 
(known to Jews and Christians). He is known as an archangel and therefore has special status. He was trusted to deliver Allah’s message 
(The Qur’an) to Prophet Muhammad. He is responsible for spiritual nourishment. When Jibril was created he was sent to look at paradise. 
On seeing it, he claimed that no one would ever stray away from it for its beauty and wonder. He was sent a second time to look at it when 
it was surrounded by a barrier of difficulties and hardships. His reaction then was that no one would ever reach it. He was then sent to look 
at hell; he said that no one would want to go there. So Allah surrounded hell with desires and lusts, at which Jibril said that on one would 
ever be able to avoid it. Belief in the Angel Jibril gives Muslims confidence to follow the words of the Qur’an and the teachings of prophet 
Muhammad. 
Mika’il: Angel of Mercy: He is the one who provides sustenance to humans e.g. the rain. He therefore provides physical nourishment to 
humans. He is also an archangel and therefore is important. Again he is recognised as an archangel in Judaism and Christianity. Most of 
what is known about Mika’il comes from Islamic tradition rather than the Qur’an. Belief in Angel Mika’il reminds Muslims that good 
things come to those who have faith and that their lives are owed to Allah (through the angels). This teaches Muslims to give thanks for 
what they have. 
On Judgement day both Jibril and Mika’il will help with the weighing of a person’s actions. Mika’il has seen hell and how easy it is to get 
there, as opposed to how hard it is to get t paradise, so it is believed that he does not smile. He is the friend of humankind as he knows what 
awaits; the path to paradise being thinner than a human hair.  
Izraaeel/ Azrael: Angel of Death. Comes to take our souls at the point of death. (Note the Qur ’an does not refer to this angel by name but 
by the job this angel does). The Angel of Death is not to be feared if you have faith as the angel carries your soul to heaven. However, 
many may fear the Angel of Death if they have led a sinful life as the angel will carry your soul to hell. This angel is a reminder that a) eve-
ryone will die (God’s will) and b) our actions in this life will determine the next. 
Israfil: Signifies the day of Judgement has come. This reminds Muslims about a belief about judgement day; when the end of time will 
come and our true fate will be decided and lived out for eternity. This encourages Muslims to reflect on their day to day choices as they will 
have eternal consequences. It also shows why Muslims believe in a physical resurrection of the body which in turn affects burial. 
Munkar and Nakir: Questioners These two angels are responsible for asking 3 questions about your belief. These angels ask if you be-
lieve in Allah, are Muslim and know of the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad. Belief in these angels reinforces the belief that Islam is 
the one true religion. They can have confidence that they are on the right path as long as they follow the Qur’an, believe the Shahadah and 
follow the practices of Muhammad. 
Kiraman and Katibeen: These are the names given to the angels that are with each person from the moment of conception to the day of 
judgement and write down all deeds, good and bad that someone does. These angels are acknowledged every time a Muslim prays and are 
therefore a constant reminder that all their actions are recorded. 
Ridwan: Controls the gates of paradise. This reminds Muslims that there is no entry into paradise without the will of God. It also gives 
them an understanding that they are safe in heaven, it is protected and Allah really is supreme. 
Malik: Guards the door to hell and oversees the suffering of the faithless. This reminds Muslims that earthly pleasures are temporar y 
and that the suffering caused by putting ourselves or money before God will have horrific eternal consequences. 
Hafadha: Angel of protection: God is ever-present in our lives through Angels and that God protects us from harm. Gives Muslims confi-
dence that whatever they do they are being looked over by a guardian angel working on behalf of God. This helps Muslims face grave dan-
ger e.g. war with confidence. 
 


 
 







Risalah Continued: 


Prophets are chosen by Allah to deliver His message. Prophets are essential in communicating God’s 
message on how humanity should live their life and the consequences of our life choices in the life hereafter. 
Prophets are good people who are able to lead by example. “Every community is sent a messenger, and 
when their messenger comes, they will be judged justly; they will not be wronged.” Surah 10:47. 
There are two types of messengers/ prophets: ‘rasul’: this is a messenger that passes on divine revelation to 
everyone/ everywhere. ‘nabi’: this is a messenger that has been given revelation or news of an important 
nature to specific communities or is specific to that prophet. 
Muslims do not allow any pictures of the prophets because it encourages idol worshipping. This means that 
people will focus on the images of the prophet and worship them rather than God and to put anything before 
God is a sin (shirk). 
The first Prophet was Adam; he was the first man on Earth. He was created by God from dust. Adam how-
ever disobeyed Allah and distanced himself from God. Why was Adam important? What can we learn from 
him? 1. He is father of all mankind. 2. He was a prophet until death. 3. He taught the revelations to his 
sons. 4. He taught about the work of Iblis and how to protect themselves against Jinn. 5. He taught that life 
on earth was temporary, eternal life could be had in the next life. 6. He built the Ka’bah as the first place of 
worship. 7. Adam disobeyed Allah but immediately repented and always regretted his sin. He found salva-
tion through God’s forgiveness. (Iblis never showed repentance and so lost hope and is forever tormented. 
Each year on Hajj Muslims follow in Adam’s footprints and ask Allah for forgiveness of their sins on the 
mount of mercy (just as Adam did). 
Ibrahim was a good man, he was obedient to good and was kind and compassionate. He refused to wor-
ship idols and was almost killed for this. “Who could be better in religion than those who direct them-
selves wholly to God, do good, and follow the religion of Abraham, who was true in faith? God took 


Abraham as a friend.” Surah 4:125. Ibrahim is the Arabic for Abraham; Abraham is seen as a significant prophet in Judaism and Chris-
tianity hence why they are called Abrahamic religions. Ibrahim is important in Islam because he is a role model to follow. He is also re-
membered on Hajj; at the end of Hajj Eid ul Adha (celebration of the sacrifice) commemorators the story of Ibrahim and his faithfulness 
and obedience to God. Ibrahim was ordered by Allah to sacrifice his son which he was prepared to do; God did not allow Ibrahim to sac-
rifice his son and replaced him with a lamb. 
Muhammad received the final revelation from Allah. He is known as the ‘seal’ of the prophets. “Muhammad is not the father of any 
one of you men; he is God’s Messenger and the seal of the prophets: God knows everything.” Surah 33:40. Muhammad used to medi-
tate away from the city of Mekkah because he was troubled by all the sin there. When he was mediating in a cave on Mount Hira outside 
Mecca in 610 CE he had an experience that changed his life. Carrying a book, Gabriel commanded him to “read.” Muhammad refused 
the order twice before finally asking about what he was supposed to read. Gabriel replied with following verses of the Qur’an: “Read [O 
Muhammad!] in the name of your Lord who created. He created man from a clot. Read, and your Lord is the Most Honorable who 
taught with the pen.” Surah 96:1-4. Believing that God had chosen him as his messenger Muhammad began to preach what God had 
revealed to him. The simple and clear-cut message of Islam, that there is no God but Allah, and that life should be lived in complete sub-
mission to the will of Allah, was attractive to many people, and they flocked to hear it. Shahadah: “There is no God except Allah and 
Prophet Muhammad is His messenger”. The leaders of Mekkah did not like Muhammad’s messages as it challenged their authority, pow-
er and wealth. They made money from idol worship, exploiting the poor and desperate, gambling, alcohol and slaves and because Mu-
hammad's popularity was seen as threatening by the people in power in Mekkah. Muhammad’s followers were tortured and treated badly 
and so Muhammad took his followers on a journey from Mekkah to Medina in 622. This journey is called the  Hijrah (migration) and the 
event was seen as so important for Islam that 622 is the year in which the Islamic calendar begins. Within ten years Muhammad had 
gained so many followers that he was able to return and conquer Mecca. Muhammad continued to lead his community both spiritually 
and in earthly matters until his death in 632. Why was it important for Muhammad’s prophethood to happen when it did?  People were 
becoming more distant from the ways of Allah, earlier revelations had been lost, corrupted or ignored and Mekkah had become a centre 
for idol worshiping as the city grew in trade. Why is prophet Muhammad so important? Allah chose him above all others to reveal the 
Qur’an. He was an honest and righteous man who people could trust in and follow. He was compassionate and merciful and put Allah’s 
words into action; he was just, loyal and was concerned about the welfare of others including animals. Muhammad the individual: Per-
fect example to others. He was an ordinary man and therefore his example is attainable; we can all be like Muhammad. Being a prophet 
is not easy, it comes with hardships (i.e. persecution, doubt and ridicule) but Muhammad through, patience, conviction and true belief in 
God and submission to God’s will, Muhammad overcame these hardships and we can do the same in our lives. Muhammad strove to 
make his community a better place and put his beliefs of equality and justice into action e.g. appointing the first prayer caller who was a 
black man named Bilal. Muhammad the leader: Muslims claim that Prophet Muhammad was the greatest political and religious leader of 
all time managing to combined both roles perfectly. He allowed religious freedom, gave women rights and cared for the sick and elderly. 
Muhammad the family man: Muhammad was the ultimate family man. There is a theme in the Qur ’an about good fathers e.g. Adam, 
Noah, Lut, Jacob, Ibrahim and then Muhammad. Islam sees the family as the basis for a successful society. If a family works well they 
contribute to society; society is a family and it reflects the families within in. If parents take care of their children and bring them up to 
be fair, compassionate and hardworking, society will reflect this. Muhammad the teacher: He not only taught how a Muslim should live 
their life, but led by example. He spoke with authority but made it easy for others to learn. He taught Muslims how to pray and this can 
be seen in Mosques everyday. 
There are no more prophets, so anyone claiming to have heard independently from Allah is not a Muslim – this can be difficult for Shi’a 
Muslims who believe that Allah still speaks to and through Imams who can even add to the Qur’an. As there are no more prophets, Mu-
hammad must be the final example for Muslims.  Muslims are encouraged to follow his example and find out all they can about how he 
lived.  For example, Muhammad did not shave his beard off, so Muslim men are encouraged to grow a beard. The Qur’an contains all the 
beliefs a Muslim needs.  This can be difficult in the modern era – for example, reinterpreting how women should be treated 1500 years 
after the Qur’an was written. If Muhammad is the perfect example, Muslims may fall into the dangerous trap of following Muhammad 
rather than following the Qur’an.  The danger of shirk is difficult to avoid, but the Qur’an says that all prophets should be treated with 
equal respect. 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/holydays/alhijra.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/tools/calendar/faith.shtml?muslim





Sunnah and Hadith: 


The Sunnah are the practices, customs and traditions of the Prophet Muhammad. These give the perfect 
example for Muslims to follow. They are found in the Hadith (sayings of the prophet) and other texts. Dif-
ferent Muslims accept different collections of the Hadith as reliable sources of authority. Reading the hadith 
helps understand the Qur’an. Muhammad was a great teacher and made the Qur’an accessible to all as the 
Qur’an itself is not always easily interpreted. Sunni Muslims believe that the Hadith are important because 
the  Qur’an says: ‘A Similar (favour you have already received) in that We have sent among you in Scrip-
ture and Wisdom, and in new knowledge’. Surah 2:151. 


Shi’a Islam and the Imamate: 
Shi’a Muslims believe in the imamate. This means that they believe that there was a divinely picked succes-
sion of imams to carry on the work of the Prophet Muhammad after his death. They believe that revelation 
stopped with Muhammad but that twelve Imams were chosen by Allah to guide and preserve God’s mes-
sage. The role of the Imams is to avoid the corruption of the Qur’an and to preserve its revelation. 


Holy Books: 
Muslims believe that God has spoken to all of humanity, and his words – dictated exactly as God wants 
them to be read – are in the Qur’an. This kind of dictation is known as revelation.  The word comes from 
the word “revealed”, and means that Allah has revealed his words to a man in order that they can be shared 
by all humanity. Muhammad was a very intelligent man, but he could not read or write.  This is important 
because it means that he had to memorise the words God said to him and could not change them – he 
would recite, that means, retell or read, rather than changing those words depending on who he was speak-
ing to. The name Qur’an means ’the Recital’. The Qur’an was revealed to Prophet Muhammad in Arabic 
and so it was recorded in Arabic and it is still read to this day in Arabic so that God’s message cannot be 
mistranslated. “This is the Scripture in which there is no doubt, containing guidance for those who are 
mindful of God.” Surah 2:2.  
The Qur’an influences a person throughout their life; birth, marriage, death, daily prayers etc. Contains 
basic worship that Muhammad developed. Contains legal and social systems (Shari’ah Law). It explains 
ultimate questions about why we are here and what happens when we die. Some Muslims argue that it con-
tains scientific explanations that have only recently been verified by science e.g. the big bang. It provides 
personal and spiritual guidance for all life's situations and challenges. 
For Muslims Allah has revealed His message at various points through History. However previous to the 


Qur’an books that contain this revelation such as the scrolls of Ibrahim have been lost of have become altered, as in the case of the 
Tawrat, Zabur and Injil. 
The Scrolls of Ibrahim: Very little is actually known about these scrolls (often called ‘Suhuf’). These were individual revelation to 
Ibrahim ‘the upright one’ who was always faithful to Allah. The revelations were believed to contain parable like stories about worship, 
reflection and building a livelihood. The scrolls were written on parchment but perished over time. 
Tawrat is Arabic for Torah which are revelations given to Musa by Allah on Mount Sanai. Some Muslims equate this to the first 5 books 
in the Bible (the Pentateuch), others equate the Tawrat to the whole of the Old Testament. 
The Qur’an confirms that Allah had revealed earlier books. 
The Tawrat does not exist in its original language as it was written down by the followers of Musa (Moses) a long time after his 
death. Those that put Musa’s words together changes the text, some of it is the word of God and other parts are human addition.  
This being said, others argue that the Qur’an actually supports the idea that the books have not been lost of added to: ‘None can change 
His words for He is the one who hears and knows all’, Surah 6:115 (Omnipotence, Omnipresence and omniscience). In Deuteronomy 
(4:2) (part of the Pentateuch) it says ‘Do not add to what I command and do not subtract from it…’ Also, Muhammad was told to search 
out meaning and understanding from previously received scripture suggesting that these were in fact reliable. Whatever the case, the 
Qur’an refers to the Tawrat as ‘guidance and light’, revealed by Allah is clearly very important. Muhammad’s nightly prayers reinforce 
the importance of the early scripture: In the prayer he puts his life in Allah’s hands (the creator and lord of everything, the source of the 
Tawrat, the Gospels and the Qur’an) and asked for protection from Shaytan. 
The Zabur of Dawud are a collection of prayers to Allah (often referred to as poems). Dawud was a great King, whose people were God-
fearing and righteous. In Surah 4:163 it says ‘we gave Dawud the Zabur’. They contain lessons of guidance for the people and he recited 
them in song version. One important message in the Zabur is the idea of Masih (Messiah). The Masih was to be a symbol of hope for the 
future in a world where many had failed to obey Allah’s command. For Muslims Jesus is the Messiah and will return at judgement. 
Injil: This is the good news about ISA (Jesus) written by his disciples. Muslims highly respect Isa because there are revelations in  the 
Qur’an about him. Muslims believe: He was born of a virgin mother. He was the Masih. He was not the son of Allah. He followed Allah. 
He was not crucified (he did not die on the cross but he did ascend to Heaven). He did no die to save sins. One man cannot take the sins 
of others. Allah is compassionate and He will forgive sins. The Gospels that are found in the Bible contain mistakes because they were 
written a long time after death.  
All 4 books are referred to in the Qur’an so they are important. Muhammad learned from them and referred to them giving them authori-
ty. They were associated with key prophets and their revelations which gives them importance. However Some are lost and no one 
knows what they said. Do they have the same authority if they have been changed? Why were they not preserved if they were so im-
portant? Having been changed Muslims cannot use them so what is their impact today? 


Akhirah (Life after death): 
Akhirah is the believe in a life after this one. Key ideas: If the Qur ’an says Akhirah exists—then it exists. Akhirah provides an answer 
to the ultimate question—why are we here. Humans are judged on the deeds they do in this life. The prophets talk about the after life. 
Death is the start of an eternal life and the end of our temporary life. God judges fairly and is merciful. It is own actions that determines 
how we spend eternity. 
Barzakh: When a person dies Azra’il (the Angel of Death) takes their soul. The person is visited by two angels Munkar and Nakir who 
ask three question 1. Who is your Lord? 2. What was your life like? 3. Who is your prophet. If these questions are answered correctly 
then the soul rests comfortably until judgement day. If they are answered incorrectly the soul is tormented (this is known as the punish-
ment of the grave). 
 
 







Heaven: A place of eternal happiness with Allah. Hell: A place of separation from Allah and eternal punishment. 
The impact of a belief in Akhirah: Muslims should not be concerned with material possessions; they distract us from God’s path. 
Instead a Muslim should be concerned with developing their soul; they should concern themselves with spiritual matters. It is not neces-
sarily what actually happens at judgement that is important but how a belief in the afterlife affects a Muslim living today. It is important 
for Muslims to recognise that this life is a test in preparation for an eternal life with Allah and that it is important in this life to do God’s 
will (follow the Qur’an and the teachings of Prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h).  
The answer to the ultimate question ‘why are we here?’ is easily answered by a Muslim. We are here to prepare our souls for paradise. 
Muslims must focus on the 5 pillars of Islam . These are a good basis to lead a good life. The five pillars require Muslims to give Zakat, 
this puts their focus on the poor and needy; it enriches their soul as they develop empathy and passion and it encourages them to not be 
concerned with material wealth. It makes them appreciate all the blessings that Allah has given them and give thanks. Muslims also go 
on Hajj, this is important in relation to the afterlife as during Hajj a Muslim has their sins forgiven on the Mount of Mercy and the act of 
Hajj itself strengthens faith and helps them cast out their sin, bringing them closer to God. Muslims prayer five times a day to centre 
themselves and remind them that they are in service to Allah. Completing Sawm also prepares for the afterlife in that fasting during the 
month of Ramadan stops Muslims focussing on earthly needs and allows them time to focus on spiritual needs; this is a time where Mus-
lims read the Qur’an and focus on God. It teaches them empathy with the poor and to be thankful to Allah for his blessings  
Al Qad’r (Predestination): 


“In all things, the master planning is God’s.” Surah 13:42. “Only what God has decreed will happen to us. 
He is our Master: let the believers put their trust in God.” Surah 9:51. 
Al-Qad'r means that everything happens as a result of Allah’s will and nothing is random or without rea-
son. This means that everything that happens is a part of Allah’s plan and that it is predestined.  
Some Sunni Muslims believe that God has already determined everything that will happen in the universe. 
There is not much emphasis placed on human freedom here. A problem with this is that if God predestined 
all our actions then how can we every be judged? How can a just God judge us on actions He made us take? 
Shi’a Muslims however believe that God knows everything that is going to happen through His omnipotence 


but this does note mean that he decides it to happen. People have the freewill to choose their actions but Allah already knows our choic-
es. If Allah is not bound by time they He can be aware of all past, present and future. So, even though free will exists, Allah has the qual-
ity of knowledge (sifat) to be able to know exactly what every choice will be.   


















Families and Relationships:  
Key terms:  
Commitment - This is an agreement with someone, a promise or pledge.  
Covenant - Agreement based on promises between two sides. Often linked to religion so includes an agreement 
before and with God.  
Responsibility - These are things we have to do as part of an agreement we have made. 
Cohabitation - Living together as a couple and having a sexual relationship without being married to each other. 
Contract -  Binding agreement – marriage vows and certificate are evidence of this.  
Marriage - Legal union between a man and a women (some countries e.g. UK two people of the same sex) as 
partners in a relationship  
Vows - Promises made during a wedding ceremony. 
Civil Marriage registration – married but not through a religious ceremony (registry office). Since March 2014, same 
sex couples have been able to marry.  
Civil Partnership - legal registration of a same sex couple. In law they are treated as if married and they have many 
of the legal protections which a married couple are entitled to.  
Age of consent: This is when you are old enough by law to choose to have sex. 16 for anyone. You can have sex 
before then – but not considered mature enough/responsible enough and it is against the law.  
Celibacy: If you are celibate then you have no sexual partner.  
Adultery: This is sex between two people where at least one of them is married to someone else. (affair).  
Chastity: idea of being sexually pure. In a relationship - faithful to your partner. Outside a relationship - not behaving 
sexually. Most religious groups - sex is only appropriate within marriage, so to be chaste is important.  
Sex before marriage: This is sex between two unmarried single people.  
Family- A group of people who are related by blood, marriage and adoption 
Step family - A family that is formed - remarriage of a divorced or widowed person and that includes a child/ren.  
Nuclear Family - A couple and their children – regarded as a basic social unit. 
Extended family - A family that extends beyond parents and children e.g. grandparents and other relatives as well. 
Polygamy -The practice or custom of having more than one wife at a time. 
Bigamy- The offence of marrying someone while already married to another person.  
Procreation- bringing babies into the world; producing offspring.  
 
Marriage:  
Why do people get married: Family expectations/Companionship/For sex/See as a religious duty/ legitimise a 
child/Share their lives with the person they love/Legal contract – brings security - protects the rights of each 
partner/Serious life-long - public commitment. 
Who to marry: Religious people - taught to honour their family and their religion. Might expect them to marry 
someone who their family approved of, and who shared their religion.  
For Muslims marriage is: A faithful, lifelong partnership/ A social contract- has a big impact on the whole 
community/ Stable relationship and true sexual fulfilment/ Marriage intended by God for love and 
companionship/ Love will develop within the marriage, but not necessary before/ Husbands and wife keep their own 
rights as equals under God/ The Qur’an teaches that husbands and wives are ‘like garments for each other’ (Qur’an 
2:187)/ Prevents sin/ May have an arranged marriage or a love marriage – some parents - find a suitable partner - 
know their children well/ According to Islamic teachings, no one is forced to marry. “If a man gives his daughter in 
marriage while she is averse to it, then such marriage is invalid’ (Hadith) /Marriage to be the foundation for family 
life -the Hadith teach that a man completes half of his religious responsibilities when he marries. 
For Christians marriage is: For the couple’s mutual help and comfort - Genesis, the Bible describes Adam as being 
lonely so God’s solution was to make a woman – Eve. (Genesis 2: 18-22)/ Men and women are equal but 
complimentary beings/Become united, into one unit - become ‘one flesh’  “That is why a man leaves his father and 
mother and is united to his wife, and they become one flesh” Genesis 2:24 Place God intended for sex to take place- 
only place to have sex./The Bible makes it clear that in marriage, sex is a wonderful gift “The sexual act must take 
place exclusively within marriage. Outside of marriage it always constitutes a grave sin” Catechism 2390/ For 
Children to be raised –  stable family unit for children/ Marriage is a sacrament, a life-long union blessed by God - 
The couple should love each other ‘as Christ loved the church’ (Ephesians 5:25)  
 
Christian view Cohabitation – Many Anglican and Protestant Christians think that, although marriage is better, 
loving and faithful relationships are still good. Catholic view on cohabitation: Believe that it is wrong and a sin.  
Outside of marriage it always constitutes a grave sin” Catechism 2390. Christians who are opposed to sex before 
marriage believe cohabitation is sinful.  







Muslims view cohabitation – Against it as sex should take place within marriage.  Believe a sexual relationship 
should only occur within marriage. 
 
Christian view Same Sex Marriages: became legal in England in 2014.  Many Christians opposed this - did not agree 
with the way marriage was being defined – simply as a committed relationship. Many Christians believe that 
marriage is a unique relationship between a man and a woman which involves their ability to create new life.  
Muslim view Same Sex marriages: Islam forbids homosexual relationships, therefore may Muslims, like other 
religious people, were opposed to the changes in the law that made same-sex marriages legal  
 
Why do marriages fail: Any difficulties can put a strain on a marriage E.g. Money/Arguments/ Illness/ Affairs/ Job 
issues / Addiction – alcohol, drug, gambling/ People changing/ Inability to have children.  
Divorce: In England and Wales in 2012 an estimated 42% of all marriages ended in divorce.  Divorce is allowed after 
1 year if the marriage cannot be saved. A legally recognised divorce must be obtained through a court.  
Christian churches try to prevent problems  - pre-marriage courses/ support couple/ pray for them/read holy book/ 
vicar will give counselling and prayer and sacraments/ encourage forgiveness and reconciliation/ might go to ‘relate’. 
 
Christianity: Divorce and Remarriage: Traditionally Divorce not accepted. Catholic Church do not recognise as vows 
made before God cannot be broken between 2 baptised people/ sacrament/ life-long and permanent/ sanctity of 
marriage. Can separate only. ‘What God has joined together, let no man separate’. – Matthew 19:6 Annulment – 
difficult to get - marriage never valid e.g. one of the people was not able to consent to the marriage due to "mental 
incapacity” etc. or the marriage was never proper was not consummated e.g. no sexual relationship. No re-marriage 
as divorce not recognized. Can marry for the first time after annulment,  
Liberal Christians e.g. Methodists: divorce is the lesser of two evils – stop suffering. e.g. compassionate when 
domestic violence or affair/Forgiveness is important so given a second chance/Allow remarriage if vows taken 
seriously - Give an interview before hand. ‘For if you forgive other people when they sin against you, your heavenly 
Father will also forgive you. (Matthew 6:14-15) 
The Church of England (Anglicans) allows divorce, and divorced people are allowed to re-marry with permission 
from a Bishop and the Priest/ Some priests will only bless the marriage after a civil ceremony/ Some Priests won’t 
perform ceremony as vows sacred and made before God.  
 
The Nature of Families 
In the UK: 25% (approx.) of children live in single parent families. Nuclear families are still most common in the West.  
There are now more step-families and there are same sex couples.   
 
The role of parents: love/ care for/ raise to know right from wrong/ protection/ stability/ good education.  
Christian Teachings: ‘Love one another’ John 13:34 – relationships important to God. High value on family life- learn 
to love. Biblical times – extended family passed on religion customs and traditions. ‘Train up a child in the way he 
should go; even when he is old he will not depart from it’. Proverbs 22:6.  
Christian parents: Raise and educate child in faith and nurture spiritual life as part of family routine (want the best 
for them so show how to practise it – worship/pray daily/ behave) – see it as an act of love / provide for children/ 
share values – generosity, compassion, loyalty/ discipline fairly/ teach to be tolerant and listen to others/Good role 
models/ teach moral values/May send – to church schools and groups at church.  
The role of Children: respect parents and obey them/ look after when older.  Christian Teachings:  Emphasise to 
respect parents ‘Honour your father and mother’ Exodus 20:12– particularly when parents are elderly and need 
support. “Children, obey your parents in everything, for this pleases the Lord.’ (Colossians 3:20) 
Family: polygamy is illegal in Britain and bigamy is a crime. Christians believe that the ideal marriage is between a 
man and women - shown from creation – Adam and Eve. Paul writing to the Corinthians says each man should have 
his own wife and each woman her own husband to avoid sexual immorality (1 Corinthians 7:2) 
Islam allows polygamy - the Prophet Muhammad had several wives – reasons for it were to protect women from 
poverty and such a practice (polygamy) is not really considered applicable to modern life. Treatment had to be equal 
and with the consent of the first wife. It is illegal in Britain.  
 
Christian view on same sex parents: Traditional view (Catholic and Church of England) The Bible teaches marriage 
between man and a woman- have different qualities which complement each other. Ideal is for children to grow up 
with a male and female role model as parents. Same sex couples cannot naturally produce children – one of the 
purposes of marriage. Liberal view: Quaker - far more important that a child grows up in a loving and secure home. 







Muslim view on same sex parents: Do not approve - children to grow up with a male and female role model as 
parents. Since Muslims consider homosexual relationships and same-sex marriage to be morally wrong, same-sex 
parents would not set a good example to their children because the beliefs of Islam condemn their relationship.  
 
Purpose of the family.  Procreation. The Bible teaches that once married couples should be fruitful i.e. they should 
have children. ‘As for you, be fruitful and increase in number; multiply on the earth and increase upon it’. Genesis 
9:7/ Teach Christian values to children – supports growth of the church – teach correct morals and values which 
supports society. Children are seen as wealth and blessing and a gift from God – priceless “Children are a heritage 
from the LORD, offspring a reward from him” (Psalm 127:3-4) Add goodness – see the world afresh through 
children’s eyes – to participate with God in making a new creation in His image/ Protection of Children/ learn to 
live as part of a community/ teach right from wrong/ Stability for children and parents. “The family remains the 
most important grouping human beings have ever developed.” Church of England/ Stability for society – teaches to 
be responsible compassionate members of society. God is Trinity – Relationship – family reflects this relationship. 
Extended Family in Islam - For Muslims, the extended family - basis of Islamic society and part of God’s plan. 
Shapes moral values and character of children/ care for parents – with respect and kindness ‘Your Lord has 
commanded that you should worship none but Him, and that you be kind to your parents’ Quran 17: 23 – have 
parents living with them – honour them / older members pass on wisdom and experience. ‘It is one of the greatest 
sins that a man should curse his parents.’ Hadith 
 
Gender Equality 
Gender equality – the idea that people should be given the same rights and opportunities regardless of whether 
they are male or female.  
Gender prejudice – unfairly judging someone before the facts are known; holding biased opinions about an 
individual or group based on gender – this can lead to discrimination – call this Sexism. 
Sexual stereotyping – having a fixed or general idea or image of how men and women will behave.  
Gender discrimination – to act against someone on the basis of their gender; discrimination is usually seen as wrong 
and may be against the law. Mainly towards women – unkind comment through to murder e.g. not the same 
chances at work/ stricter rules in the culture/ not being allowed an education beyond a certain age/ Newspapers and 
TV - give impression that women - usual victims of violent crime.  Makes women feel powerless- affects confidence 
and self-esteem 
Sexual discrimination - happens when men and women are not treated equally in society. e.g. positions of power 
and rights.  Gender equality is achieved when women and men enjoy the same RIGHTS and OPPORTUNITIES across 
all sectors of SOCIETY. People who believe women should have equal rights and want to work for change are called 
feminists. The Sex Discrimination Act (1975) made gender discrimination illegal in the UK but still earn lower pay for 
same jobs, men hold a higher proportion of senior positions.  
Causes of gender prejudice: way brought up – parents/ Media/ Past experience/ Tradition 
Traditional View: Roman Catholic Church (Catholic) – men and women created equal in the sight of God but with 
different roles. Under traditional roles, women were expected to: bring up children, run a Christian home, submit to 
their husbands – though husbands were also instructed to love their wives (Ephesians 5:22 – 24, 33), take no part in 
Church leadership. ‘A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a women to teach or to 
have authority over a man’ (1 Timothy 2:12) Does not allow women priests/ wrong to go against tradition/ Jesus - 
only male disciples/ 1994 – Pope – wrote an apostolic letter saying women could not be priests.   
Modern view: Church of England (Anglican) – Many disagree with Traditional view – women can be leaders/ All are 
equal and made in God’s image (Genesis 1: 27 The Bible) /Jesus was not sexist and taught women as well/ Mary was 
the first person to see Jesus after the resurrection/ important female leaders in the Early Church (Priscilla was a 
leader of the Church in Ephesus.)/Paul recommended Phoebe to the Church in Rome as a Deacon of the Church – 
Romans 16: 1 ‘Now I commend to you our sister Phoebe, a deacon in the church at Cenchrea’/ Galatians 3:28 St Paul 
writes ‘There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in 
Christ Jesus.’ - The first female bishops in the Anglican Church (Church of England) were appointed in 2015. Most 
Christians today see marriage as an equal partnership where the different gifts of each person, male and female, 
strengthen family life.  
 
Sexual Relationships 
Sex before marriage became widely accepted in Britain in the 1960s, around the same time that women were first 
able to get hold of the Birth Control Pill. Before this, it had been a taboo – especially due to a higher risk of having a 
child outside of marriage. 
 







Christians:  Both the Church of England (Anglicans) and the Roman Catholic Church (Catholics) teach that people 
should not have sex before marriage. Let marriage be held in honor among all, and let the marriage bed be undefiled, 
for God will judge the sexually immoral and adulterous’. (Hebrews 13:4) Sex gift from God - brings a couple closer/ 
expression of their love for one another/ it is for enjoyment/ for procreation- having children/ sex should be taken 
seriously - believe in abstinence – called sex before marriage a fornication - sin/ wrong to use people for sex/ 
irresponsible to spread sexually transmitted infections or risk pregnancy/ In the Bible Paul urged people to have 
sexual restraint and remain celibate. 
Sex within marriage – part of a legal contract/special status/ balances joy of sex with responsibility/ commitment to 
spend rest of life/ part of religious and spiritual contract/  St Paul tells Christians that: “Do you not know that your 
body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you……... So glorify God in your body.” 1 Corinthians 6:19-20 – treat the 
body well. Sex - important part of marriage/ special - ultimate expression of the love and trust.  
The Catholic Church: sex is for procreation of children and should be open to concieving children.  
Anglicans stress that marriage is the ideal context for sexual relationships (but argues that they MUST be within 
loving permanent relationships which would actually allow sex before marriage) 
Quakers (a Christian denomination) sees marriage as the ideal context but accepts changing norms in society. It 
accepts that a couple can be faithful to each other in a loving, non-exploitative relationship outside marriage. ‘Above 
all, love each other deeply, because love covers over a multitude of sins’. (1 Peter 4:8) 
Muslims: sex gift from God and marriage is the place where this strong instinct is to be treated carefully and 
managed. Muslims believe that casual sex is wrong and detracts from the dignity of those involved. Children have a 
right to be born into a loving family and to know their mother and father.  Muslims believe that casual sex can lead 
to promiscuity (having sex with different partners) and other evils such as rape and deception. The Qur’an 
specifically forbids sex before marriage. Under Islamic law (Shari’ah) sex before marriage is considered, like adultery 
and rape, to be ZINAH – a sexual offense. 
 
What is contraception? People use contraception mainly to protect themselves against pregnancy. For some there is 
a need to protect themselves or their partner against disease (e.g. HIV) or against passing on hereditary illness.  
Artificial Methods: contraceptive devices which are made and then used. E.g condom, IUD coil, pill 
Natural Methods: contraceptive practices aimed at limiting the chance of pregnancy. E.g. Rhythm method 
Permanent methods: are operations to prevent either the production of egg or sperm permanently. These are the 
only ones which are guaranteed to prevent pregnancy. E.g. sterilisation  
Contemporary British Attitudes: Most people in Britain, accept the use of contraception for family planning - 
prevent unwanted pregnancies both from a personal point of view and also to help prevent over-population.   
Family planning: controlling how many children couples have and when they have them.  
 
Birth control and the Bible: no specific mention in the Bible of whether using contraception is wrong, simply 
because modern forms of contraception did not exist when it was written. The first commandment given to Adam 
and Eve was ‘Be fruitful and increase in number.’ (Genesis 1:28) Children are seen as a gift from God – something to 
be treasured Christians traditionally believed that it was God’s decision how many children a couple had, and that 
using contraception was interfering with his plan.  
Roman Catholic view contraception: Every sex act open to procreation as key purpose of sex is procreation. No 
artificial contraception – seen as sinful and against God/ goes against Natural moral law/ could encourage selfishness 
and infidelity/One of the purposes of marriage is procreation. ‘Every sexual act should have the possibility of 
creating new life’ Humanae Vitae (1968) Most Catholics will use natural methods of contraception to space their 
family but some will ignore the teaching saying it is unreliable/ Won’t use abortive methods (those that prevent the 
implantation of a fertilised egg)/ The population explosion and AIDS - presented new challenges to this teaching.  
Church of England (Anglican) view on contraception: responsible parenthood – those can bring up/ seen as a 
blessing when feel ready and able/ use both forms of contraception – to develop relationship before having children  
- space out pregnancies and avoid harm to the mother’s health The Church of England approved the use of artificial 
contraception in 1930. Many Anglicans wouldn’t use a from that discards a fertilised egg – see it as an abortion. 
Muslim view on contraception: Used within marriage/ children gift of Allah – can practice responsible parenthood 
and only have children they can care for – decide when to start but should be open to having children. Some would 
use natural methods others artificial if wife’s health is at risk, to space out pregnancies (not those methods that 
prevent implantation).  No direct teachings - ‘God wishes to lighten your burden; man was created weak.’ Qur’an 
4:28. Some Muslims think using contraception is wrong, that it interferes with God’s plans – not an official teaching.  
 
Adultery: Having a sexual relationship with someone who is not your partner. Adultery is seen as wrong by 
Christians and by society in general. Christians place a high value on faithfulness in marriage.  







Seen as wrong because: It involves secrecy and lies/ betrayal of trust/ Breaking the marriage vows before God – to 
forsake all others and be faithful/ threatens the stable relationship for their children’s security/ Goes against the 10 
commandments one of which says ‘You shall not commit adultery’ – Exodus 20:14/ Jesus taught that ‘lust’ which 
could lead to adultery is also wrong. ‘But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already 
committed adultery with her in his heart’ Matthew 5:27-8. For Christians marriage is an unbreakable bond that 
demands total faithfulness.  
 
Homosexuality. 
Homosexual: word used to refer to people who are sexually attracted to people of the same gender.  
Heterosexual: word used to describe people who are sexually attracted to people of the opposite gender. 
Human sexuality: The word refers to the way people express themselves as sexual beings. People begin to have 
sexual feelings at puberty. This is a natural part of human biology.  
Contemporary British views: 50 years ago it was illegal to be gay and there was widespread persecution if 
homosexuals. Today it is much more accepted and most young people do not see it as an issue. In 1994 the age of 
consent has been reduced to the same age as heterosexual sex and 2013 same-sex marriages have been recognised 
in law. These changes in law broadly reflect the changes in attitudes in British society.  
Roman Catholic Viewpoint (Traditional) homosexual acts are wrong, but do not believe that gay people should be 
treated badly. Homosexual sex not open to procreation so does not fulfil one of the major purposes of sex/ Against 
Natural Moral Law – unnatural/ Sin/ “But from the beginning of creation, ‘God made them male and female.’ 
‘Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.’ 
So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined together, let not man separate.” (Mark 
10:6-9) – does not accept same-sex relationships. Should be celibate. Every sign of unjust discrimination in their 
regard should be avoided.Catechism of the Catholic Church 1992, paras 2358-9 
Church of England (Moderate) The Church of England (Anglicans) welcomes homosexual Christians who live in 
faithful, committed relationship, but it does not allow them to marry in Church.  
Quaker Christians (Liberal) Some Christians believe that loving, faithful homosexual relationships to be just as holy 
as heterosexual relationships and argue that if all are made in the ‘image of God’  “So God created mankind in his 
own image, in the image of God he created them.” (Genesis 1:27) -  it is natural for that person to be gay Quakers in 
the UK fully accept homosexuals into their community and do not condemn those who have homosexual 
relationships. Quakers believe that the quality of the relationship is what is important –. The test is whether there is 
genuine, selfless (AGAPE) love between a couple. ’To reject people on the grounds of their sexual behaviour is a 
denial of God's creation. - Towards a Quaker View of Sex, 1963 
Muslim View on Homosexuality Islam is against homosexuality and homosexual relationships/ forbidden/ most  
Muslim countries homosexuality is against the law/ Against the natural law created by God. It is seen as a crime 
against Allah.  ‘Must you, unlike [other] people, lust after males and abandon the wives God has created for you? You 
are exceeding all bounds’ The prophet Lut spoke Allah’s words Qur’an 26:165-166. The punishment for engaging in 
homosexual acts is sometimes severe in Muslim majority countries – believe that they will be juged by God. In 
Britain there are some organisations run by Muslims such as the ‘Inclusive Mosque Initiative’, that believe that 
homosexuality should be accepted in Islam. While many British Muslims may not approve of homosexuality, they do 
accept it as part of British society 
 








Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde 
Plot


1 The Story of 
the Door


Passing a strange-looking door whilst out for a walk, Enfield tells 
Utterson about incident involving a man (Hyde) trampling on a 
young girl. The man paid the girl compensation. Enfield says the 
man had a key to the door (which leads to Dr Jekyll’s laboratory)


2 Search for 
Hyde


Utterson looks at Dr Jekyll’s will and discovers that he has left his 
possessions to Mr Hyde in the event of his disappearance. Utterson 
watches the door and sees Hyde unlock it, then goes to warn Jekyll. 
Jekyll isn’t in, but Poole tells him that the servants have been told 
to obey Hyde.


3 Dr Jekyll was 
Quite at Ease


Two weeks later, Utterson goes to a dinner party at Jekyll’s house 
and tells him about his concerns. Jekyll laughs off his worries.


4 The Carew 
Murder Case


Nearly a year later, an elderly gentleman is murdered in the street 
by Hyde. A letter to Utterson is found on the body. Utterson 
recognises the murder weapon has a broken walking cane of 
Jekyll’s. He takes the police to Jekyll’s house to find Hyde, but are 
told he hasn’t been there for two months. They find the other half 
of the cane and signs of a quick exit.


5 Incident of 
the Letter


Utterson goes to Jekyll’s house and finds him ‘looking deadly sick’. 
He asks about Hyde but Jekyll shows him a letter that says he 
won’t be back. Utterson believes the letter has been forged by 
Jekyll to cover for Hyde.


6 Remarkable 
Incident of Dr
Lanyon


Hyde has disappeared and Jekyll seems more happy and sociable 
until a sudden depression strikes him. Utterson visits Dr Lanyon on 
his death-bed, who hints that Jekyll is the cause of his illness. 
Utterson writes to Jekyll and receives a reply that suggests he is 
has fallen ‘under a dark influence’. Lanyon dies and leaves a note 
for Utterson to open after the death or disappearance of Jekyll. 
Utterson tries to revisit Jekyll but is told by Poole that he is living in 
isolation.


7 Incident at
the Window


Utterson and Enfield are out for walk and pass Jekyll’s window, 
where they see him confined like a prisoner. Utterson calls out and 
Jekyll’s face has a look of ‘abject terror and despair’. Shocked, 
Utterson and Enfield leave.


8 The Last 
Night


Poole visits Utterson and asks him to come to Jekyll’s house. The 
door to the laboratory is locked and the voice inside sounds like 
Hyde. Poole says that the voice has been asking for days for a 
chemical to be brought, but has rejected it each time as it is not 
pure. They break down the door and find a twitching body with a 
vial in its hands. There is also a will which leaves everything to 
Utterson and a package containing Jekyll’s confession and a letter 
asking Utterson to read Lanyon’s letter. 


9 Dr Lanyon’s 
Narrative


The contents of Lanyon’s letter tells of how he received a letter 
from Jekyll asking him to collect chemicals, a vial and notebook 
from Jekyll’s laboratory and give it to a man who would call at 
midnight. A grotesque man arrives and drinks the potion which 
transforms him into Jekyll, causing Lanyon to fall ill.


10 Henry 
Jekyll’s Full 
Statement of 
the Case


Jekyll tells the story of how he turned into Hyde. It began as a 
scientific investigation into the duality of human nature and an 
attempt to destroy his ‘darker self’. Eventually he became addicted 
to being Hyde, who increasingly took over and destroyed him.


Character
Dr Henry Jekyll A doctor and experimental scientist who is both 


wealthy and respectable.


Mr Edward Hyde A small, violent and unpleasant-looking man; an 
unrepentant criminal.


Gabriel Utterson A calm and rational lawyer and friend of Jekyll.


Dr Hastie Lanyon A conventional and respectable doctor and 
former friend of Jekyll.


Richard Enfield A distant relative of Utterson and well-known 
man about town.


Poole Jekyll’s manservant.


Sir Danvers 
Carew


A distinguished gentlemen who is beaten to 
death by Hyde.


Mr Guest Utterson’s secretary and handwriting expert.


Vocabulary


aberration


abhorrent


allegory


allusion


anxiety


atavism


consciousness


debased


degenerate


depraved


duality


duplicity


epistolary


ethics


eugenics


feral


genre


metamorphosis


perversion


professional


respectability


restraint


savage


subconscious


suppression


supernatural


unorthodox


Victorian


Themes


The duality of 
human nature


Science and the 
unexplained


The 
supernatural


Reputation


Rationality


Urban terror


Secrecy and 
silence


Addiction


Context


Fin-de-siècle fears – at the end of the 19th


century, there were growing fears about: 
migration and the threats of disease; 
sexuality and promiscuity; moral 
degeneration and decadence.


Victorian values – from the 1850s to the 
turn of the century, British society 
outwardly displayed values of sexual 
restraint, low tolerance of crime, religious 
morality and a strict social code of conduct.


The implications of Darwinism and 
evolution haunted Victorian society. The 
idea that humans evolved from apes and 
amphibians led to worries about our lineage 
and about humanity’s reversion to these 
primitive states.


Physiognomy – Italian criminologist Cesare 
Lombroso (1835-1909) theorised that the 
‘born criminal’ could be recognised by 
physical characteristics, such as 
asymmetrical facial features, long arms or a 
sloping forehead.


Victorian London – the population of 1 
million in 1800 to 6.7 million in 1900, with a 
huge numbers migrating from Europe. It 
became the biggest city in the world and a 
global capital for politics, finance and trade. 
The city grew wealthy.


Urban terror – as London grew wealthy, so 
poverty in the city also grew. The 
overcrowded city became rife with crime. 
The crowd as something that could hide 
sinister individuals became a trope of 
Gothic and detective literature.


Robert Louis Stevenson was born and raised 
in Edinburgh, giving him the dual identity of 
being both Scottish and British. Edinburgh 
was a city of two sides - he was raised in the 
wealthy New Town area, but spent his 
youth exploring the darker, more sinister 
side of town.


Deacon Brodie – a respectable member of 
Edinburgh’s society and town councilor, 
William Brodie lead a secret life as a 
burglar, womaniser and gambler. He was 
hanged in 1788 for his crimes. As a youth, 
Stevenson wrote a play about him.


The Exam


Example Question: Starting with this extract, 
how does Stevenson present Mr Hyde as a 
frightening outsider?


Information: 45 minutes.  No choice of question.  
One extract followed by two bullet points, 
looking at first the extract, then the whole 
novella.  You must learn your key quotes as you 
will NOT have a copy of the novella in the exam. 


A01- Demonstrate an understanding of the 
question and text, use quotations to evidence 
understanding.  (12 Marks)


A02- Carefully analyse the language used by the 
writer and comment on the intended effect on 
the reader. Ensure that you include subject 
terminology in your response.  Comment where 
you can on structure/form. (12 Marks)


A03- Show understanding of  19th century 
contextual information, in particular knowledge 
of Victorian London and the gothic genre. (6 
Marks)


Be original, develop your own interpretations;
Be critical, give your own justified  opinions;
Get to grips with context- what effect does have on the novel & 
your understanding – consider  its application not just existence. 
Be sure to comment on how it relates to the themes. 


Stretch yourself
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GCSE DRAMA – ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION 


TERMINOLOGY 


ACCENT The way the voice is affected by where you come 
from. 


BODY 
LANGUAGE 


The way that you use your body to communicate 
with others. 


COMIC RELIEF A short comic break from serious events. 
DIALOGUE Words that are spoken on stage. 
DIRECT 
ADDRESS 


The actor speaks to the audience 


DRAMATIC 
IRONY 


When the audience knows something that the 
characters don’t 


EMPHASIS Putting stress on a word or phrase when speaking. 
ENSEMBLE A group of actors performing together. 
FACIAL 
EXPRESSION 


The way that you use your face to communicate 
with others. 


GAIT The way an actor walks 
GESTURE Communicating using your hands or arms. 
LEVELS Using your body or staging to create different 


heights. 
NATURALISTIC A performance that looks like real life. 
NON-
NATURALISTIC 


A performance using theatrical techniques - does 
not look like real life. 


ORIENTATION The direction that an actor is facing. 
PHYSICALITY The way that you use your body to communicate 


with the audience. 
PACE The speed of your speech. 
PAUSE Putting a small break or beat between words. 
PITCH How high or low (musically) your voice is. 
POSTURE The way that you sit or stand. 
PROLOGUE A section at the start of the play that introduces it. 
PROXEMICS The distance between actors. 
STATUS How important a character is 
SUB-TEXT A meaning which is not directly stated but hinted at 
TONE How the voice is affected by emotion. 
TRANSITION The way the actors move between one scene and 


another 
VOLUME  How loud or quiet your voice is. 


 


 







SECTION 1 – ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE THEATRE 


Theatre Makers Roles and Responsibilities 


ASM Assistant Stage Manager – helps the Stage Manager 
Choreographer Member of the production team responsible for setting dances and 


movement sequences. 
Costume 
designer 


The person who designs the costumes for a performance. The 
costume department of a theatre is often called the wardrobe. 


Director In charge of the artistic elements of a production. A director will often 
have the initial creative idea (‘concept’) for a production, will work with 
the actors in rehearsal, and will collaborate with designers and the 
technical team to realise this idea in performance. 


Dramatist Someone who takes existing material and turns it into a play or 
musical. 


Lighting 
designer 


Responsible for designing the lighting states and, if required, special 
lighting effects for a performance. The final design will result in a 
lighting plot which is a list of the lighting states and their cues. 


Lyricist  Author of the text of a musical / words of a song 
Playwright This is the name given to the person who writes the play. 
Performer An actor or entertainer who realises a role or performance in front of 


an audience. 
Puppet designer The person who designs the puppets for a performance. 
Set designer Responsible for the design of the set for a performance. They will 


work closely with the director and other designers so that there is unity 
between all the designs and the needs of the performance. 


Sound designer Responsible for designing the sound required for a performance. This 
may include underscoring, intro and outro music as well as specific 
effects. The final design will result in a sound plot which is a list of the 
sounds required and their cues. 


Stage Crew Responsible for moving props and scenery during the show and 
ensuring items under their responsibility are working and well 
maintained. 


Stage manager In charge of all aspects of backstage, including the backstage crew. 
They will oversee everything that happens backstage before, during 
and after a performance. During the rehearsal period, the Stage 
Manager and their team will make sure that all props are found or 
made, scene changes are rehearsed and smooth, and all other 
aspects of backstage are prepared. They are also in charge of the 
rehearsal schedule. 


Technician A person who works backstage either setting up technical equipment 
such as microphones or rigging lights before a production or operating 
technical equipment during a performance. 


Theatre 
manager 


Responsible for and manages the front-of- house team who deal with 
the audience during the production (for example, the box office 
manager, ushers and similar staff). 


Understudy An actor who studies another’s role so that they can take over when 
needed. 


 







                Staging positions 


 


             Staging configurations 


 


 







 
 
Proscenium/End-on Staging 
A stage where the audience sits on one side only is called a proscenium stage (you might know 
this as end-on staging). The audience faces one side of the stage directly, and normally sits at a 
lower height. 
 
Pros: Sight lines are excellent and work is easy to stage. 
Cons: The audience can feel quite removed from the action. 


 
Thrust Stage 
A stage that extends into the auditorium so that the audience is seated around three sides. 
 
Pros: The audience feel included and an intimate atmosphere is created. Having one end which 
is visible to all provides a ‘back’ to the stage. 
Cons: Sight lines can still be an issue. 


 
Theatre in the round 
An in-the-round stage is positioned at the centre of the audience - ie there is audience around the 
whole stage in a circular formation. This type of stage creates quite an intimate atmosphere, and is 
good for drama that needs audience involvement. 
 
Pros: An intimate and exciting atmosphere. Audience feel included. 
Cons: Sight lines can be very tricky. 
 
Traverse Stage 
A stage where the audience sits on two sides is called a traverse stage. Again, this type of stage 
is good for creating an intimate atmosphere. 
 
Pros: The audience on either side can clearly see work that happens at two sides. The 
audience can see each other, creating intimacy. 
Cons: The opposing sides of the audience might see two entirely different shows and sight lines 
are still an issue. 


 
Promenade Theatre 
In Promenade the staging or performance area may be set in various locations in a venue. The 
audience inhabit, not just watch, a space. They follow the action around. 
 
Pros: Can work brilliantly when locations suit the work presented. Interesting experience for the 
audience. 
Cons: Moving between locations can break the tension of the piece and take some time. 
 
Arena stage 
The audience are positioned all around the stage in a rectangular or square formation.  
 
Pros: The audience feel included. Creates an intimate atmosphere. 
Cons: Sight lines might be an issue so there needs to be lots of movement around the space. 
 







SECTION 2 – BLOOD BROTHERS 


GENERAL INFORMATION 


PLAYWRIGHT – Willy Russell 


BACKGROUD – Working class Liverpudlian – ex-teacher. 


CONTEXT – Set in Liverpool 1950’s – early 1980’s 


AIM – To show the disadvantages of growing up in a working class/lower class family. 


THEMES/ISSUES – Class, fate and superstition, nature/nurture, friendship. 


 


COSTUMES 


MRS JOHNSTONE 


MRS LYONS 


MR LYONS 


MICKEY – 7, 14, 18, 21 


EDWARD – 7, 14, 18, 21 


LINDA – 7, 14, 18, 21 


SETTINGS 


OUTSIDE THE JOHNSTONE’S 


INSIDE THE LYONS’ 


MICKEY’S SCHOOL 


EDWARD’S SCHOOL 


THE BUS 


‘OUTSIDE’ 


SECTION C – REVIEW OF LIVE THEATRE 


TITLE - Lovesong 


PLAYWRIGHT – Abi Morgan  


COMPANY - Frantic Assembly 


THEATRE – Lyric Theatre - London 


CHARACTERS + ACTORS – BILLY – SAM COX, MAGGIE – SIAN PHILLIPS 


5 QUOTATIONS 


 





		Arena stage






Christian Beliefs and Teachings  
Creeds: Statements of Faith which sum up the basic beliefs of the Christian Faith e.g. Apostles Creed: “I believe in God, the 


Father almighty, creator of heaven and earth. I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy 


Spirit and born of the virgin Mary….’ 


Churches: Different denominations or groups of churches. 1054: Faith split into Western Roman Christianity (Catholic 


Christianity) led by the Pope, and Eastern Orthodox Christianity. Further splits include Baptist, Methodist, Pentecostal etc. 


Bible: Collection of 66 books. Divided in to 2 sections, the Old Testament and New Testament. Old Testament – Starts with 


Genesis (39 books in total) and contains the history of the Jewish people e.g. Adam, Isaac, Moses and David.  New Testament – 


starts with the 4 Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke and John) which are about the life of Jesus. Remember Jesus was Jewish. The 


New Testament is further made up of other books and letters that record the spread of Faith.  


 


Nature of God  


Immanent:  God is with us, involved in His creation. Active in the world. Jesus is an example of this aspect of God.  


Transcendent:  God is beyond space and time, not controlled by either. So God is eternal (never born, never to die – ‘begotten 


not made’). God has continuous existence outside the created world, and is free from the limitations inherent in matter. 


Personal:  We can use human terms to describe this God. We can speak to and listen to this God, and can enjoy a relationship 


with God. 


Impersonal:  We can’t describe this God, because God is too immense/ vast. God is beyond human capability of description or 


understanding - we can only worship God. 


Holy: Christians consider God to be holy, which means something set apart from everything else for a special purpose and 


worthy of worship.  


 


Trinity: The belief that there are three persons in the One God (Monotheist); the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are separate, 


but are also one being. 


God the Father: The loving creator and sustainer of the universe - ‘Our Father in heaven’. The Lord’s Prayer 


God the Son: The saviour who became incarnate (born in flesh) and lived, died and rose again. Jesus. When Jesus was baptised, 


the Holy Spirit descended live a dove and a voice said ‘You are my Son…’  (Luke 3: 22) 


God the Holy Spirit: the source of strength which Christians find at work in their hearts.  At Jesus’ final meeting on Earth with 


his disciples, Jesus said to them, ‘Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of 


the Son and of the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 28:19). 


Scripture/sacred writings: The Nicene creed says ‘We believe in One God, the Father, the almighty, maker of heaven and earth.’ 


The ‘Word’ referred to in John 1:1-3 not only picks up the idea of God creating though his word i.e. ‘Let there be light’ but also 


refers to Jesus – the Word – the Son; this shows the trinity was present in Creation. 


Influence/Impact: In Baptism ceremonies the Trinity is mentioned throughout i.e. The vicar will say ‘NAME, I baptise you in the 


name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen’. Many Hymns mention the Trinity. Humans are made in the 


image of God and should show that same unity, of love and equality in their relationships. 


 


Omnipotent: Almighty, having unlimited power; a quality of God.  In order to be the perfect ‘Supreme being’, it is important 


that God is omnipotent. God can do anything that it makes sense for God to do – doing something morally wrong would be 


contradictory for a God who is all good.    


Sacred writings: When the Angel Gabriel spoke to Mary when she questioned her forth coming pregnancy: ‘Nothing is 


impossible with God.’ Luke 1:37.  


Evidence: The creation of the universe, wonders of the universe, miracles performed by Jesus and miracles in the modern world. 


E.g. Jesus calming the storm in St Mark’s Gospel.  


Benevolent: God is All-loving, all-good; a quality of God. Loves humans, wants the best for us and created us out of His love. 


Agape love: Agape love is self-giving love which expects nothing in return. Jesus’ death on the Cross shows Agape love - his 


sacrifice allowed humans to have a relationship with God and to enter Heaven in the after-life. 


Sacred writings/ scripture: ‘God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not 


perish but have eternal life’ (John 3:16). The Parable of the Prodigal Son illustrates this love (Luke 15:11 -32). (Matthew 5) ‘Love 


is patient, love is kind. It does not envy… Love never fails’ (1 Corinthians 13:4-8). 


Influence/Impact: love each other in their daily lives - treating everybody with care and respect.  1 Corinthians passage is often 


read at Weddings because this description is seen as important. Give to charities such as Tear fund (‘love your neighbour’ - 


neighbour is anyone in the world in need – Good Samaritan).   


 


Justice: bringing about what is right and fair according to the law, or making up for a wrong that has been committed.  


God is also believed to be the perfect giver of justice. This not only means deciding on right and wrong but being the perfect judge 


of human character. (Link with judgement day) 


Sacred writings/ scripture: The Prophet Amos told his audience to ‘let justice roll on like a river’.   Jesus ‘In everything, do to 


others what you would have them do to you’ (Matthew 7:12). 


Influence: Christians should try to prevent injustice, prejudice and oppression wherever they encounter them (e.g. work of Martin 


Luther King). They also believe that God will judge them fairly in the afterlife so that they will be rewarded if they have been just 


to others and be accepted into Heaven.  Buy Fair trade products to bring justice to those being paid unfairly.  







The problem of suffering and evil: For theists who believe that God is benevolent (all-good and all-loving), omniscient (all-


knowing) and omnipotent (all-powerful) it raises problems.  


Answers: FREE WILL - God gave free-will despite the risks that we would use our freedom to hurt others. John 10: 18 Jesus 


talks about freewill saying “No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord” THE FALL: Evil came into the world 


through Adam and Eve’s disobedience, sometimes called ‘original sin’. ‘1.Corinthians 15: 45 “The Scriptures tell us, "The first 


man, Adam, became a living person." But the last Adam--that is, Christ--is a life-giving Spirit” THE DEVIL: Many Christians 


believe in the existence of an evil force which they call the Devil or Satan – tempts them.   


Purpose:  Suffering can make us appreciate things that we take for granted. Education for our souls - It can make us a better or 


stronger person. TEST of FAITH: Job 1: 12"All right, you may test him". PUNISHMENT for sin and that it can teach us a lesson. 


CAN’T EXPLAIN IT: It should be a trigger for action for showing the love of Jesus to their fellow humans.  


 


Creation: The account of God making the world and universe found in Genesis. Days: 1- light and dark, 2- Sky, 3- land and 


plants, 4- sun, moon and stars, 5 – birds and sea creatures, 6- animals and humans in God’s image.  


Literal understanding: The account of God creating all the different kinds of creatures in 6 days and then resting on the 7 is 


exactly how creation happened. The writings of the Bible were directly inspired by God and so there are no mistakes. 


(Fundamentalist/ Creationist Christians). 


Non-Literal understanding: Each day represents a phase of time, it was created in a certain order. The Hebrew word ‘iom’ 


means stream of events. This means that there were six periods of time and they could be over thousands or even millions of 


years. A Christian who believes this can also believe in the Big-bang and evolution as the longer time frame makes them 


compatible. Creation account is WHY we are here and the science tells us HOW.  


Myth understanding: The meaning is what is important. It is a story to tell us that God created the world and everything in it and 


that humans have a special place in creation. We are created in God’s image. It also teaches that every aspect of God’s creation 


was good. Can believe in the Big-Bang and evolution - God created the world through them and is the cause of the Big-bang.  


God is transcendent (outside time and space). (How and why – as above) 


Scripture/Sacred Writings: “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2The earth was formless and void, and 


darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters. 3Then God said, “Let 


there be light”; and there was light. 4God saw that the light was good” (Genesis 1:1-4). 


 “Then God said, "Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so that they may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds 


in the sky, over the livestock and all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move along the ground”. Genesis 1:26. 


Genesis 1:31 ‘God saw all that He had made, and it was very good’. 


Impact/Influence: Christians believe that we live in an ordered world created and sustained by God humans are not a result of 


chance but has meaning and purpose. This can encourage Christians to have a positive approach to life even when things go 


wrong. Being made in God’s image means everyone is of value, regardless of their physical, mental or intellectual capabilities - 


responsibility to treat all equally and with respect. Good stewardship – rather than exploiting the earth.  


 


Incarnation: God in human form: In – carn (flesh) - in flesh.  Jesus (person of the Trinity – The Son) 


Scripture/Sacred writing: The Catechism of the Catholic Church states:   ‘… Jesus is inseparately true God and true man. He 


is truly the son of god who, without ceasing to be God and Lord, became man and our brother.’  JOHN 1: 14 “the word became 


flesh and made his dwelling among us”  and also ‘Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God, something 


to be used to his own advantage; rather, he made himself nothing by taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human 


likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death – even death on a cross!’ 


Philippians 2:5-11 – Laid aside knowledge of God (omniscience) to become man.  


Virgin Birth: ‘This is how the birth of Jesus the Messiah came about: His mother Mary was pledged to be married to Joseph, but 


before they came together, she was found to be pregnant through the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 1:18.) 


 


Son of God: Christians believe that the Jewish Prophesy about the Messiah came true in Jesus’ life: He was born in Bethlehem. 


The Lord says, ‘Bethlehem, you are one of the smallest towns in Judah, but out of you I will bring a ruler for Israel, whose family 


line goes back to ancient times’ (Micah 5:2). He worked many signs and wonders (miracles), healing the sick. The blind will be 


able to see, and the deaf will hear. The lame will leap and dance’ (Isaiah 35:5-6). 


However, he did not fight the Romans and there were no earth-shaking changes - doubt as to who he really was is the main reason 


for split between Christianity and Judaism. Many Jews could not, and still cannot, see how Jesus could have been the Messiah if 


he did not change everything and bring peace on earth. 


Impact/Influence of the incarnation: Christians see the incarnation as a model for how they should live. 1 John 4: 10-11 ‘Dear 


friends, since God so loved us, we also ought to love one another’. This humility and selfless love for others can be seen in the 


lives of some Christians e.g. Mother Teresa left the relative comfort of her convent to live among the poorest people of India as 


one of them. Father Kolbe offered his own life in order to save another’s in Auschwitz. Practically help others rather than just pray 


– action is needed too.  


 


Jesus’ Crucifixion and Resurrection:  


Crucifixion: Christian theology teaches that Christ's death provided a sacrifice for the sins all mankind, making the crucifix, or 


cross, one of the defining symbols of Christianity.   



http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-2.htm

http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-3.htm

http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-4.htm





Why did Jesus die? The Sanhedrin were fed up of Jesus claiming that he was the son of God! They disapproved of the way he 


interpreted the Torah and Talmud (Jewish scripture) and they feared that he would become more popular as he already had quite a 


large group of followers (disciples). Pilate was not that interested in Jesus so the Sanhedrin told him that Jesus was causing riots 


and telling people not to pay taxes. Because of this Pilate agreed to give Jesus another trial and let the people decide! Christians 


believe that Jesus had to die to fulfil God’s commands for him. Without Jesus’ death, human beings could not be reunited with  


God and could not enter heaven. Human beings had strayed from God’s ways separating themselves from Him; Jesus’ sacrificial 


death would atone (make up for) that separation.  


 


Jesus' final hours on the cross lasted from approximately 9 a.m. To 3 p.m. a period of about six hours. 


Mark recorded that for the final 3 hours of the crucifixion the land was dark – some Christians believe that Mark used this as a 


symbol of judgement from God. Mark also said that the Temple curtain that separated the most sacred parts of the building from 


the rest was torn in two - symbol that Jesus’ death destroyed the barrier of sin that had separated humanity from God, making it 


possible for everyone – Jew and non-Jew to have access to God.  


 


Scripture/ Sacred writings: Luke 23: 34 ‘Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they don’t know what they are doing’. Luke 23 
42 ‘Then he said, “Jesus, remember me when you come into your Kingdom.” 43 And Jesus replied, “I assure you, today you will be 


with me in paradise.” Luke 23:46 ‘Jesus called out with a loud voice ‘Father, into your hands I commit my spirit’.  When he said 


this, he breathed his last.’ According to Mark 15:39 one of the Roman centurions said ‘Surely this man was the Son of God!’  


John 19:30 “it is finished!” Then he bowed his head and gave up his spirit.” Jesus knew that his mission was now finished. 


Influence/Impact: Confidence to accept Jesus’ sacrifice, sin can no longer destroy their lives because Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross 


made forgiveness possible. God forgives those who faithfully ask. Helps them to cope with suffering. God understands what it 


feels like to suffer as he suffered himself through Jesus.  


 


Resurrection: Rising from the dead. Jesus rising from the dead on Easter day. An event recorded in all four Gospels and the 


central belief of Christianity.  


Events of the Resurrection: Christians believe that it is an actual event in history. Jesus is buried. Once Jesus was dead, and the 


Roman guards made sure that he was, a man called Joseph from Arimathea asked for the body of Jesus so he could bury it. As 


there was little time to bury Jesus because it was the Sabbath and religious observance was due to start, he laid the body of Jesus 


in a cave-like tomb and rolled a large stone to bock the entrance.   


Scripture/Sacred Writings: Luke 24: 1-7 “On the first day of the week, very early in the morning, the women took the spices 


they had prepared and went to the tomb. 2 They found the stone rolled away from the tomb, 3 but when they entered, they did not 


find the body of the Lord Jesus. 4 While they were wondering about this, suddenly two men in clothes that gleamed like lightning 


stood beside them. 5 In their fright the women bowed down with their faces to the ground, but the men said to them, “Why do you 


look for the living among the dead? 6 He is not here; he has risen! Remember how he told you, while he was still with you in 


Galilee: 7 ‘The Son of Man must be delivered over to the hands of sinners, be crucified and on the third day be raised again.’ ”  


Christians believe that the resurrection is significant evidence of the divine nature of Jesus. For 40 days Jesus appeared to 


several people, including the disciples telling each that he had risen from the dead as he had predicted to them when he was alive.  


According to the Gospel of John a young man in white revealed himself to Mary Magdalene as Jesus come back to life.  


The story spread quickly and that there were several different witnesses to the claim that he had risen.  These are known as the 


‘resurrection appearances’. In most of them Jesus is not immediately recognised, either there was something different in his 


appearance or nobody expected to see him. The stories all stress the physical nature of Jesus’ appearance (he wasn’t a ghost!)  


Evidence for Christians: Romans could not have stolen the body  as they would have produced it when Christians were causing 


problems for the Roman Empire; it wasn’t the wrong tomb as the women went when he was buried; the Romans checked he was 


dead so didn’t just resuscitate and couldn’t have moved the stone anyway; wouldn’t use women as reliable witnesses – if you were 


making it up would choose men; Peter went from denying Jesus to standing in front of the authorities and refused to be quiet; 


many of the disciples were killed for their beliefs in Jesus. St Paul changed from a Jew who hated Christians to a Christian who 


was one of the early leaders of the Church after he believed he had met the resurrected Jesus on the Road to Damascus. 


Impact/Influence: Christians believe it proves the claims of Jesus about being the Son of God. Christians believe that by 


accepting Jesus, they can also be resurrected in some way. Therefore they have no need to fear death. God can forgive their sins 


and if they follow the teachings of Christianity they can become closer to God in this life and beyond. 


 


The Ascension This is the event 40 days after the resurrection when Jesus returned to God – the Father, in heaven. (Luke’s 


Gospel) A longer account is found in Acts 1:3-11.  Jesus took his disciples to Bethany (a place) and blessed them. He was then 


taken up into heaven. In Acts it says that a cloud ‘received him out of their sight’. 


Some Christians believe it is not a literal story but an image to stress the completion to Jesus’ work on Earth and also his Divine 


Kingship. Some Fundamentalist Christians do take the event literally in terms of Jesus being hidden by a cloud and disappearing 


into another dimension. 


Scripture/Sacred Writings: Luke 24: 50 – 53 “When he had led them out to the vicinity of Bethany, he lifted up his hands and 


blessed them.  While he was blessing them, he left them and was taken up into heaven. 52 Then they worshiped him and returned to 


Jerusalem with great joy. And they stayed continually at the temple, praising God.” 


Impact/Influence: Stay faithful to God as the ascension paves the way for the Holy Spirit – Jesus promised he would be with 


them through this comforter. Gives hope that good will triumph over evil and that God keeps his promises.  



http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/a/jesusfinalhours.htm

http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/a/jesusfinalhours.htm

http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/a/jesusfinalhours.htm

http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/a/jesusfinalhours.htm





Sin: An action or thought, which separates humans from God and each other (against God’s laws and wishes). It is behaviour 


which is against God’s laws and wishes or against principles of morality.  


Original Sin: A Christian doctrine developed by Augustine that says that everyone is born with a built-in urge to do bad things 


and disobey God.  The Fall: Story of Adam and Eve – Some Christians believe it is a literal story, others that it is a parable to 


show that humans have turned away from God. Adam and Eve despite the paradise they lived in sinned against God by breaking 


an instruction from God. The instruction was not to eat fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. The serpent tempted 


them and said that when they ate the fruit they would become like God Himself, they gave in and ate it. This was the first 


(original) sin. Once they had done this they became aware of sin through their own sinful action, an awareness that is shared by all 


humans descended from them.  


Temptation: Humans are tempted to do things to displease God (drugs, excessive spending, harming others). 


Satan: Tempts humans to disobey God. Many have interpreted the serpent that tempts Eve to eat the fruit to represent Satan (the 


devil) who is seen as a force of evil.  


Free will: If people use their free will to make choices that God would not approve of (sins) they will separate themselves from 


God. 


How to resist temptation: The Ten Commandments in Exodus 20:1-9; For example: Verses:  13 “You shall not murder, 14 “You 


shall not commit adultery, 15 “You shall not steal”. The Beatitudes which are teachings of Jesus found in Matthew 5 1-12 (which 


include: 5:9 -Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God) and other Christian teachings give Christians 


guidance so Christians can use their free will wisely.  


 


Salvation: The act of saving someone from sin or evil: the state of being saved from sin or evil. For Christians it means to be 


saved from sin and the consequences of it, granted eternal life with God. 


Christians believe Jesus’ death by Crucifixion was a deliberate act to save humanity from the consequences of Sin and to 


restore our relationship with God. Jesus’ death makes up for the original sin by Adam and Eve. Jesus’ resurrection three days 


after his death, shows Christians that death has been defeated and that the goodness of Jesus had defeated the evil of sin.  God in 


Christ offered salvation: that is, the cancelling out of original sin and the promise of eternal life.  Jesus is referred to as the second 


Adam as he saves humanity from original sin. 


Grace: A quality which God shows to humans by providing love and support which they do not need to earn.  


Scripture/Sacred writing: John 3:16 ‘For God so loved the world that HE gave HIS one and only SON, that whoever believes in 


HIM shall not perish but have eternal life’. “For since death came through a man, the resurrection of the dead also comes through 


a man. For as in Adam all die, so in Christ all will be made alive” 1 Corinthians 15:21. “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift 
of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 6:23). 


Impact/Influence: Believe that through Jesus’ death and resurrection, humans can receive forgiveness for sin, are able to get 


close to God and will receive eternal life. 


Salvation through Works: Some Christians follow this approach which is called ‘salvation through works’. You have to earn the 


relationship with God through doing good things and avoiding sin.  E.g. by following the 10 Commandments Exodus 20:1-9 For 


example 13“You shall not murder”, 14 “You shall not commit adultery”, 15 “You shall not steal”. 


Salvation through Grace: Salvation is a free gift to those who have faith in Jesus as the Messiah and Son of God and accept what 


he has done for them through his death and resurrection. This faith brings salvation. Jesus in his teachings explained that what 


pleases his Father is the thoughts in our minds and the love for God and others in our hearts is actually far more important. 


Romans 10:10: “For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you profess your faith 


and are saved.” The word ‘grace’ occurs many times in the New Testament and refers to the unconditional love that God shows 


to everyone (underserved). God loves humans despite what we do or do not do. Jesus’ parable of the Prodigal Son is an example. 


Salvation through Spirit (Closely linked with Grace) The Spirit of God gives Christians the power to keep his law/ the Holy 


Spirit lives in Christians and makes them gradually more like Jesus and in this way Christians become the sons and daughters of 


God.  Galatians 4:6-7 “And because you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!” 7 So 


you are no longer a slave, but a son, and if a son, then an heir through God”. Christians believe that they continue to receive God’s 


grace through the presence in their hearts of the Holy Spirit which enables them to try to show love as Jesus did. 


Impact/ Influence: Believe that they are saved through Grace is being saved by believing in God rather than anything they can 


do. Hymns which are sung in Christian worship often refer to the act of salvation through the Grace of God.  E.g. Amazing Grace 


by John Newton. Offers hope for the after-life when they die. They feel that they are forgiven for any sin.  


 


Atonement: The reconciliation (bringing together) of God and humankind through the sacrifice (sacrificial death) of Jesus Christ. 


Atonement means the restoring of the relationship between people and God. God is holy and so does not overlook sin. Jesus took 


the sins upon himself and suffered the penalty for all humankind. He was the only one who could do this. 


Scripture/Sacred writings: The Bible says atonement removes the effects of sin 1 John 2:1-2 “… if anybody does sin, we have 


an advocate with the Father – Jesus Christ, the Righteous One. He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and not only ours but also 


for the sins of the whole world.” 


Reconciliation: This is the restoration of a relationship. Christians believe that the relationship between God and humans was so 


damaged that drastic action was needed – God’s self-sacrifice in Jesus. 


Impact/Influence:  Follow Jesus’ example: Work as a volunteer with the homeless in Manchester with an organisation called 


‘Mustard Tree’ to bring social justice; Train and take a job as a nurse to help others. Mass: this is a ceremony, also called 


Eucharist, in which the sacrificial death and resurrection of Jesus is celebrated using bread and wine. Christians carry out this 







ceremony in Church services or even in small groups in a home when having a time of studying the Bible together to remember 


Jesus’ sacrifice and to thank Jesus for their salvation.  


 


After life: What Christians believe follows life on earth. 


Day of Judgement: A time when the world will end and every soul will be judged by God and rewarded or punished. Jesus taught 


that God’s love and mercy are unconditional, though many of the parables (stories) he told speak about God’s judgement after 


death.  Christianity teaches that there will be a Judgement Day at the end of time and all will be judged by Jesus according to how 


they behaved.  The Nicene Creed states that Jesus ‘will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead’.  Jesus will make 


and deliver the judgement.  


Day of Judgement: Roman Catholic Beliefs: The Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church states there are two judgments: The 


particular judgement occurs immediately after each individuals’ death and the general or final judgement takes place at the 


Second Coming (of Jesus) which is when many Christians believe that Jesus will return to the Earth in Glory. Jesus will judge 


those who are still alive and those who are dead and as a result of this judgement they will be sent to heaven or hell.  


Important parables about Judgement : The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16: 19-31) warns that ignoring the needs of others 


may have eternal consequences and The Parable of the Sheep and the Goats (Matthew 25:31-46) warns that on Judgement Day 


some will be rewarded in heaven for helping others - when they served others they were serving God.  The goats, those who did 


not help others are condemned because they did not. 


 


Resurrection of the Dead - that the dead will be restored to life. They have this hope because they believe that Jesus resurrected 


from the dead. It is also based on his teaching. Some Christians believe that it is a Spiritual resurrection, others that it is a 


physical resurrection. Sometimes the life cycle of the butterfly is used to illustrate this teaching about the resurrection life - there 


is a continuity of identity. Catholic and some Orthodox Churches – resurrection is a bodily one and that people will once again 


receive their old body but transformed into a glorified state in which suffering will not exist.  


Scripture/Sacred writings ‘I believe in… the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen.’ (Apostles) Creed. St Paul 


said belief in Jesus’ resurrection was central to Christian faith. ‘And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile…. If only for 


this life we have hope in Christ, we are to be pitied more than all men’ (1 Corinthians 15: 17, 19). ‘The body that is sown is 


perishable, it is raised imperishable…. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body’ (1 Corinthians 15:42, 44)  


Impact/Influence:  Christians have a hope that there is life after death.e.g. prayer at the funeral service ‘you promised eternal life 


to those who believe…’. If resurrection is a reality for people once they have died then life after death must be too. Gives hope in 


the face of death. Many Christians believe that the resurrection and the coming of the Holy Spirit means that they can feel God’s 


presence in their life, gives them confidence of God’s love the love.  


 


Heaven: Christianity teaches that heaven is a state of being, not a physical place. It is being with God outside time and space.  


Heaven is where they experience the presence of God forever – eternally.  


Scripture/Sacred Writings: “He [God] will wipe away every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or 


crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away (Revelation 21:4). Revelation 4 ‘a rainbow, resembling an emerald’ 


encircling the throne of God. From this throne comes ‘flashes of lightening, rumblings and pearls of thunder’. 


Impact/Influence:  Heaven encourages Christians to serve God and be obedient to Him. Heaven can be a comfort in times of 


suffering – this suffering will pass and they have hope for the future.  


Who goes to heaven?  4 different Christian views 


- “Only Christians go to heaven”. In John 14 (Jesus) “I am the way the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father 


except through me”. Belief in Jesus and following his teaching is also important.  


- All those who call themselves Christians act of being baptised into the faith is almost a guarantee of Heaven. 


- All who have lived good, principled lives and pleased God in doing so. 


- Universalism: ultimately everyone will respond to God’s love and this means that everyone will go to Heaven.  


 


Hell: The place of being without God or of eternal suffering. Many Christians reject those literal views of hell. Biblical 


descriptions of hell are symbolic – hell is eternal separation from God. This separation results from the deliberate rejection of 


any relationship with God so hell is not what God decides for people or what He wants but is a result of Free Will – free choice. 


Annihilation: this means to be completely destroyed so no longer exist. Hell is where the body and soul both cease to exist at the 


point of physical death. Catholic Church’s Catechism which states ‘God predestines NO ONE to go to hell; for this, a wilful 


TURNING AWAY FROM GOD… is necessary and persistence in it until the end’.  


 


Purgatory: Only Roman Catholics believe in purgatory. They think this is a middle place between Heaven and Hell. 


In purgatory you pay for your sins and when you have done this you can enter Heaven. 


This means that Roman Catholics will pray for dead people. They pray that their time in purgatory will be reduced. 


After death the soul goes to purgatory if it is destined for Heaven. Purgatory is a place of purification for the soul, so that it can 


become pure and holy enough to enter Heaven. It is not a physical place.  
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America 1920-1973: Opportunity and inequality 
Part 2 – Bust: Americans’ experiences of the Depression and the New Deal 


American society during the Depression 
 
Unemployment – The Wall Street Crash 
in 1929 triggered a wave of 
unemployment. The Crash occurred 
when speculators could not afford to 
repay loans they had borrowed to buy 
shares. Businesses went bankrupt which lead to unemployment 
which peaked at 14m in 1933. This was worse in towns such as 
Cleveland where 50% were unemployed. Unemployment lead to 
homelessness. In 1932, 250,000 lost their homes and lived in 
Hoovervilles.  No social security meant people relied on charities 
and soup kitchens 
Farmers – Due to new technology and overproduction, farmers 
had not been part of the 20’s boom. The Depression was even 
worse for them as many could not afford to pay their mortgage so 
were evicted. Dust bowl conditions ruined land so 2.5m migrated 
to California in search of work 
Businessmen – Between 1929 and 1933, 10,000 banks closed and 
100,000 businesses went bankrupt. Production fell by 40% and 
exports fell from $10bn to $3bn 
Hoover’s responses – Hoover believed in a laissez fair approach to 
the economy, promising people prosperity was ‘just around the 
corner’. He did try to cut taxes, raised tariffs and set up the 
Reconstruction Finance Company. However, he was seen as a ‘do 
nothing’ President which was made worse by his treatment of the 
Bonus Army in June 1932. 
Election of Roosevelt – Roosevelt 
comfortably won the 1932 election, 
promising a ‘New Deal’. He was seen as 
pro-active, offering hope and 
optimism, winning 60% of the vote and 
42/48 states. This was the biggest election victory ever at the time.  


The effectiveness of the New Deal  
 
New Deal – offered Relief, Recovery and 
Reform, In his first Hundred Days, FDR restored 
confidence in the banks by closing then 
gradually reopening the good ones, and 
communicated his changes through fireside 
chats. Alphabet Agencies were set up to tackle 
certain issues: 
Unemployment – NRA controlled industry and 
boosted ages, PWA built schools, dams, bridges 
and airports, CCC helped 25m under 25’s find 
low paid conservation work  
Poverty – FERA provided soup kitchens, nursery 
care and blankets, HOLC rescued around 20% of 
mortgages 
Farmers – AAA set up quotas to avoid 
overproduction and gave machinery to farmers, 
TVA built dams and irrigation channels on the 
Tennessee River to create jobs and stop erosion 
Opposition – FDR faced opposition from the 
Republicans and Supreme Court who felt he 
was acting unconstitutionally by interfering too 
much in the economy and individual states’ 
freedom. Others such as Huey Long felt he 
wasn’t going far enough and that he had failed 
to tackle discrimination against African 
Americans 
Popular culture – 28m homes owned a radio, 
films continued to be popular with ‘talkies’ 
leading to a 1930’s Golden Age in Hollywood. 
These films helped take people’s minds off the 
Depression 


The impact of the Second World War 
 
Economic recovery – Outbreak of War for 
America lead to improved economic conditions. 
In 1942 FDR set up the War Productions Board, 
offering contracts to 100 big companies, leading 
to 500,000 new businesses being set up. Many of 
the New Deal opponents now supported the 
President. 14m American worked in factories 
during this time, others were drafted into the 
army, effectively ending unemployment.  
Lend Lease – was set up to send weapons to 
America’s allies immediately and allowing them 
to pay later. $10bn of good was exported to 
Europe, stimulating growth and jobs. By 1944 
the USA was making half of all of the world’s 
weapons. Civilians were encouraged to invest in 
war bonds that gave the government money 
now and were promised a return later 
Social developments – African Americans lives 
saw some change. 1, joined the army and 2m 
found work in northern factories. However 
discrimination continued in these areas too. 
500,000 joined the NAACP which campaigned for 
civil rights.  
African Americans and Women - % of women in 
employment rose from 35% in 1941 to 50% in 
1945, many replacing the men who had gone to 
fight. May worked in the electronics industry and 
making munitions. Women’s wages increased 
and 60% of managers said their best workers 
were women. However, prejudice also continued 
when men returned home.  
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Conflict and Tension: 1918 - 1939 
Part 1: The Treaty of Versailles 


Aims of the peacemakers 
 
Georges Clemenceau – Prime Minister 
of France.  Clemenceau was recognised 
as a tough and uncompromising 
politician.  He wanted to cripple 
Germany to make sure that it was never 
powerful enough to attack France again.  
Clemenceau also wanted to reduce is 
armed forces and make Germany pay compensation for 
the damage caused to France.   
 
David Lloyd George – Prime Minister of 
Britain. Lloyd George was elected by the 
British public because he promised to 
make Germany pay.  Many young British 
men had died in the war and the public 
wanted revenge but Lloyd George was 
more cautious than Clemenceau.  He 
was concerned that if Germany was treated too harshly 
they would want revenge.   
 
Woodrow Wilson – President of the 
USA. Most Americans did not see the 
need for revenge against Germany.  
Wilson was concerned that being too 
strict against Germany would start 
another war.  Wilson was an idealist 
and saw the way to prevent war as a world parliament 
called the League of Nations.  Wilson had a number of 
ideas for the future which were called his ‘Fourteen 
Points’. 
 


The Versailles Settlement 
 
These are the key points of the Versailles Settlement.   


• Article 231 was the War Guilt Clause – this 
meant Germany and their allies had to take full 
responsibility for the war. 


• German Army was limited to 100,000 men and 
conscription was not allowed.  


• The Rhineland, between France and Germany, 
was demilitarised.  This meant Germany could 
not put troops here.  


• Germany had to pay war reparations of £6.6 
billion.   


• Anschluss (political union between Germany 
and Austria) was forbidden.  


• Germany was not allowed any tanks or an air 
force.  


• Germany was not allowed to join the League of 
Nations. 


• The Saar was placed under the control of the 
League of Nations for 15 years.  


• Germany lost 10% of its land including Alsace 
Lorraine which was handed to France.  


• Germany’s colonies in Africa were given to the 
League of Nations to govern as a mandate.  This 
meant Britain and France controlled them. 


  
Other treaties included: 
Treaty of Trianon – Hungry  
Treaty of Sèvres – Ottoman Empire 
Treaty of Neuilly – Bulgaria  
Treaty of Saint-Germain – Austria  


Impact of the treaty and wider settlement 
  
Germany felt the Treaty of Versailles was unfair 
and felt humiliated. 
There were revolts in Germany when the 
government signed the Treaty.   
The Wiemar Constitution, rules for a new 
democratic Germany are drawn up.   
 
January 1923 – Germany missies a reparations 
payment and France invades the Rhur (a key 
German industrial area).   
November 1923 – Hyperinflation takes effect 
and everyday goods increase in price.  A loaf of 
bread costs 200,000 million marks.  
August 1924 – America lends Germany 800 
million marks to help rebuild their economy (The 
Dawes Plan). 
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Y11 French Knowledge Organiser


Must Know Infinitives
aider to help
aigir – to act
affronter to confront
eassayer de to try
distribuer to give out
accueillir to welcome
voyager to travel
soutenir to support
apporter to bring / provide
soigner to care for
payer to pay
devenir to become
basailer to take a turn for
the worse
élargir to broaden
prendre conscience de 
become aware of
sensibiliser raise awareness
propager to spread
se focaliser to focus, 
concentrate
s’occuper de to look after
lutter to fight
récolter to collect


Je peux / on peut


+
In


fi
n


it
ve


fo
rm


of
 t


h
e


ve
rb


I can / One can


il est dangereux de It is dangerous
to


il faut faire attention à You have to pay
attention to


il est important de/d’ It is important


je devrais / on devrait I sgould/ One
should


Le mieux c’est de The best thing is


Le pire c’est de the worst thing
is


J’ai décidé de I decided


Je viens de I have just


il faudrait It should


J’ai l’intention de I intend to


Il faut You have to


Il vaut mieux It is best to


Il vaudrait mieux It would be 
better to


Key Structures


Subjunctive / Complex Language
Il est à souhaiter que + It is to be hoped that
Il est essentiel que + It is essential that
il est temps que  +  it is time that
il faut que + It is necessary that
je crains que I fear that (add ne before next verb)
il est surprenant que it is surprising that


Social Issues


Subjunctive verbs
I /one do je fasse
I /one can/ may je puisse
I am je sois
I have j’aie
One is on soit
One has on ait


Vocabulary
le chômage - unemployment
un chômeur – unemployed person
l’emploi work, employment
un sans abri a homeless person
SDF (sans domicile fixe) homeless
les dettes debts
le SIDA - AIDS
une enquête inquiry, investigation
la pauvrété poverty
les plus pauvres the most poor
la communauté the community
être bénévole to be a volunteer
les cartons alimentaires food boxes
les colis alimentaires food parcels/packages
les personnes défavorisées disadvantaged people
le loyer rent
le logement accommodation
donner son temps to give one’s time
avoir les moyens to be able to afford
se faire renvoyer to lose one’s job
les Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) Doctors 
without Borders
gentillesse kindness
les (personnes) plus démenuies the most in need
les associations locales local associations
la première cause the main cause
une bonne cause a good cause
des raisons économiques economic reasons
à cause de because of
une soupe populaire soup kitchen
un porte-parole a spokesperson
le soutien support
récolter des biens / des fonds collect funds / goods
signer une pétition to sign a petition
sous la seuil de la pauvreté poverty line
le but principal the main goal/aim
donner les vieux vêtements à to give old clothes to
une association caritative a charity
les compétences skills


to try essayer


I  try j’essaie
Do you try? Tu essaies


he/she/ it /one
tries


Il/elle/on
essaie


We try Nous
essayons


You try vous essayez
They try ils essaient


Adverbs of Time
toujours always


Souvent often
Chaque jour every day
D’habitude usually
Hier yesterday
Demain tomorrow
Le weekend at the w/end


Conditional Would
J’aiderais I would help
Je passerais I would spend
J’irais I would go
Je ferais I would do
je soutiendrais - I would support
je voyeragerais I would travel
je prendrais I would take
je deviendrais I would become


Useful Phrases
mon père s’est fait renvoyer my dad lost his job
Je dois faire plus de dons I should donate more
avoir besoin de to be in need of
pour acheter à manger to buy food
en travaillant whilst working
en donnant mon temps giving my time
je crois que tous doivent travailler bénévolement I believe that
everyone should do voluntary work
un sujet qui me teint à cœur a subject close to my heart


to support essayer


I  support je soutiens
Do you support? Tu soutiens


he/she/ it /one
support


Il/elle/on
soutient


We support Nous
soutenons


You support vous soutenez
They support ils soutiennent


Present Tense


Conditional – take 
the infinitive and add
je – ais
tu – ais
il – ait
nous – ions
vous – iez
ils - aient


Irregular stems
être – ser
avoir – aur
aller – ir
faire - fer
essayer – essaier
pouvoir – pourr
voir – verr
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Stem changing 
verbs


Soler (o-ue)
Jugar (u-ue)
Querer (e-i)


Giving complex justifications
Ya que me relaja – seen as it relaxes me
me hace olvidarme de todo – It makes me forget everything
Debido a que es relajante/divertido – Due to it being 
relaxing/fun
lo encuentro irritante – I find it irritating
Me emociona – It excites me
Ayuda aliviar el estrés – It helps to relive stress


Direct Object Pronouns
Lo/la/los/las


Lo + conjugated verb
e.g. Lo juego – I play it


Infinitive + lo
e.g. me gusta jugarlo – I like to play it


Perfect tense
He
Has
Ha
Hemos
Habéis
Han


Imperfect
Used to describe repetitive actions in the past e.g. I 
used to 


When I was young I used to play the piano
Cuando era jóven tocaba el piano
AR verbs – aba
ER/IR verbs ía


Opinions
Me chifla – I love
Me mola – I  love
No aguanto – I can’t stand
No soporto – I can’t stand


INFINITIVE


TIME PHRASES
Ahora – Now
Todavía - Still
Antes - Before
Ya no – Not anymore 
Todavía no – Still not
Aún no – Not yet
Cada noche – Each night
Los fines de semana – At the weekends
Cuando era jóven – When I was young


PAST PARTICIPLE


e.g. He jugado – I have played
¿Has salido al cine? – Have you 
gone out to the cinema


Common 
irregular past 


participles


Visto – seen
Hecho – done


Ido – been 
(from Ir)


Sido – been 
(from Ser)


https://studyspanish.com/verb-flashcards


AR verbs – ado
ER/IR verbs -ido


Irregulars
Iba – I used to go
Era – I used to be


Veía – I used to watch


IMPRESSIVE STRUCTURES
Si pudiera + conditional
e.g. Si pudiera praticaría el fútbol cada día – If I could I 
would practise football each day


Ojalá pudiera/tuviera/fuera
If only I could/had/were
¡Ojalá fuera más sano! – If only I were healthier
¡Ojalá tuviera más tiempo! – If only I had more time


Puedo / se puede


+
IN


F
IN


IT
IV


E


I can / One can


Quiero / Quise I want / I wanted


Suelo/solía I tend/tended


Tengo que / Tuve que I have to / I had to


Tengo ganas de I really want


Debo I must


After …ingDespués de


Antes de Before …ing


Acabo de I have just


Decidí I decided


Para For


Make sure to 
use a time 


phrase when 
changing tense!


INFINITIVE constructions


Free time activities
Toco el piano
Juego al baloncesto
Canto en el coro
Escucho música en mi dormitorio
Leo libros/revistas
Veo la tele


Little words
Un/una – a
El/la – the
En – in
Al – used when you play 
a sport



https://studyspanish.com/verb-flashcards
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Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds 
Information: Sung by John Lennon (Written by Lennon and McCartney) 
    Psychedelic style in the music (Popular in the 60s) 
    Link with the drug LSD (Due to initials). Denied by Lennon and says the song is influenced by a picture his son had drawn 
    Very much influenced by technology in the studio 


Technological Advances 
ADT Automatic Double Tracking - Using analogue 
tape delay to copy another voice to avoid live double 
tracking. Creates a psychedelic sound 
 
Close Micing - A microphone is placed close to an 
instrument or sound source, within three to twelve 
inches, producing a dry sound often with more bass. 
Also separates the individual sounds producing a 
‘cleaner’ recording/making it easier to separate/pan 
tracks.  
 
Hammond Lesley Speaker - Units used add further 
echo to the vocal parts and to George Harrison’s 
guitar. Uses a spinning speaker 
 
Echo and Delay - Used on John Lennon’s vocal in 
order to ‘paint’ a psychedelic sound. 
 
Reduction Mixing - Dubbing multiple parts to just one 
or two tracks, allowing more room for additional 
overdubbing. Nearly always used with older 4 track 
machines due to limited recording space. Allowed 
George Martin (producer) to add additional layers 
and vary the texture.  
 
Lowry Heritage Electric Organ - played by 
McCartney with added organ stops to create a 
‘celeste’ like ethereal sound  
 
Distortion and Flange - Used on guitar in the chorus.  
 
 
 
 


Melody 
Simple melody used. Add psychedelic effect 
Verse -  
Starts on a single note (Bb) for effect 
Centred on first 3 notes of A maj scale (A-C#) 
Bridge – One note used D (3rd note of Bbmaj) 
Chorus -  
More movement in the melody (Bit more exciting) 
Larger range in notes G major scale (A-G) 
 


Harmony 
Verse -A major 
             Descending idea in Bass (A-G-F#-F-E-G-F#) 
Bridge – Bb major 
     Bb(I)- C(VII) – F(V) x 2 
               Ends with D (Perfect cadence to G maj) 
Chorus – G Major 
     G(I) – C(IV) – D(V) – Very typical pop chords 


Texture 
Melody and Accompaniment 


Structure 
Intro – 4 Bars 
    Played on Lowry DSO Heritage 
Organ made to sound like a harpsichord 
 
Verse – Riff continues 
    Johns vocals (solo) 
    No effects used first 8bars 
   ADT and Echo added next 8 (add a 
psychedelic effect to the music) 
9 bar phrases used (untypical) 
 
Chorus – Harmonies added by the rest of 
the band (“ahhh…) 
Unusual phrases used: 2 bars x 3 
      7th bar added  
       before end 
 
 


Rhythm and Metre 
Changes Time Signatures and Tempo 
(Untypical of Pop songs - even now) 
 
Verse and Bridge – 3/4 BPM = 125 
Chorus – 4/4 BPM 98 
Chorus has a quicker feel due to quavers in 
the bassline 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	 	 	 	 	
	
	
	
	 	








WITHIN HER EYES


JAMES COUSINS


fall & catch


lift


touch


counterbalance


In all sections


chino
trousers


black shoes


black screen/banner
suspended upstage


wide open field, long grass


wind sounds


electronic


soundscape aural


setting
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 stimulus


long
sleeved top


pull/push


starts open and wide and
closes in as the dance


progresses


site sensitive


echoing piano


the pull from the
past conflicting


with a love in
the future


trembling
strings


slow tempo


violins build
intensity


creates change
in mood


motif  &variation


climax


contemporary
??


cliff  top


forest


quarry


set


cloudy & overcast,
mid intensity light


forest has lower
intensity light


lighting


dusk, intensity
lowers further


night falls,
very little light


at the end


an ill fated love story


Choreographic
intent


costume


woman in
light colours:
cream/beige


thigh length
skirt with


central
pleat


sheer long
sleeved


blouse with
buttoned up


collar


man in dark
colours:


greys, black


bare feet


builds tension


accompanim
ent s


upports
 stim


ulus


colours support character


contact


weight bearing, weight
giving, weight sharing


movement


style


man supports


woman stays in the air


ledges trust strength








What is there to do?


En mi barrio/ciudad se puede…
ir al cine
salir con amigos
comprar / ir de compras
visitar
ir de compras
jugar en el parque


Donde vivo


The immediate future tense. 


Voy a + infinitive  I am going to..


Vas a you are going to Va
a he/ she is going to 
Vamos a we are going to .. 
Vais a you (pl) are going 
to Van a they are going


Donde vives?


En el campo – in the countryside
A las afueras – on the outskirts
En la costa, cerca de la playa
En un barrio ruidoso
En un pueblo pequeño
Cerca de – close to
Lejos de – far from


Describing your town/city


Lo malo es que…
Hay mucha contaminación
Hay mucho tráfico
No hay nada que hacer
Hay demasiados turistas
Es muy Ruidoso
Mi pueblo es sucio


Lo Bueno es que…
Hay mucho que hacer para los
jóvenes
Vivo cerca de la ciudad
Se puede ir al cine para ver una
película
Vivo en un pueblo tranquillo
Mi ciudad es limpia


¿Qué se puede hacer donde vives? En mi pueblo hay mucho que hacer, se puede ir a la 
bolera o al cine.  ¡Qué divertido!
¿Con quién vives?  Vivo con mi familia.  En mi familia hay cuatro personas; mi madre, mi 
padre, mi hermano y yo
¿Dónde vives?  Vivo a las afueras de la ciudad en un pueblo pequeño que se llama Turton.
¿Cómo es tu casa? Mi casa es bastante grande y moderna.  Tiene 5 dormitorios y una cocina
muy bonita.
¿Te gusta tu ciudad? ¿Por qué? Me encanta mi ciudad porque es tranquila y no hay mucha
contaminación.
¿Cómo es tu ciudad? Mi ciudad es bastante histórica y un poco industrial


Mi casa – Opiniones


Lo Bueno es que no tengo que compartir mi dormitorio
Lo mejor es que tenemos un jardín enorme
Lo que más me gusta es mi dormitorio


Lo malo es que tengo que compartir mi habitación
Lo peor es que solo hay un baño en la casa
Lo que menos me gusta es que vivo en un barrio ruidoso


Time phrases


Cuando sea mayor
En el futuro


Cuando era joven
Hace tres años


Todos los días
Cada semana


Rooms in the house
El dormitorio
La cocina
El salon
El cuarto de baño
El comedor
El dormitorio de mi hermana


Qualifiers


Bastante
Muy


Un poco
Poco


Demasiado


Mi - my un/una - a
De - of en - in
El/la – the con - withLittle words


Places in town
La biblioteca
La carnicería
La panadería
La joyería
El polideportivo
Los grandes almacenes
El mercado
El supermercado


What can you buy/do there?
Se puede comprar un libro
Se puede comprar carne
Se puede comprar pan y pasteles
Se puede comprar pendientes 
Se puede hacer deporte 
Se puede comprar de todo (all sorts) 
Se puede comprar fruta y verduras
Se puede comprar leche y huevos
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America 1920-1973: Opportunity and inequality 
Part 1 – American people and the ‘Boom’ 


The ‘Boom’ Social and cultural developments Divided Society 
During the 1920’s America experienced a ‘Cycle of 
prosperity’ based on consumerism. People bought 
consumer goods in large numbers which fuelled a dramatic 
boom in economic production and rising living standards.  
Advertising – encouraged people to buy consumer goods. 
Campaigns encouraged people to ‘Keep up with the Jones’s’ 
whilst mail order catalogues targeted people at home. 
Hire purchase – enabled people to buy now pay later. Many 
Americans entered into these schemes so they could buy 
the newest consumer goods now.  
Mass production – In order to meet the rising demand for 
consumer goods, companies embraced mass production 
techniques. Here, technological advancements such as 
assembly lines enabled companies to produce identical 
goods quickly, which drove down prices and created jobs 
Ford – The most famous example of this is the Henry Ford 
car factory. Mass production meant a car was finished every 
10 seconds. The price of cars fell from $850 to $295 by 1920  
Republican government policies –believed in a policy of 
non-interference in the economy. Laissez faire meant the 
government left businesses alone. Low taxes and regulation 
were examples here.  
Stock market boom –Many Americans speculated by 
borrowing money to buy shares, enjoying the ‘bull market’ 
where shares continually rose in value.  
Inequality of wealth – However, despite the Boom, 60% of 
Americans lived below the $2000 poverty line. Workers in 
older industries, farmers, and ethnic minorities suffered 
worst.  


Entertainment – Rising employment meant 
many Americans had disposable income to 
spend on entertainment. Rising demand 
encouraged more production which fuelled its 
own mini cycle of prosperity 
Cinema – 100m Americans went to the cinema 
each week. Films cost only pennies to watch, 
and many people used the cinema to escape the 
harsh reality of life. Silent film stars such as 
Charlie Chaplin became Hollywood superstars  
Jazz – was the most popular form of music. 
Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong were 
household names. The music was seen as risqué 
as it was made popular by African Americans 
Women – For some, the 20’s was a time of 
liberation. Labour saving consumer goods such 
as vacuum cleaners meant many women had 
more time for leisure activities. 25% more 
women worked during this time, with certain 
industries like radio production favouring 
women workers over men. 
Flappers emerged mainly in Norther urban 
areas. Middle class women with disposable 
income changed the way they dressed and the 
activities they took part in. They smoked, wore 
make up, danced suggestively, and turned 
against traditional norms. Important to say the 
majority of women did not experience this 
change – rural/poor/conservative traditions.  


Prohibition – became law in 1919 with 
the 18th Amendment. Illegal to make, sell 
or transport alcohol. Millions broke the 
law by attending one of 250,000 
speakeasies. Bootleggers smuggled beer 
in from Canada and rum from the West 
Indies. Some made their own moonshine.  
Organised Crime – prospered at this time. 
Al Capone and his 700 strong gang began 
bootlegging but branched out into drug 
trafficking, prostitution and racketeering. 
Violence such as St Valentine’s Day 
Massacre threatened safety 
Immigration – 20m came to America 
between 1880 and 1920. Older WASPs 
felt threatened by newer immigrants, 
who may threaten their way of life or 
spread Communism. Laws were passed to 
restrict immigration numbers, banning it 
completely from places such as Asia.  
Two examples of discrimination were the 
Red Scare and Sacco and Vanzetti case 
studies.  
Ku Klux Klan had 5m members by 1925. 
They believed in white supremacy and 
lynched 2 people a week on average. 
Many police, judges and politicians were 
members meaning people were rarely 
caught or punished e.g. young H Truman. 
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Geography 


Please ask your Geography Teacher for details of your exam.  








Macro nutrients &        Micro nutrients 
These are nutrients 
needed by the body in 
large amounts. (Proteins, 
Fats and Carbohydrates)


These are nutrients needed by 
the body in smaller amounts. 
These are Vitamins and Minerals 


Carbohydrates Gives the body energy Sugar, honey, jam
Potatoes, pasta, rice


Protein Growth and repair of the body
Secondary source of energy


Meat, fish, milk, eggs cheese, lentils, 
soya, nuts, wheat, beans and peas


Fat Protection and insulation (warmth) of 
the body. Gives the body some energy


Butter, Cheese, Oily fish,
meat


Vitamin A Help eyes see in dim light
Healthy skin and tissue


Liver, eggs, butter, soft spreads, 
carrots and apricots


Vitamin B Transfer and release of energy
Formation of red blood cells


Cereals, meat, fish, eggs, dairy 
products, pulses, yeast products


Vitamin C Healthy skin. Helps the body heal 
faster and helps resist infection. 


Fruit and vegetables e.g. oranges, 
lemons, blackcurrants


Vitamin D Growth and maintenance of strong 
bones. Aids the absorption of calcium


Made by the body with skin exposed
to sunlight, oily fish and eggs


Iron Formation of red blood cells which 
carry oxygen around the body


Red meat, dark vegetables, eggs, 
chocolate, dried fruit, cereals


Calcium Keeps bones and teeth strong
Healthy muscles and nerves


Dairy foods, white bread, canned fish, 
green leafy vegetables


Water For all body actions
Removes waste products


Drinking water, fruits and milk


Nutrients Function Source


Nutritional Needs and Health 5 food groups on the Eatwell Guide


Food Energy per Day
Carbohydrates 50% - Fat 35% or less -


Protein 15% 
• Potatoes, bread, rice, pasta and other starchy 


carbohydrates
• Fruit and vegetables
• Dairy and alternatives
• Beans, pulses, fish, eggs, meat and other 


proteins
• Oils and spreads
Also we should drink 6 to 8 cups of water per day


BMR - Basal Metabolic Rate


PAL – Physical Activity Level







Diet, Nutrition and Health







Hygiene in Food Production


Food Poisoning Bacteria


Key Terms







Food Product Development & Packaging


By Law







Food and the Environment


Genetically Modified (GM) Foods
These are foods were the genes have been altered to improve the characteristics.


Advantages
The farmer can get a greater yield with out using more land.
Can improve crops by making them more resistant to diseases.
Less pesticides is needed due to insect pest resistant plants.
Crops can be GM modified to improve nutritional quality by adding vitamins and minerals  to 
crops.
Creation of super foods, making them cheap to produce, grow fast in large quantities and 
are highly nutritious.
Reduce energy needs to produce GM crops. Less machinery requirements. Due to reduced 
costs of production, less additives needed, so therefore prices can be reduced.


Disadvantages
Scientists fear the unknown side effects of using (GM) foods over a long period of time, 
therefore more research is needed.
Some GM foods are thought to increase allergens eg. Nuts modified into soya beans.
There may be a link between GM foods and behavioural problems such as ADHD.
Crops grown near GM foods could be affected and this could be harmful to other organisms 
who eat them.
GM foods have to meet very complex standards.
Additional cost of labelling and this might increase costs of foods 
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Year 10 GCSE Revision  - Physical Education 
Paper 1 – Fitness and Body Systems 


Topic  Areas for Revision Key questions 


1.1 The 
structure and 
functions of the 
musculoskeletal 
systems 


Functions of the Skeleton for Sport 
Protection of vital organs 
Muscle Attachment 
Joints for movement 
Storing Calcium and phosphorus 
Red and White blood cell production 
 
MRSPJS 
 
Classification of bones  
Long 
Short 
Flat Irregular 
 
The Structure of the skeletal System (including 
vertebral column) 
 
Joints 
Pivot 
Hinge 
Ball and Socket 
Condyloid 
 
Joints and Movement 
Flexion & Extension 
Adduction & Abduction 
Rotation 
Circumduction 
Dorsi-Flexion & Plantar-flexion 
 
Ligaments and Tendons 
 
Muscles Types 
Voluntary 
Involuntary 
Cardiac 
 
Location and role of the main voluntary 
muscles 
 


 
How does each function of the 
skeletal system help a sports 
performer to keep performing in 
their sport? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does each bone type play a 
key role in sporting activities? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which types of movement are 
available at each joint? Think of 
sporting examples which show 
each type of movement in action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Think of 3 examples of 
involuntary muscles 
 
 
Draw the diagram of the human 
body and label all the main 
voluntary muscles 







 
 
Antagonistic Pairs 
 
 
 
 
 
Fast and Slow Twitch muscle fibres 
Type I 
Type IIa 
Type IIx 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
Using examples (e.g. a bicep curl) 
explain how antagonistic pairs 
work together to create 
movement 
 
 
Think of two sportspeople who 
participate in very different 
sports, for example Usain Bolt 
and Mo Farah. Consider which 
you associate fast twitch fibres 
with and which would you 
associate slow twitch fibres 
with? Explain why? 
 
 


1.2 The 
structure and 
functions of the 
cardio-
respiratory 
system 


Important functions of the cardiovascular 
system 
 
 
The Heart 
The structure of the heart 
 
(Tri before you Bi) Tricuspid and Bicuspid  
 
How the hearts pumps blood 
 
 
 
 
 
Blood Pressure 
First Phase – systole 
Second Phase Diastole 
 
 
 
The Structure of Blood Vessels 
Arteries   (A = Away from the heart) 
Veins 
Capillaries 
 
Blood Distribution 
Vascular Shunting 
Vasoconstriction 


Describe three important 
functions of the cardiovascular 
system? 
 
Draw a picture of the heart and 
label it 
 
Draw a diagram showing how 
deoxygenate blood gets 
oxygenated again. Correctly label 
the blood vessels. 
 
 
Take a second to concentrate on 
your heartbeat. Can you identify 
the phases the heart is going 
through? Can you explain the 
terms systole and diastole? 
 
 
Can you name list the 
differences and similarities 
between veins and arteries? 
 
Use a sporting example to 
explain how vascular shunting 
tasks place (Use the terms 
Vasoconstriction and 
vasodilation in your answer) 







Vasodilation 
 
 
 
Red & White blood cells, platelets and plasma 
 
The Respiratory System 
 
 
 
Inhaled and exhaled air 
 
 
 
 
 
Vital Capacity and Tidal Volume 
 
 
 
Main Components of respiratory system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Structure of alveoli 
Gas exchange 
 
 
 
 
 
How the cardiovascular and respiratory systems 
work together 
Oxygen debt 
Your body at rest and at work 
The impact of exercise 
 


 
 
 
 
Why are the two main jobs of 
the respiratory system? 
 
 
 
 
Recall how much oxygen and 
carbon dioxide is in inhaled and 
exhaled air 
 
 
 
Explain the difference between 
vital capacity and tidal volume? 
 
 
Draw a diagram showing the 
main components of the 
respiratory system. Label each 
key component. 
 
 
 
Explain how oxygen is diffused 
from the alveoli into red blood 
cells in order to oxygenated 
blood 
 
 
 
Using a 400m sprint explain how 
oxygen debt occurs? 
 
Define V02 max and explain 
what happens to a performers 
VO2 max following a sustained 
period of regular exercise? 
 
 


1.3 Anaerobic 
and aerobic 
exercise 


Energy 
Aerobic respiration 
Anaerobic respiration 
Lactic Acid 


 
 







 
 
 
 
 
 
Energy Sources 
Fats 
Carbohydrates (Complex & Simple) 
Free Sugars 


Recall the equations for aerobic 
respiration and anaerobic 
respiration? 
 
 
Explain why a football player 
needs to balanced diet? Explain 
how different energy sources are 
needed for different types of 
physical activity? 
 


1.4 The Short 
and Long Term 
effects of 
exercise 


Effects on the muscles (Fatigue & Cramp) 
 
Effects on heart  
Heart Rate 
How heart rate varies 
Maximum heart rate 
Stroke volume 
Cardiac Output 
 
Effects on you breathing 
 
Interpreting graphs 


 
 
Read pages 40 -45 in the 
textbook. Summarise your 
knowledge by telling a 
friend/parents the key concepts 
in under 1 minute. 


2 Planes and 
axes of 
movements 


Planes 
Sagittal Planes 
Frontal Planes 
Transverse Planes 
 
Axes 
Frontal axis 
Vertical axis 
Sagittal axis 
 


 
 
 
Use sporting examples to explain 
the difference between the 
planes of movement and then 
the axes of movement?  


3.1 The 
relationship 
between health 
and fitness and 
the role that 
exercise plays in 
both 


Health, Exercise, Fitness & Performance 
 
The relationship between fitness and health 
 
 


 
Recall the correct definitions of 
health, exercise, fitness and 
performance? Can someone be 
fit but not healthy? 


3.2 The 
components of 
fitness, benefits 
for sport and 
how fitness is 
measured and 
improved 


The five components of fitness 
Cardiovascular fitness 
Muscular Strength 
Muscular Endurance 
Flexibility 
Body Composition (including BMI) 
 


 
 
Explain how each component of 
fitness is used in a different 
sporting example. 
 







Agility 
Balance 
Co-ordination 
Power 
Reaction time 
Speed 
 
Fitness tests 
Cooper 12-minute run test 
Harvard Step test 
Hand Grip Strength Test 
One Minute Press Up Test  
One Minute Sit Up test 
30m Sprint 
Vertical Jump/Sargent Jump Test 
Sit & Reach 
 


Link the correct components of 
fitness to the correct fitness test 
 
 
 
 
 
Could you describe how each 
test looks like and how it is 
completed? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


3.3 The 
principles of 
training and 
their application 
personal 
exercise 
/training 
programmes 


The principles of training 
Individual needs 
Specificity 
Progressive overload 
FITT 
 
Overtraining 
Reversibility 
Thresholds of training 
 
Training Methods 
 
Continuous  
Fartlek 
Circuit 
Interval 
Plyometric 
Weight/resistance  
 


Explain how each principle of 
training is important to a training 
programme? 
 
Think of two very different 
sports performers, e.g. Antony 
Joshua and Jessica Ennis, how 
would they apply the principles 
of training to their training 
programmes? 
 
What type of sportperson would 
use the training methods listed 
and why? 
 
Can you explain each training 
method? 


 








Talking about other people 


Remember to use the 3rd person 
(plural or singular) 
Mi madre (singular)
Es – is era - was
Tiene – has
Se llama – is called 
Le gusta – likes
Piensa – thinks
Dice – says.
Me deja – she lets me
Mis amigos (plural)
Son – are eran – were
Tienen – have
Se llaman – are called
Les gusta - they like
Piensan – they think
Dicen que – they say that
Nos llevamos bien – we get on well.
Nos llevamos fatal ‘ we don´t get on 
at all


Familia y relaciones


CONNECTIVES
Sin embargo – however
Aunque – although
Y – and (e = and before i) 
O – or
Pero – but
Ya que – given that
Dado que - given that
Cuando – when
Por eso – because of that


Words to use when introducing an 
opinion
En mi opinión
Creo que Pienso que Me parece A mi ver
(no) Estoy de acuerdo con la idea de que… 
Es verdad que…
Es la culpa de…
Por un lado… por otro lado…


Common mistakes to avoid:
Make sure the adjectives agree: 
Mi madre es contenta.
Tiene los ojos azules. Care with
mi/ mis (my)
Es – he /she is - Son – they are
PLAN for tenses.


Describe tu familia. En mi familia hay mi madre, mi pastrastro y 2 hermanos.
Describe una persona en tu familia. Mi madre es…. Se llama… tiene…. Le gusta..
¿Crees que tu familia es una familia típica? En mi opinión mi familia es típica porque.
Describe tus amigos. Mi mejor amigo se llama Juan, es ….. tiene… le gusta….
¿Como seria tu pareja ideal? Me gustaría salir con una chica que sea….
¿Cuáles son las características más importantes en una persona? Deben ser..
¿Hay una barrera generacional? En mi opinión la barrera generacional siempre ha existido.
¿Tienes algunos problemas con tu familia? Sí, discutimos a veces sobre todo si …
¿Tienes problemas con tus amigos? Rara vez discutimos especialmente por Instagram
¿Tus padres son estrictos? mis padres no me dejan/ me dejan….


USEFUL VERBS


Conocer – to know discutir – to argue
Reir(se) – to laugh Aconsejar - to advise
Ayudar  - to help Estar de acuerdo – to agree
Discutir – to argue casarse – To get married
me molesta – it bothers me     divorciarse – To get divorced
Me fastidia – it annoys me estar soltero – to be single
me cuida –he/she looks after me 
llevar(se) bien con - to get on well with


orgulloso  Amable Comprehensivo
Calvo trabajador tradicional
Formal perezoso Decepcionante
Divertido generoso Sincero
Egoísta Travieso feliz
Alegre honrado hablador
Especial cariñoso serio
Abierto Triste Especial
Activo parecido/ similar
Contento buen sentido del humor 
corto/ largo/ rizado/ liso/ rubio / moreno


Describing 
friends and 


family


Time phrases
Una vez a la 
semana 
Dos veces al mes
Siempre
Nunca 
A menudo
De vez en cuando


People to talk about
Mi mejor amigo – my best friend
Mi novio/ novia – boy/girlfriend
Madre/ padre/ hermano/tío / nieto/ 
sobrino/ gemelos 
Los adolescentes/ Los jóvenes 
Los padres/ los mayores/ los viejos/ 
los demás


Infinitive 
structures


Quiero – I want
Tengo ganas de 
– I´m looking 
forward
Me gustaría – I 
would like


Mi - my un/una - a
De - of en - in
El/la – the con - withLittle words
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Christian Beliefs and Teachings  
Creeds: Statements of Faith which sum up the basic beliefs of the Christian Faith e.g. Apostles Creed: “I believe in God, the 


Father almighty, creator of heaven and earth. I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy 


Spirit and born of the virgin Mary….’ 


Churches: Different denominations or groups of churches. 1054: Faith split into Western Roman Christianity (Catholic 


Christianity) led by the Pope, and Eastern Orthodox Christianity. Further splits include Baptist, Methodist, Pentecostal etc. 


Bible: Collection of 66 books. Divided in to 2 sections, the Old Testament and New Testament. Old Testament – Starts with 


Genesis (39 books in total) and contains the history of the Jewish people e.g. Adam, Isaac, Moses and David.  New Testament – 


starts with the 4 Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke and John) which are about the life of Jesus. Remember Jesus was Jewish. The 


New Testament is further made up of other books and letters that record the spread of Faith.  


 


Nature of God  


Immanent:  God is with us, involved in His creation. Active in the world. Jesus is an example of this aspect of God.  


Transcendent:  God is beyond space and time, not controlled by either. So God is eternal (never born, never to die – ‘begotten 


not made’). God has continuous existence outside the created world, and is free from the limitations inherent in matter. 


Personal:  We can use human terms to describe this God. We can speak to and listen to this God, and can enjoy a relationship 


with God. 


Impersonal:  We can’t describe this God, because God is too immense/ vast. God is beyond human capability of description or 


understanding - we can only worship God. 


Holy: Christians consider God to be holy, which means something set apart from everything else for a special purpose and 


worthy of worship.  


 


Trinity: The belief that there are three persons in the One God (Monotheist); the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are separate, 


but are also one being. 


God the Father: The loving creator and sustainer of the universe - ‘Our Father in heaven’. The Lord’s Prayer 


God the Son: The saviour who became incarnate (born in flesh) and lived, died and rose again. Jesus. When Jesus was baptised, 


the Holy Spirit descended live a dove and a voice said ‘You are my Son…’  (Luke 3: 22) 


God the Holy Spirit: the source of strength which Christians find at work in their hearts.  At Jesus’ final meeting on Earth with 


his disciples, Jesus said to them, ‘Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of 


the Son and of the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 28:19). 


Scripture/sacred writings: The Nicene creed says ‘We believe in One God, the Father, the almighty, maker of heaven and earth.’ 


The ‘Word’ referred to in John 1:1-3 not only picks up the idea of God creating though his word i.e. ‘Let there be light’ but also 


refers to Jesus – the Word – the Son; this shows the trinity was present in Creation. 


Influence/Impact: In Baptism ceremonies the Trinity is mentioned throughout i.e. The vicar will say ‘NAME, I baptise you in the 


name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen’. Many Hymns mention the Trinity. Humans are made in the 


image of God and should show that same unity, of love and equality in their relationships. 


 


Omnipotent: Almighty, having unlimited power; a quality of God.  In order to be the perfect ‘Supreme being’, it is important 


that God is omnipotent. God can do anything that it makes sense for God to do – doing something morally wrong would be 


contradictory for a God who is all good.    


Sacred writings: When the Angel Gabriel spoke to Mary when she questioned her forth coming pregnancy: ‘Nothing is 


impossible with God.’ Luke 1:37.  


Evidence: The creation of the universe, wonders of the universe, miracles performed by Jesus and miracles in the modern world. 


E.g. Jesus calming the storm in St Mark’s Gospel.  


Benevolent: God is All-loving, all-good; a quality of God. Loves humans, wants the best for us and created us out of His love. 


Agape love: Agape love is self-giving love which expects nothing in return. Jesus’ death on the Cross shows Agape love - his 


sacrifice allowed humans to have a relationship with God and to enter Heaven in the after-life. 


Sacred writings/ scripture: ‘God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not 


perish but have eternal life’ (John 3:16). The Parable of the Prodigal Son illustrates this love (Luke 15:11 -32). (Matthew 5) ‘Love 


is patient, love is kind. It does not envy… Love never fails’ (1 Corinthians 13:4-8). 


Influence/Impact: love each other in their daily lives - treating everybody with care and respect.  1 Corinthians passage is often 


read at Weddings because this description is seen as important. Give to charities such as Tear fund (‘love your neighbour’ - 


neighbour is anyone in the world in need – Good Samaritan).   


 


Justice: bringing about what is right and fair according to the law, or making up for a wrong that has been committed.  


God is also believed to be the perfect giver of justice. This not only means deciding on right and wrong but being the perfect judge 


of human character. (Link with judgement day) 


Sacred writings/ scripture: The Prophet Amos told his audience to ‘let justice roll on like a river’.   Jesus ‘In everything, do to 


others what you would have them do to you’ (Matthew 7:12). 


Influence: Christians should try to prevent injustice, prejudice and oppression wherever they encounter them (e.g. work of Martin 


Luther King). They also believe that God will judge them fairly in the afterlife so that they will be rewarded if they have been just 


to others and be accepted into Heaven.  Buy Fair trade products to bring justice to those being paid unfairly.  







The problem of suffering and evil: For theists who believe that God is benevolent (all-good and all-loving), omniscient (all-


knowing) and omnipotent (all-powerful) it raises problems.  


Answers: FREE WILL - God gave free-will despite the risks that we would use our freedom to hurt others. John 10: 18 Jesus 


talks about freewill saying “No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord” THE FALL: Evil came into the world 


through Adam and Eve’s disobedience, sometimes called ‘original sin’. ‘1.Corinthians 15: 45 “The Scriptures tell us, "The first 


man, Adam, became a living person." But the last Adam--that is, Christ--is a life-giving Spirit” THE DEVIL: Many Christians 


believe in the existence of an evil force which they call the Devil or Satan – tempts them.   


Purpose:  Suffering can make us appreciate things that we take for granted. Education for our souls - It can make us a better or 


stronger person. TEST of FAITH: Job 1: 12"All right, you may test him". PUNISHMENT for sin and that it can teach us a lesson. 


CAN’T EXPLAIN IT: It should be a trigger for action for showing the love of Jesus to their fellow humans.  


 


Creation: The account of God making the world and universe found in Genesis. Days: 1- light and dark, 2- Sky, 3- land and 


plants, 4- sun, moon and stars, 5 – birds and sea creatures, 6- animals and humans in God’s image.  


Literal understanding: The account of God creating all the different kinds of creatures in 6 days and then resting on the 7 is 


exactly how creation happened. The writings of the Bible were directly inspired by God and so there are no mistakes. 


(Fundamentalist/ Creationist Christians). 


Non-Literal understanding: Each day represents a phase of time, it was created in a certain order. The Hebrew word ‘iom’ 


means stream of events. This means that there were six periods of time and they could be over thousands or even millions of 


years. A Christian who believes this can also believe in the Big-bang and evolution as the longer time frame makes them 


compatible. Creation account is WHY we are here and the science tells us HOW.  


Myth understanding: The meaning is what is important. It is a story to tell us that God created the world and everything in it and 


that humans have a special place in creation. We are created in God’s image. It also teaches that every aspect of God’s creation 


was good. Can believe in the Big-Bang and evolution - God created the world through them and is the cause of the Big-bang.  


God is transcendent (outside time and space). (How and why – as above) 


Scripture/Sacred Writings: “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2The earth was formless and void, and 


darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters. 3Then God said, “Let 


there be light”; and there was light. 4God saw that the light was good” (Genesis 1:1-4). 


 “Then God said, "Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so that they may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds 


in the sky, over the livestock and all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move along the ground”. Genesis 1:26. 


Genesis 1:31 ‘God saw all that He had made, and it was very good’. 


Impact/Influence: Christians believe that we live in an ordered world created and sustained by God humans are not a result of 


chance but has meaning and purpose. This can encourage Christians to have a positive approach to life even when things go 


wrong. Being made in God’s image means everyone is of value, regardless of their physical, mental or intellectual capabilities - 


responsibility to treat all equally and with respect. Good stewardship – rather than exploiting the earth.  


 


Incarnation: God in human form: In – carn (flesh) - in flesh.  Jesus (person of the Trinity – The Son) 


Scripture/Sacred writing: The Catechism of the Catholic Church states:   ‘… Jesus is inseparately true God and true man. He 


is truly the son of god who, without ceasing to be God and Lord, became man and our brother.’  JOHN 1: 14 “the word became 


flesh and made his dwelling among us”  and also ‘Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God, something 


to be used to his own advantage; rather, he made himself nothing by taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human 


likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death – even death on a cross!’ 


Philippians 2:5-11 – Laid aside knowledge of God (omniscience) to become man.  


Virgin Birth: ‘This is how the birth of Jesus the Messiah came about: His mother Mary was pledged to be married to Joseph, but 


before they came together, she was found to be pregnant through the Holy Spirit’ (Matthew 1:18.) 


 


Son of God: Christians believe that the Jewish Prophesy about the Messiah came true in Jesus’ life: He was born in Bethlehem. 


The Lord says, ‘Bethlehem, you are one of the smallest towns in Judah, but out of you I will bring a ruler for Israel, whose family 


line goes back to ancient times’ (Micah 5:2). He worked many signs and wonders (miracles), healing the sick. The blind will be 


able to see, and the deaf will hear. The lame will leap and dance’ (Isaiah 35:5-6). 


However, he did not fight the Romans and there were no earth-shaking changes - doubt as to who he really was is the main reason 


for split between Christianity and Judaism. Many Jews could not, and still cannot, see how Jesus could have been the Messiah if 


he did not change everything and bring peace on earth. 


Impact/Influence of the incarnation: Christians see the incarnation as a model for how they should live. 1 John 4: 10-11 ‘Dear 


friends, since God so loved us, we also ought to love one another’. This humility and selfless love for others can be seen in the 


lives of some Christians e.g. Mother Teresa left the relative comfort of her convent to live among the poorest people of India as 


one of them. Father Kolbe offered his own life in order to save another’s in Auschwitz. Practically help others rather than just pray 


– action is needed too.  


 


Jesus’ Crucifixion and Resurrection:  


Crucifixion: Christian theology teaches that Christ's death provided a sacrifice for the sins all mankind, making the crucifix, or 


cross, one of the defining symbols of Christianity.   



http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-2.htm
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Why did Jesus die? The Sanhedrin were fed up of Jesus claiming that he was the son of God! They disapproved of the way he 


interpreted the Torah and Talmud (Jewish scripture) and they feared that he would become more popular as he already had quite a 


large group of followers (disciples). Pilate was not that interested in Jesus so the Sanhedrin told him that Jesus was causing riots 


and telling people not to pay taxes. Because of this Pilate agreed to give Jesus another trial and let the people decide! Christians 


believe that Jesus had to die to fulfil God’s commands for him. Without Jesus’ death, human beings could not be reunited with  


God and could not enter heaven. Human beings had strayed from God’s ways separating themselves from Him; Jesus’ sacrificial 


death would atone (make up for) that separation.  


 


Jesus' final hours on the cross lasted from approximately 9 a.m. To 3 p.m. a period of about six hours. 


Mark recorded that for the final 3 hours of the crucifixion the land was dark – some Christians believe that Mark used this as a 


symbol of judgement from God. Mark also said that the Temple curtain that separated the most sacred parts of the building from 


the rest was torn in two - symbol that Jesus’ death destroyed the barrier of sin that had separated humanity from God, making it 


possible for everyone – Jew and non-Jew to have access to God.  


 


Scripture/ Sacred writings: Luke 23: 34 ‘Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for they don’t know what they are doing’. Luke 23 
42 ‘Then he said, “Jesus, remember me when you come into your Kingdom.” 43 And Jesus replied, “I assure you, today you will be 


with me in paradise.” Luke 23:46 ‘Jesus called out with a loud voice ‘Father, into your hands I commit my spirit’.  When he said 


this, he breathed his last.’ According to Mark 15:39 one of the Roman centurions said ‘Surely this man was the Son of God!’  


John 19:30 “it is finished!” Then he bowed his head and gave up his spirit.” Jesus knew that his mission was now finished. 


Influence/Impact: Confidence to accept Jesus’ sacrifice, sin can no longer destroy their lives because Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross 


made forgiveness possible. God forgives those who faithfully ask. Helps them to cope with suffering. God understands what it 


feels like to suffer as he suffered himself through Jesus.  


 


Resurrection: Rising from the dead. Jesus rising from the dead on Easter day. An event recorded in all four Gospels and the 


central belief of Christianity.  


Events of the Resurrection: Christians believe that it is an actual event in history. Jesus is buried. Once Jesus was dead, and the 


Roman guards made sure that he was, a man called Joseph from Arimathea asked for the body of Jesus so he could bury it. As 


there was little time to bury Jesus because it was the Sabbath and religious observance was due to start, he laid the body of Jesus 


in a cave-like tomb and rolled a large stone to bock the entrance.   


Scripture/Sacred Writings: Luke 24: 1-7 “On the first day of the week, very early in the morning, the women took the spices 


they had prepared and went to the tomb. 2 They found the stone rolled away from the tomb, 3 but when they entered, they did not 


find the body of the Lord Jesus. 4 While they were wondering about this, suddenly two men in clothes that gleamed like lightning 


stood beside them. 5 In their fright the women bowed down with their faces to the ground, but the men said to them, “Why do you 


look for the living among the dead? 6 He is not here; he has risen! Remember how he told you, while he was still with you in 


Galilee: 7 ‘The Son of Man must be delivered over to the hands of sinners, be crucified and on the third day be raised again.’ ”  


Christians believe that the resurrection is significant evidence of the divine nature of Jesus. For 40 days Jesus appeared to 


several people, including the disciples telling each that he had risen from the dead as he had predicted to them when he was alive.  


According to the Gospel of John a young man in white revealed himself to Mary Magdalene as Jesus come back to life.  


The story spread quickly and that there were several different witnesses to the claim that he had risen.  These are known as the 


‘resurrection appearances’. In most of them Jesus is not immediately recognised, either there was something different in his 


appearance or nobody expected to see him. The stories all stress the physical nature of Jesus’ appearance (he wasn’t a ghost!)  


Evidence for Christians: Romans could not have stolen the body  as they would have produced it when Christians were causing 


problems for the Roman Empire; it wasn’t the wrong tomb as the women went when he was buried; the Romans checked he was 


dead so didn’t just resuscitate and couldn’t have moved the stone anyway; wouldn’t use women as reliable witnesses – if you were 


making it up would choose men; Peter went from denying Jesus to standing in front of the authorities and refused to be quiet; 


many of the disciples were killed for their beliefs in Jesus. St Paul changed from a Jew who hated Christians to a Christian who 


was one of the early leaders of the Church after he believed he had met the resurrected Jesus on the Road to Damascus. 


Impact/Influence: Christians believe it proves the claims of Jesus about being the Son of God. Christians believe that by 


accepting Jesus, they can also be resurrected in some way. Therefore they have no need to fear death. God can forgive their sins 


and if they follow the teachings of Christianity they can become closer to God in this life and beyond. 


 


The Ascension This is the event 40 days after the resurrection when Jesus returned to God – the Father, in heaven. (Luke’s 


Gospel) A longer account is found in Acts 1:3-11.  Jesus took his disciples to Bethany (a place) and blessed them. He was then 


taken up into heaven. In Acts it says that a cloud ‘received him out of their sight’. 


Some Christians believe it is not a literal story but an image to stress the completion to Jesus’ work on Earth and also his Divine 


Kingship. Some Fundamentalist Christians do take the event literally in terms of Jesus being hidden by a cloud and disappearing 


into another dimension. 


Scripture/Sacred Writings: Luke 24: 50 – 53 “When he had led them out to the vicinity of Bethany, he lifted up his hands and 


blessed them.  While he was blessing them, he left them and was taken up into heaven. 52 Then they worshiped him and returned to 


Jerusalem with great joy. And they stayed continually at the temple, praising God.” 


Impact/Influence: Stay faithful to God as the ascension paves the way for the Holy Spirit – Jesus promised he would be with 


them through this comforter. Gives hope that good will triumph over evil and that God keeps his promises.  
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Sin: An action or thought, which separates humans from God and each other (against God’s laws and wishes). It is behaviour 


which is against God’s laws and wishes or against principles of morality.  


Original Sin: A Christian doctrine developed by Augustine that says that everyone is born with a built-in urge to do bad things 


and disobey God.  The Fall: Story of Adam and Eve – Some Christians believe it is a literal story, others that it is a parable to 


show that humans have turned away from God. Adam and Eve despite the paradise they lived in sinned against God by breaking 


an instruction from God. The instruction was not to eat fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. The serpent tempted 


them and said that when they ate the fruit they would become like God Himself, they gave in and ate it. This was the first 


(original) sin. Once they had done this they became aware of sin through their own sinful action, an awareness that is shared by all 


humans descended from them.  


Temptation: Humans are tempted to do things to displease God (drugs, excessive spending, harming others). 


Satan: Tempts humans to disobey God. Many have interpreted the serpent that tempts Eve to eat the fruit to represent Satan (the 


devil) who is seen as a force of evil.  


Free will: If people use their free will to make choices that God would not approve of (sins) they will separate themselves from 


God. 


How to resist temptation: The Ten Commandments in Exodus 20:1-9; For example: Verses:  13 “You shall not murder, 14 “You 


shall not commit adultery, 15 “You shall not steal”. The Beatitudes which are teachings of Jesus found in Matthew 5 1-12 (which 


include: 5:9 -Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God) and other Christian teachings give Christians 


guidance so Christians can use their free will wisely.  


 


Salvation: The act of saving someone from sin or evil: the state of being saved from sin or evil. For Christians it means to be 


saved from sin and the consequences of it, granted eternal life with God. 


Christians believe Jesus’ death by Crucifixion was a deliberate act to save humanity from the consequences of Sin and to 


restore our relationship with God. Jesus’ death makes up for the original sin by Adam and Eve. Jesus’ resurrection three days 


after his death, shows Christians that death has been defeated and that the goodness of Jesus had defeated the evil of sin.  God in 


Christ offered salvation: that is, the cancelling out of original sin and the promise of eternal life.  Jesus is referred to as the second 


Adam as he saves humanity from original sin. 


Grace: A quality which God shows to humans by providing love and support which they do not need to earn.  


Scripture/Sacred writing: John 3:16 ‘For God so loved the world that HE gave HIS one and only SON, that whoever believes in 


HIM shall not perish but have eternal life’. “For since death came through a man, the resurrection of the dead also comes through 


a man. For as in Adam all die, so in Christ all will be made alive” 1 Corinthians 15:21. “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift 
of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 6:23). 


Impact/Influence: Believe that through Jesus’ death and resurrection, humans can receive forgiveness for sin, are able to get 


close to God and will receive eternal life. 


Salvation through Works: Some Christians follow this approach which is called ‘salvation through works’. You have to earn the 


relationship with God through doing good things and avoiding sin.  E.g. by following the 10 Commandments Exodus 20:1-9 For 


example 13“You shall not murder”, 14 “You shall not commit adultery”, 15 “You shall not steal”. 


Salvation through Grace: Salvation is a free gift to those who have faith in Jesus as the Messiah and Son of God and accept what 


he has done for them through his death and resurrection. This faith brings salvation. Jesus in his teachings explained that what 


pleases his Father is the thoughts in our minds and the love for God and others in our hearts is actually far more important. 


Romans 10:10: “For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified, and it is with your mouth that you profess your faith 


and are saved.” The word ‘grace’ occurs many times in the New Testament and refers to the unconditional love that God shows 


to everyone (underserved). God loves humans despite what we do or do not do. Jesus’ parable of the Prodigal Son is an example. 


Salvation through Spirit (Closely linked with Grace) The Spirit of God gives Christians the power to keep his law/ the Holy 


Spirit lives in Christians and makes them gradually more like Jesus and in this way Christians become the sons and daughters of 


God.  Galatians 4:6-7 “And because you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!” 7 So 


you are no longer a slave, but a son, and if a son, then an heir through God”. Christians believe that they continue to receive God’s 


grace through the presence in their hearts of the Holy Spirit which enables them to try to show love as Jesus did. 


Impact/ Influence: Believe that they are saved through Grace is being saved by believing in God rather than anything they can 


do. Hymns which are sung in Christian worship often refer to the act of salvation through the Grace of God.  E.g. Amazing Grace 


by John Newton. Offers hope for the after-life when they die. They feel that they are forgiven for any sin.  


 


Atonement: The reconciliation (bringing together) of God and humankind through the sacrifice (sacrificial death) of Jesus Christ. 


Atonement means the restoring of the relationship between people and God. God is holy and so does not overlook sin. Jesus took 


the sins upon himself and suffered the penalty for all humankind. He was the only one who could do this. 


Scripture/Sacred writings: The Bible says atonement removes the effects of sin 1 John 2:1-2 “… if anybody does sin, we have 


an advocate with the Father – Jesus Christ, the Righteous One. He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and not only ours but also 


for the sins of the whole world.” 


Reconciliation: This is the restoration of a relationship. Christians believe that the relationship between God and humans was so 


damaged that drastic action was needed – God’s self-sacrifice in Jesus. 


Impact/Influence:  Follow Jesus’ example: Work as a volunteer with the homeless in Manchester with an organisation called 


‘Mustard Tree’ to bring social justice; Train and take a job as a nurse to help others. Mass: this is a ceremony, also called 


Eucharist, in which the sacrificial death and resurrection of Jesus is celebrated using bread and wine. Christians carry out this 







ceremony in Church services or even in small groups in a home when having a time of studying the Bible together to remember 


Jesus’ sacrifice and to thank Jesus for their salvation.  


 


After life: What Christians believe follows life on earth. 


Day of Judgement: A time when the world will end and every soul will be judged by God and rewarded or punished. Jesus taught 


that God’s love and mercy are unconditional, though many of the parables (stories) he told speak about God’s judgement after 


death.  Christianity teaches that there will be a Judgement Day at the end of time and all will be judged by Jesus according to how 


they behaved.  The Nicene Creed states that Jesus ‘will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead’.  Jesus will make 


and deliver the judgement.  


Day of Judgement: Roman Catholic Beliefs: The Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church states there are two judgments: The 


particular judgement occurs immediately after each individuals’ death and the general or final judgement takes place at the 


Second Coming (of Jesus) which is when many Christians believe that Jesus will return to the Earth in Glory. Jesus will judge 


those who are still alive and those who are dead and as a result of this judgement they will be sent to heaven or hell.  


Important parables about Judgement : The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16: 19-31) warns that ignoring the needs of others 


may have eternal consequences and The Parable of the Sheep and the Goats (Matthew 25:31-46) warns that on Judgement Day 


some will be rewarded in heaven for helping others - when they served others they were serving God.  The goats, those who did 


not help others are condemned because they did not. 


 


Resurrection of the Dead - that the dead will be restored to life. They have this hope because they believe that Jesus resurrected 


from the dead. It is also based on his teaching. Some Christians believe that it is a Spiritual resurrection, others that it is a 


physical resurrection. Sometimes the life cycle of the butterfly is used to illustrate this teaching about the resurrection life - there 


is a continuity of identity. Catholic and some Orthodox Churches – resurrection is a bodily one and that people will once again 


receive their old body but transformed into a glorified state in which suffering will not exist.  


Scripture/Sacred writings ‘I believe in… the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen.’ (Apostles) Creed. St Paul 


said belief in Jesus’ resurrection was central to Christian faith. ‘And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile…. If only for 


this life we have hope in Christ, we are to be pitied more than all men’ (1 Corinthians 15: 17, 19). ‘The body that is sown is 


perishable, it is raised imperishable…. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body’ (1 Corinthians 15:42, 44)  


Impact/Influence:  Christians have a hope that there is life after death.e.g. prayer at the funeral service ‘you promised eternal life 


to those who believe…’. If resurrection is a reality for people once they have died then life after death must be too. Gives hope in 


the face of death. Many Christians believe that the resurrection and the coming of the Holy Spirit means that they can feel God’s 


presence in their life, gives them confidence of God’s love the love.  


 


Heaven: Christianity teaches that heaven is a state of being, not a physical place. It is being with God outside time and space.  


Heaven is where they experience the presence of God forever – eternally.  


Scripture/Sacred Writings: “He [God] will wipe away every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or 


crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away (Revelation 21:4). Revelation 4 ‘a rainbow, resembling an emerald’ 


encircling the throne of God. From this throne comes ‘flashes of lightening, rumblings and pearls of thunder’. 


Impact/Influence:  Heaven encourages Christians to serve God and be obedient to Him. Heaven can be a comfort in times of 


suffering – this suffering will pass and they have hope for the future.  


Who goes to heaven?  4 different Christian views 


- “Only Christians go to heaven”. In John 14 (Jesus) “I am the way the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father 


except through me”. Belief in Jesus and following his teaching is also important.  


- All those who call themselves Christians act of being baptised into the faith is almost a guarantee of Heaven. 


- All who have lived good, principled lives and pleased God in doing so. 


- Universalism: ultimately everyone will respond to God’s love and this means that everyone will go to Heaven.  


 


Hell: The place of being without God or of eternal suffering. Many Christians reject those literal views of hell. Biblical 


descriptions of hell are symbolic – hell is eternal separation from God. This separation results from the deliberate rejection of 


any relationship with God so hell is not what God decides for people or what He wants but is a result of Free Will – free choice. 


Annihilation: this means to be completely destroyed so no longer exist. Hell is where the body and soul both cease to exist at the 


point of physical death. Catholic Church’s Catechism which states ‘God predestines NO ONE to go to hell; for this, a wilful 


TURNING AWAY FROM GOD… is necessary and persistence in it until the end’.  


 


Purgatory: Only Roman Catholics believe in purgatory. They think this is a middle place between Heaven and Hell. 


In purgatory you pay for your sins and when you have done this you can enter Heaven. 


This means that Roman Catholics will pray for dead people. They pray that their time in purgatory will be reduced. 


After death the soul goes to purgatory if it is destined for Heaven. Purgatory is a place of purification for the soul, so that it can 


become pure and holy enough to enter Heaven. It is not a physical place.  








My French Knowledge Organiser How Can I Use It?
Knowledge organisers are useful tools when it comes to learning and recalling information. You may have been given knowledge organisers across a range of subjects. Here are some ideas for how you might use your French 
knowledge organiser in different ways to help you learn.


Key Ideas
• This is a list of all the key ideas on the topic – use it as a checklist and 


check off the ones you can talk and write about.


• You could also colour-code the key ideas using three colours: ‘I can 
confidently talk/write about this one’, ‘I can talk/write a bit about 
this one’ and ‘I need to work on this one’.


Key Phrases
• These are linked to the key ideas presented at the top of your knowledge 


organiser – learn them and then try adapting them by changing/
adding words to create a new idea relevant to the topic.


• Create a set of double-sided cards with the French on one side and the 
English on the other side and use these to test yourself – you could 
also work with a partner.


• Copy each key phrase onto a strip of paper and then cut it out into several 
chunks – can you piece the sentence back together in the right order? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Useful Grammatical Structures
• Use these recommended grammatical structures in 


your answers to the key questions on the topic – create 
at least one sentence with each structure.


• Make a set of cards containing the grammatical structures 
suggested - working with a partner or in a group, place the 
cards face down in a pile, take turns to pick one and make a 
sentence that contains this structure and relates to the topic.Key Vocabulary


• Test your friends – test each other on the meaning of each word. You 
could write the words out on separate cards, with the meaning on 
the back.


• Play Bingo – using a blank grid, choose French words from the key 
vocabulary and get a friend or your teacher to read out an English 
word from the list. See how long it takes for you to match a line.


• Link it! Draw a mind map or a Venn diagram to show links between 
words.


• Practise forming the plural form of nouns.


• Can you work out the different forms of each adjective? Try pairing 
them with a noun.


Key Questions
• This is a selection of exam-type questions on the topic – can you 


answer them?


• Can you think of other questions you may be asked on this topic?


• Create a set of cards containing the questions on one side and bullet 
points of ideas and vocabulary on the other side to help you practise 
answering them – why not work with a partner?


• Create a mind-map for each question.


False Friends
• These words look and sound similar to an English word but are 


misleading as they have a different meaning – make sure you learn 
them.
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My French Knowledge Organiser How Can I Use It?


More Advanced Grammatical Structures
• Are you aiming for the top marks and looking to impress the 


examiner? Try incorporating some of these more complex structures 
in your answers to the key questions on the topic – create at least one 
sentence with each structure.


• Make a set of cards containing the grammatical structures suggested 
– working with a partner or in a group, place the cards face down in 
a pile, take turns to pick one and make a sentence that contains this 
structure and relates to the topic.


Tricky Spelling
• Use ‘look, cover, write, check’ to help you learn this 


selection of carefully picked words from this topic.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


• Create your own list of tricky words that you really want to spell 
correctly and use the same method to learn them.


• Use highlighters to colour-code tricky parts of the word e.g. silent 
letters, accents, double consonants, tricky sequence of vowels/
consonants etc.


• You could also use mnemonics to help you.


Group It!
• Think about all the information on the knowledge organiser – can you 


group it according to how well you know it?


• Put the things you find hardest to remember at the top and the things 
you know best at the bottom.


• You could also colour-code it using three colours: ‘I know it’, ‘I almost 
know it’ and ‘I need to know it better’.


Tricky Pronunciation
• Ask your teacher/language assistant (if you are lucky enough to have 


one in your school) to help. Use your phone to record them saying this 
selection of carefully picked words, then record yourself saying them 
– how does it compare?


• Create your own list of important words that you really want 
to pronounce correctly and follow the same process as above.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


• You could also use highlighters to colour-code tricky parts of the word 
e.g. silent letters, stressed syllables, etc.


Idiomatic Expressions
• Your knowledge organiser may contain a selection of idiomatic 


expressions relevant to the topic. Learn them and use them in your 
work to sound like a native and impress the examiner.


Partner Pick
• Ask a partner to close their eyes and place their finger somewhere 


on the knowledge organiser – you have to try and tell them as much 
information as possible about that section of the knowledge organiser.
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Law of Surds:
𝑎𝑎 × 𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎𝑎


𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎𝑎 × 𝑎𝑎


𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎


=
𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎


𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎


=
𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎


×
𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎


=
𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎
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Circle Theorems 


Quadratic Formula:
If 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎2 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑐𝑐 = 0


𝑎𝑎 =
−𝑎𝑎 ± 𝑎𝑎2 − 4𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐


2𝑎𝑎


Angles in a Polygon:


Interior angle + exterior angle =1800


Sum of Interior Angles = 𝑛𝑛 − 2 × 180°
Each Interior Angle (of a Regular Polygon) 


= n−2 ×180°
n


Sum of Exterior Angles = 360 °
Each Exterior angle (regular polygon) = 360


𝑛𝑛


Trig Values


Direct Proportion 
If y is directly proportional to x  𝑦𝑦 ∝ 𝑎𝑎
Also written as 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎
𝑘𝑘 is the constant of proportionality 
Inverse Proportion 
When one value increases as the other decreases


𝑦𝑦 ∝ 𝑘𝑘
𝑥𝑥


𝑦𝑦 ∝ 1
𝑥𝑥


y = 𝑘𝑘
𝑥𝑥


Similarity and Congruence 
Length, Area and Volume
For any pair of SIMILAR figures corresponding sides are in 
the same ratio and corresponding angles are equal. Two 
objects are CONGRUENT if they are the exact same size 
and shape.
The cubes are 
similar, and the 
ratio of their 
lengths is 𝑎𝑎


𝑏𝑏


Sine Rule 𝑎𝑎
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠


= 𝑏𝑏
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠


= 𝑐𝑐
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠


Cosine Rule a2 = b2 + c2 − 2bccosA
Area of Triangle 1


2
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎


Degrees Sin 𝜽𝜽 Cos 𝜽𝜽 Tan 𝜽𝜽


0° 0 1 0


30° 1
2


3
2


3
3


45° 2
2


2
2


1


60° 3
2


1
2


3


90° 1 0 -


Indices
𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 × 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 = 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚+𝑛𝑛


𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 ÷ 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 = 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚−𝑛𝑛


𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚×𝑛𝑛 = 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛


𝑎𝑎0 = 1 30 = 1


𝑎𝑎
1
2 = 𝑎𝑎 16


1
2 = 4


𝑎𝑎
1
𝑏𝑏 = 𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎 81


1
4 = 4 81 = 3


𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏
𝑐𝑐 = (𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎)𝑏𝑏 8


4
3 = (3 8)4 = 16


𝑎𝑎−𝑏𝑏 = 1
𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏


10−2 = 1
102


= 1
100







Histograms 
The area of each rectangle in a histogram represents 
the frequency of the class 
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 ÷ 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑊𝑊𝐷𝐷𝑊


Cumulative Frequency 
“running total” – adding frequencies as you go along
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Histograms 


Mean from a Grouped Frequency table 







To do
Ratio


Answer: B


grams   


Construction 
Perpendicular: two lines drawn at right angles to each other


Bisector: 
Line drawn to cut another line/ angle 
(USING A COMPASS)


The product of the 


gradient of perpendicular 


lines will always be -1.


If lines are perpendicular, 


M1× M2 = − 1


Construction of a perpendicular line:


Place the compass on point P. Using an 


arbitrary radius, draw arcs intersecting line XY 


at two points. Label the intersection points A 


and B.  Place compass on A then B they will 


intercept at C


Locus 
The locus of a point moves so that it is always a set distance (x) 
from a fixed point (O)  


360 ÷ 5 = 72


72 × 3 = 216
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Year 11 Textiles -Knowledge Organiser  


 


 


 


 


Key Words and Definitions: 


Aesthetics The visual appeal of a design/ 
product 


Facing The fabric used on the 
inside of hems/edges to 
neaten a product 


Organic Fibres which are produced 
naturally without using 
herbicides or pesticides 


Blended fibre Two or more fibres spun 
together to make a yarn 


Flammable Likely to catch fire Fairtrade Partnership between 
producers and consumers to 
ensure works get fair wages  


Bonded  Webs of fibres which are 
pressed together using 
adhesives or heat 


Haute 
couture 


French term for high 
fashion 


Toile A rough first version of a 
garment 


CAD/CAM Computer aided design/ 
computer aided manufacture 


Interactive 
fabrics 


A product which requires 
a power source to activate 
its features 


Prototype A version of a product to use 
for testing and also to 
present to a client 


Care label Label containing information 
on how to care for and 
maintain a product 


Interfacing An extra layer of fabric 
between fabric and facing 
to help add shape to a 
product 


Staple fibre Short fibres usually natural 


Colourfast How well a fabric keeps dyes 
applied to it even after 
washing 


Laminated When 2 or more fabrics 
are bonded toegtehr to 
enhance the fabrics 
properties 


Sustainable Something which can be 
manufactured with little or 
no negative impact on the 
environment and workers 


Disassembly Taking a product apart to 
analyse how it is made. 


Pattern A template used to cut out 
the fabric 


Pret a porter Ready to wear fashion 


Drape How a fabric hangs Components Buttons, zips, sequins not 
pockets 


Specification A list of requirements that a 
product must meet 


 


Needle 


Reverse stitch Bobbin 


Spool holder 


 


Presser Foot 


Stitch length 


Stitch type 


Turning Wheel 


Fabric construction. 


         


       Woven                 Knitted              Bonded/ non-woven 


Speed dial 


Stitch width 


Synthetic fibres properties 


Regenerated fibres 


These are similar to cotton, they are made 


from cellulose (plant) based fibres a 


chemical is added to extract the cellulose 


fibres. Regenerated fibres are part natural 


and part artificial. Examples are: 


Viscose 
Rayon 
Acetate 
Tencel 
Modal 
 
The properties of regenerated fibres are: 
Highly absorbent, washable, soft, smooth, 
comfortable to wear and have a good 
drape. 



http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.sewingmachinesales.co.uk/sewing-machine/husqvarna/husqvarna-emerald-118.htm&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0ahUKEwjin8aM7cfNAhVqDsAKHaZRBVsQwW4IHDAD&usg=AFQjCNHehpeok3TbuMq5T7lg5yKgOzMKGw





 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Modern and interactive fibres/ fabrics 
Biomimetics Fabrics which mimic nature 


Speedo fast skin mimics shark skin 
Stomatex mimics the way leaves breathes and regulates temperatures keeping wearer cool 


Microencapsulation Fabrics are impregnated with microscopic perfume, anti-bacterial properties, anti-allergic 
properties. 


Buoyancy and 
inflatable  


Thermofloat a buoyancy textile used in lifejackets 
Inflatable components used in bras and children’s swim wear. 


Reflective textiles Developed for night time use on clothes, bags and sportswear- fabric reflects light and often 
used in safety wear. 


Phosphorescent 
textiles 


Used for glow in the dark products 


Fibre optics Used in trainers’ fibre optic sensors inserted to make product light up also been used for 
military use to detect harmful chemicals 


Nanotechnology Nanofibres are made with tiny particles which can be engineered to have a range of modern 
properties to improve the performance of the fibre/ fabric. 


 


 


 


Smart materials- a smart materials is a materials which responds to changes in the environment 
 


Smart material Description 


Thermochromic dye  Thermochronic dye responds to changes in temperature (heat) and will change 
colour 


Solvation chromism This responds to changes in moisture and changes colour- can be used on babies’ 
nappies 


Photochromic These dyes respond to changes in light (UV) and will change colour 


Properties and use of natural fibres 


Natural Fibre Properties Uses 


Cotton Strong, absorbent, cool to wear, hard wearing, creases 
easily, easy to care for 


Clothing, soft furnishings 


Wool Warm, absorbent,  Warm outer wear e.g. jumpers, 
carpets, blankets, soft furnishings 


Silk Comfortable to wear, soft, absorbent, expensive, natural 
sheen 


Luxury clothing and furnishing 


Classification of fibres 








 


Nature of Business Activity Producing Goods & Services Business Enterprise Business Planning 
Business: An organisation that legally trades goods and services 
Good: An item that is for sale. E.g. A Television, Drink, Car 
Service: Something a business does for you. E.g. Haircut, Car wash, 
Plumbing 
 
Businesses can differentiate from their competition through; 


• Cheaper prices  
• Better design  
• Better quality  
• Advertising  
• Promotional activities  
• Make it available to buy in more places  
• Attractive packaging  


 
Why do businesses change? 


• Economic factors – wages, employment… 
• Technological factors – new inventions, computers… 
• Society factors – age, tastes, fashions… 
• Market factors – such as new competitors, pricing… 
• Environmental factors – pollution, deforestation… 
• Political factors – government, laws…  


 
Business Scale: 


• Local: A business that operates in a limited number of towns, 
usually just one area. Example – Amigos  


• National: A business that operates on a national scale and 
has shops in a large number of towns/cities. Example – River 
Island 


• Global: A business that operates in a number of different 
countries. Example - Nike 


Sectors of Industry: 
• Primary Sector: Acquiring raw materials e.g. Coal, Wood, Oil 
• Secondary Sector: Production of Goods and Services e.g. Manufacturing 
• Tertiary Sector: Provision of services e.g. Health Care, Insurance, Teaching 


The three sectors are dependent upon one another in order to produce and sell products. 
 
Factors of Production: 


• LAND – The natural resources that a business use 
• LABOUR – The people a business will use to farm / produce / sell 
• CAPITAL – The money invested and the manmade tools a business needs to be 


able to operate 
• ENTERPRISE – The person who brings all of the ideas together, the entrepreneur. 


 
Goods and Services: 
 


• Consumer: The person who uses the finished product 
• Customer: The person who buys the finished product 
• Producer: The business who produces the product 
• Personal Service: Service provided to the Consumer 
• Commercial Service: Service provided to the a Business who will use it to produce 


a good / service 
• Producer Good: Product sold to a Business who will use it to produce a good / 


service 
• Consumer Good: Product sold to the Consumer 
• Durable Good: Products that can be used more than once, with a lifespan of over 


three years 
• Non - Durable Good (consumable): Products that are used a few times before 


being discarded within three years 
Public & Private Sector: 
 


• Public Sector: Business owned and controlled by the government. 
• Private Sector: Businesses owned and controlled by private individuals. 


Enterprise Skills: 
 


• Risk Taker 
• Initiative 
• Decision Making 
• Organisational skills 
• Creative 
• Hardworking 
• Determination 


 
Entrepreneur Rewards: 


• Profit 
•  Turn hobby into business 
•  Control 
•  Help the community 
•  Make a positive difference 


 
Risks of being an entrepreneur: 


• Cost 
•  Competition 
•  Economy 
•  Lack of Skills 


 


 
New businesses need to put together a plan for their business idea. 
 
Business plans: 


• Help in decision making by showing the aims and objectives of a business 
and the strategies and requirements needed to achieve these. 


• It also provides information to banks and other possible providers of 
finance to persuade these to grant loans and other monies to the 
business. 


They include: 
 


• Business Description – What is your business idea – summarise!  
• Products and Services – What will the business sell? Give details of what 


makes you stand out from existing businesses. 
• The Market – Who are the customers? Who are the competitors? How 


will you target them? What scale will your business work on? Give reasons 
for each of your choices.  


• Market Research – What research will you need to carry out? What 
information do you need to know? 


• Marketing – How will you get people to buy the products / services you 
are offering? 


o Price 
o Product 
o Promotion 
o Location – online or shop?  


• Operational Strategy – What will you need in order for your business to 
run? 


o Technology? 
o Equipment? 
o Buildings? 
o Vehicles?  


• Human Resources – Who will work at your business? What skills will they 
need to have? How will you get the workforce to be motivated?  


• Financial strategy – What costs do you need to take into account? What 
will you need to buy in order for the business to run? 


 


Business Objectives & Stakeholders  Business Ownership Business Growth Location 
 
Business objectives must be SMART. 


Specific 
Measurable 
Achievable 


Realistic 
Timed 


 
Example - Decrease the time to resolve customer issues from 2 hours to 
1.5 hours by July 2018. 
 
Business Objectives: 


• Survival 
• Profit Maximisation 
• Customer Satisfaction 
• Growth 
• Ethical & Environmental 
• Increase Market Share 


 
Stakeholders are groups that have an interest in the success of a 
business. They affect and can be affected by business activity.  
 


 
 
 
 


Unlimited Liability: This is the case for Sole Traders and Partnerships – the owner is responsible for the 
debts of the business 
Share: This is a part of the business owned to the shareholder (i.e. 25% share in the business) 
Debt: Money that a business owes to someone else 
Limited Liability: This is the case for Public Limited and Private Limited Companies – the shareholder 
(owner) can only lose what they invest into the business 
Liability: Another word for responsibility for the debts of a business 
Shareholder: Someone who owns a share in a Limited Liability business 
Deed of Partnership: The document that sets out the details of a partnership. It may include, the share of 
each partner, the profit share etc. 


Sole Trader 
 
A sole trader is a business that 
is owned and run by one 
person. Although a sole trader 
is owned by only one person, 
the owner can employ people 
to work for them. 


 Own boss  
 Keep all profit 
 Lack skills 
 Long Hours 


 


Partnership 
 
A partnership is an agreement 
between two or more people 
to take joint responsibility for 
the running of a business, to 
share the profits and to share 
the risks. 


 Cheap and easy to 
set up  


 Shared workload 
 Shared profits 
 Disagreements 


 


Public Limited Companies (plc) 


 


A Public Limited Company (Plc) 


is usually a very big business 


with a large number of  
employees, owned by 
members of the general public. 


 Limited Liability 
 Easier to raise 


finance 
 Expensive to set 


up 
 Unwanted 


takeovers can 
happen 


Private Limited Companies (ltd) 
 
Private limited companies 
(Ltds) are usually small/ 
medium size businesses, 
although can be large.  


 Limited Liability 
 Shareholders have 


to agree the sale 
of shares. 


 Expensive to set 
up 


 Can be difficult to 
raise finance 


Co-Operatives 
 
Co-operatives are run 
according to a set of values and 
principles, such as democracy 
and equality. 
Consumer co-operative is 
where a group of local 
consumers get together for 
mutual benefit. 
Worker cooperative is a 
business that is owned and 
controlled by the whole 
workforce. 


Charities 
 


Charities are organisations that 


aim to raise money in order to 


support a cause, such as  
cancer research or wiping out 
poverty in third world 
countries. 
It is a non-profit organisation. 
Many charities employ paid 
workers to undertake specialist 
work, but also rely on 
volunteers in order to minimise 
wage costs. 


 
 
 


Unit cost: Cost to produce one item 
Economies of scale lead to lower costs from an increase in size. They happen when the cost per unit 
falls as output increases. 
Types of Economies of Scale: 


• Purchasing: Bulk Buying raw materials can lower the unit cost. 
• Marketing: As there are more products being sold, the Marketing cost is spread across 


more products. 
• Technical: Increased size means more can be invested in machines to produce more and 


cut the unit cost. 
• Financial: Banks are more likely to lend larger sums of money to bigger businesses, at 


better interest rates. 
• Managerial: Bigger businesses are more likely to be able to attract better managers, who 


can lead the business better and create more growth, through better decisions and 
expertise. 


Reasons why businesses grow: 
• Increase profits 
•  Improve market share 


Franchisor: the owner of the main business 
Franchisee: the individual who sets up a business, in the name of the franchisor i.e. McDonalds 
Franchise: A business model that allows businesses to use the name, products and branding of a 
franchisor, in return for royalty payments 


Benefits Drawbacks 
Help with training (franchisee) 
Royalties – received (franchisor) 
 


Control (franchisor)  
Decisions (franchisee)  


Internal Growth (Organic): takes place when a business expands its own operations. Such as selling 
more products, launching new products. 
External Growth: merger (two businesses join to become one) or takeover (one businesses buys 
another and takes control). 


Horizontal  
Two businesses in the 
same industry join 
Same product / 
service 
 Economies of 


scale 
 May be 


disagreements 
 


Backwards Vertical 
Business takes over a 
supplier 
 Access to 


supplies 
 May not 


understand the 
product / 
market  


 


Forwards Vertical 
Towards Customer 
Business takes over 
customer 
 Understanding 


of customers 
 New market 
 


Conglomerate 
Integration 
(Diversification) 
Unrelated businesses 
 Spreads risk / 


New customers 
 No experience 
 


 
 


 
Location Factors: 
 


• The location of raw materials: Some businesses need to locate close to 
where the raw materials, or the components to make their products, are 
available.  


• The supply of labour: The availability of a workforce with appropriate skills 
is another important consideration when deciding where to locate.  


• Infrastructure: All businesses need good sources of energy and water, 
efficient drainage and waste disposal and good transportation.  


• Communication links: Good telephone, internet and postal services are 
sometimes needed – built up areas are often well established in comparison 
to rural areas. 


• The Market: Being close to the market (the customers) is vital for a number 
of businesses.  


• Cost of Land: The amount and cost of land will affect the choice of location 
of the business.  


• Government Factors: Businesses create jobs and prosperity, therefore 
attracting business to an area can be very important to a local council or a 
government.  


 
Siting a business: 
Once an area has been decided upon, a business then needs to decide where it will 
locate. 


 Cost of site  
  Size of site  
  Footfall – the amount of people who will walk past 
  Accessibility  
  Closeness to competitors  
  Personal reasons  


 








WORDS


You can expect to see specific command words on particular sections
of the written paper. These are linked to a specific amount of marks.


Here’s what to expect.


1 mark 2-3 marks 6 marks 6 marks 12 marks


Identify


Name


Give


How


What


Outline


State


Describe


Describe Explain Explain Discuss


SECTION
A


SECTION
A


SECTION
B


SECTION
C


SECTION
C


There will also be 2 x 1 mark
command questions in Section C








WRITING NON-FICTION
Example question and how to get top marks


‘Homework has no value. Some students get it done for them; some don’t do 
it at all. Students should be relaxing in their free time.’  Write an article for a 
broadsheet newspaper in which you explain your point of view on this 
statement.    (24 marks for content and organisation  16 marks for accuracy) 
THIS UNIT AMOUNTS TO 25% OF GCSE RESULT


Content 


 Register is convincing and compelling for audience 
 Assuredly matched to purpose 
 Extensive and ambitious vocabulary with sustained 


crafting of linguistic devices 


Organisation


 Varied and inventive use of structural features 
 Writing is compelling, incorporating a range of 


convincing and complex ideas 
 Fluently linked paragraphs with seamlessly 


integrated discourse markers  


Technical 
accuracy


 Wide range of punctuation is used with a high level 
of accuracy


 Uses a full range of appropriate sentence forms for 
effect


 Uses Standard English consistently and 
appropriately with secure control of complex 
grammatical structures


 High level of accuracy in spelling, including 
ambitious vocabulary


 Extensive and ambitious use of vocabulary


Possible layouts/types of text/formats


Letter


the use of addresses & date
a formal mode of address e.g. Dear 
Sir/Madam or a named recipient 
effectively/fluently sequenced paragraphs
an appropriate mode of signing off: Yours 
sincerely/faithfully. 


Article


Broadsheet = formal/Local or tabloid = 
informal
a clear/apt/original title 
a strapline & subheadings
an introductory (overview) paragraph 
effectively/fluently sequenced paragraphs. 


Leaflet
(text 
only)


a clear/apt/original title 
organisational devices such as inventive 
subheadings or boxes 
bullet points 
effectively/fluently sequenced paragraphs. 


Speech
(text 
only)


a clear address to an audience 
effective/fluently linked sections to indicate 
sequence 
rhetorical indicators that an audience is 
being addressed 
a clear sign off e.g. ‘Thank you for listening’. 


Essay


an effective introduction and convincing 
conclusion 
effectively/fluently linked paragraphs to 
sequence a range of ideas. 


The Basics
Capital letters


Full stops


Question marks


Commas


Apostrophes


Consistent
tense


Ellipsis ....


Homophone
spellings


Connectives


Semi-colons


Colons


Vary sentence 
starts/lengths


Vary paragraph
lengths


Topic sentences


Assessment Objectives


AO5 - Communicate clearly, effectively and imaginatively, 
selecting and adapting tone, style and register for 
different forms, purposes and audiences. 


A05 - Organise information & ideas, using structural & 
grammatical features to support coherence & cohesion


A06 - Candidates must use a range of vocabulary and 
sentence structures for clarity, purpose and effect, with 
accurate spelling and punctuation. 


I AM A 
FORESTER


Imperative
verbs


Repetition


Address the 
reader


Emotive lang./ 
exaggeration


Modal verbs Statistics


Alliteration Triadic structure


Figurative lang. Expert opinion


Opinion Rhetorical q. 


Possible writing purposes   


Explain/ 
Instruct


Q - Explain what you think about.....
 Be factual & use some technical terms
Write in present tense
Give a balanced view (but not contradictory)
Use evidence to support your view
Use conjunctions
Write in 3rd or 1st person


Advise


Q - Advise the reader of the best way....
Write in present tense
Use conjunctions 
Use weak modal verbs (may, might….. NOT should, must)
Write in 2nd person


Argue


Q - Argue the case for/against....
 Both sides of the argument
 Promote one side more than the other
 Counter arguments
 IAMAFORESTER


Persuade
Q - Persuade the writer of the statement that...
IAMAFORESTER
One-sided argument


Sentence
starts


Verb – Running
quickly, she ……


Adverb –
Darkly, the 
night sky….


Adjective – Red 
light filled the …


Preposition –
Down there,
all...


Connective –
However, his 
life…


The Exam


45 minutes – 1 task – no choice


Step one: read & highlight key words 
in question


Step two: Identify the PAT/PAF/PAL


Step three: Plan 6 -8 things you can 
include, then put them in order 
(Steps 1 to 3 = 10 mins)


Step four: Write it (Step 4 = 30 mins)


Step five (MOST IMPORTANT): Lip 
check (Step 5 = 5 minutes)


Stretch yourself


Take a bold standpoint: hook/tone/style.  Also consider 
cohesive devices: adverbials/pronouns/reference chains/ 
synonyms/rhetorical questions/discourse markers.


Audience 


An audience your age:
 Colloquial expressions and 


sayings and references to 
modern culture.


 Frequent use of direct address.
 Use of humour and sarcasm.
 Affronted conjunctions (So…)


An older audience:
 Keep it formal. BUT remember 


they’re not the Queen!  (One is 
outraged my good sir) 


 Avoid references to modern 
culture, humour and sarcasm.


 Avoid using contractions (do not 
instead of don’t)
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